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INTRODUCTION

Karel) Lane and Deborah PP::; 'Jan

This course guide in women's studies is designed_ to meet the needs and inter7
ests of women in rural and urban communities. These courses, in the form of
workshop series, were developed and taught during 1979 by facilitators working
with groups Of community women in central Vermont and in metropolitan Boston,
Part I, for rural women, contains chapters on work, health, parenting, and oral
history. Part II, for urban women, contains chapters on Black women's culture;
women's history, women and health care, Latin women's culture, and women
and writing. Each of these courses provides opportunities for the members of the
participating group to share their individual experiences as women and to
explore women's roles in society.

Over the past decade, the women's movement has generated a growing num-
ber of programs and activities designed to counteract the negative effect of sex
diScriminatien in Many areas, including law, education, and employment: As the
focus of these activities has broadened, so, too, has the number of women
whose liVeS have been touched by this movement increased. Many women have
come to recognize some of the urgent problems they face today: the need for
equal access to education and job training, for equal employment opportunities
and benefits, for reproductive choice, for better child care facilities, and for a
broader range of options for older women. What is presented in this course guide
is the written record of an educational program having its roots in the women's
movement: The purpose has been to reach out to women affected by discrimina-
tion, lack of formal education and Stable employment, and limited time and
opportunity for examining social and personal issues in depth.

Karen Lane served as rural coordinator for the Wornen'S Community Studies Pro-
gram: Since 1970; she has been involved in community education programs,
incluaing an experimental one for rural women and children in north Georgia; as
well as programs in folklore, oral history and ethnic studies. She has a long-stand-
ing commitment to the achievement of equal rights for minorities and women.

DubOrah Pearlman served as project coordinator for the Women's Community
Studies Program. Active in the women's movement for five years, she views her
commitment to women's issues as an integral part of her work in education and
counseling. She is a contributor to the bbcik Breaking the Silence: Seven Courses
in Women's Studies, and is co-founder of a distribution network of independent
curriculum and media developers in women's studies.
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THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNITY

In the development, teaching, and writing of this course guide, a new under-
standing of the concepts of community, and of education, illustrated the impor-
tant relationship. between theory and practice.

The women who participated came from the community. The women involved
group leaders and participants alikeall came from the local community. The
groups were drawn from many sources: from social service agencies ssrving
low-income women, from other voluntary institutions and programs such as
senior citizens' organizations and parents' groups, from schools, from non-volun-
tary institutions such as prisons and halfway houses; and from ad hoc groups
assembled through ads and through notices posted on community bulletin
boards. Each of the women who presented the workshops_had previous experi-
ence in off-campus learning; each had a special sensitivity to low-income
women; and each was attuned, in making outreach efforts, to the importance of
taking the time to know those who live and work in the community.

No matter how important the need for change, creating a situation in which to
effect change does not necessarily ensure that it will take place or be accepted:
To make the courses as physically accessible as possible, meetings were held in
the communities from whichwomen came: in private homes, church basements,
and libraries: at meal sites for the elderly and in nursing homes; at community
centers; and within existing programs at schools and agencies. To make commu-
nication as open and comfortable as possible, women were encouraged simply
to share their own needs and concerns with the group. It is likely that the presen-
tation of an outspoken feminist point of view at the outset would have made par -
ticipants feel uncomfortable or intimidated by a philosophy not their own.
Instead, the focus was on what is common to many women in_this society: the
loneliness encountered by older women; the isolation and self-doubt faced by
mothers cf young children; concerns about health; the reality of women's double
day, workiiig at home and on the job; the fear of violence against women. Begin-
ning with experiences of immediate relevance; the groups moved from the spe-
cific to the general, from sharing and recording events to analyzing them.

Anew sense of community was created within the group. _When women gather
to discuss their experiences, they make connections which demonstrate that
women's needs,.interests, and problems are shared. A recognition of this com-
mon bond helps women be open about their anxieties and frustrations and about
their need_ for equal respect and opportunities. As participants moved from the
particular to the general, from seeing themselves as individuals to seeing them-
selves as part of a larger entity, meetings among groups of women were trans-
formed into women's groups: Initially, some women disputed the value of such an
environment; however, after experiencing it, they responded with affirmation.
Women find in the group experience an opportunity to see themselves separately
from men, to see those attributes not usually valued or fostered come into their
own, to see their own worth, to gain some confidence, and to try new behaviors,
including leadership, organizing, and other skills.

As women gain pride in newly acquired skills, it is important to retain a respect
for traditional values and ways of thinking: Although it is natural to feel torn
between familiar cultural and religious beliefs and an allegiance to new people
and new ideas; membership in a religious, ethnic; or racial need not pre-
clude an alliance with other women. The sense of community which can be
created with women different from one's self Overlaps the more familiar group-
ings of family, church, and neighborhOOd.

By providing the groups with privacy, confidentiality, and time away from pres-
sures and problems; these workshops help create a new sense of community
during a short span of hours. Intormation about women's lives is drawn from
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many sourceslife histories. diaries; photographs, and personal experiences
all legitimate avenues for gathering knowledge by and about women. Input from
written and audiovisual materials and from guest speakers broadens the scope
of contemporary and. historical issues. Explicit in building trust is the belief that
each woman has something worthwhile to say and that out of this experience
comes a better understanding of the issues women face; not only as individuals,
but as women in this society. Active involvement in the creation of a product
(such as the examples described in the oral history and the writing workshop
series) can be important in underscoring the process of moving from the per-
sonal to the political. This group learning environment may enable participants to
see that individual problems often require collective solutions.

The women saw new possibilities for community in the future. These chapters
describe the specific experiences of nine facilitators and the women with whom
they worked. As a document, this course guide translates those experiences in a
way that may enable women in other places_ to form their own sense of commu-
nity as they participate in these workshops. Offered here are tools for education,
not "answers." Most important is the opportunity for community women to share
with one another and to recognize the bond between them.

The recognition of this bond can be the basis for social action. Participation in
women's studies courses such as these can bring about a new self-awareness
for the individual women who participate. The experience of meeting and sharing
can also help the group to see a need for change in the social structures of the
Community.

THE CONCEPT OF FEMINIST EDUCATION

Just as "community" is invested here with a new sense of meaning; so; to;
does the learning process described in these pages give new meaning to the
word "education." Combining humanistic; person-centered education with a par-
ticular focus on women has yielded a feminist model of education. Feminist edu-
cation as described here begins with the experiences and feelings each woman
has to tell: From these- expressions emerges the subject metier of the courses.
From an active involvement in discussions and activities and an exposure to
source materials come an understanding and analySis of women's day-to-day
lives. The continual exchange between the individual learner and the other group
members; between the information contributed by the members of the group and
that derived from other resources, creates a feminist educational experience,
one in which there is a constant striving for women's empowerment and self-
determination:

This model of learning is distinctly different from instruction that traditionally
takes place within groups. In traditional teaching the group is most often used to
create an atmosphere of competition in which individuals demonstrate that they
are more knowledgeable and skilled than other group members. Feminist educa-
tion, on the other hand, fosters collaborative effort among women. It strives for
that unexpected but welcome moment when one woman says to another, "Ah;
you too! I thought it was only me!" Such moments of recognition and insight were
to happen many times. They demonstrate some of the themes that unite the par-
ticipants across many miles: motherhood; widowhood; the need for better health
care, job training, and child care; isolation; and discrimination. Many of these
moments enable participants to find new reasons to cherish women's common
history, to value themselves and gain inspiration from others, to cope with a world



that does not value women equally with men, to gain power to accomplish their
goals, and to find nourishment in their own achievements.

Beginnings and endings are difficult to define. In this program, change began
to take place when women examined the issues closest to their lives: parenting,
household work, health, sexuality, depression, and employment. Perhaps with-
out becoming involved in social change through active participation in the worn:
en's movement, the women who joined in these workshops have seen-the value
of making changes both wi_thin the family and beyond.

Because the majority of American women work of necessity and not by choice,
and because many will be single heads of households during some part of their
adult life, courses such as those described here substantiate the need for chang-
ing the inequities of the present socioeconomic system. They also demonstrate
the need for a deeper understanding of the interrelationship between women's
personal lives and the economic and social realitieS that govern them: Creating
new understanding; building new communities of women, can contribute to mak-
ing theoretical and practical connections for change.

USING THIS COURSE GUIDE

The goals of each of th workshop series are to promote the visibility of
women's accomplishments, to enhance women's personal growth, and to
increase participants' analytic skills in a political context. The nine_chapterS_in
this bock each address a topic of importance to womento rural women in Part I;
to urban women in Part II and offer special insights and suggested activities
that will be helpful to the potential user.

Resources are listed at the end of _each chapter and provide facilitators with
essential preparation for conveying information on a topic and for having an over-
view of the subject matter. The reader is strongly urged to familiarize herself with
these resources before beginning to teach any of the courses described here.
Examining these lists of books, pamphlets, articles, films, and other educational
media; at the outset; may save a group leader time; energy, and e_xpense.

Each of the courses described here will be shaped by the teacher who imple-
ments it by the participants who are involved, and by _the setting in Whidh the
dbUrSe takeS place. Because each author's work reflects her own unique style of
teaching, tne reader is encouraged _to examine_all of these chapters before
beginning a workshop. In this way, she will become familiar_with a variety of
approaches and materials. Because individuals also learn in different ways; help-
ing to shape the content of the course; it becomes a reflection of both the partici-
pants and the group leader. The user may find the most effective course to be a
synthesis of all these chapters.

Below is a general description of the chapters, h:ghlighting the content and
style of each. Differences in organization -will _be apparent to the reader, and
reflett the individual approach taken by each author. In several chapters, sub-
headings emphasize certain points and guide the reader through the pages:
Chapter 4, "Oral History as a Group Process;" however, has no such subhead:
ings. This is because a special emphasis has been placed on the concept of
process: both the learning process described in the chapter and the communica:
tion process between authbr and reader. The reader will most clearly understand
what the author has to say if this chapter, along with the other chapters, IS read in
its entirety.



Part I: Courses in Women's Studies for Rural Communities
Chapter 1, "Women and Work," has as its focus_paid work outside the home.
The emphasis is on recognizing women's economic contributions, valuing
women's economic independence and self-reliance, and enhancing the self-
worth of the participants: Topics include a historical overview of women's
work, the value of work, work at home and on the job, job hunting, non-tradi-
tional jobs; and economics. Curriculun, units are outlined in chart form; and
these are cross-referenced with the list of resources at the conclusion of the
chapter.
Chapter 2, "Women and Health," is designed to help develop in each partici-
pant the sense that she is a person capable of assuming responsibility-for
her health care and able to use the available health care system to her great-
est benefit. Because women usually provide family health care in the home,
this course enhances and expands upon women's existing knowledge; and it
addresses such topics as depression, contraception, va_ginitis, the politics of
women's health; emergencies; family self-belp, smoking; nutrition; exercise;
menstruation and menopause, and sexuality
Chapter 3; "Parenting: Issues in Women's Lives;" examines many issues
faced by mothers, especially mothers of young children. The chapter treats
parenting not as an isolated role, but as a role that has a profound impact on
women's emotional, economic, and social situations as well. Journal keeping
and many -group activities are introduced as effective means of approaching
issues such as communication; family roles; assertiveness; and -,,ersonal
growth.
Chapter 4; "Oral History as a Group Process;" introduces a highly rewarding
activity through which to celebrate women's essential contributions to life
contributions unheralded by traditional written history The emphasis is on
the fact that each woman is a valuable resource, not only for herself, but for
others, and that participation in the oral history process fosters communica-
tion, sharing, and support among women. At the conclusion of the chapter is
a sample oral history transcript.

Part -ft: COLI-FGCS in Worrier s Studies for Urban Communities
Chapter 5, "Black Women's Culture," confronts the fact that Black women
are doubly oppressed as women and as Black people. Black women's mem-
bership in these two groups gives them the least access to economic privi-
lege and political power. Black feminism treats the lives of Black women seri-
ously and struggles for a world in which being Black and female no longer
means being stereotyped into predefined roles. The zessions encompass
discussions, activities; and resources on Black women's culture; culinary
arts; style and aesthetics, including fashion, hair, and mannerisms; visual
and decorative arts; and musicall of which celebrate Black women's crea-
tivity and survival.
Chapter 6, "Women's History, Oral Tradition, and Culture," introduces the
reader to an exciting way of understanding events, conditions, and .human
interactions from one time period to another. It is history that is multiracial
and multi- ethnic; and it reflects various economic backgrounds. The role that
oral history and oral tradition play in women's history is sig_nificant: because
the history of women and ether neglected groups is so rarely recorded; oral
history represents an important primary source. This chapter provides exten-
sive activities and resources on the richness and complexity of women's
history and oral tradition, and it offers suggestions for doing individual and
group oral histories.
Chapter 7, "Women and Health Care: Issues and Alternatives," examines
the relationship between women's role in society and women's lack of
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access to control over their health care: Two curriculaWorkshop A for
adults and Workshop B for adolescentsprovide excit:ng activities and
extensive resources about the politics of health care and preventive health
care; a special sensitivity is given to issues of sexuality, homosexuality, race,
and culture: The workshops emphasize the value of reconnecting women to
Knowledge that was once a familiar part of the culture and folklore, and to
skills thatensure that women's health needs will be better met. _

4 Chapter 8, "Latih Women in the United States," describes the problems of
Latin people and the devaluation of Latin culture in_this_country. The prob-
lems facing Latin women are enormous, and the impetus for creating change
must come frbm within, not outside, the Latin community. This workshop
series begins a dialogue to end the invisibility and silence of Latin women.
Sessions include information on the- Latin woman's cultural roots, morals,
and values; on the economic realities and kinds of discrimination she faces;
on health care and preventive medicine; and on the potential for social
change: _

Chapter 9, "Wornah and vveitihg," challenges the premise that writing is
something only a special few can do, and reading something that requires
extensive training. These popular attitudes reinforce class distinctions and
racial stereotypes. The emphasis in this workshop series is on finding ways
to explore the process of writing by womenparticularly by Black women:
Sessions include insightful discussions, and examples, for moving from self-
discovery to self-expression to self-revelation: The value and use of the jour-
nal, as well as unpublished manuscripts by women writers, broaden the
discovery of women's achievements.

A NOTE ON SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES

In addition to the lists of resources accompanying each chapter in this course
guide, the following materials are especially recommended to the user seeking
general supplementary resources:

Supplementary Resources: For those readers preferring short introductory
workshops in women's studies; an excellent course guide is available for women
whose access to education and employment has been limited because of race;
class, or sex discrimination. Breaking the Silence; Seven Courses in Wornen't
Stiidiet (Newton, Massachusetts: Women's Educational Equity Act Publishing
Center, 1979) includes a user's guide and courses on "Black Women Writers,"
"Introduction to Women's History in the United States," "Reading and Writing
about Women's Lives," "Sex Rolet and Sbcialization," "Women in Cross-Cul-
tural Perspective;" "Women in Prison." and "Women and Their Working Lives."
Each workshop- is primarily experiential in nature and uses consciousness rais-
ing; skill building; and resource sharing. Extensive bibliographies and suggeS-
fiors for audiovisual and supplementary readings are included:
_ Very useful and valuable complements to both Breaking the Silence and

A Common World have been developed by independent media artists: Being a
Woman and Everything; produced by Carol Frenier, is a fifteen-minute color film
available on videocassette and tape. It portrays a warm and engagihg role model
of a working-class woman from childhood through adulthood. Information on the
film and its accompanying teacher's guide can be obtained by writing to the pro-
ducer (Box 111, ManCheSter, MaSSachUsettS 01944). And Ain't! a Woman : A His-
tory of Women in the United States from 1600 to the Present is a concise (fifteen-
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minute) overview of United States history in slide/tape format: The show depicts
the day-to-day reality of women who worked long hours in factories and fields
work that required strength and enduranceand who returned home to a second
job of child care and household work. Supplementary readings and sources on
women's history are included in a teacher's guide; which contains a script of the
show; a dateline on United States women's history, a bibliography for students
and teachers, suggested classroom activities, and a list of themes and issues
helpful in the study of United States history. Information on_purchase or rental
can be obtained by writing the producerS (Ain't I a Woman, P.O. Box 730, Boston,
Massachusetts 02102).

A FINAL NOTE

Women are experienci-1 a revolution. The support of other women is provici-
ing a catalyst for women to look within themselves. For some women this is an
exciting prospect. For other women this may seem difficult or appear unneces-
sary Yet unless women have the opportunity to make choices, there is no possi-
bility for making_ changes. A Common World offers a place for beginning. The
chapters in this book represent a work-in progress: Each workshop series can be
expanded upon and modified as facilitators and group members deem neces-
sary. For example, courses can be led by one person,. or team - taught; as "Black
Women's Culture" and "Women and Writing" were After using some or all of the
materials in the course guide, please fill out and return the form provided at the
end of this book. Readers' and users' comments and criticisms will be most wel-
come.
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1. WOMEN AND WORK

Marna Chater

INTRODUCTION

The focus of this curriculum is on paid work outside the home. It does_not
include consideration of one very important issue, work done in the home. That
particular issue is beyond the scope of this curriculum. The purpose here is to
offer support to individual women in their employment.

The women addressed in this curriculum live and work in the small towns and
remote areas of our country, where the pace of change is slow and the culture
resistant to unfamiliar ideas. Rural women, who have spent their childhood and
adult years in small, isolated communities, have not had access to college
courses, women's consciousness-raising groups, and other such opportunities.
The material presented here has been designed with that consideration in mind.

Many women, particularly in rural America, have grown up with the assump-
tion that their primary work lies with their home and family. For these women,
the cultural "ideal" would have them remain in the home. They grow up expect -
ing their spouse to be the breadwinner, while they are supported, protected and
cared for as a dependent. For many women these traditional expectations con-
cerning their roles are in conflict with their day-to-day reality.

The times have changed, the traditions have been broken, yet people hold to
the "ideal." In many ways, the traditional values present something_ people know
and trust. But the change in reality must be perceived. For example, two-fifths of
all workers in the labor force in 1978 were women. Fifty-nine percent of all
women eighteen to sixty-fourthe usual working ageswere working. When
viewed in comparison to other times, the contemporary situation becomes more
dramatic. The number of working mothers has increased more than tenfold since
the period immediately preceding World War II, while the number of working
women has more than tripled.31

Society's assumption that the primary role of women is in the_home results in
unequal opportunities for women in education and employment. The brunt of this
inequality is acutely experienced by women who become the primary wage
earners in their familiessingle parents, displaced homemakers, and welfare
mothers.

Marna Chater has worked as a consultant to health, education, and human serv-
ices organizations in Vermont for the past fourteen years. Her work has been
diverse and includes conducting a feasibility study for a women's health _center,
working in the criminal justice system, serving as training consultant to Planned
Parenthood of Ver-rnont in its formative years, and working with low-income
groups. Currently, she is completing a series of humanities discussions in Vermont
communities on the issues of crime and justice.

(Note: In this chapter, superscript numerals refer to a particular reference, corre-
spondingly numbered, in the Resources section, pp. 30-35.)



A majority of women are 3mployed because of economic need. More than half
of employed women are heads of households. More women than men are single
parents and as such are often the sole support of their family. Many women
expect to contribute to their family's support in more than a secondary way. In
fact, a woman's income frequently raises her family out of poverty.31

GOALS

This curriculum is intended for use by potential leaders who have taught and
worked with community groups. Experience and an intimate knowledge of the
culture and women of the community can be most helpfullt is important to be
aware of and sensitive to the values of the participants. The following is pre-
sented to serve as a guide to those teachers and group leaders who are working
with community women in rural areas. My comments and suggestions in no Way
replace the teacher's own investigation of the issues concerning women and
work. Each teacher needs to become familiar with the resources, ideas, and con-
tent of any given topic. What worked well for one person may not meet with the
same success for another person because of unfamiliarity or discomfort with the
topic or technique..

Three goals uriderlie the thinking behind this curriculum: (a) to recognize wom-
en's contributions, (b) to place greater value on economic independence and
self-reliance, and (c) to enhance the self-worth of the participants. These goals
are addressed from a feminist perspective, one which respects women and val-
ues them as equal to men, while challenging the absence of such equality.

The recognition of women's contributions can be a stimulus to a very basic
shift of attitude toward women. Most often, the work done bywomen is devalued.
Until recently, women's contributions have scarcely been documented. Conse-
quently, for most women, the effect is both general and particular. Women tend to
underrate the achievements of other women, and thus the individual also berates
her_own achievements. An effective way to counter this is to make known wom-
en's accomplishments. This acknowledgment enhances women's respect for
other women and can have a powerful effect on women's own sense of self-
respect and aspiration.

Equally important is placing value on- women's economic independence and
self-reliance. The women in my two groups were primarily single heads of house-
holds. Many women find that at some point in their lives they need to rely on
themselves alone for financial support. Because of the cultural ideal that women
should be dependent, many women resist economic independence. They fear
that they will be viewed as a failure because they are not attached to a supporting
male. It is helpful to challenge that view and recognize that economic indepen-
dence for women is positive.

The concept of equal pay for equal work is readily supported by most men and
wornen. Yet jobs that are traditionally held by women pay less than jobs requiring
similar skills but traditionally held by_men. Even in professions for which the train-
ing and skills are the same, the compensation is unequal. Equal access to eco-
nomic power is essential for women. For most women, economic power comes
from paid employment.

The third goal of the course is to enhance participants' recognition of their own
self-worth, Because women's work and accomplishments have not received
appropriate credit, many women into! nalize this view. The result is a lack of
respect for themselves, which can be countered by the concrete methods offered
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in this curriculum. Indeed; the very opportunity to participate in a group of sup-
portive women, who are experiencing, sharing, and learning from the same prob-
lems, will do much to enhance the self-image of the individual participants.

The purpose of this guide is to offer support to working women. In the practical
and the concrete; as well as the philosophical, women need to readdress their
relationship to work.

ORGANIZING THE GROUPS

"Women and Work" was taught at two sites. I was especially committed to
working with our project's target population; whom we defined as rural Vermont
women whose education and work experience had been limited.

The first site was the women's unit of a community correctional center. The
women there were for the most part, native Vermonters. Many_ of them had
dropped out of high school, and some were completing their General Education
Diploma (GED) for high school equivalency while incarcerated. The work experi-
ences of these women were severely limited and limiting. Most often they _had
worked in factories, as chambermaids, as waitresses, or in nursing homes. Many
of them had grown up on welfare or had turned to welfare for support during their
adult life. The majority of their crimes had been motivated by economic need.
Economic independence was- esPecially significant for these women: to be
released, they had to have a job and be able to support themselves.

The second group was selected with the help of two state em_ployees, one a
social worker with the Work Incentive Program (WIN) and_the other a counselor
with the Vermont Career Opportunities Program (VCOP). The participants
selected were welfare clients returning to the job market Most of them were
working as secretaries or clerk trainees in state government. Many of them had
dropped out of high' school but had completed their GED, either on their own or
as part of the WIN or VCOP programs. They had stayed home, raising families,
and had been out of the job market from one to fifteen years. These women, too,
were concerned about their economic independence.

The common denominator was economic need. Most women are incarcerated
for economic crimes such as bad checks, petty larceny, welfare fraud, or stolen
property Their experience in the criminal justice system has been provoked by
their own economic need. Indeed, poverty is often cited as a cause of crime. This
seems dramatically true for women who are brought up with the expectation that
they will be "cared for but who find that in reality things are different.

. The welfare system is no longer designed to fully support mothers until their
children reach the age of majority. When her youngest child reaches school age,
the welfare mother is expected to look for work. The WIN program, for example;
provides support, assistance, and training for employment. The message is
clear: the "State" does not expect to provide lifelong income for women.

ISSUES IN TEACHING

Both the sites and the women whO participated in the course were distinctly
different. My experience with each of them, as well as with the course material,
has made certain issues foremost in structuring the curriculum; My concerns are
on two levelsthe philoSophical and the practical. Let me begin with the philo-
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sophical, because I believe it provides depth and perspective to this curriculum.
In this canted I address three themes; (a) the feminist perspective; (b) the value
of group sharing and participation, and (c) the value of role models. Often; practi-
cal matters enhance or interfere with the group's efforts. In my experience, cer-
tain elements make a considerable difference in working with groups: In this
vein, three needs emerged while the course was underway: (a) the need for a
supportive structure; (b) the need for private space, and (c) the need for appropri-
ate materials for the group.

The Feminist Perspective

Our challenge in the Women's Community Studies project and in this curricu-
lum has been to present our courses from a feminist perspective. A respect for
women permeates this course and its preparation: This respect and value come
from a feminist _perspective. In _my_ opinion, the feminist philosophy is one in
which women and men are regarded as equals: Though this viewpoint seems
simple enough, it is contradicted by other ideas that are common in our society
In most societies; women have had a less-than-equal role. Most women and men
have accepted these terms as the way things are and probably ought to be My
purpose is to challenge that less-than-equal position and to urge that it be
replaced with one of equality.

It is helpful to consider our society's view of women and to acknowledge the
assumptions that society makes about women's roles: An understtandicig of the
nature of these beliefs about women and the consequent role restrictions they
impose is essential: The History of Ideas on Women2 presents the -major thinkers
of Western civilization and their views on women, which range fromextremely
sexist to strongly egalitarian: I have included in the list of resources at the end of
this chapter some collections of feminist viewpoints that I believe are very help
fut. _

My ultimate purpose here is to challenge the sex-role stereotypes that are so
limiting for women. But first, while recogniz -'women's limitations in society,
I believe that a posture of strai;iing and stretc. g those limits enhances growth:
Women need to recognize their own strengths and abilities in order to enhance
and further them:

A feminist perspective on women and work contradicts the assumptions of
. society. Much of women's work and accomplishments has gone unrecognized;

therefore, a commitment to acknowledge these contributions is essential. A num-
.: ber of books cited in the Resources section provide some of this informatior

An underlying element of my beliefs and throughout the curriculum is a respect
for women. This_ is probably the most vital aspect to convey in utilizing any of the
course materials: A respect for women must permeate any presentation of the
issues and topics.

A_course that has a feminist perspective can be richly rewarding and challeng-
ing for the leader as well as for the participants. The process can also be painful,
depressing, and anger prbvoking. As the group addresses the questions, issues,
and readings, some assumptions about women, their roles, and their work will be
challenged. For you, the leader, maintaining a critical consciousness will be help-
ful in approaching the material and issues: Your respect for women will help you
to uncover the strengths that women often mask. Finally, remember your sense
of humorthe ability to laugh at yourself; the situation, and even the inequities
faced by women will heleyou to gain perspective and continue.

A critical examination of your own and the participants' attitudes about women
and work is a start. The leader and participants might ask some questions like
the following to gain a better focus and understanding:
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What ideas and expressions have influenced your attitudes about work since
childhood? since adolescence? since adulthood? For example: "Being a
mother is a full-time job." ''Women take jobs away from men." "A girl should _get
training or a career only as a back-up to her husband's full-time employment "
"Men have careers but women have jobs."
Did you expect to "grow up and get married and live happily ever after" with no
plans for work?
Did you prepare for a career?
What have been your own work experiences?

. What kinds of work are done by the women you know?
How have these women influenced you?
Did your mother or grandmothers work outside the home? Were you pleased,
resentful, or respectful? How do you feel now?
What value do you place on women's work at home?

What kinds of work should women do?
Be especially sensitive to and aware of the conservative, traditional values that
rural women may hold concerning their roles. Strong statements of radical values
may be so foreign and far removed from the participants' experience that they
serve to alienate the group.

The Value of Group Sharing and Participation

Teaching a group of women about women, encouraging them to share their
own feelings aid ideas; is very different from presenting "women" as a subject.
The ideas and emphasis necessarily change when the participants are a part of
the content The sharing of experience; leadership.; and power is important; it
has an equalizing effect uniquely suited to a feminist model. Feminists who
argue that women have been shortchanged by the - authoritarian male model sug-
gest a new model based on mutuality, sharing, and respect. This method of shar-
ing thoughts, feelings; and experiences helps to unite women in a way that leads
to better self-understanding: By sharing, women learn that they are not alone:
The pleasure of learning from others to trust oneself and one's feelings brings a
new energy to the individual.

The group members' sharing of themselves is more valuable than_ any topic or
resource. Again and again during course evaluation; I heard the participants'
appreciation of one another:

The parts that had the most impact and
meaning for me were the discussions:
I enjoyed the discussions and now realize
that by working and being a mother and
keeping house, I'm not alone.

The Value of Role Models

My experience with the two groups emphasized the value of role models. The
leader, guest speakers, and participants themselves all serve as role models.
What the leader demonstrates by her actions is often more powerful than what
she says. She serves as a role model, and her expression of respect for the par-
ticipants is thus communicated far more clearly than the course content. When
you are looking for guest speakers, keep this in mind. Women who give and
receive respect will have considerable impact on the group. Further, the partici-
pants themselves will demonstrate their own strengths and growth to one
another and will serve as role models within the group.
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Two examples of role models might illustrate their significance more clearly.
When I first visited the correctional center, one woman was especially interested
in the course. By the time the course actually began, six weeks later, she was on
furlough status; had a job: and was living at home with her husband: In order to
participate, she had to return to the center. She was interested, but did not attend
the first two sessions. After considerable thought, she decided to participate;
even though it meant returning to a loOked institution and undergoing a strip
search_ upon arrival and departure, The _other inmates truly appreciated and
respected her. They were eager to know how things were .going for her on the
outside. She was a great inspiration to them.

Because of that experience; I decided to expand upon the idea of role models
with the second_group. The two women, the WIN social worker and the VCOP
counselor who recruited the group; also attended the sessions and participated
in them. They are both strong and independent and are admired for their work in
state government. The participants already knew these women and looked up to
them as s7r:estful women WOrkerS.

PRACTICAL ISSUES

The Need for a Supportive Structure

want to stress the need for support from an agency or institution whenyou
attempt to work with a group of rural women, Transportation in rural areas can be
a real problem. Having no public transportation and perhaps only limited access
to cars can make just getting together very difficult. The availability of car pools
and a transportation network can make the difference in many women's opportu-
nity to participate. Reimbursing participants for the cost of transportation might
also be necessary.

Many women involved in our course were the mothers of young children. How -
ever, _I strongly recommend that women not care for their children during the
meeting time. The sessions need to be a special time to pursue the course con-
tent. Children wanting their mother's attention certainly distract at least their
mother and probably others. Making provisions for child care, in an adjacent or
nearby but separate building, is the most appropriate solution.

the Need for Private Space

Because a primary concern for the group is the meeting space, privacy and
comfort are important issues. If the participants are expected to share their ideas
and feelings, the setting can do much to promote or detract from these goals. No

- one feels comfortable when she is interrupted or forced to share the meeting
space. Some suggestions for private and comfortable places to meet might
include a living room; an agency conference room, a meeting room in a town hall
or library, a grange hall, or a recreation center. Any of these settings might work;
each may have some drawbacks. For example, a living room might be comfort-
able, but not private enough. Or a conference/meeting room might be private,
but too stiff, because of office furniture and prohibitions about smoking or drink
ing coffee. Every situation is different In my experience, a closed door, a circle of
participants_, and hot water for tea and coffee provide the most conducive setting.

The course given at the prison illustrates the issues concerning privacy quite
well. Any locked institution by its very nature denies _privacy. Monitors, loud-
speakers, doors being locked and unlocked, staff who come through checking-
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all undermine intimacy. In institutions; the need for privacy lakes on a special
importance.

At the correctional facility, we met in the visiting room, which was the most pri-
vate space available but which still subjected us to loudspeakers and the traffic
of other residents (most often male) going to and from appointments with the
public defenders, whose small and private office cubicles were contained within
the visiting room.

The second group met in a room in the local library For this group; having a
neutral space was important. Although we could have met at an office or in an
agency conference room; our time together would have been influenced by the
location. Being free of the implications inherent in those settings was helpful.

Appropriate Materials for the Group

It is important to use materials appropriate for the participantsmaterials with
which they can easily identify Incarcerated women are more likely to identify with
a film about women in prison than with an exercise on how to translate volunteer
work experiences into the resume format. On the other hand, a group of women
returning to the job market after twenty years' absence for child rearing will won-
der what a film about welfare mothers has to say to them.

Because of my experience with the women at the correctional facility, I am
especially aware of the wide discrepancy in reading abilities among adults. Earty
in the course, I brought reading materials that I thought would be helpful. How-
ever, I failed to reco_gnize that the reading level of some participants would pre-
vent them from reading and understanding the materials: Other techniques can
address the same content in ways that will stimulate and involve the participants.

One especially productive_session resulted from the use of appropriate materi7
als with the second group. The topic was welfare mothers and work. I used two
resources reflecting very different points of view. First was a slide-tape show,
developed by a university economist, that discussed the question Should Welfare
Mothers_Be Forced to Work?33 The economist's research had included interviews
With 200 Vermont women; the economist had asked their opinions, taped their
responses, and presented the results together with slides and comments. Sec-
ond was the National Film Board of Canada's film Would I Ever Like toitfork,34
which expressed the frustrations of a welfare mother trying to survive. The dis-
cussion that followed was excellent The women's messages to themselves and
to one another were clear: they wanted to work, they wanted to be independent,
and they wanted to support their families. In an effort to develop -a broader con-
sciousness about the welfare issue, we read and discussed Johnnie Tillmon's
article "Welfare Is a Women's Issue.", I

IMPACT AND SUMMARY

For me, the most important judgment about this course is its effect. I am espe-
cially concerned with having impact, with challenging and promoting change and
growth. These courses have indeed had an impact. The women who participated
appreciated most of all the opportunity to get together and discuss their concerns
and their views. It was also rewarding to know of the individual changes the
women made.

The correctional center staff shared with me their lack of appreciation for the
course; the women did not go back to the unit docile. Indeed, sometimes the
inmates were feisty, a quality that may not be appreciated by the staff and cer-
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tainly could have some negative consequences for the inmates. On the other
hand, as they began to feel stronger and better about themselves; they were
more willing to challenge a system that has disabled them. Their response
reflects the emergence of a more positive self-ii;iage.

The course's impact on the second group was both immediate and especially
appropriate. During the course, three women secured permanent; full-time jobs.
One person believes that she got the job directly as a result of her resume, which
sne prepared during the course. She said that when she arrived for the interview,
she learned she was the only applicant who had prepared a resume. Her knowl-
edge that she was well prepared made her feel in control of the situation. She
was also - confident since she had role played an interview Voation during the
course. The impact for her was dramaticshe got the job.

This protect has provided me with a rewarding opportunity to appreciate the
growth of the participants and the development of the group. I am passionately
attached to the goals of this course. The project has also allowed me to expand
my own knowledge and interest in the area of women and work. As a result, I

have developed a new perspective on my strongly held beliefs about women's
work, economic independence, and self-worth. For me, these have all been very
important issues, but I have now come to a new appreciation of their feminist
value

The project _g_ave me an opportunity to work with two remarkable groups of
women. In preparing a study several years ago, I interviewed some women at the
correctional center. I was depressed by their situation and felt strongly that they
needed exposure to other ideas and to other women. The-welfare- mothers -in the
second group were working hard to improve their own difficult life situations; I
admire their strengths and survival skills.

In summary, this experience has been very rewarding. I learned a great deal in
searching for references and resources in the content area, I came to an under-
standing of my own appreciation for these issues, and I worked with two
groupswatched them be challenged and change and grow. It has been exciting
and valuable. I hope that this format has enabled me to share my concerns with
the reader in a way that is helpful. The curriculum outlina that follows gives spe-
cific suggestions, but consider them, reflect on your own experience, and blend
what will work well in your own situation.

2j
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CURRICULUM

Theme and Issues: The section that follows is structured in the style of a tra-
ditional curriculum: I have developed eight key themes concern-
ing women and work. The themes should not be considered inclu-
sive or appropriate for all groups; rather; they attempt to clarify the
essential issues.

This curriculum is intended to be flexible and easily adaptable
for use by many groups. After briefly exploring the theme in a
series of issue statements or questions, I present some optional
approaches for the topic. My general framework includes presen-
tation of suggested styles, such as guest speakers, filmssor other
outside resources; activities that focus on group interaction or
result in a product*, and readings on two levels(al for the partici-
pants and (b) as background information for the leader.

Presentation Activities

Material or information can be
presented by the leader, by a
guest speaker, or by means of a
film or slide show. It is often help-
ful in presenting information to
reinforce the message. For exam-
ple; a blackboard or notebook
containing key words or phrases
will serve to keep the group mem-
bers focused on the issue at hand.
Charts, figures, and graphs are
helpful in explaining ideas. Some
people need to hear new ideas,
some need to see a visual expla-
nation, and for many, the combina-
tion is especially effective; thus,
films may be a useful tool.

Guest Speaker(s): Suggestions for
the kind of speaker are listed
when appropriate.

Film(s): Suggested films are listed
when appropriate.

Activities are a good way to
involve participants. If resumes
are the concern; everyone might
work on her own. For job inter-
views, try role playing various situ-
ations to involve the group and
help them gain insight.

I have made activity sugges-
tions for each of the sessions, but
don't be limited by my recommen-
dations. Use them as a spring-
board to develop activities most
suitable to your group. Two books,
Beyond Sex Roles28 and Changing
Learning, Changing LiVeS, 24
present many activity sugges-
tions.

Focus on the questions pre-
sented in the section on the Femi-
nist Perspective (pp. 6-7).

2 6
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Readings

There are a number of ways to present any of the topics. I find a
combination of many techniques the most suceessful approach.
For example, it is often helpful to begin by giving the group some
specific information or ideas on the topic. The group members
then need to get involved with the ideas as well and they are more
!ikely to do so by sharing their own ideas. There are many differ-
ent ways to learn, but I believe the most desirable is to eng_a93
people's active participation. When a person offers her own ideas,
she becomes more confident and committed in the process.

Amplification

When appropriate, I have made
reading suggestions. The group
might do the reading at home
before the session, or people can
take the time to read while the
group is gathering. By asking
questions; you can encourage
participants to share their views.

Did you agree/disagree with the
author?

6 What points were relevant to
your own life?
Was the solution suggested the
only one? What else might be
suggested?

Personal agreement or disagree-
ment and : iterpretation offer
open-ended ways for the group to
respond to the readings.

feeler's References: For each
topic, I have suggested the read-
ings that might be most helpful to
the leader.

In addition to presenting each of
the sessions; I suggest amplifica-
tionthat is, ways to expand on
the topic presented. Many of the
topics become multiplied by spe-
cific issues or concerns that vary
from group to group; especially
with regard to the amount of time
available: You might expand these
sessions to run for ten, twelve, or
sixteen meetings.
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Session One: Introduction

Theme and Issues: The first session needs to focus on two elementsthe
expectations of the course and of the participants. A presentation
of the course ideas and materials will give the group an opportu-
nity to focus on the expectations of the course. Their own expec-
tations need to be shared and incorporated into the course plan.
The first session sets the tone, and because of that it is particu-
larly important to pay attention to detailtransportation situation;
private, friendly meeting space; etc.

Presentation Activities

Lea.der presents ideas of
course. Overview of course topics
to be covered with input and sug-
gestions froth group members: Ini-
tial exploration of attitudes toward
women and work:

Some factual or statistical infOr-
mation on number of women in
work force, percent of women
workers clearly working for eco-
nomic need (e.g., single persons;
single parents), changing patterns
of women working outside the
home (contrast to different cul-
ture, different times in history,
etc.).

Guest Speaker(s): Not appropriate

Filtn(S): Overview film to bring
focus on the issues, such as:

it's Not Enough34
We Are Women39

Group Discussion

Introductory Game
See Biographies or Introduction

from Personalizing Eciiication.2
It is important to give more time

and credit to each participant than
cursory time to introduce oneself.

Small-Group Discussion
Discuss attitudes toward

women and work. Group mem-
bers can generate ideas, or each
small group could examine vari-
ous statements that express val-
ues in this area. For example:

"Man may work from sun to
sun, but woman's work is never
done."
"I don't want my wife working;
I'll provide for my family."
"Women only work because
they want to get out of the
house."
"What am I going to do in fif-
teen years when my kids are
gone and there's really not
enough work for me at home?"

Questions on Values
See page 7.
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In this opening session; it is important for the participants to
become comfortable and familiar with one another. An introduc-
tory exercise is very helpful in getting the participants relaxed and
talking with one another.

Readings Amplification

"Working Women: Joys and
Sorrows"2I

Leader's References: See
Resources section:

Getting Yoursia
Personalizing Education25
Beyond Sex Roles28

Opportunity to explbre more
content or more depth; to broaden
resource materials for group.
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Session TWo: The Kinds of Work Women Have Done

Theme and Issues: The second session presents a historical overview of
women's contributions, stressing the value and diversity of wom-
en's work. This session can be used as an opportunity to explore
the vast ways women have participated: but must also relate spe-
cifically to the participants. Credit for the value of women's unpaid
work is important here:

Presentation Activities

Review women's work, chang-
ing patterns.

Guest Speaker(s): Not appropriate

Film(s): _ And Ain't I A Woman?32
(slide Show)

Work Women Do/Don't Do
Participants individually list in

two columns work women do and
don't do. Expect to counter the
"don't do" list with examples of,
women's accomplishments
plumber Women at Work26
airline pilot
surgeon
truck driver
heavy

equipment opr
engineer
mechanic
farmer
soldier
jobs requiring

strength

We Were Theren

Adam's Rib3

Three Generations of Work
Participants individually -3t

work that they/their mother, air
grandmothers have done
pile list from group to get wide var-
iation. Remind participants to list
homemaking and raising children
as work, as well as unusual work
experiences for women:

3u
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Readings Amplification

"Women and Their Work," the
oral historTtranscript in "Oral His-
tory as a Group Process," Chap-
ter 4 of this book.
Women at Work26

Leader's References:
Women at Work26
We Were There28
America's Working Women13
Women's Work2
Working Life of Women :in the

Seventeenth Century''
"Women and Work around the

World: A Cross-:Cultural
Examination of Sex Division
of Labor and Sex Status;" in
Beyond Sex Roles28

Opportunity to stress particu-
larly the contributions of women in
your own geo_graphic areae.g,,
in the Midwest or the West; pio-
neer women in areas where
unions are strong, women's role in
union organizing.

Other Films:
Anything You Want to Be36
Union Maids36
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Session Three: The Value of Work

Theme and Issues: The emphasis is on women's own feelings and their vat!
ues for work in their own lives. Although this is similar to the first
session; it builds on the information and value-giving experience
of the second session to provide a focus on the positive aspects of
the participants' experience. In many ways, this session recapitu-
lates the earlier theme; but rather than society's limitation, the
stress is on the individual.

Presentation Activities

The value of work

Guest Speaker(s): Not appropriate

Film(s): A film that keys into an
individual and her own situation:

Would I Ever Like to Work34

Small-Group Discussion _

Quotcs from The Quotable
Woman;27 such as the following:

"Work means so many
thingsso many! Among
other things, work also means
freedom."
"Laziness may appear attrac-
tive, but it is work that gives
satisfaction.",
As for me, prizes mean noth-

ingmy work is my prize."

Why Do Women Work?
Suggest that participants gener-

ate a list of reasons why they work
and then code them according to
these general categories:

$ money
9 self-satisfaction

meeting people; exchange
* reward

Life-Planning Exercises
See Beyond Sex Roles28 (pp. 28,

30, 31).
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Readings Amplification

Periodicals such as
Ms. Magazine29
Working Woman38

Leader's References:
Getting Yours18
Quotable Woman27
Beyond Sex Roles28

Life-Planning Exercises
Goals
Dreams at 16
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Session Four: Work at Home and on the Job

Theme and Issues: The emphasis is to stress the day-to-day reality for the
working woman: balancing responsibilities at home and at work;
examining issues concerning child care, housework, sick chil-
dren, etc.

Presentation Activities

Identifying the work of manag-
ing a home and raising children.
Providing some perspective on
the burden of that work as well as
outside employment: Stress on
the variety of ways to deal with the
work at homestreamlining and
setting priorities, sharing the work
with the partner and children.
Many studies have shown that
women working outside the home
spend less time on i.cusework
examine why and what happens.

Guest Speakeds. A remarkable
individual who balances home
and work especially well or a
panel offering varied solutions.

Film(s): A film here should stress
the diverse ways of seeking an
approach rather than a "right"
way.

Sylvia, Fran, and Joy38

Participants and/or leader gen-
erate list of household/family
chores; then chart who is respon-
sible and time involved. For exam-
ple:

cr)

7 N
c_ 0 E
0.0

tb -NC
CL

general
cleaning

food: shop
prep'n
clean-dp

laundr9
own

-kids'
eneral

child care
driving

kids-
budget

4 hr/wk
1 hr/wk
1 hr/wk

1/2 hr/day

2 hr/wk
1/2 hr /wk

1 hr/wk
45-hriwk-

1 hr/wk
2 hr/wk

g

Small-Groups
Decide on something to do for

yourself in the next week; Three
categories:

Free $ 0;
Under $ 5. 1 hr-2 hr
Under $10. time

(Womenespecidly working wom-
en; and even more, single working
parentsdo not make time for
their own pleasure and enjoy-
ment.)
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Readings Amplification

"I Want a Wife"17

Leader's References:
Getting Yours18
The Balancing Act19
Women Working16

Depends on the tone and inter-
eFt of the group. Participants may

more interested in exploring
their roles as mothers and work-
ers=examining conflicts and
seeking resolution. If so, use an
exercise to focus on their_ con-
cerns, such as "A Working Moth-
er's Story" from Personalizing
Education.25

Perhaps they are seeking more
practical resolution; if so; use a
guest speaker from the state day-
care licensing agency on the
options available in the commu=
nity. Or assemble a panel of ser-
vice providers.
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Session Five: Job Hunting

Theme and Issues: VVrmen are often unaware of the job market and how to
go about exploring it The session strives to build familiarity and
thus confidence in dealing with job seeking. The session is espe-
cially valuable for women returning to employment after some
"time out" for family, etc:; however, the -clues and information are
also valuable to all employed women. The initial emphasis is on
discovering participants' own special skills, attributes, and inter-
ests; then on translating them into job-market terms; and finally on
relating them to a potential employer.

Presentation Activities

Job exploration, the job market.
discovering individual potential;
resumes versus applications,
hints for the interview situation:

Explore the hidden junadver-
tised) job markets (85 percent of
jobs are not advertised) by inviting
a panel of area industry personnel
officers.

Guest Speaker(s): Area emplo_y-
ment counselor especially clued
into women's special needs; panel
of employment services staff.

Resumes
Participants list skills, interests;

work (including volunteer experi-
ence); from this, sketch out a
resume with dates, employers,
responsibilities, etc. Share and
critique resumes:

General Discussion
Participants share experiences

and observations relative to the
job search.

Rofe Playing the Job interview
Role playing offers the most

help to the potential job inter-
viewee. An opportunity for each
participant as interviewer and
interviewee would add immeasur-
able confidence to their own real-
life efforts. Prepare some really
sticky role-play situations--em-
ployer asking illegal questions
about number of children, child-
care arrangements; or method of
birth control. It's okay-to make the
role play difficult a lot less risk in
this situation, with a supportive
group of peers, than all alone in a
situation that one hasn't consid-
ered.
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Readings Amplification

The Women's Work Book12
The Balancing Act lg.

Leader's References:
Resumes
The Balancing Actig
Getting Yours18
Woman's Work Book12

This particular topic offers many
possibilities for expansion and in
depth exploration. Job discrimina-
tion could coinpose one entire
session and could include a
speaker from the Governor's
Commission on the Status of
Women, Legal Rights Division;
Bar Association Women's Sec-
tion; etc.

Work habits, office politics, and
sexual harassment on the job
offer still more possibilities for
expansion in this area. Prepare
resumes, with a finished, typed
version be;ng the goal. Review the
dos and don'ts but stress the flexi
bility of the resume form.



Session Six: Non-Traditional Jobs for Women

Theme (and .,and Issues: Because of the economic lvantage and the impor-
lance of changing sex-role stereotyp. 3, a full session on non-
traditional employment is recommended.

Presentation Activities

Change in access to employ-
ment. Historical look at the argu-
ments presented for women's
aptitudes being most suited to
what's needed (see Adam's Rib,3
We Were There2O): For example;
change in the sex composition of
various professions, such as
teachers, clerical workers, tele-
phone operators; women's non-
traditional employment in the
United States in times of war and
thus a changing need.

Guest Speaker(s): One of the best
possible ways to present this
issue is to have a panel of women
employed in non-traditional jobs.
They can speak of their work, the
reason for their choice, compare
their job with other work experi-
ences; discuss the attitudes
toward them, etc.

Film(s): Demonstrate non-tradi-
tional jobs;

Farewell to Welfare35
Anything You Want to Be36

Photos
Participants select photos they

like and dislike from Women at
Work,26 write a paragraph about
each and present to _group. Use
an overhead projector for the
group to view the_photo as each
woman reads her paragraph.
Explore attitudes toward non-tra-
ditional employment.

Careers
Play "Careers" board game

(four to six players each). Most of
these "careers" are not traditional
for women. Discussion can focus
on careers as well as values con-
cerning money, fame, and happi-
ness. The game is sold at most toy
stores.

38
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Readings Amplification

Check periodicals
"I Denied My Sex" from America's
Working Womer713

Leader's References:
Thursda's Daughtersls
Adam's Ribs
We Were There2°
Revolt of American Women4
And Jill Came Tumbling Afteril

Attitudes toward success and
fear of success (Horner's studies)
are a very likely extension of wom-
en's experiences in non-tradi-
tional careers: Many traditional
careers for women modulate suc-
cess with other values and fac-
tors. Fear of success and subse-
quently loss of femininity may well
be issues for the group.
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General Discussion
Participants share knowledge

and experience of budgets,
checking accounts, Christmas
clubs, life insurance, stocks and
bonds, mortgages, cost of travel,
etc.

Session Seven: Economics

Thome and Issues: When women are employed and earning money, they
are more likely to be in control of the money. Knowledge of
budgeting, credit, and economics is very valuable for women.
Stress should be placed on women's economic self-reliance and
on the importance of handling money successfully, in contrast to
the way things were in the nineteenth century.

Presentation Activities

Historical change in women's
access to money, property, etc:
Review of current legislation cov-
ering fair credit; etc.

Guest Speaker(s): Banker, credit
union manager

Questionnaire on Money
Helps to reveal attitudes toward

money, how they are formed, how
they differ from those of the
spouse; etc. (see Ms ;; November
1977, pp. 63-67).29

Consumer Tips
Prepare cards with the follow-

ing:
If I were to shop for
(orange juice, groceries,
kids' clothes; an iron; fabric;
a washing machine, an
apartment; a house; credit,
clothes for myself, etc.), I

would
Have participants randomly select
a card and respond. This is a good
way to generate discussion and
share ideas and experiences.

Small-Group Discussion
Discuss and compare topics

such as the following:
A foolish purchase (buying to
satisfy other needs)
A wise investment
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Readings

Leo rally, women do not have to give the money earned from their
own ,,bors to their father or husband. Women can and should
e h their own credit and control over their economic situa-
tion.

Amplification

Periodicalt

Leader's References:
Getting Yours18

Budgeting alone could take a
number of sessions. Participants
might work on and prepare budget
sheets, keeping a daily_tally of
expenses for a month. Examine
bargain-hunting newspapers and
retail circulars as a way of increas-
ing awareness of budgetino Wra-
tegies.

A
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Session Eight: Summary and Conclusion

Theme and Issues: This cone ding session offers some lime to complete
specific topics or a as of concern and to evaluate the results,
including both the information and the changes in ideas and atti-
tudes. It should include a summary of topics covered; issues
raised, and helpful information. This concluding session should
provide for closure:

Presentation Activities "N

Teacher might offer summary of
the course content by reviewing
notes, taking care to restate com-
ments by group members, as well
as guest speakers, films, read-

%ings, etc.

Guest Speaker(s): Not appropriate

Film(s): Use a general overview
film to restate some of the issues
in a concluding, summarizing
fashion:

We Are Women39

Small _groups of four discuss
each of the following: _

"If I Had This to Do All Over"
about the course
Change in attitudes toward self,
toward women in general
Evaluation (prepare question-
naire) with list of course topics,
activities; etc:; for rating and
open-ended questions

28



Readings Conclusion

Composite of group members'
writing or comments.

The final session is a real oppor-
tunity to review the _group's
achievements. It is also important
to provide a sense of gratitude
and closure.

A party, a celebration, the
awarding of letters of comple-
tiona ritualserves to help the
group to part,. to acknowledge the
impact oi their time together and
to further individual goals and pur-
suits.
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RESOURCES

I have made a real effort to be specific about resource materials. Please don't
consider this an absolute or exclusive list; check other resources. Although this
section includes film company catalogs, most state library systems have a film
collection, and state college and university systems frequently provide a film
service for the general public. Access to books through interlibrary loan can be
helpful. Each local area has its own resources to explore: college campuses,
state libraries, film collections, women's centers, and bookstores.

GENERAL

1. Highly Specialized Promotions; 22 Clinton Street, Brooklyn; New York 11201.
Fifteen-page booklist. Multidisciplinary collection of books on subjects of
interest to women, brought together from many publishers' collections.

TOWARD A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

2. Agonito: Rosemary, ed_The History of Ideas on Women: A Source Book. New
York: G. P. Putnam, 1977.
An excellent collection of views expressed by the major thinkers of Western
civilization. Each piece is preceded by a brief introduction to the author and
his/her general approach to the issues of women's roles: The book_ is very
helpful in sorting out some of the reasons that our society's sexist. The pre-
sentation is roughly chronological, followed by biographical sketches in
alphabetical order.

3. Herschberger, Ruth. Adam's Rib. New York: Pellegrini and Cudahy, 1948.
An especially thought-provoking book. Written in 1948, the book challenges
an array:of assumptionstheir logic and their effects. Raises excellentdues-
tiOns in the scientific disciplines, e.g., the "Society Writes Biology" chapter. A
quality of good humor pervades the book and makes it very readable.

4. Jensen, Oliver. The F?evolt of American Women. New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich; 1971:
A pictorial history written and first printed in 1952. Frovides a sense of the
change in America with regard to women from the late nineteenth century to
the middle of the twentieth. Visuals portray images c; women and change.
Excellent stimulus for discussion.

5. Kay, Karyn and Gerald Peary, eds. Women and the Cinema: A Critical Anthol-
ogy New York: E. P. Dutton, 1977.
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An in-depth look at films; claiming vestiges of "female culture;" this collection
discovers new heroines, new artists and artisans, and new women, both real
and fictional. Contains a history of women's role in filmmaking that has not
often been acknowledged.

6. Miller, Jean Baker. Toward a New Psychotogy of Women. Bcston: Beacon
Press, 1976.
An excellent exploration that challenges sex-role stereotypes in both psycho-
logical and practical terms; while dealing with basic issues: The author takes
a uniq_ue questioning posture and relates her theories through concrete case
examples:

7. Oakley, Ann. Women's Work: The Housewife, Past and Present New York:
Vintage Books, 1974.
A book that carefully and thoroughly examines the work common to most
women. Oakley challenges assumptions and gives a scholarly and sensitive
presentation. Interesting bibliography; thoroughly indexed.

8. Reiter, 'Rayne R.; ed. Toward an Anthropology of Women. New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1975.
An excellent, challenging collection of studies in anthropology that really
examines the sex-role bias of anthropology

9. Rossi, Alice S., ed. The Feminist Papers: From Adams to De Beauvoir. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1973. Also Bantam Books, 1974.
An anthology of basic writings by early feminists. Individual introductions by
Alice Rossi, which serve to acquaint the reader with the early feminists' live%
thoughts, and historical context. An excellent reference book. The ten-page
bibliography emphasizes history, sociology, and biographical material.

10. Rowbotham, Sheila. Hidden from History:' Rediscovering Women in History
from the Seventeenth Century to the Present New York: Pantheon, 1975.
Focuses on the political and economic influences of women. The author's
presentation is restricted to Britain.

11. Stacey, Judith; Susan Bereaud; and Joan Daniels, eds. And Jill Came
Tumbling After: Sexism in American Education. New York: Dell, 1974.
An excellent collection of thought-provoking articles and ideas, focusing on
the role education plays in developing or thwarting women's intellectual
potential. Chapters include No Women Geniuses?" "Down with Dick and
Jane," "Sexism in High School," and "Are Colleges Fit for Women?"

WORK-RELATED FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

12. Abarbanel, Karin, and Gonnie McClung Siegel. Woman's Work Book. New
' York: Warner Books; 1977.
Excellent and thorough, Presents all the key work issues: finding a job, re-
entry, and women's rights in the work world. A very practical guide to job
search, want ads, and interviews. Outstanding presentation of women's
resumes, using a before-and-after approach. Includes a nationwide directory
of occupational organizations, career-counseling services, women's centers,
educational opportunities, etc.
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13. Baxardall; Rosalyn, et. al., eds. America's Working Women: A Documentary
History from 1600 to the Present. New York: Random House; 1976:
A collection of writings and historical accounts: Emphasizes labor union
activity. Some of the short essays lend themselves well to group discussion.

14. Clark, Alice. The WorkingLife of Women in the Seventeenth Century. Totowa,
New-Jersey: Bib lio Distributors; 1968: Reprint of the 1919 edition.
An early, scholarly volume that documents women's work in an area we might
not expect. Difficult to read, but fascinating.

15. Harris, Janet. Thursday's Daughters: The Story of Women Working in
ilmerica. New York: Harper and Row, 1977.
Explores the particulars of women who "work hard for a living" and docu-

tments non-traditional work that women have done:

161 Hoffman; Nancy; and Florence Howe; eds: Women _Working__An Anthology
of Stories and Poems. Old Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press, 1979.
A very nice collection of short pieces that can be managed within a meeting
period: Excellent, on the feelings and emotional level, in describing the
impact that work has on women. This book provides a real service for women
to learn about the experiences of others in their own words.

/ 17. Klagsbrun; Francine, ed. The First Ms. Reader. New York: Warner Books,
1973.
A collection of short essays: Especially good for a "Women and Work" curric-
ulum are Judy Syfers' "I Want a Wife" and Johnnie Tillritbn'S-"Welfare Is a
Women's Issue:"

18: Pogrebin; Letty Coffin: Getting Yours; New York: Avon, 1976.
A comprehensive handbook for employed women.

19. Scott, Niki. The Balancing Act: A Handbook for Working Mothers. Mission,
Kansas: Sheed, Andrews, and McMeel, Inc., 1978.
An easy-to-read book that presents very real experiences, advice, and sug-
gestions. Focuses on the issue of home/children conflicts.

20. Wertheimer, Barbara. We Were There: The Story of Working Women in
America: New York: Pantheon; 1977:
Documents the incredible and di terse accomplishments of American
women. Features Indians, colonists, Blacks, factory workers, and pioneers,
as well as depicting women's involvement in wars and labor struggles.

21. "Working Women: Joys and &grows." Special section in U.S. News and
World Report, Vol. 86, January 15, 1979, pp. 64 -74:

DEVELOPING THE COURSE: CURRICULUM GUIDES,
TEACHING TOOLS

22. Adult Education Association ofihe U.S.A. Leadership Pamphlets. The series
includes How to Teach Adults, Pamphlet #5, 1955; and Leading the Learning
Group, Pamphlet #18; 1963: Order from Adult Education Association of the
U.S.A., 1225 Nineteenth Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
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23. Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Translated from the Portuguese
by Myra Bergman Ramos. New York: Seabury Press, 1968.
Radical and brilliant approach to learning. Especially helpfulTor-OppresSed
groups to raise critical consciousness of their own situations.

.

24: Gates; Barbara; Susan Klaw; and Adria Reich. Changing Learning, Changing
Lives: A High School Women's Studies Curriculum from the Group School. Old
Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press; 1979:
Detailed curriculum suggestions for high school women; but easily adaptable
for adult community women. Chapters include "Messages from Society,"
"Growing Up Female;" "Adult Sex Roles;" and "Women and Work:"

25. HoWe; Leland W.. and Mary M. Howe. Personalizing Education: Values Clarifi-
cation and Beyond. New York: Hart, 1975.
Designed for high school, but values clarifiCation exercises are adaptable.

26: Medsger, Betty. Women at Work: A Photographic Documentary. New York:
Sheed and VVard, 1975.
Literally hundreds of photographs of women at work in both traditional and
non-traditional jobs: All workers and their work sites are identified: Quotes
from the women themselves reflect their attitudes toward their work, as well
as others' responses to them in the work situation.

27. Partnow, Elaine. The Quotable Woman. New York: Anchor Books, 1978.
A Bartlett's style reference book that thoroughly covers topics, quotes, and
women: Great source for discussion-provoking quotes.' Well indexed.
Includes biographical information on authors quoted.

28. Sargent, Alice G. Beyond Sex Roles. St. Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing
Co., 1977:
A detailed book of suggested exercisesio explore sex-role issues: "Who -Am
I? What Are My Sex-Role Stereotypes?" Our Mothers' and Fathers' Sex-
Role Commandments." Presentation by a variety of writers concerning
awareness of sex-role stereotypes, personal change, and social change.
Exercises are a good jumping-off point for groups.

OTHER RESOURCES

Periodicals

29. Ms. Magazine. Subscription Department, 123 Carden Street, Marion, Ohio
43302:
The basic monthly periodical for women concerned with feminist issues. Arti-
cles on political developments, employment, health; includes poetry, the arts,
book reviews; and "No Comment," a feature that reprints sexist advertise-
ments.

30. Working Woman. Subscription Department, P.O. Box 10132, Des Moines,
Iowa 50340.
Monthly magazine that focuses on women working both at home and on the
job. Excellent features that offer an in-depth look at issues, e.g., day care,
working pressures, and career decisions. Departments include "On Top,"
achievements by women; and consumer, financial, legal, and health advice.
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31. Publications of the Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,
D.C. 20202.

-Leaflet #10 is a guide to the publications, which Include Facts about _Women_ __ _ _ _

Workers, Nontraditional Employment Specie Groups, Standards and Legisla-
tion Affecting Women, and Child Care.

Slide Shows

32. Ain't I a Woman? A History of _Women in the United States from 1600 to the
Present. Produced by Deirdre Delaney Mary Fastaband, and Leona Pollack.
Available for rental from the producers at P.O. Box 730, Boston, Massachu-
setts 02102.

33. ShOuld Welfare Motners Be Forced to Work? Produced by Jennie V Stoler_for
the Vermont Council on the Humanities and Public Issues, Main Street, Box
58, Hyde Park, Vermont 05655:

FilmS

Check state, college, and university film libraries for free or low-cost rental of
these and other films:

34. Education Development Center, 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts
02160. Write for Catalog of Films and Publications. Section on Women and
Society contains listings for seventeen films. includes series on working
mothers that was produced by the National Film Biard of Canada during its
Challenge for Change Program. Especially good are:

:t's Not Enough. 16 mm, color, 16 minutes.
This film serves as an introduction to the series and surveys the situations

and feelings of working mothers in Canada. Many of the facts and attitudes
are applicable to the United States. Most women work because they must;
yet most women hold jobs which are less fulfilling and less well paid than
those held by men."

They Appreciate You More 16 mm, color, 15 minutes.
"What happens when a mother goes to work to supplement her huSband's
income? This film looks closely at the tensions, resentments, and changes
that often occur. In the case of Aliette's faMily the strains and difficulties have
been worked through, and the family has strengthened as a result. Her hus-
band has had to adjust his ideas about women and work, and her children
have had to take an active part in the running of the household. Theirs is a
family that has become stronger through understanding and the sharing of
responsibilities."

Would I Ever Like to Work. 16 mm, color, 9 minutes:
"Joan has seven children, is trying to support them on welfare, and feels
trapped in a life of cooking, cleaning, and child care. Abandoned by her hus-
band, she would rather be working to support her family but cannot find the
inexpensive day care that would make this possible. She speaks of what she
had expected of marriage; and her disillusionment is painfully visible."

35. Farewell to Welfare: 16_ mm, color, 30 minutes. ETA Studios. Distributed by
R. H. R. Film Media, 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036:
Interviews with three WIN mothers: a truck driver, a picture framer-manager,
and a machine operator; and with their employers.
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36. New Day Films, P.O. Box 315, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417._ Write for
catalog. More than twenty films that emphasize women's issues. Tend to be
expensive, Recommended-for- this-course:

Union Maids: A Documentary about Women Organizing in the 1930's. 16 mm;
black-and-white, 48 minutes. Produced by Julia Reichert, James Klein, and
Mileg Mogulescu.
"Sitclowns. scabs, goon squads; unemployment, hunger marches, red-bait-
ing, and finally the energetic borning of the C10the 1930's were a landmark
period for the American labor movement, Union Maids is the story of three
women who lived the history and who make it come alive today."

Anything You Want to Be. 16 mm, black-and-white, 8 minutes. By Liane Bran-
don.
Explores the conflicting values in (a) verbally,- "anything you want to be" and
(b) the non-verbal limitations and suggestions of sex-role stereotypes.

37: Star Film Library, 25 West Street, Boston; Massachusetts 02111. Distributor
for a half-dozen films on women. Write for catalog;

38. Sylvia, Fran, and Joy. 16 mm, black-and-white, 25 minutes. Produced by
Barry Spinello. Distributed by Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Boule-
vard, Los Angeles, California 90069, 1973.
Three youn3 women voice their feelings about the roles of wife; mother; and,
housekeeper. Sylvia exemplifies the woman who is working out a sharing of
both domestic (including child-rearing) and wage-earning roles with her hus-
band. Fran, having recently left her husband, in part because of her subsidi-
ary role in the marriage; is struggling to find a new life and identity. Joy repre-
sents the traditional housekeeper-wife-mother who accepts and enjoys her
role without questioning it.

39. We Are Women. 16 mm, color; 33 minutes. Starring Helen Reddy. Produced
Dy Motivational Media, 8271 Melrose Street, Los Angeles, California 90046;

975.
This film uses dramatic vignettes, brief documentary interviews, and
uniquely pertinent historical artwork delineating the origins of the traditional
role of women. We see how conditioning for women's roles starts very early
in the lives of women, and how it determines; to a great extent; their tradi-
tional roles. We learn that men have also been the victims of this condition-
ing, to the extent of affecting their health and life span. Helen Reddy, as the
on-screen narrator, helps weave together the details of this visually and intel-
lectually stimulating film.
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2. WOMEN AND HEALTH

Catherine Gates

The March day is gray and blustery. In a basement room lit with fluorescent
lights, ten women sit together groping to find the words to express the anguish of
being at home with young children all day in the siege of harsh weather. We are
all mothers, and from one another we find affirmation of a confused set of feel-
ings; All of us have very mixed feelings about being mothers and have chosen to
share our feelings with one another in spite of being strangers.

THE TEACHER

How did I come to be sitting in this group? Over the years that I have been
providing health care to women as a nurse and midwife. -I have become increas-
ingly concerned about the way in which women's health care needs are met.
From appointor is with the pediatrician to the strapping of hands and feet to a
cold metal tablat the moment of giving birth; women's encounters with the
health care system range from their being patronized to being degraded and
coerced;

The intent of Western medicine has been to convince_people that they are bet-
ter off turning their bodies over to the doctors in a health care situation. But peo-
ple, especially women, must remain in control of their bodies to be healthy, sane,
and whole. I say "especially women," because women on the average have
more encounters with the health care system than men do. Women come to the
health care system for help with what are actually normal human biological func-
tions: menstruation; pregnancy, birth; lactation; menopause; These functions are
treated by medical_practitioners as thou_gh they were diseases, and our attitudes
toward these biological processes and toward our bodies have in turn been nega-
tive.

I contend that health care situations can he used to enhance confidence in
one's body and to increase knowledge about how it functions; however, this will
not occur until more women control the health care system. As a necessary first
step, there must be more women health care providers, but there must also be a
shift in who controls the health care situationthe provider or the consumer.
Women; and also men; have to become more articulate in expressing their needs

Catherine Gates, thirty-four years old, is a nurse practitioner and midwife. From
personal and professional experience, she has become interested in women's
health care alternatives, such as home birth and self-help clinics.

(Note: In this chapter, superscript numerals refer to a particular reference, correspondingly
numbered, in the Resources section, pp. 46-51.)
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and more effective in obtaining the care to meet their needs and those of their
families. Changes won't begin to happen until women obtain enough knowledge

_____and_selfr.confidence to_become critical health care consumers. They must learn
to say no to their doctors and clinics: "No, I won't be passive and accepting any
longer when I have my baby or my Pap smear or my breast examination. I am an
informed health care consumer, and I expect my choices and concerns to be
respected."

It was to take our bodies back; to throw off the gynecological drape; to replace
medicine's negative image of women with a positive image of strong, healthy
female functioning that I became interested in developing this course on wom-
en's health.

I was not trained as a teacher. My medical education as a nurse and midwife
promoted a mechanical view of the body: something that breaks down and must
be "repaired" by the mechanic, the medical practitioner who usually uses medi-
cation or surgery. While my beliefs do not make me a teacher; they have led me to
choose what and how I would teach women about their own health care.

I work in a community health center where women bring specific complaints,
such as vaginal infection or headaches, that they usually want "fixed." With this
in mind, I initially drew up a list of what I felt were the health concerns that
brought most women to the health center. Fortunately, instead of deciding to go
ahead and "teach' all these topics, I pared the list after a planning session with
the women who were to be involved in the course.

My List
contraception
pregnancy
birth
backache
insomnia
varicose veins
obesity
constipation
bladder infections
coughs; colds; earaches
household emergencies
vaginal infections
headaches
menstruation'
depression
female cancers
sexuality

The Group's List
depression
exercise, backaches
smoking
nutrition
family self-help
politicS of Women's health
contraception
vaginitis
sexuality

This second list of topics reflected the current health care concerns and prob-
lems of the women present at the planning session. Although no preference was
expressed concerning the order in which we should discuss these topics, I

learned that I needed to be a responsive listener when Working with this group.
A better way than beginning the course with lists of topics is planning sessions

as the course goes on. That allows the greatest flexibility and in-depth coverage
of topics that the group is truly interested in learning about It was in this way that
the confidence and knowledg_eability about one's body that I was interested in fos-
tering could begin_ For example, one group planned to spencLa session on the
topic of sexuality, but went on to devote three sessions to it. For some women,
dynamic changes were involved. At the end, one was able to say, "I'm not as
hung up anymorenot so ashamed of my body." /
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Being responsive to an individual group's needs and having the flexibility to act
accordingly are the most important attributes in working with groups like this
Knowledge of the -factual,material, -although-certainly important,_ is secondary
The factual material provided a framework for stories to unfold that were related
to the women's self-image as consumers of medical care. For example, a story
about an unpaid medical bill related to a premature birth emerged when dis-
cussing home versus hospital birth. The mother ve.o spoke said "See how
trapped I feelthey've really_got me." expressing her sense of impotence in rela-
tion to the medical system. The way this woman sees herself in relation to the
medical system is beginning to change. She has made the first step in taking
responsibility for her own health care.

THE GROUPS

How does one connect with _a group_ like the Head Start mothers gathered
together in that basement room? Most of this group had met a few times the pre-
vious fall as a mothers' group. ("Women's group" was thought by the women to
be too radical and threatening a term for their male partners to accept.) Two Head
Start teachers had organized this group and uncovered a wealth of feelings
about motherhood.

In trying to find a way to get erwomen togeth to discuss their health care con-
cerns, I contacted the local public health nurse. She put me in touch with the
wome:: from Head Start, who knew the group was interested in the topic. We
decided to work together to make this course possible, and soon the group was
underwa_y.

The second group I worked with illustrates another way to locate a group of
interested women. The Health and Artisans Center is located'on the outskirts of a
small town in central Vermont. The Center occupies the lOwer half of a frame
house badly in need of paint. The sign over the door is hand-painted and unoffi!
cious looking. Inside, one is greeted enthusiastically by the young, bushy-haired
woman who owns and operates the Center, providing individualized exercise pro-
gram% diet counseling, and group classes for women. Near the entrance is a
small playroom to entertain the children while their mothers exercise, Beyond the
playroom is an exercise room, where the long wall is mirrored in squares and
small posters congratulate Mary L. and Diane Y. on the!' weight loss and change
in measurements.

The owner founded the Center two years ago. From the beginning, it haa
attracted primarily low-income women who like the/ owner, are isolated with
young children and want to build a better self-image, The changes in diet and
exercise consequently provide them with an increased sense of well-being.

The owner of Health and Artisans was very interes,ied in organizing a group to
participate in a course on health. TheCounty Extension Service aide who taught
nutrition at the Center wet nearing the end of her/course and felt it would be
natural for the participants to move on from nutritiop to health care.

The support services needed for gathering women scattered in a rural area are
indispensable to organizing the group. The Head Start teachers and the owner of
Health and Artisans were very importantin my work with the groups. Not only did
they provide ongoing support that enabled change to continue, but alSo they
were instrumental in getting people together. For the Head Start group, child care
and transportation from outlying areas were provided by the Head Start teachers;
who picked up the women and their children, provided a program for the children
while their mothers met, and then drove everyone home: Driving time just about



equaled class time. The Head Start teachers called a day or two ahead to remind
each woman of the meeting. Because getting together was so complicated, class
time was relatively long: 21/2 to 3 hours per session.

The owner of Health and Artisans would also telephone and remind women of
our meeting time She would also get _a class member with a car to pick up a
woman who needed a ride: More familiar with each member than I could be; she
knew why a woman could not attend a meeting and her individual situation that
day

One of the greatest problems in working with this kindpf_grou_p is how to build
sufficient trust within time constraints. By trust, I mean feeling safe in a situation;
feeling that its okay to say anything because the others around will listen without
condemnation. Trust implies that material shared within the confines of the
group will not be disclosed to the outside world; and it implies a sense of caring, a
sense that the group can be relied upon for acceptance and support. It estab-
lishes a kinship system that does not exist for many of us today. Trust is an
attribute fundamental to integrated individuals and to functional groups. Confi-
dentiality should be discussed when the group first meets; its importance needs
to be fully recog_nized by all.

The Heal Start _group unconsciously fostered trust right away by choosing
depression as the first discussion topic. The women were able to express many
private and very negative feelings: This frank self-disclosure quickly created a
sense of community, even among those members who had not known one
another well.

The Health and Artisans group had been in exercise classes together and had
already developed a sense of trust through physical exposure to one another.

When a group is forming, its size and location are issues to determine. Eight to
ten individuals seems to be a good number: small enough for intimacy to
develop, but large enough to provide variety and still feel like a group if a
members cannot come to a_particular session. It's hard for three or four people to
generate the same kind of discussion that six or eight can

Privacy and freedom from interruptions are the greatest attributes a meeting
place can have: The basement of the _local health center provided both of these
and also had facilities for making_ coffee and tea. 1Children were cared for in a
separate building nearby.) Town churches or libraries often have such meeting
space available.

Attendance was often problematic. The group might number ten one day, five
or six tne following week. That made building on the previous session's work
harder. Certain groups will establish their own attendance patterns. For example,
the women attending the Health and Artisans group felt that a small fee should
be charged for the course and that advertisirig in the local paper would attract a
larger number of regular participants: -Approaching an organized women's
group, such as a church group, the local grange, or home demonstration (Exten-
sion Service Club) groups, could be a good way to start:

The topics that served as the framework for our discussions were chosen by
the women in the groups and by me, Each week; I prepared material on a given
topicfor example, birth control methodsin a way that seemed most relevant
to me. At our meeting, the women shared stories about their own experiences
with various birth control methods or those of their Aunt Tillie: Sometimes the
stories seemed quite relevant to what we were discussing, sometimes not but
together they built an understanding about birth control methods that had been
shared by us all- the course of this storytelling, I learned to tell anecdotes of my
own that included the material I had prepared. A discussion of the diaphragm; for
instance, brought forth a chorus of remarks like "so messy" and "so awkward."
"Yes, that's true," I said, "and sometimes I feel like using a butterfly net to catch
them as they fly around the examining room when someone's learning to .insert
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one for the first time." In this way, I was able to illustrate the mechanics of dia-
phragm insertion, I learned not to cling tenaciously to a precise lesson plan, but
worked the material into our discussion.

Although health-related topics provided the framework for discussions, what
emerged from the course was expressed in statements like these: "I feel better
about myself as a person ,,nd a mother and a wife. I feel less pressured." And:
-Yes, I feel different. I thought before that I really wasn't important and needed."
And from many: Now I know I'm not alone, going through these changes. I'm
not the only one."

CONTENT

Session One: We Call It Cabin Fever

A topic that was especially important to the Head Start group was depression.
For this topic, timing was crucial because there are some predictable feelings
that are experienced by rural people in the Northeast at the end of winter. Those
predictable March 'feelings are what the women wanted to discuss; in spite of the
newness of the group. What emerged from this session was that for women with
young children, depression has not just personal but social causes. Isolation
from other adults, lack of support from an extended family network, and lack of
recognition of the work of mothering lead to extreme feelings of depression;
anger toward children, and a more generalized sense of identity diffusion. The
women shared stories about situations they face in their own lives.

In one group, two women who are now very close had married men who are
brothers. The women described their lack of support within the family, even
thou_gh both of their own families live nearby. When conflicts have arisen between
husband and wife, one woman found that her own family gave sympathy and
support to her husband rather than to her She and her sister-in-law have been
drawn to each other to provide the support each needs.

MUch of the literature on this topic deals with depression as taboo, as some-
thing to ameliorate through medication. The causes of depression in women are
ignored or brushed aside. Research on causes of depression that illustrate how
this information is ignored is found in a Psychology Today article orr=telf-esteem
and depression:5 I used this article as a handout in class in order to this
point. Four common factors were found among depressed women: (a) tries- had
tiv.ree or more children under fourteen at home, (b) they had a husband trey
couldn't confide in (c) they were not employed outside the home; and (d) they
had lost their mother before the age of eleven. Seeing_ these reasons in print led
to a discussion, which in turn revealed that the factors specified in the article
were shared by the women in the group.

The author of the article; however, placed greatest importance on the early
loss of the mother as the leading cause of depression. I felt angry at the author
for belittling the other factors and angry at our society for not providing better
instiiutional support for people struggling to raise families. The women in the
group didn't share my anger, however, but instead experienced anger toward
their kids or themselves and seemed resigned to the circumstances that define
being a "wife" and "mother" in America today I hoped these women would make
the connection from their own family unit to other women suffering in the same
way Many women did express relief at recognizing that we all have to cope with
similar problems and conflicts. That is a necessary first step in appreciating that
the dilemmas we share have their roots in the social attitudes and institutions
that control women's lives:
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I was concerned that dwelling too long on depression mig_ht be discouraging to
the group; so time was devoted to discussing positive aspects of motherhood:
Nevertheless, several women wanted to talk more about depression and delve
into patterns of family relations and violence. But because we had outlined many
other topics of interest that we felt committed to covering, we did not spend more
time on depression. For some individuals; it would have been productive to
examine these issues further but there were others who did not want to pursue
the topic. When a discussion needs to be pursued, the continuing nature of the
group will allow for further exploration: Various approaches could be tried: invit-
ing guest speakers from local mental health agencies, initiating journal writing, or
reading poetry by the few women who've written about motherhood and -wom-
en's emotions (Sylvia Plath comes to mind). Passages from Adrienne Rich's
book on motherhood; Of Woman Born;6 illustrate thiS cause and effect in a dra-
matic way and also describe the tight bbnd between mother and child.

Session Two: Contracepticn and Vaginitis

These are useful topics for promoting discussion when the group first meets
because most women have had many experiences pertaining to them: Although
many women consider these matters too private to discuss, the women in the
Health and Artisans group were concerned about them. Contraception and
vaginitis, then, became our first topics. An activity that worked well with one
group was drawing a chart on the blackboard that could be completed by the
group during the discussion:

dia-
phragm condom foam I.U.D. pill

temperature
-mucous

sterili-
zation

what it is
how it works
el fectiveness
advantages
Side Offectt
contraindicators

This chart was not helpful to the other -group, hbrieVer. Our diSCUSSibh on
vidual women's questions and concerns was so lively and productive that the
chart only got in the way once the session began.

The various forms of vaginitis are also of interest, again, because most women
experience some form of vaginitis in the course of their lives: And many forms of
vaginitis can he treated successfully with home remedies or herbal methods.
Preventive measures for -the maintenance_ of a healthy vagina are described -in
Our Bodies, Ourselves.' Specific home and herbal remedies are described in the
material published by the Feminist Health Works. (See the Resources section at
the end of this chapter.)

Session Three: The Politics of Women's Health

In discussing this subject, I wanted to stimulate thought about how the com-
mon health care needs of women are usually met by the medical system. Contra-
ception, pregnancy (wanted and unwanted), births; routine examinations to
detect cancer, surgery to detect or cure breast cancer, and surgery to detect or
cure cancer of the uterus, cervix; and vagina are examples of physical conditions
for which women usually seek care in the course of their lives.

This is a huge topic, to which many hours could be devoted. The women with
whom I worked did not choose to delve deeply into this topic. However, I took the
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opportunity to help the group members understand that medical practitioners are
not infallible. I wanted them to know that there is more than one approach to
treating pregnancy, birth, or cancer of the breast and that these variations in
approach needed to be explained to the woman involved: I felt it should be made
clear that in the end, each woman must be able to make the necessary decisions
about her own body.

Fortunately I found an excellent film that_greatly facilitated discussion of this
topic. Taking Our Bodies Back13 offers anin-depth look_ at actual clinical situa-
tions in which women find themselves. Because the film might shock some
women, a short introduction to some of its topics and their explicit portrayal in the
film would be a helpful preparation for viewing. Topically, the film deals with self-
help the impcn tance of having women gynecologists and surgeons, breast can-
cer and types of surgery, unnecessary hysterectomies, and an abortion clinic col-
lectively run by women as health care consumers. Be sure to allow plenty of time
afterward for discussion:

A self-help session can clarify many of the issues involved in the politics of
health care: It can include a demonstration on self-insertion of a plastic specu-
lum. An opportunity to see the cervix is a new experience for most women. Some
group members may wish to try to insert a speculum themselves. Equipment
needs are simple: plastic specula (obtainable through a drug company catalog or
from a friendly M.D. or clinic), hand mirrors, and flashlights. Specula cost approx-
imately fifty cents each and can be kept by participants for their own use. This
technique helps demystify pelvic exams and enables a woman to see her own
cervix; perhaps for the first time: It can help her determine what kind of vaginitis
she may have by more closely examining_ the discharge and by looking at the
condition of the vaginal walls; such self-examination can_ enable a woman to
make early use of a home remedy to treat the vaginitis. The ability to insert a
speculum and analyze the discharge increases the woman's self-diagnostic
skills.

Self-breast exam should always be included in a self-help session. The protec-
,tive benefit of knowing how to perform a self-breast exam can be of critical impor-
tance as an early cancer warning. The local American Cancer Society can pro-
vide useful films and pamphlets for this purpose.

Session Four: Women, the Healers at Home, or ...

Wives and mothers are the primary health care workers in homes, making
many common-sense decisions about treating everyday illnesses and accidents.
Women's abilities in this sphere are generally unacknowledged by doctors and
lay_people alike:

To enhance and expand on existing knowledge, we discussed the different
families' illnesses and how they had been handled. We talked about fever, vomit-
ing, diarrhea, and coughs and colds, emphasizing the self-limitation of most
illnesses and how to weather them without making a trip to the doctor's office for
confirmation of what one already suspects. The importance of good home nurs-
ing measures in the comfort and speedy recovery of an ill child or another family
member was emphasized. Everyone was able to share at least one account of a
home accident, so that nosebleeds, head trauma, burns, convulsions, poison-
ings, eye injuries; and cuts and scrapes were discussed in terms of what we do
and what we should do to decide on the appropriateness of home treatment or
seeking professional medical help. As we finished this session, all of us won-
dered how children survive to adulthood.

Women can benefit from an opportunity to learn how to use medical parapher-
nalia such as thermometers; blood pressure cuffs; a stethoscope; and an oto-
scope. The chance to handle instruments and develop skill in using them can
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help demystify medical procedures: Such simple diagnostic skills can be,used at
home to help with self-diagnosis or diagnosing_ family members. The best
resource on this subject is Healing at Home:20 A local nurse practitioner; physi-
cian's assistant, or physician can help to illuStrate hoW and when these tools are
used:

Session Five: Smoking

Smoking is not an easy topic to deal with unless all members of the group want
to discuss it. A useful resource is the article "Strategic Withdrawal from Cigarette
Smoking."21 The local American Cancer Society pamphlets and film I _used were
dated and too unsophisticated to be successful as discussion tools. Pamphlets
from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services22 provide a better
approach.

Session Six: Nutrition
I approached the topic of nutrition by introducing -the concept of protein com-

plementarily as described in Frances M. Lappe's Diet for a Small Planet. 26 We
saw the film by the same title, 27 but it expressed global, futuristic concerns that
were not of interest to these groups (although the film might be an excellent one
to use with other women). Local resources on nutrition include the County Exten-
sion Service; in our case, the Service sponsors a dynamic nutrition teacher who
regularly serves as a guest speaker.

Session Seven: Exercise

A local community college dance instructor served as guest speaker for our
session on exercise. put us all through a stretch and toning routine that
emphasized lower back .nd abdominal muscles. It was hard for members of the
group not to giggle and titter as she was teaching us the pelvic tilt; the women
seemed to have trouble taking their bodies seriously. t led pelvic floor exercises
taken from Essential Exercises for the Childbearing Year.29.

Session Eight: Menstruation and Menopause

These issues, could be discussed together or as separate topics. An excellent
article on menstruation is The New Wisdom about.Menstruation" 30 by Elizabeth
R. Dobell. I used this as a handout before the session to provide material for dis-
cussion. The wide range of ,normal variation in menstruating women is best illus-
trated when group members discuss difficulties with their periods. Affirmation
that these physical changes are common to most menstruating women helps cre-
atepositive feelings'toward the cyclical female body

Menopause is, of course, best discussed with menopausal women present. An
understanding of the nature of those physical changes comes from hearing
about other women's experiences; the whys -and hows have more meaning in a
group. Social attitudes toward menstruation and menopause, as well as the
physical changes involved, are well described in Paula Weideger's Menstruation
and Menopause.32

Session Nine: Sexuality

Sexuality proved to be a topic of keen interest, and we chose to spend more
than one session on it: An emphasis on sexuality can make some rather dull sub-
jects seem much more interesting. Normal anatomy is learned more readily when
it is interwoven with an explanation of anatomical response to sexual excitement.
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Sharing one's own sexuality with agroup, challenging one's own beliefs about
it, is not easy. The activities suggested here' are important ways to break the ice.
The "dirty words game"35 is a good way to spark group discussion of sexuality
and desensitize people about the use of "dirty words." Asking each woman for at
least three questions about sex provides an idea of general topics of interest
which might be discussed in subsequent sessions. Two topics of particular
importance to women are the role of the clitoris in female sexual response and
clitoral versus vaginal orgasms. Reading a paragraph or two from Freud35 illus-
trated the origin of the "clitoral" versus the "vaginal" orgasm theory and led to a
description of how Masters and Johnson's work" disproved Freud's theory.

Masturbation is another topic that deserves attention. The ability to articulate
what is stimulating sexually and what is not stimulating is important for women to
learn. Support is often needed to help develop the ability to verbalize preferred
techniques to a partner. Good resources for this were The Hite Report36 and For
Yourself: The Fulfillment of Fem_ale Sexuality 34

A tough issue that was not fully resolved emerged during these sessions on
sexuality: that is, anger between a couple that interferes with the woman's sexual
interest and response. This leads to consideration of how conflicts are resolved
within the context of a long-term relationship. It's a meaty topic that one group
planned to pursue:

Topics we covere in less depth were homosexuality, childhood sexuality,
menopausal sexual response, male sexuality and sexual fantasy. We discussed
commonly held misconceptions about each.

Session Ten: Course Conclusion

A productive way to end a course is for the group to talk about how it went: to
evaluate it. Evaluation can provide a sense of closure to the session, a time to
acknowledge letting go of the group and the sessions. If the separation is tempo-
rary and the group expects to continue, some planning for future sessions can
occur. Termination needs to be recognized and the group let down _g_ently.

Evaluation can also provide valuable information for the leader. Being
immersed in the teaching makes it easy to lose sight of group members' overall
experience. When I asked for written evaluations, I was surprised to see the
extent of changes a few women had undergone. Furthermore, this information
showed me what ideas and activities had worked and what had not.

Both groups plan to meet again in the future: The Head Start group stopped
meeting when summer vacation came, bw. planned to resume in the fall. A core
of three women who wanted to continue meeting emerged from the class at
Health and Artisans; they planned to recruit members. Both groups expressed a
commitment to continue the changes initiated as a result of the course. As one
class member said. The feeling of need to express and exchange ideas became
a strong weekly must."

71 am indebted to Dr. Ellen Cole, Goddard College: PlainfieI.1 Vermont, who referred me
to these activities and sources.
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CONCLUSION

More important to group members than absorbing factual material is develop-
ing a sense of the individual as a person who is capable of assuming responsibil-
ity for her health care, as well as developing an ability to use the current health
care system to ner greatest benefit, rather than be used by it. This development
begins with a sharper focus on each person's uniqueness, as well as on her com-
monality. It's that sense of commonality, of belonging, of fitting in, that helps each
woman value herself. The ongoing support of a community of women will help
each woman continue to change and grow.

RESOURCES

BACKGROUND READING

In addition to the resources mentioned below, local offices of Planned Parent-
hood can provide a wealth of information and written material.

1. Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book by
and for Women. Second Edition. New York: Simon and Schuster 1976. Dis-
count available to clinics and other groups providing health treatment or
health counseling.
Should be on every woman's bookshelf. A basic reference for topics of inter-
est to women of all ages. Helpful bibliographies. The chapter on birth control
is somewhat dated (for more up-to-date references, see the Contraception
section below). Especially useful for sessions on Politics of Women's Health,
and Contraceptionand Vaginitis.

2. Burack; Richard, and Fred J. Fox. The 1976 Handbook of Prescription Drugs.
New York: Pantheon Books; 1976.
Best consumer's guide to commonly prescribed drugs that I've seen. The
first three chapters are a critique of the United States pharmaceutical indus-
try.

3: Green; Thomas. Gynecology: Essentials of Clinical Practice. Third Edition.
Waltham, Massachusetts: Little; Brown; 1977.
Basic gynecology text. Available in medical libraries or larger bookstores.

4. Netter, Frank H. The CIBA Collection of Medical Illustrations. Vol. II: The
Reproductive System. New York: Colorpress, 1970.
Excellent color pictures of the male and female reproductive systems.
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DEPRESSION

5. Cohen, D. "The Link_Between Self-Esteem and Depression:" Psychology
Today VOL II, July 1977.
Illustrates how common causes of depression in women are not taken seri-
ously. I used the article as a handout in class.

6. Rich, Adrienne. Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution.
New York: W. W Norton, 1976:
An excellent book on the institution of motherhoodits historical deVelop-
ment and how it functions currently. Written from a feminist perspective. I
used pages 256-280 for classroom reading:

7. Winnicott, D. W The Child, the Family, and the Outside World: New York: Pen-
guin Books, 1964.
A British pediatrician and psychoanalyst's thOught8 on the various stages of
childhood. Winnicott coined the phrase "a good enough mother," which I
liked and which I have not found developed elsewhere.

CONTRACEPTION

The best all-round pamphlets on contraception and related topics are available
from Rocky Mountain Planned Parenthood, Inc. Write for publications list and
prices to Rocky Mountain Planned Parenthood, 1850 Vine Street, Denver; Colo-
rado 80206.

8: Emory _University Family Planning Program. Contraceptive TechnbIogy; The
Joy of Birth Control; and The View from Our Side. Brochures. Available from
Emorykiniversity Family Planning Program; Educational MaterialS Unit, 69
Butler Street, SE, Atlanta, Georgia 30303.
Good resources. Contraceptive Technology provides up-to-date information
in detail and is very useful for a course_ such as this _one. Updated every two
years. The Joy of Birth Control, by Stephanie Mills, offers good information in
a magazine format. The View from Our Side is a pamphlet by and for men on
sexuality and contraception.

9. Nofziger, Margaret A Cooperative Method of Natural Birth Control. Summor-
town. Tennessee: The Book Publishing Co., 1976.
Clear description of hcicV to practice the temperature-mucous method of birth
control. Can be obtained in bookstores but less expensive from the local
Planned ParenthOdd office. Also the Ovul-index thermometer by Linacre
Labs (New York,New York 10017) comes with fairly complete instructions for
this method. The thermometer does not aCCOmpany this book.

10: Seaman, Barbara; and Gideon Seaman. Women and the Crisis in Sex HOr-
mones. New York: Bantam Books, 1978.
Update on the _pill, DES, estrogen replacement therapy: side effects, risks,
and safe alternatives:

11. Smith; Betty. An Overview: Oral (and Other) Conlraceptives, Phoenix: Do It
Now Foundation, 1979. Low-cost pamphlet available from the Foundation,
PO. Box 5115, Phoenix; Arizona 85010.
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VAGINITIS

Helpful pamphlets that list alternatives to the usual medical treatments are avail-
able from the Feminist Health Works, 487A Hudson Street. New York, New York
10014 Local Planned Parenthood offices also have a useful brochure, Keep Your
Flora Flowering.

THE POLITICS OF WOMEN'S HEALTH

It's hard for me to say where I've read what I have that has helped me shape my
sense of thepolitics of women's health. It's an attitude I've developed from work-
ing within the system and talking with others, as well as from reading. Below are
some of the many resources available that address this issue.

12: Annas; George. The Rights of Hospital Patients: The Basic Guide to Hospital
Patients: Rights. New York: Avon Books, 1975:
One of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) handbooks: Includes_ a
chapter on women. Valuable information, including a model bill of rights for
patients (p: 355):

13. Cambridge Documentary Films: Taking Our Bodies Back. _16 mm; color; 33
minutes. Available for rental or purchase from Cambridge Documentary
Films; Box 385; Cambridge; Massachusetts 02139.
"Best film to date on women's health care"Our Bodies, Ourselves.

14: Ehrenreich_;_Barbara,_ and Deirdre_ English. Complaints and Disorders: The
Sexual Politics of Sickness. Glass Mountain Pamphlet No: 2: Old Westbury,
New York: The Feminist Press, 1973.

15. Witches, Midwives, and Nurses: A History of Women Healers.
Glass Mountain Pamphlet No. 1: Old Westbury, New York: The Feminist
Press, 1973.

16. Your Rights as a Hospital Patient. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Boston Chap-
ter of the Medical Committee on Human Rights, 1977. Available from the
Boston Chapter of the Medical Committee on Human Rights, 32 Alpine
Street, Cambridge; Massachusetts 02138.
Low-cost brochure, available in quantity. Outlines rights and remedies. Sup-
portive of community organizing and community action.

EMERGENCIES

In addition to the resources below, your local poison control center may have free
pamphlets and stickerS fo4 the home. You can reach this agency by calling the
nearest hospital and asking for the state poison control center.

17. Arena, Jay M. "Child Safety Is No Accident." Medical Times, Vol. 107; No. 4
(April 1979), pp. 79-86.
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Covers when and why most accidents occur. I didn't like its scare-tactic tone,
but it has complete statistics and an approach toward preventior that is help-
ful: Includes the Heimlich Maneuver (see below).

18. Green; Martin. A Sigh of Relief: The First-Aid Handbook for Childhood
Emergencies. New York: Bantam Books, 1977.
Well-illustrated guide to child safety and emergency procedures. Contains
the basics and has a nice section on equipment safety (outdoor and indoor):
Omits the Heimlich Maneuver (see below).

19. Heimlich, Henry J., and Milton H. Uhley. "The Heimlich Maneuver and Histor-
ical Review of Literature on Choking," in Clinical Symposia; Vol. XXXI, No 3,
1979: Available at a medical library or order from Medical Education Division,
CIBA Pharmaceutical Co.; Summit; New Jersey 07901.
Contains in-depth information on the treatment of choking that many general
references lack.

FAMILY SELF-HELP

20. Howell, Mary. Healing at Home: A Guide to Health Care for Children: Boston:
Beacon Press, 1979.
Written in a warm, supportive tone. Introduces clinical pediatrics and goes a
long way toward helping parents, especially mothers; gain a sense of compe-
tence and assurance in dealing with their children's health at home.

SMOKING

21: Christen, A_ G., and K. H. Cooper :"Strategic Withdrawal from Cigarette
Smbking.',,' CA: A Cancer Journal for Clinicians, Vol. XXIX, No. 2 (MarchApril
1979).

Covers why smoking is pleasurable and discusses the dynamics of quitting:
Proposes an aerobics exercise program as part of the quitting regimen.

22: LLS: Department of Health and Human Services. Calling it Quits. PUbliCatiOn
#78-1824. Available from the Office of Cancer Communications, Nation&
Cancer Institute; Bethesda, Maryland:
Another helpful pamphlet to accompany the Christen and Cooper article:
Advice on how to give up cigarettes. Li:es cartoons and one-liner jokes.

23 . Why DO YoU Smoke? DHHS/NIH Publication #78-1822. Avail-
able from the Office of Cancer Communications; National Cancer Institute,
Bethesda, Maryland.
A useful pamphlet to accompany the Christen and Cooper article. Tests the
motivation behind smoking.
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NUTRITION

24. Burton; Benjamin. Human Nutrition. Third Edition. New York: Mc Grew-Mill,
1976.
Basic nutrition text for professionals and non-professionals;

25. Kirschmann, John D: Nutrition Almanac. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975.
Basic nutrition text; written for nen,professionals. Includes unique section on
diseases and how to treat them with diet or vitamins. Heavy emphasis on vita-
mins, but at least addresses the issue of nutrition as therapy.

26. Lappe; FLM. Diet for a Small Planet. Revised Edition. New York: Ballantine
Bboks, 1975.
In-depth explanation of protein complementarity. Includes recipes:

27. Bullfrog Films. Diet for a Small Planet 16 mm_color, 28 minutes. Available for
rental or purchase from Bullfrog Films, Oley, Pennsylvania 19547.
Based on the book by F. M. Lappe. Global, futuriStic orientation.

EXERCISE

28. Lettvin; Maggie. Maggie's Back Book: Healing the Hurt in Your Lower Back.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co:, 1976:
Written for people with acute or chronic back problems. Outlines exercise
remedies to cure the hurt and covers preventive posture and exercises: Well
illustrated and clearly explained.

29. Noble; Elizabeth. Essential Exercises for the Childbearing Year: A Guide to
Health and Comfort Before and After Your Baby is Born. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1916.
Written primarily for the expectant and new mother. Best in-depth description
I've seen on exercises for the pelvic floor. The chapter on pelvic floor exer-
cises_provides background information. I used pages 41-44 as a classroom
handout.

MENSTRUATION AND MENOPAUSE

30: Dobell, Elizabeth Rodgers: "The New Wisdom about Menstruation," in
Redbook, Vol. 152, March 1979, pp. 199-206.
A detailed look at the historical reasons behind current social attitudes
toward menstruation. The author calls for a model of health that includes rec-
ognition of the cyclic nature of women;

31. Reitz, Rosetta Menopause: A Positive Approach. Radnor, Pennsylvania:
Chilton Book Co., 1979.
Solid advice for women of all ages who are facing body changes: Views
menopause as a positive, natural experience.
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32. Weideger, Paula: Menstruation and Menopause: The Physiology of Psychor-
ogy, The Myth and the Reality. New York: Knopf, 1976.
Discussion of the biology and psychology of the female cycle and the cultural
taboos surrounding the monthly cycles of women. Helps free us from deeply
ingrained, negative ways of thinking about ourselves.

33. Wolfe, Sidney. "Feminine Straight to the Grave." Mother Jones, Vol. III, No. 5
(May 1978), p. 18.
A critical look at the currently routine use of estrogens during the female life
cycle:

SEXUALITY

34. Earbach, L. G. For Yourself: The Fulfillment of Female Sexuality. New York:
Doubleday. 1975.
Written for pre-orgasmic women. Excellent source of information on female
sexuality, especially sections on masturbation and orgasm.

35. Freud, Sigmund. Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality. Translation of origi-
nal German-language edition published in 1905. New York: Basic Books,
1976.

Outlines Freud's basic theories on female sexuality. I used this as part of
developing a historical perspective on women's sexuality.

36: Hite; Shere: The Hite Report. New York: Macmillan and Co., 1976.

Based on a survey of 3;000 women; the book challenges some current
stereotypes about female sexuality. This is my favorite book for quotes. Its
length makes it hard to read straight through:

37. Masters; W H., and V. E. Johnson. Human Sexual Inadequacy. Boston: Little;
Brown and Co., 1970. Major research on sexual dysfunctions. Outlines treat-
mentsshows success.

38. . Human Sexual Response. Boston: Little; Brown and Co., 1966.
Research that began to destroy many myths about sexuality.

39. Morrison, Eleanor S., and Mita Underhill Price. Values in Sexuality: A New
Approach to Sex Education. New York: Hart, 1974.
Contains the "dirty words game" I used:

40. Wilson, Sam, et al. Human Sexuality: A Text with Readings. Second Edition.
St: Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing Co., 1977.
An easy-to-read text; containing basic information.
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PARENTING: ISSUES IN WOMEN'S LIVES

Sue Hooper

Parenting is not a self-contained activity. It influences and is influenced_ in turn
by all other aspects of a mother's life: Although parenting is a worthwhile topic in
its own right, its interdependent nature makes it an excellent point of departure
for helping women approach other issues and concerns:

When I scream at the kids all the
time, it affects my relationship
with my husband.

My boyfriend's mother keeps inter-
fering, telling me how she thinks
I ought to be raising the children.

don't know how to get back into
the job market after fifteen years
of raising children and keeping a
home.

Consciously or unconsciously, many women define themselves primarily as
care givers. This is especially true of mothers who, perhaps engulfed by the inten-
sity of their relationships with their children, may have begun to view the care of
their children as their main purpose in life and as their primary source of personal
reward. A course on parenting provides such women with a reason; albeit a pre-
text; for beginning to work on self-awareness: on themselves: Women may
rationalize, If I understand myself better, that will help me become a bettor par-
ent; which will in turn help my family," But as women talk together and begin to
encourage and support one another, they have less need to look for external rea-
sons for talking and thinking about themselves.

Parenting, then, is an accessible topic for many women. Just below the sur-
face, however, the issues can become emotional and threatening. Raising chil-
dren is an enormous responsibility, one for which few mothers are prepared.
Women may love their children and at the same time resent the stress and
tedium entailed by caring for them and working in the home, Rural; low-income
mothers in particular, because -they are often isolated and dependent upon oth-
ers for transportation nay find no escape from the constant demands and chores
of raising children. For some, resentment and frustration lead to anger and
despair:

Sue Hooper has worked in the Vermont public schoots as a teacher, an aide, and a
volunteer. She taught Lamaze childbirth classes for four years and also worked for
a small family center agency in north central Vermont: She and her husband are
the parents of a six-year-old child.

(Note: In this chapter; superscript.numeraLs_rafer to a particular reference, correspondingly
numbered, in the ReourdeS section. pp. 67-71.)
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GOALS

What's wrong with me that I feel
so angry at my child?

How could I even think of hurting
an innocent, helpless child?

When I was growing up I vowed that
things would be different when /
had kids; but now I hear myself
saying the same things to my kids
that my mother used to say to me,
and that scares me.

_ Fear, guilt, and a sense of inadequacy are feelings shared by many mothers.
These feelings are seldom divulged and may not even be acknowledged by the
mothers themselves. Many women, especially those in rural areas, have few, if
any, opportunities to discuss their concerns and anxieties. The first goal of this
course was to provide that opportunityto provide a warm, supportive atmo-
sphere in which experiences and feelings could be shared with others, and in
which it would be possible to overcome the feelin_g of isolationof being the only
one who can't deal with her children, who's discontented; who's angry, who's
depressed.

The second goal was to foster effective communication, helping women get to
the heart of their problems so they could begin to improve their relationships
those with 'their children in particularand to assume more control over their
own lives.

A course such as this can begin the process of helping women to place them-
selves in the center of their lives; to see themselves as women who also may be
mothers, daughters, partners, workers, thinkerswhateverbut who are not
limited by these roles: The course can help these women view their roles as
activities and relationships in which they participate and over which they can
exert some control:

ORGANIZING THE GROUPS

This curriculum was developed from the experience of leading two discussion
groups in central Vermont; Because the groups met dL.dng the day, attendance
by some working women was precluded. All of the participants of both groups
were mothers. Only a few held paying jobs, and those who did were employed
part time; however, the majority of the women had been employed outside the
home before bearing children.

The members of the first group were brought together by advertising and by
word of mouth. An article appeared in the local paper, and notices were posted
around town and handed out through local agencies. The_ group was advertised
as a discussion group for mothers. The publicity was free of jargon and contained
no income guidelines.
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This first group met one morning a_ week for nine- consecutive weeks._ The
mother3 brought their we-school-age children, and child care was provided. We
met at the local youth center, where there were separate spaces, divided by a
door, for mothers and children. Knowing that we wouldn't be interrupted helped
us relax and talk more easily. Sitting in a circle as we talked and sharing a simple
snack also helped to create an intimate atmosphere: This group ended by mutual
but reluctant agreement when tri,? public schools closed for summer vacation.
- The second group was an ongoing; self-help _group_of tow-income mothers.
Since its inception it had been set up as a s_pecial time for the women only with-
out their children. Each mother was responsible for making her own child care
arrangements. The group met for a full day each week, from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 or
4:00 p.m., at :he apartment of one of the members. To- present the course, I took
over the leadership of the group temporarily, for four of the one-day sessions.

For mothers of young children, the home is often a high-stress working envi-
ronn. ant. Most of the women in both groups felt overwhelmed by the pressures of
day-to-day living. Parenting was not the only concern they brought into the
groups: They were also concerned about issues of femininity; role restriction;
and financial and emotional insecurity; some were concerned about their health
and appearance, especially about being overweight These other concerns eventu-
ally surfaced in the discussions.

LEADING THE GROUP

A prospective group leader must prepare carefully_for the course, and reain_g
is an excellent way for her to begin. Books listed at the end_of this chapter under
Resources can provide her with necessary background information. Tnis;,,f. the
time to talk with others about her ideas and plans for the course is also in, .ant.
She should try to discover her own attitudes toward child rearing and toward
women's concerns so that her personal biases do not color the issues once the
course is underway.

Because sharing experiences and ceelings is at the heart of the c;ourse_, it is
crucial for the leader to recognize that her role is not to "teach" in the traditional
sense of imparting information, but rather to promote trust and to fosterparticipa-
tion. There must be an understanding among the participants that anything per-
sonal discussed in the group will remain confidential. The ieader must be as sen-
sitive as possible to the _values of the other members of the group so that she
doesn't inadvertently offend anyone. In .r'idition, it is crucial that she try to
express her opinions and feelings in nonjuJgmental ways and that she encour-
age the other women to follow this-example.

The emphasis is on women helping women, on women beginning to consider
themselves the experts. Therefore, it is important for the leader to encourage the
participants to help one another rather than look to her for "answers." It is helpful
if she is a mother herself and participates with the group in_learning to be a better
parent. Then her special status as leader of the group is deemphasized and her
own parenting experiences_can enrich the group.

The leader should try to find a comfortable level of self-disclosure: none, and
she is "above" the group; too much, and she is taking advantage o- group.
She should draw from a variety of her own experiences, both successful and dis-
a;Tointing.

Self-disclosure is one way for the leader to illustrate points she wishes to con-
vey Films, book excerpts, and handouts can also be used, and are more effec-
tive if they present personal experiences the women can relate to than if they
present general philosophies or approaches.



As she guides the discussion, the leader should try to ensure that all of the
women have the opportunity to take part while not feeling pressured to do so. In
addition, it is vital that she be a good listener and that she cultivate listening skills
among the other members of the group.

CONTENT

The curriculum below is presented only as a guide. Group leaders interested in
working with these materials are encouraged to modify and adapt them, picking
the topics and activities that seem most promising and incorporating their own
materials and ideas as well.

.Having an overview of the workshop and planning the sessions are the lead-
er's responsibility. Howek the participants, bringing their own strengths, con-
cerns, hopes, and frustrations-to the group, will also have a major part in deter-
mining the course content: For this reason; the material here is divided by topics
rather than by sessions. The relative importance of the topics will vary from
group to group; discussion of a given topic might require only part of a session in
one group and several sessions in another.

While activities are suggested to encourage self-understandir g; communica-
non, and the emergence of a women's perspective, they shbuld he used to sup-
plement, not replace; the discUssion. Two activities, journal keeping and relaxa-
tion exercises, are prey ited first because they are not tied to the consideration
of any specific topic. both journal keeping and relaxation exercises can be
started early in the course and continued indefinitely: They are easily modified to
fit the specific needs of a group or individual, and can be practiced by the women
independently of the discussion group: Also; both activities help women gain
self-awarei t ass.

Journal Keeping

If any one activity is central to this course, it is journal keeping, Journals, when
filled with concrete examples of the problemsand issues women face in their
daily lives, can provide much of the basic data for the course. If journals are
used it is important that the women's privacy be respected. Group members
should decide for themselves if they wish to share what they have written.

Although the leader can suggest topics for journal entries; participants should
feel free to use the journals as they wish. Depending on the group, it may be
advisable for the leader to suggest topics that do not require much writing; this
way, women who have difficulty writing or limitPd time for keeping journals will not
become discouraged. Even if a woman doer_ not keep a journal, just thinking
about a topic during the week is a valuable activity and can lead to insights.

Journal topics related to the discussion are generally the most helpful. For
example; v, hen talking about the developmental stages of children; participants
might observe and write down the self-initiated activities of their children; when
talking about discipline, they might note situations calling for varying degrees of
discipline; and when talking about becoming more assertive, they might note the
times they wish they had spoken up for themselves.

Keeping jnurnals can help women become more conscious and more reflective
about their lives. For example, when asked to use their journals for recording the
things they say to their children, women may begin to "hear" themselves for the
first time By learning to "hear" and to ''watch" more perceptively, women may
begin to recognize their own self-defeating behaviors. Such recognition is often
the necessary first step to changing those behaviors.
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Journals can be vehicles for helping women get in touch with their feelings,
and the time spent in writing or reviewing journal,entries can lead to greater self-
awareness and self-understanding.

Relaxation Exercises

For many women, particularly for those rearing young children, tension is a
constant companion:

The kids get on my nerves. When they're
after each other all the time, I can
just feel myself getting more and mai e
Uptight.

I just get all tensed up inside. That
and the weight I've put on are driving
my blood pressure up: Just like my
Momshe's on medicine for her high
blood pressure:

Many women do not fully realize just how tense they are much of the time or what
particular circumstances contribute to the tension. In fatt, many women are
amazingly out of touch with their bodies, Such women may mistreat fati_g_ue by
drinkin_g too much coffee, may eat when they are not hungry, and may respond to
ten ;ion with sharp word= or tears. These spontaneous, mindless res_ponses to
tension are particularly destructive, because instead of relieving the situation
caus.ng the tens;or the reSponses usually irtensify it, producing a vicious circle.
I_Garmnp !(; relax helps women to get in toucf with their own bodies and to spare
their bc iies from undue stress, and it makes i, easier for them to work on improv-
ing the situations needing attention: The kind of relaxation exercises used is a
matter of leader preference. Pro_gressive tension/relaxation was used in this
" ourse (see Resources): it is essential_that the leader try the exercises she plans
to use so that she is familiar and comfortable with them.

The leader should be aware that some of the participants may be anxious and
self-conscious about their bodies, and that embarrassment is often intensified for
those who are overweight. Also some of the women may be reluctant to touch or
be touched by others. Therefore, relaxation exercises are better postponed until
a sense of trust has built up within the_group. Even then, the leader should pro-
ceed very carefully, beginning with a short exercise that lets the women remain
seated, and moving to longer floor exercises gradually ovej the next several
weeks. Group members should feeLfree to refrain from any specific part of the
exercise or even the entire activity The exercise is less threatening if the leader
uses common names for the parts of the body: "stomach" instead of "abdo-
men," for example. It may be necessary for the leader to assure the group that
the activity of relaxation is neither occult nor mysterious, as some of the partici=
pants may be suspicious:

It isn't meditation; is it? That's
Devil's work!

A leader using_ the tension/relaxation method should explain that tensing a
muscle means making it firm rather than extremely tense, and that the tension
need not be held for long periods of time Participants may omit tensing parts of
the body that are sore._as may be the case after physical strain or during men-
struation. They should flex their toes because. pointing them can cause a painful
charley horse. It is important for the women to be comfortable during the relaxa-
tion exercises, and they should use pillows and change positions as necessary.
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It felt different when my neck and
shoulders started to relax.

As the participants begin to relax, they may realize for the first time how much
tension is collected in some part of the body. Being able to relax is something that
women can learn to do for themselves, and can be one step in their gaining con-
trol over their lives.

Curriculum
The body of the curriculum; divided into-topics; follows. The presentation is

designed to _give the reader some sense of the group process, of how discus-
sions might build upon -and flow into one another.

Although ten topics follow, the course is "about" parenting, and parenting is
the first major theme. Gradually the subject under discussion shifts from parent-
ing to assertiveness, the other main theme. The issues involved in both parenting
and assertiveness are similarhow to treat oneself and others with respect and
how to express one's feelings, wants, arri opinions in direct and honest ways. It's
the focus that changes. During_ discu sions about parenting, the focus is on
one's relationships with one's children; during discussions Etb:" it assertiveness,
the focus is on one's relationships with the world at large. In making this ila,;,,:
tion, women move from thinking of themselves as mothers first and women sc.:!-
ond to thinking of themselves first as women.

Topic One: Understar." .::hildren Better

In general, it is a good idea to begin the course with a neutral topic, putting off
more sensitive issues until some trust and support has developed among the
members of the group For this reason it seemed important to focus on the chil-
dren, not on the women themselves, at the beginning. in addition, it's often-
appropriate to provide the participants with some concrete information so they
won't feel pressured to make their own agenda right away.

The first session of this course was begun by giving the women information to
help them understand their children better.

1. Ages and Stages. A handout on the normal and predictable stages that chil-
dren go through was used during the first session (see Resources). Other topics
and other vehiclesfilms, book excerpts; etc.could easily be substituted. The
handout provided a good jumping-off point for the disdUssion and gave some c
the mothers immediate reassurance.

Oh, so it's not all my fault that
Johnny's not as easygoing at four as
he was at three.

You mean this kind of behavior is
normal for an eleven-year-old?

Because the topic was used for reassurance, the handout stressed that chil-
dren are individuals and not all on the same timetable. It was also significant that
the handout included only the emotional and psychological development of chil-
drennot their motor or speech development, which are areas wherein chil-
dren's rates of development are often compare- competitively.

"Ages and Stages" introduces the idea that c inflict between parent and child
is not necessarily bad; rather, it can signal that the child is developing normally
and progressing toward eventual independence.

Independence can be a sensitive issue. Some mothers, beca'.;se of their self-
images as care givers; may themselves be dependent upon their children'S
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dependence. Such mothers may not foster independence in their children, but,
consciously or unconsciously, may try to keep their children dependent. Some
participants may feel defensive about the issue of independence, and the leader
should approach it with caution:

2. Generation Gag This topic is especially appropriate if many of the mothers
have adolescent children: For a small group of women; a discussion session
works best. A larger group can be subdivided according to the decades when the
women _were sixteen years old. Each of the subgroups is then given a list of top-
ics such as relationships with parents, school attendance and performance,
household responsibilities, drinking, drugs; sex, curfew_s, and dress. The sub-
groups then list what the prevailing norms were for each topic when they were
teenagers. When tabulated (on a blackboard or flip chart), the results will demon-
strate dramatically how quickly times are changing, and they may help the
mothers better appreciate differences in outlook between themselves and their
teenage children:

Topic Two: ParentingSupporting Strengths

It is important to support women as they are and to build upon their strengths.
Women who raise children and work in the home often get very little support for
what they do. They are unpaid workers in a society in which the value and pres-
tige of a job are judged by the salary it commands. It is important for the leader to
acknowledge to the group not only that raising children and keeping house can
be difficult and stressful activities, but also that they are valuable activitiesthat
they are work. Many of the women who came to the groups felt inadequate as
parents, and it was important to help them see some positive aspects of their
parenting,

1: Journals: Journals were distributed near the end of the first session; and the
women were asked to write the following: (a) something they liked about each of
their children; (b) something they liked to do with their children; and (c) some-
thing they liked about themselves as parents. They were encouraged to include
small thinly:, to add to their lists later; and to tell their children about the things
they had written.

2. Simple (and Cheap) Activities to Do with Children. Some wornec, rrpy net
know what kinds of activities they can do with their children. By building i..pon the
"Ages and Stages" discussion and by sharing ideas with each other, wo :;21 can
collaborate on a list of activities appropriate for children of different ages. ":-icise
activities not only can help keep children occupied, but also can help the mothers
feel better about themselves as parents by giving them a %./ay to contribute pos-
tively to their children's development and to enjoy being with their children.

It might be helpful to collect suggestions for activities over several weeksc,:
rmgive the mothers more time to think about the The list, when duplicated,

be shared with other groups of parents.

Topic Three: ParentingIdentifying the Problems

Women may come to a course on parenting because they know that something
is wrong at homeperhaps they yell all the time or perhaps c., "can't do any-
thing" with one of their childrenbut they may not know just what situations trig-
ger their own outbursts or their children's sulkiness. Before things at home can
be improved; the underlying problems must be identified:

1. Journals. Using journals is an excellent way to help women understand how
they really interact with their children. One week's assignment might be for the
mothers to liSteri to the things they say to their children and then to write them
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down, in particular trying to discover what things they find themselves saying
over and over again Such an exercise is often enlightening:

Now I know why my kids don't listen to me
I must say the same thing fifty times a day.

Mothers might hear themselves saying things they wished they hadn't said and
may be surprised to discover how often they resort to name-calling.

Another week the women might listen for and record not only the things they
say to their children; but also the things their children say to them. In particular;
they can listen for comments such as "Why can't you ever . . ." or "You'll never

. :". Reflecting on such comments can lead to useful insights.
Journals can also be used to record situations the women handled well, situa-

tions they didn't know how to handle and want help with; or things they noticed
for the first time or learned about themselves or their children.

2. Reversing Roles. This exercise is one for the mothers to try at home. In the
middle of a conversation" with one of her children, perhaps when her voice is
getting louder and her temper shorter, the mother stops the action suddenly and
suggests to the child, You do what I.was just doing and I'll do what you were
doing." Even fairly young children often catch on quickly. Some interesting
insights ("I was doing that?") can result

Topic Four: ParentingImproving Skills

Most women come to a course on parenting hoping to become better parents.
Although its often desirable to start working on parenting skills right away, at
least to a limited extent, it is only after the women have identified the areas need-
ing improvement that they can start to work in earnest:

Many kinds of learning contribute to better parentin_g. These include learning
to discipline children more effectively, to talk with children instead of at them, to
express anger safely, to encourage rather than discourage children, and to help
children become independent; In order to understand what is involved in good
parenting, it is essential that the leader read books on the subject or at least be
familiar with the principles and techniques they describe. (See Resources.)

The discussion group becomes a major source of support for the women as
they work on improving their parenting skills, and the discussions give them the
opportunity to learn from and encourage one another. The discussions can be
supplemented by role playing, films, listening exercises, etc. Journals can be
Used by the participants to record progress in changing old patterns, feelings of
elation or discouragement, and changes in their children's behavior.

Participants trying to change old patterns need to be reassured that recogniz-
in_g_ a problem area is itself a big step. Old habits are hard to change and new
approaches can seem awkward at first. Some backsliding is inevitable, end par-
ticipants who become discouraged need extra support and encouragement Put-
ting new parenting skills into practice takes a long time, and it is essential that the
participants feel free to discuss their progress weekly, even if the focus of the
discussions has moved away from the subject of parenting.

Topic Five: Families

When women see their efforts resulting in improvements at home; they begir
to feel better about themselves and their families, and they may be ready to talce
a closer look at the relationships within their families;

1. Sharing Photos. Once the grotp has been together for a while, the mothers
might like to bring in pictures o f t tleir children to share with the group. Having
already heard about one another's children, the women enjoy seeing what the chil-
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dren look like. Some women may want _to bring in other pictures as well. Sharing
photos is a way for the women to make their lives more real to one another and can
enhance the sense of intimacy among the members.

2: Family Constellations. Each member of a family has a unique relationship
with every other member, and the addition of new members to the family not only
introduces new relationships; but also influences all of the preexisting ones: Birth
order influences an individual's behavior, and some patterns of behavior may
correspond to a person's position in the family.? The influence of birth order, both
on the participants and on their chillren, provides an interesting discussion
topic,

If the group is large enough, the members can form smaller groups according
to their places in the birth orderi.e., separate groups_for single children, oldest
children, middle children, and youngest children. Each group then generates a
description of the experiences associated with its particular place in the "family
constellation." The descriptions are then shared with the reassembled group.
perhaps being recorded on a chalkboard or flip chart. Discussion should follow;
comparing the sibling influences felt by the mothers with those felt by their chil-
dren.

3: .^vIessages. For this exercise each woman is asked to write a "message"in
a sentence or twoon each of the following subjects: (a) something she wishes
her children_ would say to her now; (b) something she wishes her children would
say to her when they are her age; (c) something she wishes her mcither would say
to her now. Depending upon the size of the group and the degree of trust and
intimacy among merribers, the participants' responses can remain private, or
they can be discussed in pairs in small groups, or in the group as a whole. Writ-
ing and perhaps talking about messages can help women make connections
between the parenting they received as children and the parenting they are giv-
ing to their own children:

4. Family Sculptures. A leader wishing to use this exercise should first read the
description of it by Virginia Satir in Peoplemaking:31 Making the sculptures; as
described by Satir, is a group activity in which one person creates a sculpture
using other group members as figures: An alternative which permits all of the
participants,to work on the own sculptures at the same time is to make paper
sculptures. In this case; each woman is -given a_sheet of paper with a circle drawn
on it to represent the boundary of her family. Small pieces of paper with names
written on them are used to represent her family members. She moves the small
pieces around 0:. the larger sheet; and finding an arrangement that seems right;
tapes them in _place. Making the paper sculptures goes quickly but discussing
them afterward is likely to require:a lot of time:

The sculptures can be made of current families and/or farriilies of origin, and
making thencan help the participants understand the dynamics of their families.
ror some of the women, the exercise may be an emotional one and may involve a
great deal of risk. Therefore; it is important that it be introduced to the group only
after a sense of trust has developed. Even then, some women may be hesitant to
discuss or even participate in the exercise, and their reluctance must be
respected:

Topic Six: Parenting--A Shared ExpeOnnce

As the women start to understand their families better_they are ready to thank
about the roles other_people play within their families. Considering how theSe
"significant others" shareor might sharethe responsibilities of child rearing
is importam, especially for single parents.

To approach the subject of parenting as a shared experience, the women might
discuss questions like the following: What people had positive influences on
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them when they were small? What did those people do that was helpful? Whom
have they themselves influenced? How? Who are the_ significant_others in their
children's lives? What is the father's role. in parenting? What would they like the
father's role to be How can the contributions of fathers be compensated_for in
single-parent families? Who are the signiicant others in their own lives? How
important are their women friends? their men friends? What are the rewards and
obligations of friendship',

1. The Family Sculptures exercise can be expanded to include significant
etherS.

2. Journals can be used by the participants to record the kinds of support they
give and receive during the week, as well as the times they would have liked. to
give or receive more support.

Topic Seven: Sex-note Stereotyping and Non-Sexist Child Rearing

Thinking about sharing the responsibilities_ of parenting with others leads
women to examine their own roles and expectations: As they do so they begin to
realize for the first time how their lives have been influenced by sex-role stereo-
typing. This realization is hard for many women, perhaps low-income women in
particular, to face. Yet, by talking together about their own experiences, the par-
ticipants may become more receptive to women's issues, and may start thinking
about how they can move toward a fuller, more equitable life for themselves and
for their families.

Discussion can help participants become aware of how sex-role stereotypes
are perpetuated. The women might discuss their own upbringing, perhaps by
using the format of the "Generation Gap" exercise from Topic One to emphasize
different expectations for boys and for girls.

1. Journals. Journals can be used to help women identify differences between
the ways they treat their sons and their daughters. Discussion can lead to sug-
gestions for minimizing the effects of sex-role stereotyping at home; for example,
not giving girls all the household chores or boys all the outdoor chores, and not
telling boys that it isn't "manly" to cry or girls that it isn't "ladylike" to ask for
what they want.

2. Looking at Pictures. Participants can look at photo books, make collages, or
select pictures from a group of illustrations. explaining the reasons for their
choices, Examining pictures of women, men, Qirls, and boys from popular maga-
zines can prove enlightening when the pictures are viewed with an eye toward
sex-role stereotyping. Pictures of women from popular magazines are also an
excellent source for exploring advertisers' images of "fe.nininity" and the "ideal
woman."

Topic Eight: Time

As women become less dependent upon their roles as care givers, they might
begin to question how they are spending their time.

1. Journals. Participants can use their journals to record how they actually
spend their time during an average day or week. Tabulating each woman's data
on a graph can make the time distribution stand out very clearly.

2. Things I Like to Do. This exercise is described in Values Clarification.32 Wheh
the women compare the list of things they like to do with the list of things they
actually do Illom the preceding journal exercise), they begin to wonder how they

can spend more time doing the things they like to do.
3. Time Lines. Many women live strictly from day to day. This exercise,

described in The New England Women's Yellow Pages,30 can help women start to
plan their lives, to think in terms of years instead of days. The exercise will not
make women suddenly comfortable with long-range planning, but it can be a
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beginning. Doing the exercise and talking about it afterward may also help
women get a bettor perspective on their lives to date: For some; "Time Lines"
may be an emotional exercise.

Wamen_have differing views about time. Some may feel "stretched too thin,"
unable to find time to do the things they want to do, because they can't say no to
the requests others make of them. Other women may have "time on their
hands," yet be unable to take the initiative to get involved in activities that might
interest them. Women who want to make better use of their time may realize that
first they must learn to be more assertive.

Topic Nine: Assertiveness

Women tend to hold things in, to hide their real feelings. Many women learned
as children that it's not "ladylike" to express anger and that it's "forward" to ask
for what they want.

The inability to be assertive is often a major issue for women. They may try to
justify their silences, their habit of keeping it all in, by saying, "I don't want to
make trouble," or "I don't want to rock the boaL" Or "Of course; I couldn'i say
anything:" At the same time, they may admit, "I'd like to tell them off," or "It just
builds up inside until I think I'm going to explode," or "I cry a lot." Women need to
identify the kinds of situations that elicit these feelings and to learn how to deal
with them more directly and more honestly.

Many women permit others an excessive amount of control over their lives:
These women need to be reassured that it's OK for them to consider their own
wants and needs as well as everyone else's. Considering that they, too, have
right= can be entIghtening.

1. The to Be Me. This handout, adapted from Joanne Chickering's
Women Helping Women: Confidence Building for Livingroom Groups,24 is included
below and may have a strong impact on some women, perhaps opening up new
possibilities for them:

Many women have particular trouble refusing requests. Role-playing exercises
(see Resources section on assertiveness).and handouts can all he used to sup-
plement the discussion as participants learn to evaluate others' requests, to say
no_as well as yes.

2. Journals. Participants can use their journals to record the times during the
week when they fail to say what's on their mind and to recreate what they might
have said during such times. Or they may use their journals to compose "unsent
letters" to people they are hesitant to address directlyto express anger disap-
pointment, affection, or gratitude. Also, they might record their successes; no
matter how small, as they attempt to act more assertively. It is important that the
women have the opportunity to discuss their progress week by week: Group sup-
port and encouragement are essential.

Learning to express feelings, desires, and needs directly is liberating for
women. They find themselves feeling better and stronger, dealing with situation
as they arise instead of harboring resentments, taking a healthier; more honest
approach to living; and assuming more responsibility for their own lives:

Topic Ten: Bringing the Group to an End

If a group is not planning to continue indefinitely, it is important V.., discuss in
advance the termination of the group. The leader and group membeil should all
be aware from the outset of how many sessions there will be and, the group
goes along, of how many sessions are left. For some of the women the discus-
sion group itself may become a major source of support; and this makes it crucial
for the leader to help the women prepare for the ending of the group.
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As the final session draws closer, it is important for the participants to discuss
their feelings about the group. A final evaluation can be useful, not only to pro-
vide feedback to the leader, but also to help the women examine their group
experience,- think about what they have accomplished, and identify directions for
future growth.

The group members may want to implement some means of keeping in touch,
such as a newsletter or round-robin, after the group ends: It may be useful for the
leader to provide an easy way for them to exchange addresses and phone num-
bers: The group might also want_to explore mechanisms for resuming the course
at a later date. The leader could furnish "certificates of completion" to enhance a
sense of accomplishment. Such certificates might also be_of help to participants
who wish to transfer their group experience into life-experience credits at a local
community college.

It's important for the leader to keep the discussion fairly light during the last
session to make it easier for the participants to leave the group. She might wish
to provide some time for a discussion about everyone's plans for the future: This
can be a beneficial way of tying up louse ends and helping the participants say
good-bye:

CONCLUSION

The leader should not expect women to feel radically different after participat-
ing in a course of this kind, but there will be some changes. The group experi-
ence itself, the sharing and the support both given and received, will be impor-
tant to the women. For many, the realization that they are not alonethat other
women have similar problems and concernswill be an immense relief: As the
women start to feel better about themselves, they may gain the confidence to
look at their lives more critically and to detect and address underlying problems:
In addition, they may begin to realize that they are more than care givers; that
they, too, are individuals who matter. And instead of feeling trapped by the cir-
cuFnstances of their lives, they may begin to feel hopeful about the future and the
changes they can bring to it: As one participant said, "This course gives me the
courage to by where I might have backed doWn before."
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THE PiViiIT TO BE ME*

I have the right to:
Express my own feelings
and allow others to feel differently

Express my own opinions
and allow others to disagree without
taking it personally
Make a mistake
and allow others to make mistakes
without holding it against them
Refuse requests
without feeling guilty or selfish
Ask for what I want
and not feel hurt or angry if refused
Accept responsibility
for my decisions and actions
Learn and grow,
express my talents and develop my
potential

Add others as you think of them.

This frees me from:
Expecting others to read my mind
and trying to read the minds of
others
Letting others put me in boxes

Needing to have everyone approve
of my behavior

Doing things begrudgingly

Waiting for things to go my way

Depending upon others to take care
of me

Tnis materiai it akon from Women Helping Women: Confidence Building for Living-
room Groups a publication of the Governor's Commission on the Status of Women" 126
State Street; Montpelier, Vermont 05062.1t is used with the Commission's permission;
and is limited to _roproduc'i,:o of materials by nonprofit organizations for .educational/
training events. It clone r ,ntilude reprodUCtion for sale or large-scale distribution.
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RESOURCES

THE MOTHERING EXPERIENCE

1. Barber, Virginia: and Merrill Maguire Skaggs. The Mother Person. Indiagapo-
lis: Bobbs- Merrill, 1975.

2. Boston Women's Health Book Collective: Ourselves and Our Children: A Book
by and for Parents. New York: Random Hcse, 1978.
This book is full of first-person accounts. Chapter Nine, "Helping Ourselves
and Finding Help," in particular, is an excellent resource for leaders and par-
ticipants alike.

3. Lazarre, Jane. The Mother Knot. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976.

4. Rad, Shirley. MOther's Day is Over New York: Warner, 1974.

5. Rich, Adrienne. Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution.
New York: W. W. Norton, 1976.

PARENTING

The following books all stress how to encourage children to develop into respon-
sible, independent people. In the specifics of how to handle given situations, the
approach sometimes differs from book to book.

6. Dinkmeyer, Don, and Gary D. McKay. Raising a Responsible Child: Practical
Steps to Successful Family Relationships: New York: Simon and Schuster,
1973.

7. Dreikurs, Ruddlf, and Vicki Soltz. Children: The Challenge. New York:
Hawthorne, 1964:
Emphasizes sc.AA.c: courses of actionin particular, the use of logical con-
sequences. Inc:I.:cies a good description of family constellations (pp: 20-32).

8. Faber, Adele, and Elaine Mazlish. Liberated Parents; Liberated Children. New
York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1974.
The authors describe the struggles and successes of mothers in a group led
by Haim Ginott as they try to put Ginott's methods (see #9, below) into prac-
tice.

9. Ginott, Haim G. Between Parent and Child. New York: Macmillan; 1965:
Excellent on learning to communicate effectively with one's children. How-
ever, some sections, especially with regard to sex roles, are dated.

10. . Between Parent and Teenager. New York: Macmillan, 1969.
Presents Dr. Ginott's theories as they relate to parenting teenagers.
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11. Gordon, Thomas. Parent Effectiveness Training: The Tested New Way to Raise
Responsiblo Children. New York: New American Library, 1975.
Especially good on developing listening skills. Presents the "no-lose"
method of resolving conflicts with one's children.

UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN BETTER

12. Ames, Louise Bates, et al. The Gesell Institute's Child from One to Six:
Evaluating the Behavior of the Preschool Child. New York: Harper and Row;
1979.
A good source for information on "Ages and Stages."

13. Braze Iton, T Berry. infants and Mothers: Differences in Development: New
York: Delacorte, 1969.
Demonstrates that children, starting at birth, influenceand are not just
influenced bythose around them:

14: Caplan, Frank; ed: The First Twelve Months of Life: New York: Grosset and
DUrilap, 1973.
A month-by-month description taking into account individual differenCes
among babies.

15. Elkind; D. A Sympathetic Understanding of the Child: Birth to Sixteen. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1974.

16. Fraiberg, Selma The Magic Years. New York: Scribner's; 1968:

17: Public Affairs Pamphlets, 381 Park Avenue South, New York, New York
10016.
Low-cost I ,erature on child development and parenting which can be used as
handouts:

18. U.S._ Department of Health and_Human Seryico5 More lom-cost literature
available by writing Children's Bureau, Office of Child Development, U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Washington, D.C. 20201.

NON=SEXIST CHILD REARING

19: Carmichael, Carrie: Non-Sexist Childraising. Boston: Beacon Press, 1977.

20. Nonsexist Child Development Project. Literature available from the Women's
Action Alliance, Inc., 370 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017:

21. Pogrebin, Letty Cottin. "Nonsexist Childrearing: An Examination into Parent-
hood," in The New England Women's Yellow Pa_ges: Original Sourcebook for
Women; Fourth Edition: Carol Edry and Rosalyn Gerstein, eds, Boston: The
Public Works, Inc., 1978.

.

22. Sprung Barbara. Non-Sexist Education for Young Children: A Practical Guide.
New York: Citation Press, 1975, Order from: Women's Action Alliance, Inc.;
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017.
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ASSERTIVENESS

23: Butler. Pamela E. Self-Assertion for Women: A Guide to Becoming Androgy-
nous. New York: Harper and Row, 1976.
Clearly written, with many case studies and some exercises.

24. Chickering, Joanne 'Vomen Helping Women: Confidence Buildingfor Living-
room Groups. Vert-punt GovernoCs Commission_on the Status of Women.
Available from the Commission, 126 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont 05602.

25. Jongeward, Dorothy, and Dru Scott. Women as Winners: Transactional Analy-
sis for Personal Growth. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publish-
ing Co., 1976:

26: "The New Assertive Woman;" in Family Circle; November 1975:
A good, brief introduction to assertiveness.

27. Phelps, Stanlee, and Nancy Austin._ The Assertive Woman: Pleasant Hills,
California: Impact PUbliaherS, Inc., 1975.

RELAXATION

28: DelliOuadri, Lyn, and Kati Breckenridge. Mother Care: Helping Yourself
through the Physical and Emotional Trans;cion of New Motherhood. Los
Angeles: J. P Tarcher, 1978:
Several good relaxation techniques are described:

29. Hendricks; Gay, and Russel Wills. __The Centering Book: Englewood Cliffs;
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975.
The relaxation exercises in Chapter Four are designed for sChOcil children but
can be easily adapted.

DESCRIPTIONS OF EXERCISES

30. Ohorato, Jeanne. "Taking Stock," in The New England Women's Yellow
Pages: Original Sourcebook for Women; Fourth Edition. Carol Edry and
Rosalyn Gerstein, eds. Boston: The Public Works, Inc., 1978.

31. Satir, Virginia. "Family Sculptures," in Peoptemaking. Palo Alto, California:
Science and Behavior, 1972.

32. Simon, Sidney, et al. "Things I Like to Do," in Values Clarification: A Hand-
book of Practical Strategies for Teachers and Students. New York: Hart; 1972:
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LEADING A DISCUSSION GROUP

33. Gates. Barbara: Susan Klaw; and Adria Steinberg. Changing Learning;
Changing Lives: A High School Women's Studies Curriculum from the Group
School. Old Westbury. New York: The Feminist Press, 1979:
Unit V has some good observations and suggestions for inexperienced group
leaders.

34 Soltz, Vicki. Study Group Leader's Manual (to be used with Children: The
Challenge; see 117, above). Chicago: Alfred Adler Institute of _Chicago, 1967.
Available from the Institute, 110 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois
60603.
The first two chapters may provide some helpful suggestions for a novice
group leader if allowances are made for the differences between a study
group and a discussion/support group.

FILMS

35. Barb; Breaking the Cycle of Child Abuse. 16 mm, color, 28 minutes. MotOrota
TelePrograms, 4825 North Scott Street; Suite 26; Schill .. Park, Illinois 60176,
1977.
A powerful, though uneven, film. Parts of an insipid 1:7-enactment of police
and agency intervention in a child-abuse case are interspersed with real-life
experiences as admitted child abusers talk with a counselor about their own
childhoods. Powerful, especially when shown to women who have had simi-
lar experiences. Previewing is a must; use with care:

36. Can a Parent Be Human? 16 mm; color, 12 minutes_ Churchill Films, 662
North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90069, 1970.
A discussion by a group of teenagers, focusing on the father-son relation-
ship. Includes a role play at the end.

37: Children's Aggression: Its Origin and Control. 16 mm, cOnr, 17 minutes. Ster-
ling Educational Films, 241 East 34th Street, New Yo Nevi York 10016;
1974:
A film designed for child care providers. At some points the "teachers" are
shown doing the "wrong' things; participants found this film confusing.

38. A Day in the Life of' Bonnie Consolo. 16_mm. color, 161/2 utes. Barry
Spinello, producer. Baker Films, P.O. Box 5667, Pasadena, C2 . rnia 91107;
1976.
A film showing the resourcefulness and courage of a woman born without
arms. Because a participant had recently begun to suspect that her child
might be retarded, the film was used to emphasize the importance of encour-
aging Fn develop to their maximum potential.

39, Sylvia, Fran, and Joy. 16 !Tim; black_and white;__25 minutes. Barry Spinel!o,
producer. Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal-
ifornia 90069; 1973:
Depicts three women leading very different lives. Excellent for stimulating
discussion on women's roles. Participants In these workshops were
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impressed_ by the honesty and bluntness of one woman in the t . ie. who
talks about hi f. 1-ated h )1* son when he was a baby.

40: To Be a Woman. 16 mm; color, 14 minu1es: Billy Budd Films; 235 East 57th
Street, New York, New York 10022, 1970.
Depicts young women in carefree situations. A sur... .-ficial treatment, and
dated; howeve.; for some participants, it sparked an awareness that being a
Woman can be something special.
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4. ORAL HISTORY AS A GROUP PROCESS

Christir Johnston

When people hear the term "oral history," they often visualize one person with
a tape recorder interviewing another person. The process of oral history I present
here is a group activity. We women sit around 2 tape recorder in a comfortable
circle; lancing about life experiences we have identified as interesting to us and
valuable for others to hear about: We transcribe and publish our materials as part
of this process. We use oral history as "ehicie to rediscover ourselves and learn
about each other; and to create ,endship and support within our group.
We use it as a means to record :: :t.a women's essential con'..ributions to
life, contributions unheralded by : .anal written history; which tends to focus
on big events and famous white men. Through the process of oral history, we
begin to understand that our life experience is an important resource, not only to
us as we continue to live our lives, but to other people as well.

As part of the Women's Community Studies program, I worked within two dis-
tinctly different groups of elder women: One W2S part of an ongoing; self-educa-
tion group called Builders for Tomorrow. These women all live in their own
homes. The other group was composed of residents in a nursing home.

I chose to work with elders because oral history makes sense to them as a
process: They have experience to relate that can be valuable to following genera-
tions, and that might be lost if not recorded now. Also, as elders enter (for some)
more reflective times; oral history can provide a way g summin_g up and reaching
self-understanding important to (wing and dying positively Obviously, younger
people can also take part in their (Dial history with benefit to themselves as well as
others, but thaDlack of urgency sometimes works against their beginning the
process. Without undercutting oral histors significance as a means of growth
for all ages, I want to emphasize that it is eminently act:,essible to elders; whereas
the other units of study offered in ot.r guide may not be so easy to broach suc-
cessfully with them: In the extreme; for sen. 1 persons none of our other units are
accessible at all, and yen oral histor7 car. tap .nto their inner-space travels when
otherwise_ their journeys ,can be unbearably lonely. Oral history is not the C-',
possible focus for developing a -tong experience with elder women; but I

believe it's an excellent starting point.
I'd like to discuss in detail the two groups I met with, because the ;;oints of

description are at once common to many rural women and important to the func-

Christina Johnston has lived in Vermcnt for the past ten years and is the mother of
a young daughter. She has bee- Ived in educational concerns of several differ-
ent groups including the cfet,& disabled; teenagers, teachers; senior
citizens; and adult women. Fc- a- seven years, she has been exploring the
use of oral hiStory as an educ

(Nom. In this chapter, superscript nurricr als refer to a particular reference, correspondingly
numbered, in the Resources section, pp 97 -101 :)
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Wrung of the groups Moreover. the very_ difference between the two groups
speaks to the ittittOlttlit titti:ossity on our part as_teachers_to be in tune -with the
particular people involved, not just in planning the overall program and its ses-
sions:.but moment-to-moment response to the individual and group mood,
capacity. ,-

Tie r:, rs of the Builders for Tomorrow who attended the oral history ses-
Cicre .:Ohty-two strong women, ages sixty-five to eighty-seven; presently

livi.ig. in n -iern Vermont. The single most significant shared characteristic is
that they a e independently i.e., not in nursing homes; and thus feel a degree
of autonor 1 their lives..Fourtive in low-income apartments-for elders; otherS
live in their - homes; a few of these homes being multi-generational.

Five of -thE-- women live with husbands; the other-seventeen are widOwed. In
fact: two of five living with husbands have previously been widowed at least
once.-Some 'lave been widowed more than forty years; others, a few months. At
this point in history; experiencing the death -of a spouse and weathering the resul-
tant changes in our liVes are situations all women face with greater probability
tnan_ men. The possibility or actuality of widowhood is one_of the reasons the
bendS created by out women's oral history group are so appropriate and welcomed:
All of us know loneliness on different levels; it seems that the potential for it
in-creases a we age and our generation diminishes:

Al; of the women are active, and they articulate activity and purpose as a
source of their mental and physical health: All of them are involved -in house care;
all share- meals regularly at senior nutrition sites; most are involved and haYe
been for a long time in service organizations; several garden and preserve foods,
practice various handicrafts, and are responsible for the care of an extended
family e:g.: a grandchild or an ailing biolher, a few are_ employed.

A number bf the women seem to enthrac'e change. This seems, upon observa-
tion; to be related to the frequency of change in earliarlife,_especiallygeographic
moves. All of them have experienced truly incredible change just by living as long
as they have in this century.

Another common characteristic is having religious faith. The women don't all
ascribe to the same faith; don't all attend services, but db share a confidence in
powers and reasons beyond human experience. This faith has; by their admis-
sion, helped them through hard times.

The influence of religion needs to be assessed as part of any women's study
group, betaUSe of the masculine orientation of the religions we generally
encounter in our culture. Understanding_howdeeply ingrained this orientation is
Can be it-hp-Ott-ant to you, if do riot share it in tempering your questions and
expectations for major change in the warner, ., sex-role definitions.

The women's religious haci<oround also reinforces a:characteristic morecom-
mon to elders than I've witnessed in my generation. (I'm thirty-four), and that is
the sense tha Yhateverhr ns to happen. Whatever role you playas child/
woman /person is the rble you have to play. This doesn't mean there aren't frus-
tration; ange.r and boredom in filling prescribed roles; but there_ is an overall
-ae ;e0tati-ce . This acceptance is in; -nalized ,hough so that the women_ do feel
satisfaction with their lives. In fact, when we talk about the increase of choice in
women's lives today; the elder women are quick to see the potential insecurity
and pain this new flexibility creates. As a group leader, you need to be sensitive
to this position of acceptance;- because; as interesting and energizing as it is to
share frustrations about roles, it's important, particulait; with elders, not to leave
the women with a sense of embitterment:about how they've lived sixty to eighty
years of life. I mention this not only for their sake, but for yours, too. You may
become _frustrated with the_ group if its members neverarticulate_what yo_u_per:
-ceiVe as justifiable anger With limitations placed on their lives: Women ofdifferent
generations and/or socioeconomic backgrounds value acceptance differently
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according to what survival dictates. Our personal struggles as women at this
point in time may not be relevant to_women of other generations; even though the
issues have remained the same. The women simply may not hear or compre-
hend our concerns; just as we may have trouble not rejecting acceptance as a
way of life:

Another situation in which acceptance dominates the picture is people's, per-
haps particularly women's, relationships to the government and to other services
upon which they feel dependent, and which, of course, are traditionally_ male-domi-
nated. The problem is that we especially rural people who were _raised in smaller,
slower. more intimate social-political structures feel out of control of governmental
bureaucracy and are reluctant to harness it, clarify needs; and make demands of it:
The reluctance is reinforced by the way Of being that accepts conditions as they
are. There_is an acceptance that politicians; insurance salesperson doctors; et al,
know what we need better than we ourselves do. Here, however, the strength of
oral history as a tool of learning, rather than just recording; becomes brilliantly
apparent By each of us telling our stories and listening to others we can re-
acquaint ourselves with "us" and witness our resiliency, imagination, and effective-
ness as individuals in the face of today's complex structures: If we're looking at life
in the past, we can begin-to pinpoint what worked in those days but is lacking now,
and make an e 1.1 to reintegrate these practices into our lives: The movement
from simple story Liharing to social action can't be expected within a short pronrlro
of study. I've been working with Builders for three full years now; and the pater .ia I
for social action is just dawning for me and, I hope, for them, so don't get frus-
trated. The beauty of women reowning their past -and feeling "family" toward one
another because the reowning has been a shared process is miracle enough. If all
of you stick with it, though, the potency of a group may becorae formidable, as the
sense of self and of the group increases:

A last characteristic common to many farm women is that they have shared far
more work with men than their urban counterparts have: There were divisions _of
labc7; women more often than not tended to do the cooking, washir,g, and child
care. But these tasks were not entirely foreign to the men. After all; the men did not
go away to work, a factor particularly important in child rearing. Additionally,
women milked cows, hayed, st--:veled manure, slaughtered hens; brought in the
wocd. etc:, alongside men: Because the family liveli'iood was the farm and every-
one stayed right there, men arid women alike did what work had to be done and the
opportunity for sharing was maxim!zed: The competencies thus _garied and the
sense of pride in shared work done well have added to the women's sense of Well-
being

With all these characteriStics in mind, it is also useful to look at those aspeCts of
the Builders for Tomorrow program which provided a sound educational base for
the women's

As menticri,:A. all twenty-two women who worked together on women's oral his-
tory are memb:.:rcl -if the larger Builders group: Builders is a sixiy-member, mixed-
sex, self-education group that has exir since 1976. A major focus cf the Build-
ers has been oral history so the wcy..en's class was not an isolated experience; but
could be seen by all as a new source of stiength related to our ongoing _program.
Avenues opened for us by our discussions may be traveled and expanded upon by
the larger group.

l've been actively involved in Builders since its inception; a key factor in the level
of trust and the sense of continuity demonstrated by this group. To my mind, long-
term involvement is ideal but, of course, not always possible. When it's not, look for
a person in the group who's capable of supporting and continuing work begun; and
help her attain the necessary resources and skills to do so.

When the women's class began; the Builders_had already_embarked on a pro-
gram of printing, once a month, thirty roughly edited pages of its oral history tran-
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scriptions to share with the pUbItc. The women's material has been printed right
along with this so whit! was generated in the_ warners cIrss was never seen as
material simply unto us. but was collected with an end purpose in mind: (See the
sample transcription that follows.) I can't emphasize enoughthe value of havirig_a
product built into the process of a coursea real product that has value_ to the uni-
verse. Working toward a product provides a_clear goal, nurtures the view of bUt-
semis as resources, opens up possibilities of developing new skills; and provides
opportunities for deepening _friendships through working together. The finished
product gives us something concrete to evaluate; and; as we share it with others.
becomes a source of immeasurable pride and new energy.

The members of &Alders come from a rather extended geographic area, some
traveling forty to fitly miles to attend a meeting. I see some important results of this
geographic spread that could be achieved in other ways andthat are worth btild--
ing-into your group process Several of the women who live close to each other are
in other groups together. go !: the same-meat sites, and experience many of the
same activities; but a It of thorn don't talk much to each other beyond social chit-
chat. Patterns of non-retating and privocy_are pretty well maintained. What hap-
pens when you mix outsiders in de is that new constellations of people and new
discussions, are encouraged. It turned out that some women who now live far apart
used to go to school together; one lady knew right where another was born when
she herself didn't even know; two women have struck up a brand new friendFtlip as
delicate _and total .as any I've had the .joy to watch flourish.__ There are-certainly
advantages iii working within established groups whose members find itphysicatly
easy to gather but it's important to-be able to forge fresh relationships within them.
DiViding the targer group into smaller, task-oriented groups in various ways; asking
each member to bring_ a triend,_may _provide the base group with ample room for
change, without adding the problem of transportation.

The very last thingto mention is that we had a good, quiet, private place to meet;
in a church classroom across from anaccessiole senior meal site. The importance
of such a simple thing is beyond words.

The second group--the intensity bf the experience and the stark contrast to my
first group. These people live in a nursing home. They are dependent. They have
no OeNaoy. They have no power. In many cases; they have no context. A few are
extremely and consistently_ lucid,rneaning they live in a reality recognizable to t7;e.
They seem the saddest A few live very articulately in strictly personal realities. Still
more seem to straddle the lines of venous realities simultaneously. Some no longer
commlinicate. Or do they?

tV oh of what ! wri:'an about the women of Builders for Tomorrow applies to
the lucid women -in the nursing home. and probably used to_apolv_to many of the
other Wc-7-16n before senility set in. But anything you learn about the residents is
overwhelmed by one fact: they live in isolation. The most coherent woman
deScribeS her lite in three stagesone; living in Europe; two; returning to the
United States and her_career; three, marrying and moving to Vermont. The fourth;
enterin j a nursing home; does not count as part of life.'

I've done a lot of writin_g_since I started going to the nursing home and I'd like to
go on and on here as I seek understanding through words, hut what I need to say
is that, as com_plex as the situation is, as difficult as communication is, oral his-
tory can become the vehicle tor priming long_untouched wells _and_replehishing
theit. Uprooted people without family and familiar surroundings can remembei
and describe their childhood bedroomits color, its furniture, even a hidiriq
place ter treasured books if they're asked and ti.en listened to. The oral histvry
sessions turn out to_provide a time in which a lot of the floating images and star-
tling insights can be caught and shared; not just with me, but with some of the
staff most beautifully of all, with other residents.
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This last point is extremely important. It seems that with extreme age, one of
the things you lose energy and capacity for, no matter how you long for it;_ is int:-
ating and sustaining conversation. Imagine that there is a person you feel drown
to, butyou are blind and she is deaf. Neither of you really registers those obsta-
cles. You both are in wheelchairs you can't move by yourself. The nurses may or
may not place you close enough for communion. Neither of your minds stays
clear enough_ to get beyond !hello;" if they stay clear that long: Still; you are
drawn. Usually you juSt sit until yr..irre moved;

Now, what's happened through 01 J oral history discussions is that you're pro-
vided with a topic that you and your friend and others maybe remember and think
about; plus a discussion leader who can see, hear, and move. She can come over
to you and t-uch you and call directly into your ear or fix you with her eyes; what-
ever it is that draws you forth; and she can wait, repeat, and relay your message
to others. It :umbersome but it works. Contact is made. Pleasure and intensity
wash over the too-frequent; seeping blankness: A support group in its simplest
form!

As I write, I recognize that many of_ you reading :his won't_be working in a nurs-
ing home, although it's a particularly appropriate setting for women's studies,
because women residents far outnumber men: '-ecause the nurses are predomi-
nantly women; because the doctors, manager ,?rid owners are predominantly
men; and because, think, mothers are probably placed far more readily by coil-
dren in nursing homes than fathers are: However, even if you're not working in a
nursing home, I think the very extremity of the teaching situation is valuable to
look at. Despite having taught junior high for seven years 2nd often having had
an overdose of students whO had no desire or reason to be in school, I never had
to face quite as clearly the following dictates of teaching. All of them I've under-
stood before; they just acquired Siedgehammer impact in the nursing home set-
ting.

Foremost is that you can't go into a new situation with a few evocative sessions
and leave. It isn't appropriate in any situation. Everyone needs orienting time and
trust-building_time; more so in institutions where programs are continually intro-
duced and withdrawn before fruit can even set, let alone ripen. Add to that an
older person's common; personal; day-to-day disorientation and a _changed
sense of time, and the flash-in-the-pan course is probably better left at home.

Next, discussions need at leastone active facilitator not necessarily as physi,
catty active as I've described in the nursing home (I do. sit still in the Builders'
discussions most of the time), but active in listening; questioning; helping con-
nections to be mar!, ; etc; _

Learn names U.rnerliately. Everyone knows that as a matter of respect, but I'd
never really rec..i Cs'fore how much control resides in knowing names; The
person who rdiiia -,airieless in a _group maintains considerable control,
because without e. there may be no way you can elicitor curtail her partici-
pation. This thought came crystal clear to me during the first session, when a
blind woman, her name unknown to me at the time; consistently interrupted and
talked over less aggressive and less coherent participants. Once I knew her
ne-ne and could quickly g_et her attention by calling it out; she backed off willingly.
She didn't mean to dominate; she just lacked the visual cues that she was doing
so. Knowing her name gave me the simplest of tools to make direct contact.

As hard as it is; _you shouldn't make any assumptions_about what a person
can't or won't do. She probably can and will. DorOthy sits slumped forward in her
chair; nearly mute; trying to _eat a plant or _a cassette case,_apparently blind; Dis-
miss. Ah! But she's not just mouth-and-stomach hUngry. By chance, I discover
she's thoughtexchange hungry. She wants_ to talk. Some images flow easily, oth-
ers are a strain to harness into words, but even op! ms are forming and they
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want to be heard My oporience with Dorothy brings back memories of other
instances when I (Ow toartier?) have assumed an inability or unwillingness on a
Stddent'S part and thereby have limited the potential learning. That's teaching? It
happens all the time.

It is important to have a vision; goals; and plans as a teacher. That's whet it's
all a_boutyou believing enough in yourself and your ideas and knowledge to
w,mt to share with others in the hope that their lives will__be changed_ and
enriched. By the same token, it's essential to remain open to the possibility that
you have as much to learn in any situation as anyone else involved does._ that
your painstaking plans may haVe to be dumped in the first. few minutes of the first
session and possibly in the second session too, and _tharsokay As) traveled to
niy first class at the nursing home, I carried with me the fear that I was covering
old ground. that working with another group of elder women didn't offer enough
variance to really test my ideas; and so on: Of _course; the minute I began, my
mind was blown and my planning vanished, as I realized my entire concern had
been for me and not for the individual participants and all their glorious differ-
ences.

Last dictate more specifically of oral history than teaching, laid_bare- bya
nursing home resident. It concerns what I call the "rape" aspect of oral_history:
dredging up and taking information from people that they -don't want to release or
even think aboUt. I try always to be aware of; and careful not to perpetrate; such a
violation; although this problem sometimes IS greater when I do have an end
product in Mind. Jessie brought it home to me bluntly though; when she said her
body snapping _tension: "I don't Wahl to tern-eh-lb-et. If I think about the past; I get
too lonely: To have any happiness here fat the nursing home] at all, l_must live in
the present." You do. of course, have to try to read beyond the words and sense
whether Jessie is; in fact; asking to _talk about the past, butalways,_always ask
your-Self: "Why aiti I doing thiS? For Jessie? For me? Is the stimulation positive or
does it lead to a reality not wanted?"

All pretty obvious, right? In some situations. I've "gotten away with" (I thought)
sort of half be_lievingacting on these, but not in the nursing home.

NitOii never do.

As you begin planning_ your own oral hiStbry program, the main thing you need
to do is think about questions. For_ the last yea; the question_; ve used to get
myself started and organize: is, "What events and activities are shared by all
humans?" "Birth and deatl,. Feting. Sleeping. Relationships. Sex. Learning.
Work'? Aging . ." also ask r.:oout particular groups; "What historical events
have they shared?" The wars. The DepresSibh." In Vermont, "the Rot-A of
1927." And so on. Then I begin formulating as many questions relating_ to my
answers as I can I do this on my own. I do it by talking to people, asking them
now they'd ask a question: For example; I wanted to ask, "What kind ot contra7
ception did you use?" Seine-one suggested the alternative of inquiring about
"ferni:;, planning:" Before I began the classes with the Builder s, I sat_down with a
few of its itibilibeet, attempted to explain what the Women's Community Studies
protect proposed to do; and asked what they as a _group of_women would like to
talk about. AS they answered, I wrote their statements as questions and then
organized those around my two beginning questions about shared human and
historical events. I continued developing questions during the classes them-
selves, mostly by listening closely to answers and encouraging everyone in the
class to do the same.

Listening is the key to the Oral hiStory process. Sometimes; because tape
recorders are used; people slacken their_ attention_ and leave the listening to
machines. However, in my ekperiehn most nuestions asked in any valid_oral his-
tory situation are not pre-planned, but spring out of the discussion itself. My "rule



of ear" is to listen so closely_that I know the moment I've stopped understanding.
New questions are born in these moments.

No matter how intent your listening is during a session, _it's also very useful to
listen between sessions to the tapes produced: Not only does this afford you an
opportunity to evaluate the session, but more questions may surface as you lis-
ten that did not occur to you at the time of the discussion,

It is wise to avoid looking at lists of Other people's questions at the beginning_of
your question-building process, One reason is that no two people ask the same
questions about a given topic. If we're using oral history as a way of extending
human understarr-'.-. the wider the range of iestions the better, Another -rea-
son I don't ;se , lists is that I still get tr., ed by other people's questions
whe, ,.:Jipot ate them into a discussion. A r_1" example, the first question I
asked in the Builder's session about womer work -was a borrowed one:
"What dO you consider to be your most imp work?" Right away a _partici-
pant sought a definition of "important." N 't thought about that.. The

.. problem was by no means drastic, but ti , ,icident remonstrates the risks of
using other boorle's questions.. Simok ,isk what you want to know and; again;
encourage ever; one in the group to dc the same.

The nursing home residents made rr e think adout my questions far more care-
fully than 1 ever had before: What I thought about -applied, of course, to all oral
history situations. With the nursing home residents, specific questions are often
the most helpfulnot just._''What was your bedroom tike?" but "What color was
your bedroom?" "What paces of furniture were in it?" "What kind of light?"
"Whom did you share your bedroom with?" Was it _a place you liked being in ?"
I've even begun saying, "Close your eyes and visualize.. ." I am also interested
in trying deep-bresihing exercises before sessions; as an increased oxygen sup-
ply to the brain often aids the use of memory.

I also discovered two tendencies I have in my questioning that cause prob-
lems: One is to preface questions with Can you remember ..?" Asking that
makes it easy for people to say, "No. I can't." I think they can remember more
often if you don't suggest to them that they can't: The other tendency, which is
more subtle, bUt perhaps more devastating and more difficUlt to separate from
the oral history process; is to imply that the past has more importance_ than the
present: "what were the happy times in your life?" "What were the sad times?"
These questions preclude the possibility that people are happy or sad now. Bet-
ter to ask: "What do you consider to be the happy times in your life? What do you
consider to be the sad times?"
_ You'll_probably have to act as discust:un leader, but it helps the whole process

if you also view ::)urself as a participant, actively giving information as well as
gathering it. It's important to think about how vou would- answer all the questions
you dream up. You proba y won't have to /era!l of them in the Class, but it
does heip you identif _,th the group ff . put yourself in the participants'
position, and sometimet,, they wit you. Other times, disclosure on
your part will be needed .'itabrsh enough trust _;o move on Related to this is
not being afraid to ask pallet:ler r .Aestirns. I used to explain my hesitancy to ask
certain questions as protect on of the participants; but now I think more often
than not its because I'm not sure of my own answer As long as it's clear that ri
one has to answer anything she doesn't want to, pretty much anything can be
asked.

The classes themselves. As I mentioned earlier, in both settings we use oral
history as a group activity, rather than as one-on-one interviewing, and we tran-
scribe our taped material and try to get it into print. In both settings we always
use a tape recorder. Everyone knows it: Everyone also knows it can be turned off
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any time she'd like and that nothing will be done with any of the information with-
her permissioi

The women from the Builders group met nine times, for roughly 21/2 hours each
time. Depending upon the flow of disct.r.-- in. we either took a. break or shared a
snack at the end of the session. Participants took turns preparing the food, using
old recipes learned from a mother or a grandmother. This ritual not onlycole-
braied our "woman henta_ge, but provided for some of the widows in our group a
chance to prepare food for others: a nurturing acth,,,y sorely missed by some in

day-to-day lives.
he first few sessions t called all the participants a couple of days before the

meeting. Later on I -called fewer of them and they relayed my reminder. Transpor-
tation was a constant complication and required my efforts as well as theirs to
arrange every time. Our program provided transportation money; which I handed
out during each session. This was essential.

At the first session I passed out small composition books to encourage written
as well as oral history. A few of the women welcomed the opportunity

The following is a skeletal layout of the Builders' nine sessions; excerpted from
my Journal entries. It's not offered as "the" way to do it, but as a way to help_you
visualize how things might flow. You should find reading ''Women and Their
Work," which includes part of the transcription of our first session, helpful; too: (It
follows: at the end of this chapter.)

Session 1We discussed women and work, beginning with the question, "What
do you consider to be your most important work, defining work any way you
want?" We went on to discuss divisions of labor in the househOld, work we did as
children, work available to women, our mother's work; etc. We laughed a lot. We
grumped about housework a lot. It was a good place to start. Everyone had
worked: and so everyone had something to say_ln addition, the topic has a neu-
tral quality about itit's not like Jumping in and talking about death the first day
Session 2Continuation of women and work. More women came, so we began
With the "important work" question. We tried to figure out what the different pres-
sures were for them as women, and for their grandmothers, mothers, daughters;
and granddaughters; A great discussion; but l_ne_glected to push the "record"
button. Thereafter, the recorder became a group responsibility
Session 3--Planned to begin personal histories in order to 0,.e our other discus-
sions more of a context; but I got bogged down trying tc ,-Zc,t more direction from
participants for the overall course. I erded up talking ;.: and_ discussion
skipped all o_ver without any digging in. Ended class with viewing and discussing
Yddile (see Resources) as a prelude to our own per::,cnn! histories. The _rural
women had some trouble relating to Yudie as a person : =;'.e is urban al
Jewish, but they liked the fact that the film was about an eioc r
Session 4Personal histories. Everyone tense. The proces.-, ." rir.son :t
ing her story was different from picking a topic and everyt in,
was inevitably beautiful and we all felt glad to have done it._ D :.onnections
rediscovered; new connections made. Lots of laughing, tots of empathy. After a
break we viewed Appaishop's Nature's Way" about home remedy and home
birth. Began discussion about both.
Ses; ion 5Home remedies, disease, home birth, and child rearing. Hot day Par-
ticipants opted to sit in straight line that day ''_to keep cool," had trouble r talk-
ing all at once:_thereafter, we made a point of sitting in a circle. The td;..i.:3 were
all-consuming for everyone: Clearly nurtorance roles filled their lives.
Session 6Home remedies remembered since last sessir:1 shared. Began dis-
cussion. of _periods of change in life and got right into deain. Lots of empathetic
listening. (See text below for description of how topic of death evolved.)
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Session 7 --Death , continued. Moved into our ow:-1 funeral planning needs.
Watched Appalshop film, Quilting Women1 7 (see Resources); and discussed quilt-
ing, working together, women's groups. Lackluster discussion. -,espite the fact
that all the women have taken part in women's activities and orgiinizations; the
topics did not engage them. Having worked with them in mixed-sex discussions,
rve watched the women consistently defer to men; and vet only a few ever
articulated that it was important to meet in this oral history class as women only.
They seem to have responded to their need to meet with women throughout their
lives; but simply did not verbalize the need:
Sessr.:n 8Care for elders. Watched Peegen (see Resources), a dramatic film
about a guilt-ridden family visiting their grandmother in a _nursing home. Upon
showing it to the Women's Community Studies staff, we all bawled. Nary a tear
from the older women. Why? They chose not to identify with the grandmother;
either out of fear or because most of them took care of their elders at home, in
ways they feel comfortable about. Discussed this, discussed care of society's
dependents in the past. Discussed senility Began talking about selves and
present housing. My nursing home experience, which I share with them regularly,
served as a catalyst. Needs more time but is another area; a crucizI one where
oral history can lea,4 into social action that may help them to close their lives it an
acceptable setting. I noticed at the end of the session women touched each other
more than is usual for them as they said farewell.
Session. 9A brief look at women's history United States and Vermont
through a slide show76 and a filmstrip19 (see Resources). Everyone_ interested;
unfamiliar with most of the names. Discussion indicated open-mindedness about
women's changing roles, while at the same time they trusted tradition more, felt
safer there: The influence of religion in defining roles was clear in the discussion.

All of the sessions leave hundreds of questions unanswered. We need more
time. A whole new topic we need to consider is the image of elder women in our
society. I'd actually, planned it in, but we ended up talking about disease, death,
and nursing homes in the last five sessions, and -I thought it would be better to
end on a positive note by celebrating worn_en's historical progress:

can't give you such a straightforward outline of the nursing home class. We
talked about some of the same topics, but often I tried to plan a session around
the weather or a holiday or a specific event. For example; on an early spring day,
we sat outside arid basked in the sun and talked abbut dandelion greens, climb-
ing trees, and planting gardens (a ninety-two-year-olu woman remembered back
to barely escaping a frost in her garden when she was young and too pregnant to
move much and her husband was away on a trip.) The day before the Fourth of
July we discussed how they used to celebrate As Friday the Thirteenth
approached, we had a great time swapping superstitions, revea!ing who taught
them_to us and how we tested them:

The second day I wen! to the nursing home, I took my small daughter's china
doll to initiate a discussion of toys. The effect was magical as they passed the doll
around, remembered, relived. On ',he basis of that, I've begun putting some kits
of objects together (mostly loaned by the Builders) that might spark clarity:
household utensils; clothes; farm tools; newspapers, records, toys, As I experi-
ment with this idea, I'm learning that for some women objects that take them
back to times when they were providers are very effectivefor example; canning
jars. While such kits might be particularly useful in this situation., they could be
used as icebreakers with almost any group.

One intense day we began talking about the World Wars. At first the session
followed straightforward lineswhat the women were doing at the time; who
went to war etc. Then one of the women began crying softly, equating her son's
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leaving_ tor with hiS net visiting het tiOw. Everyone in the group empathized
telt simiLirly ,,traniled Many cried I'm in awe of the powerful connection

made by this woman, a type Of Connection made frequently by the nursing home
residents. Another day another woman, who consciously chose not to have chil-
dren. Watched he herd ith press near and wondered aloud what _her life_ had
meant Will people remember me? If I had children, the-re Would at least be
physical proof that I existed: Would that proof help ine to release my unwanted
life now?'_' I begin to see a whole new kind of material being elicited through oral
history--that which lays bare human principles of need, rather than human inter-
est inecrinte,, And details filling in the gaps of textbook history

As I look at the two groups I identify three major educationatgoalS. The first
seems to me important in all tearting/learning situations and applied equally_ in

both of my groups. That is .i?r all of us to recognize ourselves as valuable
resources. not only for oursely.-A, but for others: Oral history is particularly well
suited to helping us achieve 91.1t goal. We did use some filMS, books, and objects
to stimulate discussion, bon we didn't accept them as authoritative. We need to
counterbalance the historical trend in Our society to look for and trust only in
answers provided by so-called authorities. rather than trusting in our own experi-
ence and abilities to synthesize releVent answers. For the senile person; this goal
might be better expressed as "re-encountering self."

Second. another goal oral history lends itself to easily is that of exchange_and
support. It doesn't seem to me our society spends much time nurturing comma-

- -- nitation skills ok valuing them as:necessary:to mentat:healthzpo none_of us _is

particularly adept. The problem is compounded by the fact that a lot of topics
about Whith we might feel most inner tension and need for social support are
those we have been taught are tee private to talk about; shouldn't be imposed_on
Others. are signs of weakness. etc.; an example is the topic of death. Sharing
may become increasingly diffic,.11 kir elders, not necessarily for lack of desire;
but for logistical reasons; suc, as transportation, or because sharing is not an
articulated need. That'S where a scheduled discussion group; a facilitator, and
oral i:story can fit in.

Let's lobk at how the oral history _process assisted the _development of
exchange and support around the topic Of death. Some were anxious to talk
about death. Others clearly wanted_not to talk about ittheir body ShiftS told me,
if their words didn f. What to do? Talk about death and alienate some,_ or_ vice

versa? I Wra,ted and thought. I r.: -Ilized that everyone has experience With death

and elders have had plentypaientS, children; spouses; friendsso_the_ groop
could talk about_ it from a historical vantage. "What have your experiences _with
death been?" "What were funerals like?" Who helped you most when yourlitiS-
band died?" "Did you have regrets aboUt anything?" Such questions can be
answered with the understanding that younger folkswith less experience may be
able to learn from the answers. This reason beyond self that oral history provides
can be an important catalyst for discussion. The real beauty of thispartitular situ-
ation was that I still kept putting Off the discussion for fear of osing some- people,
but it came about in its own time, anyway, on the day We detided to talk about
periods of change in our lives. One woman talked ,about marriage, and then,
boom! The next talked about a neighbor having died recently, and we were
launcL,,d frit about four hours, and all the "historical" questions were indeed
useful in_helping to include those who remained uneasy:

The third major goal is one which_has only evolved recently for me and that I'm
not sure makes sense in all situations that of translating oral history discus-
sions into forums for social_change. To return to the topic of death, one of the
questions was about fuheralS in the past. They were simpler and apparently tar
More satisfying and less expensive than modern fUrieralS. What developed out of
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this recognition was the desire to incorporate our knowledge into planning our
own funerals, learning about present legislation, and looking into a consumer
protection group. The possibilities for tackling present problems with tried; satis-
factory solutions are endless.

Of course, in addition to overall goals, I always like to develop goals (explicitly,
whenever possible) with individual participants. Linnie wants to write about her
teaching experience. Elspeth needs to tell her entire life story_ as a possible
means of'coming to terms with her new "life" in a nursing home. I'd like Agnes to
come to a meeting without arm-twisting (she seems to love coming). And so on.
These individual goals act as a reinforcement of the individual links that form the
group, as a way of my responding to participants' personal needs; and as a rec-
ognition that the impact of the group experience is., in the end, upon individuals.
_ Finally as you embark on your journey, it may be helpful to think about
Eliabeth Coatsworth's poem from Personal Geography,24 written at age eighty-
three.

Anyone can see at a glance
that I am old.

I, I, alone do not see it.
When I look at myself in

the mirror
I see the hundred selves,
even the child.

When I speak or act, anyone
of them at all

may speak or act for me,
even the child.
Only of one thing I am sure:
when I dream
I am always ageless:

If we can let all our Selves come forth and talk and dream together, our strength
will be multiplied and the distance traveled stretched unbelievably.

"Anyone can see at a glance that I am old.' from Personal Geography by Elizabeth
Coatsworth. Copyright 1976 by Elizabeth Coalsworth Beston. Reprinted by permission
of The Stephen Greene Press, Brattleboro, Vermont.
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ORAL HISTORY TRANSCRIPT:
WOMEN AND THEIR WORK

Most of the following_ information was generated by a group of Vermont
women; ages 65-87, as part of an oral history class offered through the Women's
Community Studies program. The women had all been involved in providing oral
history for 3-4 years, through a group of men and women self-named Builders for
Tomorrow and based in Morrisville, Vermont This transcript represents the first
opportunity taken by the women to meet and share solely as women and to
record women's special contributions to sustaining life; the segment reprinted
below represents only a portion of the first discussion session.

Women's Oral History Class #1, March 1979

CHRISTINA I thought a good place to start a question, taking the idea of
women and work; being anything that you consider work.
Maybe talking about what was the most important to you.

HANNAH The most pleasurable?
CHRISTINA Yes, the mostpleasurable, the most interesting to you. However

we define that "most important."
BETTY The most important work in my life was doing store work and

bookkeeping, which I spent most of my life doing.
CHRISTINA And that was with Raymond [Betty's husbandj?
BETTY Well, the store work was. But I have always kept books.
CHRISTINA And that was enjoyable to you9
BETTY Yes, it was. I have been a psychiatric nurse, when going to-school,

did housework and babysitting, also helped on the farm.
CHRISTINA Did you have educational background to do that? Did you go to

school to do that?
BETTY Just high school. My personal ex-perience in bookkeeping was to

know the principles of bookkeeping and then adjust yourself to
someone else's books. You don't do it the way you learned to
do it in school. When I use to do income taxes, which I did for
many years (something like forty-two years), people would
bring a handful of papers and say, "Well, I am not a very good
bookkeeper, but here's my expenses." And I'd say "Do you
understand them?" and they'd say, "Yes," and then I'd say,
"That is all that is necessary, because I am going to ask you the
questions." And I had no trouble. It is a matter of adjusting to
their bookkeeping, no matter if it is a bunch of papers in their
hands or a set of books.

HANNAH I think that the biggest job I ever had was raising a big family. It's
challenging! It's enjoyable! It's a headache! It's work! From the
first one to the youngest.

CHRISTINA A good deal of that time you were by yourself, weren't you?
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HANNAH Well; the youngest one was_ten and the oldest was twenty-two;
when my husband died. Eight were in school, and as I said, it
was work, but it was a lot of fun and it still is. It is still a lot of
headaches.

BETTY Hannah; how soon after your husband died did you come to Ver-
mont to live?

HANNAH Almost immediately. He died in '62, and we came the next sum-
mer. But we had considered it before that; you know We had
intended originally to retire to Vermont. And he would have
retired two years after he_diect

MARY And you haven't been sorry?
HANNAH No: I go down once in awhile butt am glad to get back. Those that

live in New York come once in awhile, but the OrieS WhO live
here donit go down anymore. There was one grandchild when
he died. There are twenty-nine now. So we keep busy

IDA And it isn't just housekeeping either.
HANNAH Oh, no, it isn't. It's headkeeping; Ida:
IDA And nursing and everything.
HANNAH Oh, everything. Everything! And we now are about to embark on

the fourth generation. And we will be kept buSy. There's not a
rot of money in it but

IDA But a lot of living.
HANNAH There certainly is; Ida, there certainly is.
CHRISTINA Would you say that raising a family was important work to you;

Ida? You didn't have any children?
HANNAH Being a schoolteacher, you have children, Christina:
IDA I had some nieces that I took care of. They take care of me now.

Anything comes up; I know where I can get help:
CHRISTINA Good. You taught school?
IDA Fifteen years:
CHRISTINA Now where did you teach school?

I taught in the little rural schools out in the country.
CHRISTINA Around Jeffersonville?
IDA Oh; yeah; mostly. Always in Vermont. From St. Johnsbury to Fair-

field.
CHRISTINA Ida; did you consider teachin_g_ your most important work or are

other kinds of work important to you?
IDA No, mostly housework and taking my share of the work and

responsibility on the farm.
CHRISTINA That was your family farm?
IDA I use to put up as many as six hundred jars of fruit, vegetables,

and meat a year. I don't say that every one of those were
quarts; you know. Some of them were pints. Jellies jams, and
meat. I use to put up thirty quarts of beefy We would put it in hot
water bath, and we had the most beautiful meat that you ever
saw when you opened those, but now you can't do that.

BETTY I put up six quarts last week, but I did it by pressure cooker.
IDA I used just plain hot water.
BETTY When I started years ago, I used a tiOt water bath.
IDA We didn't lose any meat.
BETTY We didn't but I suppose we could all be dead, poisoned: [Laugh:.

ter] Well, it's the same thing you knowenvironment, all the
thihgs that the government tells us we can't eat, that we have
eaten all our lives.

PEARL Yes, and we are still here; alive:
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IDA Were still here after eight years! [Laughter.] Use to pick berries in
the fields and bring them home. Digging dandelion greens and
canning them.

MARY Or salting them down,
IDA I guess the biggest disappointment in_ my lifemy neighbor told

me to salt it instead of canning it. So I got a great big jar. You
know what dandelions are: I had that full and every one of them
spoiled.

MARY You didn't salt it right_
IDA I didn't hold my mouth right or something. Boy, that was a disap-

pointment. Of couse, it was hours and hours of work to pick
and clean them.

MARY We had some hens and we sold themphe eggs) for eleven cents a
dozen, too. We lived on a farm. I taught for about eight years
and we lived on a farm. We had about forty cows, young cattle.
We had a sugar place and we had hens. We had about two
hundred. They were away from the house and I had to lug
water up there : .I broke some ribs once, slipping down on the
ice. We shipped them to Lanphear Brothers in Boston; which
were some people who went from this town down theresome
of Carroll Lanphear's relatives. We'd pack them in boxes and-
ship them on the train.

HANNAH Live, Mary?
MARY Just the eggs. No, but I use to dress off the chickens when Effie

Smalley had her tearoom down to Stowe. I'd get up early in the
morning and dress them off and send them by the milkman
down there for her to use.

CHRISTINA Now, would you actually do the butchering?
MARY Oh; I have done it. I don't like to but I have.
IDA I have too.
MARY I've cut their heads off. -

HANNAH Believe it or not, I was raised in New York City and I have done
plenty of it.

BETTY The year that I was alone, I have butchered turkeys all alone.
LILLIE They're much bigger too.
BETTY They're a lot heavier but they smell better too. They smell enough,

but nothing like a chicken.
LILLIE After anyone has done that, a chicken doesn't taste very good. It

doesn't to me anyway.
PEARL I remember one time I had to hold the chicken on the chopping

block while my brother cut the head ofi. What a time they had
with me. Finaliy I did, but I was looking off this way and not
where the chicken was.

MARY We use to have two nails driven in a block of wood and we would
put their head in between and chop them off.

HANNAH My mother never chopped a head off a chicken.
MARY Did she stick them?
HANNAH She had some method of strangling them with [her]_thumb which

was much less cruel than choppin_g their head off. She would
strangle them and then hang them upsidedown for a half an
hour or so, and every drop of blood would go down into the
head of the chicken; and then she would cut the head off. And
she always_plucked them dry. If you plucked them immediately,
you could pluck them as clean as a whistle. It was a much,
much easier way to do than chopping the head off. I never
learned the knack of it. She learned it as a child in Ireland.
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BETTY Did she hold that chicken until the blood ran down?
HANNAH No, no, no!
BETTY How could it do it after it was dead?
HANNAH She strangled the chicken some way and the wings would flutter,

you know, and that sort of thing, and she knew by the fluttering
when the chicken was dead. She hung it up and every bit of
that blood had run through. You never saw a drop of blood. It
was very clean-==I haven't thought of it in a thousand years;
you know.

ELLA We never cut Chickere heads off, or turkeys' either. Irving would
take a sharp bladed knife and stick them._

BETTY I've stuck turkeys right in the roof of the mouth and they bleed out
perfectly.

ELLA I've raised plenty of turkeys and chickens.
HANNAH My mother didon the farm.
MARY Always flopping around.
BETTY That's one thing abbut turkeys, you didn't have that flopping

around because if you did; they'd be so bruised that you
couldn't eat them.

MARY No; but the hens would though. They'd fly and flop around with
their heads cut off.

HANNAH Oh, we kids use to love to see the hens flop around.
LILLIE And lobsters. I thought it was such a cruel thing to drop a lobster

into boiling water. I wouldn't eat one of thbse things.
PEARL I Still think it is; but I do iL
LILLIE Well, a change of pace. This is Lillie. After my family was more or

less grown up, I went to work in the greenhouse. I worked there
for fifteen years in the greenhouse.

CHRISTINA Now where was that?
LILLIE ThiS Was On River Street. It is where the Daisy Patch is now. And

when I went in I didn't know nothing abblit it, but you learned
and you learned quick when you lost something as you started
to grow. And one year, I raised, planted all the seed, trans-
planted over four thousand dozen, and _I, also, whenjt came
Memorial time, I had to make up the Memorial tubs: And I
didn't know anything about it. Nobody showed me. I had to do
it myself. I never had any help; only when it came time to sell
these flowers and sell these pots. Mr. Brooks helped Me. Made
out the orders, but; of course; Mrs. BrOoks worked in the shop.
She left in the morning, came home and ate her dinner and
was gone again in the aftr -noon. But it was always such aplea-
sure to start with a little seed and see it grow and bud and flour-
ish: And see the different things, the colors. Very interesting.

CHRISTINA And that was the job that you really enjoyed:
LILLIE Lrealty enjoyed it_
BETTY Speaking of seedlingS, Raymond and I worked for the Soil Con-

servation one year and we planted forty thousand pine trees
and spruce trees: That was a lot of fun.

CHRISTINA When was that?
BETTY Oh, back in 1958. We had a tractor and tobacco planter) rode on

the tobacco planter and dropped the little seedlings in the soil.
We also had a third person to hand me the seedlings. You
dro_pped theM aboUt eight feet apart. You got the rhythm so you
knew just when to drop them. We planted all over Franklin
County.

MARY We had some planted up on our and in Wolcott.
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BETTY They are a lot above my head now. In fact, they are grown trees.
CHRISTINA Pearl, you were a nurse, weren't you?
PEARL_ I still am a nurse.
CHRISTINA You are. NOW, is that what you really enjoyed as main work; or is

there something else?
PEARL No, when I was a kid; I thought of being a teacher. That was the

only thing that I dreamed about. But then it came along, and I
started going into homes and taking care of sick people and
that type of thing, and it just grew on me, and I was a practi-
tioner for years and finally I got a license. So I am a licensed
practical but I am not a registered nurse.

CHRISTINA How young were you when, you started going into people's homes
and taking care of the ill?

PEARL Oh, I would say sixteen or seventeen.
CHRISTINA So that was your first job and it became your life work?
PEARL Yes, and _I am an old telephone operator, toothat and the nurs-

ing: By then it got so that the telephone' operator was not so
much fun, especially it the big Offices where you had some-

_ body breathing -down your neck all the time.
BETTY Did you run the PBX board?
PEARL Yes.
BETTY I did too. its a small telephone board; not like in a telephone

office. But in a office.
PEARL I loved it in the small offices; for very often you worked alone. And

anything came up,you didn't call the neighbors, but called the
operator and said something like, "My little child has just gone
out in the woods and I can't see him now What am I going to
do now?" And I'd say "You just go where you saw him last."
And theh I would call the men out the Emergency The Emer-
gency was to put in as many plugs (on the switchboard) asyou
could put in and then pull one great alarm at one time You'd
pull and pull, and when you thou_ght_everyone had time to:.get
on the line, you'd say "So and so just lost a little boy up in the
woods."

CHRISTINA Well; see; you were really a crucial part of the community and you
helped out that way.

PEARL Then you got into an office with a circuit of say even twenty-five,
you weren't even alloWed to say "good morning" to any of
your.=

HANNAH To remain impersonal.
PEARL_ Yes.
CHRISTINA When you talk about working for a small one, where was that?
PEARL In Hamden, Maine. In South China, Maine.
CHRISTINA Where did you work a switchboard; Betty? _

BETTY At the Brattleboro Retreat [in Brattleboro, Vermont]. It was in the
Depression and you took what you can find. As I said I hated
PBX work, and I think it was becaUse I was sitting down all the
time; so I quit and went back a couple of months later and went

on the wards, and I Rod that much better _

PEARL One period I worked for the Connecticut Li_g_ht_& Power Co., down
in Norwalk, Connecticut: I- hated it because it was that com-
pany--period. You know, you didn't have that personal touch.

CHRISTINA It is interesting now: Sometimes you get an operator on the phone
who seems to love what they're doing, and othersyou can tell
they don't want to be there.
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MARY You know they don't want to talk to you:
PEARL They watch the clock, but they wouldn't give you the time of day
BETTY At the Brattleboro Retreat it was very impersonal. You couldn't

even say "bOO," or the boss would call you over. I just detested
it.

MARY Oh, I'd hate it too:
°EARL Yes.
HANNAH The thing that shocks meevery time I pick up the phone and the

operator is a man.
PEARL Yes! tt does startle you doesn't it?
MARY You don't think they should be doing it
HANNAH l'm not used to it yet, you know.
BETTY When that happens to me, I always say to myself, "You're substi-

tuting."
CHRISTINA That is an interesting thing: Do you feel that men should not be

doing that kind of work?
ALL Oh; we're just not used to it yet:
BETTY just like women going into men's jobs.
PEARL Sortie of the OffideS that I workeu in the men came in and learned

to operate the switchboard,, so they could better be able to
understand the workings of it

CHRISTINA Ella, you have done a lot of different things.
ELLA Well I use to work out doing housework but I neve' liked to do it

There was usually too many bosses: And I never could stand to
work where there were too many bosses. aut I liked farming
abOut as well as anything: I have dove the tractor on the farm,
raked hay, cultivated the _plowed ground, planted the seeds.
I've raised four different herd_Of cattle on the last farm we were
on I raised every one except IbUt. I couldn't teach the men how
to raise them: They didn't do it right. They didn't take the time
and you couldn't tell them. YOu couldn't teach them to measure
out feed that you gave them. I weighed their feed and of
course, I made pets of them. We had an auction in 1964 or
1965. Well; they wasn't moving ,my calves right. They couldn't
.got them into the truck: I said to Irving, "Let me have that rope
and get that man behind them out of the way with his club. 1'11
move the calves:" He said, "Oh, you can't do it." I says, "You
lust give me that Moe, and see if I -can't do it They know me.'! I
took that rope in my hand and put my arm around their neck.
Even thbUgh they were three years old; they walked in the
truck just as easy

CHRIS] INA
-_

They trusted you.
ELLA They knew me. That to me was, well; just like a bunch of children,

and I raised them up and took care of therm I'll bet today if I

could see any of those heifers; they'd remember me.
CHRISTINA That was the most satisfying work that-
ELLA And I have, when we had a small plate, rather than be gone way

out working; Yd slay at home and take care of the cows, milk-
ing the cows. In 1936, we hayed way down above Cabot Village
toward Walden Heights. At night, I'd go home. In the morning,
I'd take the milk to the creamery, pick up grain for the horses,
and groceries. Then I'd rake the field until three o'ClOck, and
they'd let me go home: I'd have my :ows milked and turned out
by the time he'd get home at night.
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CHRISTINA Any of you involved with farming, were there any jobs that you
didn't do?

MARY The only job that I didn't do was spread manure. ::Ruch laughter.] -
CHRISTINA Mary was that like, "That's it. _Lm not going_to spread manure," or

what that just something that women didn't do?
MARY Well I didn't refuse to do it, but I guess I wasn't pressured to do it

Other things t could do. I'd run the milking machine or milk the
cows by hand. I've done everything else, I guess. Bailed hay.

BETTY One thing that I didn't do was spread manure. And my husband
wouldn't let me either

MARY Well I never asked my husband. [Laughter.]
BETTY When he was sick, I would wonder how we were going to get it

out.
MARY Well; we usually had a hired man; anyway, so
PEARL We didn't. You Lust took a manure fork, psst, and threw it this waY
CHRISTINA So you were involved in shoveling out the barn, but probably

not
MARY Oh; I have cleaned the barn many times.
PEARL But we weren't just lucky enough to have a manure spreader
ELLA On this last farm we had, we had a gutter cleaner.
MARY We never had a gutter cleaner.
ELLA I've cleaned the stable with that. On the little place, I use to clean

it out by hand when he was gone working. On the first farm we
had, he worked out for five dollars a week.

BETTY We had a gutter cleaner. It had a shovel in front of it. [Much laugh-
ter.]

CHRISTINA Really fancy.
HANNAH This is almost a foreign language to me.
MARY Well we paid seven dollars a week for a hired man. But of course,

he had his board: He stayed for seven dollars a week for sev-
eral years.

HANNAH Almost a millionaire-
MARY That was in the Depression. He bought a car.
BETTY With his board and room, he did all right. When I went to work in

the hospital, I got seven dollars and a half or seven eighty, and
my board and room. Ldid all right. I was lucky to have a job.

MARY Well, when I taught school, I got seven hundred dollars a year.
What would they thlnk now?

IDA I got ten dollars a week and had to pay five for my board when I
started.

MARY Well; I had to pay for my board, too.
BETTY Those who taught school got low wages for years, until the last ten

or twenty years, anyway. For years and years, eighteen hun-
dred was about the largest I heard of, until they began to have
state automatic wages.

CHRISTINA Even when I started teaching in 1969; ten years ago, the jump in
salaries has been mammoth in that space of time.

MARY I guess so.
CHRISTINA And the principal whom I started working under who was in his

late fifties at the time; had started at three hundred dollars a
year, I believe, in the. uthern part of the state. So he had seen
in his lifetime, in his teaching span; just huge differences in sal-
aries.

MARY Ltaught for years and I didn't get only eight fifty, I think, at the end.
BETTY Do you remember in the program, somewhere, we had
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that discussion on when teachers went to board at different
houses?

ALL Yes.
B ETTY And the wood was brought in.
CHRISTINA Were the teachers, when you were growing up, when you were

childrenwere they mostly women or was it mixed pretty
much?

MARY I had two men teachers in graded school
BETTY We had all women teachers in graded school in St Albans, and the

principal was a woman. We had a male principal in high school,
and before I got through; I remember, we had two male
teachere.

CHRISTINA Now, was the teaching position a respected position?
ALL Oh, yes!
CHRISTINA Especially for women? Was it as respected for men?
MARY They just didn't do it
PEARL They were mostly principals, weren't they?
IDA Lthink the salary was too small.
HANNAH They were gym teachers in New York City. Or biology or science

teachers. The women taught mostly reading, writing, and arith-
metic.

BETTY Who ever heard in those days of a man nurse?
MARY No, that's righi.
PEARL There were so many of the boys, by_the time they got into high

school, that were full grown, practically men, it took men princi-
pals to control them.

CHRISTINA So that was one reason they filled that position?
BETTY In the little one-room schoolhouse, they use to have to haVe a Men

go in and straighten them out. And that was really their duty
straighten out the big boys.

CHRISTINA And that was sort of a principal? Or might he be a teacher?
BETTY Well, he might not be a teacher, like going to Teacher's Colleae, as

they called it in those days, but he was able to teach. But he
couldn't teach anything when those boys were acting up:

CHRISTINA Right.
BETTY So if he straightened them out in one or two semesters, they could

go back to ladies teaching.
PEARL To go baGk to the farm thing, we had a small farm and it was basi-

cally chicken. And we were doggone glad to chop those heads
off and get rid of them. Doggone chickens! You'd go in And
they would fly all over the pen: We got a bull calf and thought
we would raise and have it to eat, but we made such a pet of it,
we never could: [Laughter.]

CHRISTINA I've heard that story before.
It was one of the family, wasn't it?

CHRISTINA I guess related to the other question I asked, about jobs you didn't
do on the farm; were there divisions of labor in your family? I
don't knowfor example, my mother kept the money books for
the house while my father was the major money earner. But
she did all the bookkeeping in terms of paying for the food and
any household expenses and that kind of thing. That was just
set; I don't knoW how that came about: She use to pay by
check a lot, so she would go over her checkbook. But she was
in charge of all household expenses.

PEARL. You see, you're a younger generation.
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MARY You see, we didn't have money enbugh.
CHRISTINA No; she's sixty-eight.
PEARL Not seventy.
CHRISTINA Is that what your birthday makes you? Seventy?
PEARL Today.
MARY We didn't have money enough so we had to keep records: We just

had so much money, and we bought what we had to and made ,
it go. We didn't run in debt.

IDA If we had some money, we bought something, and if we didn't, we
went without.

CHRISTINA So it was a really shared
BETTY Isn't it so that the women use to have a flock of hens or some such

thing for their spendin_g_money?
LILLIE That's what they called their "egg money"
MARY I never had hens but I made sugar cakes and things like that; you

know:
CHRISTINA And that would be money that you would spend? And how might

- you spend that?
MARY Any way I wanted to
CHRISTINA So it could be for clothes
MARY But usually something on the farm,
LILLIE It had to be didn't it?
PEARL Put a new patch on the dress
MARY Yes, because we boUght our farM in the Depression, and I cut

Bert's hair and he cut mine once. But he cut it so high that he
never did it again. I didn't have to have it cut for months! But I

_ use to cut the kids' hair, though.
BETTY Did you wear a hat, then, every time you went out
MARY Oh, no;_Ino didn't go very much anyway.
PEARL It wasn't very many years ago that Leo cut my hair, but he never

did agin. He kept t;iying_ to straighten it up. [Laughter.] Pretty
quick there wasn't anything leit to straighten.

HANNAH We use to cut the kids' hair, too. Every once in a while it would get
lumpy and we would send them to the barber. And this one
time Jerry would go, and I told him, "Tell the barber that you
want a haircut so you won't have to come back for three
months." The barber cut it all off and he came back bald and
crying.

PEARL Just before we moved over here, Leo cut my hair, and he kept
going up one side, then the other. But I lived through It

CHRISTINA I guess my question doesn't register It seems that everything was
shared a_g_reat deal. There Weren't things you didn't do, neces

_ sarily, because you were a woman?
BETTY Oh, no we worked, together all the time
MARY We did what had to be done.
CHRISTINA You did all of the farm work if that is what had to b_e done. Was the

housework also taken care of in a shared way? Cooking?
IDA Papering the walls. Painting 'ern.
BETTY Sometimes Kenneth would get the supper and that was a real

treat, And wallpapering. Everything.
MARY I never had anyone come in and paper in my life:
BETTY We shared our work. It made it fun, too.
CHRISTINA Would you usually cook the meals?
MARY I did;
BETTY Yes, I guess so.
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PEARL Leo couldn't boil water, so
tviARY Well I don't think Bert ever had time to cook.
BETTY Once in awhile my husband used to get a meal for me and sur-

prise me, and it was a treat.
LDA George used to do that a lot.
BETTY He could cook. But that wasn't as bad as some of the other house-

work you had to do and that was nice to share it
CHRISTINA Well, what about, like on some of the tapes from the W.I.S.E. pro-

gram, people talking about spring cleaning and cleaning up the
rugs and getting the mattresses aired

IDA I think the men wanted to be scarce then,
PEARL Everything went outdoors.
CHRISTINA Was this mostly a woman's
ALL _ Yes.
PEARL At Morristown Corners, right on the four corners, there is this store

which Leo and I bought. Mr. Carlton's wife had been dead a
long time. So it got so that ne would just take a shopping bag
and walk down to Morrisville every day and get what he would
need to sell for that day. So naturally that place was a mess.

BETTY It must have been awfully rundown.
PEARL Oh,_it was And dirty, you know, because he'd been alone so long.

So we bought that and we fixed that all up and painted it inside
and out And up from there a little ways there's awhere you
start to go up on Cole Hill toward Stowe. Not from Morristown
Corners, but you go up further and then you can go off into
Johnson that way. So there was a little house there that was all
to pieces, so we bought that and fixed that all up, and people
are still living in it Now leLme see, there was another place

HANNAH When did you own the store, Pearl? I never knew you were in that
store.

PEARL Well it was when we first moved over here. A young couple, a
brother and sister, bought it from us. It's when Leo started
working on the railroad, because he had a chance to go on the
railroad from there. So he did that and I run the store for quite
awhile, and I got kind of sick of it and wanted to go on to some-
thing better. But we were the ones that named it the Corner
Store. It never had a name, just Martin Carlson's. He use to sell
grain and everythin_g,

MARY He went around and took orders, too. Because he use to come to
the lake when I was in high school and take orders for grocer-
ies and deliver.

PEARL I did that forwhat's that guy's name nowwhere the post office
is now?

MARY Oh, Howard Terrill.
PEARL Howard would go out at seven o'clock in the morning and get the

first thing, and Gladys Stone and I worked in there. So he'd
come back and we put that order up, and while they were put-
ting up the second one, I would take the truck and go out and
deliver the groceries.

MARY Tney use to come way out to the farm.
PEARL I nevei went up that far. I delivered just in the village. And I went

way up the Wolcott Road there.
CHRISTINA One thing I thought maybe was different, if you can remember

back, is what kind of work you did as a child.
MARY Did most everything, I guess.
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CHRISTINA If it was on the farm or within your family in terms of helping with
the dishes or food preparation?

HANNAH Hmmm! I was the oldest of twelve: Need I say more? _

IDA My_ sister and I were six years old. We went to school, we come
home; changed our dresses (we didn't have a dress for every
day), we helped with the supper, washed the dishes and wiped
'ern and put 'em away, and each took a broom and swept the
kitchen, one on each side. And then we had three armfuls of
wood to bring in arid three chunks apiece to bring in for the
night.

CHRISTINA And that was every day. that was what you had to do?
IDA It didn't kill me.
HANNAH Ida, what if she didn't do her half?
IDA I spoke to my mother then. She was very apt not to. She was the

baby.
BETTY We use to divide the table_in half and I never took a dish off the

other side or even a half.
HANNAH did my half:" I Beard -that so often.
PEARL We lived in one place. We had a cesspool: The water from the roof

and the rain and snow_ would come down into the cesspool, so
that is what we used for washing; and so forth: And then we
had to go across the read and way down a Steep, steep bank
for our drinking water from a spring.

MARY We carried our drinking water, too.
PEARL What do you call it now? It's suppose to be real good for you

Stinkoh, My=
MARY Oh, t know; _sulphur springs.
PEARL Sulphur springs! It tasted
LiLLLE But it tasted good_after you got used to it.
PEARL After you got used, to it Than wasn't the other water flat?
MARY It tasted like rotten eggs, that's what it tasted like!
LILLIE That's what it smelled like; too:
MARY l_guess it was good for you.
BETTY We would stand there doing the dishes; you know. It would take us

an hour to do a few dishes. I'd say, "How many things can you
find in the kitchen that start with the letter B?" We use to play
games all the time. I don't know how Mother ever put up with
us. I don't know.

CHRISTINA Did you have a sister?
BETTY Two sisters and two brothera. My brotherS didn't do it
MARY They probably had to do something else.
CHRISTINA What did the boys have to do?
BETTY I don't know what they had to do in the city. I don't remember that

they haad to do anything.
MARY On the farm; the boys would have to work.
CHRISTINA Was there a division? They would do outside things and you did

_ _ the house -care chores? _

MARY Of course, I didn't like to dO housework either.
PEARL Me either.
HANNAH I don't think that it should ever have been invented: [Laughter.]
BETTY I'd much rather work outside than inside.
PEARL It's the most thankless thing:
BETTY It was fun outside.
PEARL Yeah, it didn't make any difference how dirty or4ard it was out-

side. 7-
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BETTY_ You just enjoyed every bit of it:
CHRISTINA Did you fee: limited when you were young and you had to do

inside chores? Did that bother you?
IDA Well, we just had to do it.
MARY !-just got through it as quick as I could.
CHRISTINA But did you ever think it was unfair at all?
ALL No.
PEARL Never thought it was unfair. I always hated it
LILLIE It was one of those things you had to do.
IDA We didn't think any more about it than getting up in the morning:

We didn't get any pay for it.
LILLIE You didn't get no allowance:
HANNAH You _gotpaid if you didn't, Ida.
DA_ There wasn't any allowance to get!
CHRISTINA Now, with your own children, or nieces and nephews, did they get

- - allowances, or is that something that started with=
MARY my kids didn't get allowances. If they needed soMething, why, we

bought it. [General agreement.]
HANNAH It was more if they had to haveit, Mary.
ALL Yes, yes.
BETTY Observing over the generations; I think this allowance business

and giving children so much came after the Depression, after
the Depression children grew up. They wanted to give every-
thing to their children so they wouldn't be deprived.

LILLIE "My children are never going to be like [was" attitude. "I don't
want them to go without like / had to go'without." You can't get
any kid to do any work unless you give them three dollars an
hour. Why, they'd be insulted if you asked 'em to anything any
less than that.

BETTY I had to earn my money if I was spending money in high school.
IDA In high school lgot fifty cents some weeks.
HANNAH That was a lot of money, Ida:
CHRISTINA I remember something else, too, that was on another tape about

earning money I think, Betty, you talked about it. What was
your first job, now?

BETTY Taking care of children.
CHRISTINA Now, was that money that you turned over to your family, then?
HANNAH You may be sure!
BETTY Yes. BecauseI remember one time; and I think other people who

went through the Depression went through this, toosome-
times we didn't have any money and we'd run out of sugar and
all that sort of thing, and my fifty cents I earned the night
before; babysittingthat's all I got was fifty cents, but my
mother insisted -I stay overnight and have my breakfastand I
brought it home and that bought some sugar for the family.
Usually bought five pounds.

CHRISTINA Now; how long did that go on that you just turned your money:over
to your family?

HANNAH Till you got married.
LILLIE In other words; they were expected to turn over until they reached

a certain age.
CHRISTINA Did that carry over after you were married, if you had an outside

job ? I guess, by what you were saying, the money you had
MARY You had.
BETTY It was never separated in my family.



HANNAH We had a tin boX that was up on the kitchen window all the years I

was raising children, and if we needed a container of milk or a
lbaf of bread, or whatever, you went to the box; you took what

:you needed; you went and got it, and you brought it back and
put the change back:

BETTY And it never occurred to us thkt anydne would take it for anything
they weren't supposed lo have.

HANNAH And they never did.
CHRISTINA Oh, that's really interesting. That's very different, because, I think,

at leaSt in my experience and I think from being around other
people my age, a lot of them had a situation where the parents
Wok care of the parents' money, there was an allowance for

_ the kids, and there was a separation.
BETTY But you sae, they came out of the Depression years, didn't they?
CHRISTINA My parents had a very hard time in the Depression and I think it

has definif,q/ affected how they brought us up._
MARY I earnrd nicking strawberries. One of our neighbors raised

strawberries; and I can remember the only thing that I ever got
out of that was I boUght a new coat and that was the first
boughten coat, I ever had, and I probablY was twelve years old
or fourteen, I don't know.

LILLIE And that was it four cents a ouart they used to pay. Mr. Houston
down there paid four or five cents a quart.

MARY I picked for three cents.
LILLIE Us kids used to pick for Mr. Houston's down Cady_Falls, that big

field. The first day:We Went, he told us to eat all we wanted,
'cause he knew darn well you wcien't going to eat any more
the next day

BETTY I can't beexact on this because I don't remember, but I worked in
a canning factory and we cut the ends off beans and do a
bushel, and then we'd get a paper chebk.' We saved those
checks up till the end of the week, and we went back to the
canning factory and cashed 'ern in I remember after several
bushels, I took home eighty cents. Of course; somebody that
was real good at it that was older and had been doing it for
years, could take in quite a_little money in those days.

HANNAH How old were you then, Betty?
BETTY I was fourteen:
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RESOURCES

1. YOO
2. Participants
3. Tape recorders and tapes
4. A quiet, accessible meeting place
5. Transportation money antl\ior drivers

What you need beyond thesingredients is really up to you and your budget.
Every other resource I suggest is, optional.

The list presented here is not exhaustive. Unless otherwise noted, rile listed
only resources that I actually used in some way in the develOpment of these
courses; I urge you to look at the other FiesourcP sections included in this book
for a fuller range of feminist matenalsand to note that many of the books in this
particular list include bibliographies of.-, additional resources. EspPCially in the
field of aging, new material is constantly surfacing, nor just in gerontological pub-
lications, but in popular magazines and newspapers. State library and university
film collections are rapidly increasing their film resources on aging:

Your participants, too, may have a wealth,.of materials to bring to the group:
snapshots; diaries; heirlooms; recipes; catalogs; etc:.

Last, it's important to keep in mind that materials for your classes don't have to
focus on aging or history. For example, in a forthcoming continuation of our dis-
cussion on home birth, the Builders will be viewing a film currently used in the
Lamaze prepared childbirth classes' tor expectant parents. The contrasts to the
women's own experiences portrayed in such a film. should serve to stimulate
discussion.

I've divided this section into twis 'Categories, Oral History and Aging, although
there is considerable overlapping of content.

ORAL HISTORY

Print
1. Builders for Tomorrow. Address inquiries to Christina Johnston, RFD 1 Boic

170, East Calais, Vermont 05650. is

A series of booklets of roughly edited transcriptions, both from the women's
class and from the mixed-sex group discussions.

2. The Family Folklore Program of the Festival of Amencan Folklife. Family Folk -'
lore. Washington; D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1976.
A delightful collection of family traditions, anecdotes, expressions, fantasies
by and for children, photography, etc., plus some interesting reading
suggestions.
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3. Fink, MarcY :Vortieri in History Books: The Case of the Missing Sex." High
School Women's _Liberation- Pamphlet; 1976, pp. 22=25. Available from
Youth Liberatidn, 2007 Washtenaw Avenue; Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
A good summary article to use.n establishing why we should study women's'
history. The whole issue is worth reading.

4. Frontiers: A Journal of Women's Studies, Volume Ii, No. 2 (Summer 1977). Spe-
cial issue on "Women's Oral History." AVailable from Women's Studies, Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309.
Excellent. Contains Oral histories of women from many walk§ of life and many
parts of the country, as well as articles on methodology family history and
therapeutic uses of oral histOry; includes a resource guide. Other issues of
Frontiers are definitely worth reading and may stimulate development of dis-
cussion themes and questions.

5. KornbILM, Joyce L., and Brady M. Mikusko, eds. Working WornenrootS:An
Oral. History Primer. Ann Arbor, Michigan: InStitUte of Labor and. Industrial
Relations, 1979. Available from theProgram on VVomen and Work, Ih§titUte of
Labor and Industrial Relatibri§, University of MichiganWayne State Univer-
sity, 108 Museums Annex Building; Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109.

Probably the most helpful book on the market for beginning oral historians.
Brief, caring, practical. U§efUl comments about equipment and taps. A good
bibliography; see especially the section "Selected Book§111UStratit,; the Use

of Oral History"

'6 Krause, Corinne Azen. GrandrribtherS, MOtherS, and Daughters: An Oral His-

toiy Study of Ethnicity, Mental Health, and Continuity of Three Generations of
Jewish, Italian, and SlairiczAinerican Women. New York: Institute on Plural-
ism, 1979: Available from the Institute, 165 East 56th Street, New York, New
York 10022.
This book becarrie available after the close of the classes. It is a telling_stud_y,
including tables and some anecdotes Whibh deMonstrate the interrelated-
ness of ethnicity, mental health; and the continuity of tradition.

7: Lange, Dorothea. Dorothea Lange LOOk8 at the American Country Woman.
Forth Worth, Texas: Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, 1967.

A moving blend of pictures and statements; evokes love and respect and
sadness. In a brief space, Lange touches upon many key issues in the lives

of rural women:

8. Light linbreSsions Book Catalogue: Available from Light Impressions Corpd:
ration; Box 3012, Rochester, NeW York 14614.
Comprehensive; annotated catalogue of image books: Even if you can't buy
the books, you'll know what to look for in libraries.

9. Lyons, Joan. Abbey FlOgerS to Her Granddaughter. New York: The Visual Stud-
ies Workshop; 1976,
A beautiful book that consists of quilt blocks and a letter from a grandmother
to her granddaughter as she passes on a family quilt and the memories its
pieces evoke.

10. Mirken, Alan, ed. The 1927 Edition of the Sears, Roebuck Catafogue. NeW
York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1970.
Readily accessible resource that is always fun to look at with a group. Lots of
evidence of sex-role stereotyping.
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11. Southern Exposure. "No More Moanin', Voices of Southern Struggle," Vol. I,
No 3/4 (Winter 1974); and "Generations: Women in the South," Vol: IV, No 4
(Winter 1977). Available from P.O. Box 230, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
27514.
Both Of these issues cover lots of ground, include good bibliographies:

12. Watts, Jim, and Allen F. Davis. Generations: Your Family in Modem American
History. Second Edition. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978.
Textbook. Workbook format, usin_g a series of well-selected reprints that
examine many aspects of the American experience and illustrate the values
of exploring your own history.

13. Weitzman, David. My Backyard HiStory Book. Boston: Little', Brown and Co:;
1975.
Written for children; but includes lots of activities and ideas for anyone who is
involved in exploring her own story.

14. Wigginton, Eliot, ed. Foxfire. Seven volumes: Garden City New York: Anchor
Press/Doubleday. Vol. I, 1972; Vol. II, 1973; Vol. III, 1975; Vol. IV 1977; Vol.
1979; Vol. VI; 1980; Vol. VII; 1982:
Oral history material produced :n a high school journalism class. Good to
look through to familiarize yourself with possible discussion topics. Important
in the study of oral history because Foxfire publications were fundamental in
popularizing the use of oral history and because Wigginton uses the publica-
tions as the product-part of the learning process for his students.

15. Wigginton; Eliot. Moments: The Foxfire Experience. Rabun Gap, Georgia:
The Foxfire Fund, 1975.
Geared toward schoolteachers; but useful to anyone doing oral history and
working at being a sensitive, constructive teacher.

Films/Slide Shows
16. And Ain't/ A Woman? A History of Women in the United States from 1600 to the

Present. Produced by Deirdre Delaney, Mary Fastabend, and Leona Pollack.
Available from the producers at P.O. Box 730, Boston, Massachusetts 02102.
A concise (15-minute) overview of U.S. women's history in slide-tape format.
Narrative transcript and teacher's guide included. Available for rental or
purchase.

17. Appalshop Films. Write for catalog to Box 743N, Whitesburg; Kentucky
41858:
The catalog contains several films useful for stimulating discussion. I used
Quilting Women (16 mm, color, 28 minutes), a visually beautiful film that
raises issues of working together, women's art, handing down traditions, etc.
I also used Nature's Way (16 mm; color, 22 minutes), about home remedies
and a home birth assisted by a midwife.

18. New Day Films. Write for catalo-g to P.O. Box 315, Franklin Lakes; New
Jersey 07417:

.-

Yudie (16 rnm, black-and-white, 20 minutes) portrays an elder Jewish woman
of New York City'S Lower East Side. Celebratory. Rural women rvspsimded to
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Yudie!,s thoughts about work, family, and childlessness. Viewing the film also
brought up the issue of anti-Semitism and the differences between women's
rural and urban experiences. Other relevant films distributed by New Day
Films are Union Maidshistorical film footage and photographs, woven
together with filmed oral history interviews with three union womenand
With Babies and Banners oral histories of women who tookpart in the Wom-
en's Emergency Brigade during the 1937 Flint, Michigan, sit-down strike:

19. Women of Vermont. Available from the American People's Historical Society,
2951/2 Maple Street; Burlington, Vermont 05401.
A filmstrip with cassette soundtrack.

Organizations
20. Local and state folklore and historical societies (check phone directory.)

Good resources to find out what has happened and what is happening locally
in oral history. They may be able to provide you with artifacts, with back-

: ground material for developing questions; and even with participants for a
group.

21. Oral History Association. Address membership and other inquiries to Ronald
E. Marcella, Executive Secretary, Oral History Association,North Texas State
University, P.O. Box 13734, NTSU Station, Denton, Texas 76203.
Members receive the Oral History Review annually and the Oral History
Newsletter quarterly. Although there's a decidedly stuffy tone to the organiza-
tion and its publications, more and more articles concern women's studies,
The Newsletter contains information about new oral history films and
publication.

AGING

Print
22. Aging: Selected Titles in Gerontology including Classic and_ New Titles, Fair-

fax,_Virginia: National Publications Center, Inc. Available from the Center,
2820 Don Avenue, Suite 202, Fairfax; Virginia 22030.
An annotated, up -to -dal= listing published annually.

23. Blythe; Ronald: The View of Winter: Reflections on Old Age. New York: Har-
court Brace Jovanovich, 1979. '
An exquisitely written book based on Blythe's careful listening to elders' sto-
ries: A cogent author, Blythe is able to reacquaint us with Western literature's
characterization of the aged, as well as effectively remind us that we, all of
us, are the old.

24. Coatsworth, Elizabeth. Personal Geography: Almost an Autobiography. Brat-
tleboro, Vermont: The Steohon Greene Press, 1976.
A highly cultured; well-traveled woman writing about her life. A few jeWels of
thought about aging.
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25. Cunningham, Imogen. After Ninety Seattle: University of Washington Press,
1977:
A collection begun at age ninety-two Strong images that speak to women's
aging experiences.

26. Ghazahekian, Bonnie. "How My Mother Helped Me Put Her in a Nursing
Horne;" in Ms., March 1979; pp. 62-67.
An emotional statement about a daug'-ter's decision and guilt about the nurs-
ing home issue.

27. New Age, Vol. 4, No. 8 (February 1979):
Issue contains several positive articles; including an interview with Maggie
Kuhn of the Gray Panthers; a look at the New Wrinkle Theatre; a resource
guide to available services, self-help groups; and activist organizations; and
more, all looking at age as a healthy life process.

28. OWN. Newsletter of the Older Women's Network, 3502 Coyote Creek Road;
Wolf Creek, Oregon 97497.
A shoestring cooperative newsletter, networking "back to the land" elder
women. Important, exciting to read, although probably not representative of
many rural women.

29. Print and Audiovisual Resources from the institute of Gerontology Available
from the University of Michigan; 520 East Liberty, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48109.

-A wide selection of useful materials.

Film

30. Peege. 16 mm; colon 28 minutes. Available from Phoenix-BEA Films and
Video, Inc., 468 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016.,1974.
This film is described in the curricUlum (see p. 81). It has a Hollywood-style
presentation, but effectively raises painful issues about nursing home life.
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5. BLACK WOMEN'S CULTURE

Lorraine Bethel

INTRODUCTION

"Bladk WOrtieri'S Culture" is a twelve-week workshop series planned for Black
and other Third World women in alternative educational settings. The course
guide was created out of a Black feminist consciousness: a political awareness of
the oppressive racial/sexual dynamics of Black women's lives. In this conscious-
ness, both sexism and racism are viewed as imposing serious limitatioriS_Ori
Black women's freedom and as being equally negative and systematic threats to
Black female survival; each to be actively resisted and eliminated.

Black feminism is based on confronting the fact that Black women are doubly
oppressed; as women and as Black people. It focuses critically on the way Black
women's membership in these two groups has given them the least access to
economic privilege and political _power in a society structured along racial and

liheS. Black feminism treats the lives of Black women seriously. It stru_gi.
gles for a world in which being Black and female would no longer mean being
underpaid, overworked; and invisible to the dominant male and/or white culture
except in certain predefined stereotypical roles such as domestic servant; prosti-
tute, and welfare mother. It takes a political stand against placing liMitationS on
human lives based on color, class, and/or gender.

Because a significant partThough certainly not allof Black women's culture
has been deVelOped by BlaCk women as a means of surviving a destructive
racial/sexual system, a meaningful examination of this culture is impossible with-

firSt ackhoWledging and understanding the material, economic, and political
conditions at the root of its existence.

Our interest in and study of Blacg women's culture emerged out of a primary,
active feminist commitment to reclaiming the neglected and distorted areas of
Black women's lives and to identifying_ the positive, creative,_ and valuable
aspects of being_both Black and female. Readers who have not been exposed to
Black feminist theory can _find basic materials for developing a working knowl-
edge of the subject in the Resources section of this chapter.

Lorraine Bethel has facilitated workshops on Black Women's literature and Black
women's culture for various institutions. She has published literary criticism and

- articles on Black _women's writings in several publications; including Black Wom-
en's Studies, and is co-editor, with Barbara Smith, of ConditionS: Five, The Black
Women's Issue.
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GOALS

Black women's culture is totally unacknowledged in this society. The interac-
tion of racial and sexual politics forms the basis of Black women's position in
American society The racism of the dominant white culture restricts most Black
people from participating in what is traditionally regarded as "high "culture: liter-
ature; theatre, architecture, etc. The art Black people create in the forms most
accessible to themmusic, dance, oral literature, etc.--is then dismissed by the
dominant white culture as "folk" art, unworthy of serious consideration or
analysis.

Similarly, women have traditior ally been restricted from fully participating in
what is viewed as high culturepainting; instrumental music; filmmaking and
relegated to "minor" domestic arts such as needlework. The combination of sex-
ism and racism in these areas has meant that Black women have been allowed
the least access into the realm of high culture because of being both Black and
female: The culture Black women have managed to create in the few forms that
have been open to Blacks and /or women is dismissed as inconsequential, not
real culture at all.

Even when Black women do create in forms defined as part of upper-class cul-
ture; such as literature, they are not regarded as serious, capable artists who
deserve recognition; their work is not included in the general body of American
literary culture. Black women writers and their literature, along with the majority
of Black female artists and most of Black women's culture, are invisible.

The goals of this course are:

To make students familiar with the existence of Black female culture. Identifying
elements of Black female aesthetics in the midst of a dominant white male cul-
ture is a major achievement in and of itself.

To explore the elements of Black female culture in their everyday manifesta-
tionsin participants' lives and experiences, as well as in formal and more
public cultural artifacts such as Black women's literature, music, dance, and
visual arts.

To introduce organizing tools and concepts that will enable participants to dis-
cover the richness and variety of Black women's culture and; in doing so, to
develop their analytical skills.

To examine and understand the racial/sexual politics of Black women's lives: to
see how politics affects, shapes, and defines Black women's cultural expres-
sion and to develop in the course a Black feminist cultural criticism that is capa-
ble of doing so successfully.

We Black women have an incredibly rich and valuable culture. Within Ameri-
can society, we form a distinct cultural group whose skills; values, means and
modes of expression are specific to Black:female lives. By exploring our culture
together, we connect with one another in supportive; positive ways, as well as
reclaim the hidden elements of Black women's past lives: It is an empowering
activity that allows us to define ourselves instead of being defined by others.
Beyond this, identifying a Black female way of being in the world gives us a
framework with which to make sense out of our past and present experiences in
a white male society; it supplies us with a heritage of creative; defiant survival.

Finally, although whites and men have much to learn from Black women's lives
and culture; this_workshop series was designedas an exploration of Black female
culture among Black women. Teaching about Black women's culture to groups
that have few or no Black women is an entirely different matter. Because the
nature of this course guideJnvolves'Black women sharing and defining what con-
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stitutes Black male culture in an experimental/conversational manner, it is
important that tile facilitator also be a Black or other Third World woman who can
offer and examine her own personal knowledge of this topic.

CRGANIZiNG THE GROUPS

.

This workshop series was offered at a minimum security prison for women and
at a community resource center in one of Boston's Black neighborhoods. At both
sites participants met once a week for two hours.

At the community center, attendance fluctuated widely, from two to seven
women at each session. The ages of the women ranged from twenty-four to thirty.
Most Of the women lived and worked within the community.

At the women's prison, participants were in their mid-twenties to their mid-thir-
ties. The workshop series stabilized atfour women who came regularly, although
occasionally other women attended. Two of the women were inmates, and two
were on the prison staff; this could have been a source of tension, but the trust
level among these particular women was extremely high;

Although all participants who attended regularly at both sites were African-
American women who were born and raised in this country, at times issdes
related to comparisons between African-American female culture and other Third
World women's cultures in the Caribbean and Latin America were discEissed. If
participants who have varied backgrounds are available, a possible adaptation of
this workshop series would be to examine Black and other Third World women
from a cross-cultural perspective.

A major factor in selecting sites for the workshop series was the need to find
existing groups of Black females to become participants. The settings described
were chosen because they provided this opportunity. Locating such groups out-
side of an institution may prove difficult, however, because Black women are
rarely able to create space exclusively for ourselves in the larger society. We
approached this problem by selecting an institution with a substantial Black
female populationthe prisonand by offering the other series in a facility
highly accessible to the women of Boston's largest Black community. Another
solution might be to offer the sessions to Black women who are part of an active
community program, such as a center for the elderly. These women would also
have vast life experiences to share.

Outreach efforts at the prison consisted of making contact with the educational
director, who then served as a liaison for treating interest in the workshop series
amonBlack female inmates. Posters and flyers describing the workshop series'
content and schedule were posted and distributed arrfong Black women prison-
ers. Because the prison is a minimum-security facility, many women were serving
short sentences and were unable to commit themselves to attendinga long-term
workshop series. To encourage more women to attend, we offered an eight-week
course.

At the community center, our project was responsible for all outreach efforts.
The center provided meeting space for the workshop series. Because there were
no other active educational programs at the center,_we recruited' participants
from the surrounding Black community by word di mouth and through the
mediadistributing flyers and posters in places frequented by Black women in
the area and making announcements on local Black radio stations and television
programs.

A major problem in reaching Black and other Third' World working-class
women is that the daily oppressive conditions of these women's lives rarely per-
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mit them the time or energy for steady commitment to a workshop series like this:
SUrViVal activities take precedence over what is seen as recreation. In Boston,
the racist/sexist obstacles to Black women's mobility were made tragically clear
by a series of Murders of twelve young Blaclwomen within a few_months. The
traditional lack of value placed on Black women's lives was demonstrated by the
inefficiency and indifference surrounding the official treatment of these crimes.
When we were beginning the workshop series at the center, several. Black
Women had been brutally killed; and it was impossible to tell when or if this anti-
Black-female violence would end.

The murders seeved to terrorize Black women throughbUt the City. The terror
was heightened in Roxbury, Massachusetts; where the center was located,
because the murdered women's bodies -had all been found in or near that corn-
MUnity. AlthbUgh we had scheduled sessions for the early evening in order to
include working women and mothers, it became clear that many women did not
attend because of the threat of violence against them. The murders caused most
Black women to be so frig_htened for their lives that they would not go out at night
Unless it became absolutely necessary.

Althou_gh you probably will not have a situation of such extreme terrorism to
deal with it is important in offering a workshop series -like this to he aware of
practical cansiderations (time, location) in order to attract as many participants
as possible. Safety issues are always vital when women are asked to travel at
night. Black women are particularly vulnerable; because we are potential victims
of both racial and sexual violence,

Fbe the women who participated in the workshop series at the center, we tried
to maintain a high consciousness about one another's safety traveling to and
froth the site as well as during the session. We encouraged women to travel
together in cars and offered to meet women at the subway stop near the culler.
`Transportation funds were also available to reimburse those who took cabS. The
door of the Center WaS alWays locked during class, and a security guard moni-
tored who entered and Who left the building.

Remember that your WorkStibp series will be only as accessible as you make it
Let Black women know it exists, offer it in a place that al-6y can reach easily and
safely, and ribld it at a time when they can attend. Although the averageatten-
dance at both sites was relatively smallsix to nine womenwe eventually
Warded to accept this fact. Especially at the community center, we_recognized
the tremendous courage it took for Black women to travel to the workshop series.
We saw the attendance of any number of participants as_a real achieVernent, as
well as a testimony to Black women's strong need to come together in a suppor-
tive environment:

LEADING THE GROUPS

The general method of presentation was discussion, stimulated by resource
sharing thrOugh readings in class, audiovisual presentations, and participants'
own writing. At the beginning of each workshop series we asked participants to
identify thtige areas of Black women's lives and culture that held_the most inter-
est for them. These were the topics on which we then focused in selecting
resources and materials:

Although we modified the materials slightly for the needs of each group, there
were general resources basic to both courses, which are detailed in the
Resources Section. Black women's literature; particularly poetry, served as a pri-
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mary means of illustrating, ident:fy;ng, and generating discussion about impor-
tant elements of Black women's culture: Usually we chose short works that could
be read aloud or between classes, or we played tape-recorded poems in ses-
sions. Literature was combined with prose _selections and newspaper articles
that illustrated the political issues central to Black women's lives and culture.

The strongest similarity between the two workshop series was a commitment
to maintaining an experiential approach to Black women's culture. A primary
goal for each session was to encourage participants to share tneir remem-
brances, observations, and experiences with Black women's culture in their own
lives. Because so much of Black women's culture involves painful and deeply
personal experiences, it is crucial that participants establish a trusting relation-
ship with one another as well as with the facilitator(s). Trust was established much
more easily at the women's prison, where we had a consistent group of student,,,
than it was at the community center, where attendance varied from week to week.
Although each of the sessions outlined can be taught as a self-contained unit, it
is desirable to strive for a regular group of participants.

CONTENT

This section illustrates possible activities and resources for a workshop series
on Black women's culture. It is meant to be used as a basic course guide that can
be adapted to fit the needs and interests of different groups of women. Six topics
are described that can be offered in twelve two-hour sessions. However, the top-
ics could also be covered in more or less time, depending on the type of group
you are working with and the amount of class time available.

Session One: Introduction to Black Women's Culture

A. Goal
To acquaint women with the existence of Black women's culture.

B. Suggested Activities
1. Ask participants what the word "culture" brings to mind: What is culture?

What are some of the basic elements of a culture? Discuss why participants
are probably me e familiar with the works and names of white male artists,
writers, film directors; etc., than with those of Black women: Ask them to name
a Black female visual_ar_tist, writer, or classical musician.

A common experience some women may have had as adolescents is that of
being taken with a group of Black -

students to an opera, play, or symphony in
order to be exposed to "culture." Discuss the white male cultural chauvinism
involved in this type of activity, and examine the ways that experiences like
these combine with other forms of racist and sexist socialization to influence
Black women's concepts of who can and should produce culture, as well as
what type of culture is most valid and important.

Discuss some of the following points:
Popular culture, or art that appeals to masses of people, is automatically
considered inferior to "classical" or "high" culture, which appeals to a
small, elite _group. Consider the anti-human values inhere.nt in labeling
something inferior on the basis of its being entertaining, functional, and
enjoyable to most people; and consider believing something is superior
because the majority of people do not like or understand it, and it is above
the "everyday" world. Also consider the designation of that which is closed
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to most non-white people and femalessuch as painting, classical music, or
balletas being "real culture."
White male culture places a primary value on obscurity:_ the harder some-
thing is to understand, the more cultured it is believed to be. Discuss the
opera, where people listen to music in a foreign language. What is seen as
the justification for this? Are the words unimportant, or do they indicate a
feeling that truly cultured people shoUld speak and understand European
languages? How is the cultural elitism based on a reverence for obscuring
also practiced and enforced in literature, theatre, and the visual arts by
upper-class white males?
Compare these WeStern cultural values with the non-Western tradition of val-
uing art on the basis of its accessibility to all people. African culture places a
primary value on integrating art into everyday life and work; the artist's suc-
cess is dependent on how many people she or he can involve in her or his
rhUsid, dance, or storytelling: In this participatory cultural view; everyone is
seen as being capable of art, and of being cUltUred. Consider the conflict
between Western and non-Western cultural values experienced when Afri-
can slaves and their AfricariArriericari deScendant8 tried to express African
cultural principles in this society through their art; and discuss the ways that
such d-onflibt hat resulted in second -class treatment and a general derision
of Black women's culture.

2. When you haVe uncovered some of the political biases of traditional attitudes
toward culture, begin to fonus attention directly on Black women's culture.
Consider this definition of culture: the skills and arts of a given people in a
given period. Ask participants to identify the skill8 and arts they associate with
Black women themselves -and their ancestors. Consider traditional stereo-
types of Black people and Blabk women: we haVe natural rhythm; cook well;
are good with children and housework; and are superstitious._Discusswhether
these stereotypes are valid for participants' own life experiences. Do the stere-
otypes exist as realities in their own Black female culture? If so,do participants
regard theM as positive qualities? You can change the conversation into an
affirmative one by encouraging students to consider the rich culture Black
women haVe created in those forms available to us and to discuss the values
and organizing principles of this culture. Note that Black women's culture in
America has direct connections with African culture and maintains a link that
extends to ancient Black civilizatiOnS.

Share these basic guidelines for participants to follow during the workshop
series. Try to illUStrate frorri your own experiences definitions and examples of
Black_women's culture.

As Deena Mertzer states of women's culture; Black women's culture Is not
a set of rules or restrictions, rather it is a direction, an eye, a broad intellec-
tual framework for discovering form and meaningt1 -

Black women's culture incorporates all available information about every
Black woman's experiences: "Black women's culture" does not refer only to
famous Black women, or only to thoSe Whb create in public forms. The
resources for uncovering Black women's culture are largely personal/experi-
entialstories, oral history photographs, crafts, needlework; recipes, etc:_
although public forms like music, art, and literature_ are_ alsovaluable.
Reclaimin-4 Black women's cultiire in this manner is an empowering act that
results in affirming the self and the lives of all Black women. It is a resource
for radical and fundamental social/political change:

'Deena Mertzer, "In Her Image: Women's Culture," Heresies: Patterns of Communication
and Space among Women, Vol. 1, No. 2 (May 1977).
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In this introductory session; participants need to get a sense of the reality of
Black women's culture, while understanding that this reality is not officially
recognized by the dominant white male culture: At this time you might suggest
that women'keep a journal of their own memories, recollections, and personal
experiences with Black women's culture:

C. Resources'
For background reading on the racial/sexual politics of culture, see: Diop, The
Cultural Unity of Black Africa: The Domains of Patriarchy and Matriarchy -in
Classical Antiquity; Hodge, Strickman, and Trost; Cultural Bases of Racism
and Group Oppression: An Examination of Traditional "Western" Concepts, Val-
ues and institutional Structures which Support Racism, Sexism, and Elitism;
Toure, "A Dialectical Approach to Culture."

Session Two: Black Women's Culinary Arts

A. Goal
To explore and define the aesthetics and sensibility underlying Black women's
involvement with food as a domestic art.

B. Suggested Activities
1. Have participants read and think about the following quote from Verta Mae

Grosvenor, a Black woman, in preparation for this session:

Stella;
You want to know why -I say soul food is life? Well first off, toad ain't nothing
but food: No matter who you are and where you live you gc t to eat. Cooking
is a creative thing. Cooking is the highest of all arts. It can make or break
life. The world must be Gemini cause more manure has hit the fan over the
twins' love and hunger than any other force. So, if you cook with love and
feed people, you got two forces cooled out already, Dig, food can cause hap-
piness or unhappiness, health or sickness and make or break marriages:
I read the other day where this cat said that a lot of interracial marriages
break up because of the cultural gap in cooking: Remember when you know
who used to serve cottage cheese and frozen fish to you know who-?
Remember he used to come over to your house and cook pork chops?
Anyhow, soul food depends on what you put in it I don t mean spices
either. If you have a serious, loving, creating, energetic attitude towards lie,
when you cook, you cook with the same attitude.
Food changes into blood, blood into cells, cells chan_ge into energy which
changes up into life and since your life style is imaginative; creative, loving;
energetic, serious, food is life. You Dig.

Vert2

Note that this material is a letter from one Black woman to another. It is part of
a cookbook/autobiogrzaph_y, a classic genre in Black women's literature. In
these works Black women record their lives in the context of preserving and
relating recipes for traditional Black food. The fact that Grosvenor includes a
section of letters in her cookbook/journal is an excellent example o_ role
that personal correspondence plays,in recording and maintaining Black worn-
en's culture. I strongly recommend that you become familiar with at least one

1For bibliographic information about the resources listed in these session outlines, see
the Resources section, pp. 125-129.

2Verta Mae Grosvenor, Vibration C-+oking or The Travel Notes of a Geeche Girl New York:
Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1970).
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bbbk Of thiS kind prior to Session Two: Participants who have a strong interest
in cooking or a group that has erithUsiaStic readers can be encouraged to
explore this topic as well and to share their insights on the session.

2. Have participants consider tradiOorial attitudes toward cooking and other
'domestic chores: You might make a list to try toidentify_common themes and
issues. What §hbUld result is a general discussion of the racial/sexual politics
responsible for the conditions under which Black women have traditionally
cooked and the type of food that has become associated with African-Ameri-
cans: Basic topics for discussion are:

A double standard is involved in the devaluation of cooking when it is per-_

formed as routine, free labor by women, compared with the way white male
restaurant chefs are regarded and treated as creative artists, and paid
accordingly.
Lower- and middle-class women haVe traditionally been expected to cook for
their families. Black women have historically been forced to cook and per-
form other domestic duties in White homes since the times of slaveryfirst
by physical coercion and later by economic repression. Black female doMeS=
tics have ,necessarily served dciuble duty, cooking for their own family as well

as someone else's.
Much of what is now considered "soul food" originated from those products
that were discarded as unfit to eat by the white ruling class and that were
given instead to slaves. This practice was adopted from the English lords'
treatment of their indentured servants. Cbritider the artistry of turning what
One race /class labels garbage into enjoyable foodsomething Black women
have done for generations.
ThrOUghout this session; a primary goal is to allow participants_ to share and

recall their own experiences and family Fore concerning Black women's culi-
nary arts: These sessions were particularly lively at- the community center.
What follows is a brief account of the most useful comments and ideas as they
emerged from our discussions.

We discussed hdck/ baSic the subject of food was to the Black women in our
families; how cooking was one of their art forms. One of us-recalled that learn-
ing_to Make certain foods was considered by her family to'be a rite of passage
into womanhood. Every girl had to be able to make a cake from scratch in
order to be considered an adult We also recalled ho" particular our relatives
had been about the way certain di§tieS were prepared, for example; how ingre,
dientS were chopped for potato saladthe preparations had to be performed
in exactly the right Manner. One indication of the artistry of Black women's
food was that certain women were renowned for their_ability to prepare specific
dishes. When there was a potluck or other get-together, people always
expected certain women to bring particular foods they made especially well:
The leVel of Black women's art is also seen in the fact that certain meals or
dishes stand out in memory and become legeridarythe Christmas dinner of
a certain year, the sweet potato pie Mrs: Brown made last summer.

3: A final activity might be to prepare and sample food together as a class: Or
visit a restaurant that serves traditional Black cuisine. Whichever of these
activities you try,participants' diSOUsSicins and memories should give the class
an increased respect and appreciation for the artistry surrounding cooking
and eating in Black women's culture.

Pat Parker's poem To My Vegetarian Friend" is a goodexample of Black
women's humor and the politics of Black women's food: It could provide a fit-
ting closure to the session.
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It's not called soul food
because it goes with music.
It is a survival food
from the grease
sprang generations
of my people
generations
of slaves
that ate the leavings
of their masters
and survived
And when I sit
faced by chitterlins & greens
neckbones & tails
it is a ritual
it is a joining
me to my ancestors
& your words ring untrue
this food is good for me
It replenishes my soul

so if you really/can't stand
to look at my food/can't stand
to smell ioy food/and can't keep those feelings/to yourself

Do us both a favor/& stay home.1

C. Resources
CookbookVAutobiographies by Black Women:
Burgess; Sou/ to Soul: A Soulful Vegetarian Cookbook Darden and Darden,
Spoonbread and Strawberry Wine; Gaskins, A Good Heart and a Light Hand;
Grosvenor; Vibration Cooking or The Travel Notes of a Geeche Girl; Lewis, The
Taste of Country Cocking
Culinary Arts:
Callahan and Harwood, Soul Food Cook Book; Parker, "To fve Vegetarian
Friend."

Sessions Three and Four: Black Female Style and Aesthetics
Fashion, Hair; Mannerisms

A. Goal
To examine the aesthetics of Black women's personal art as displayed in par-
ticipants' daily lives: the clothes we wear and how we wear them, the way we
look and act in generalidentifying a Black female style of being in the wof Id.

Session Three: The Racial/Sexual Politics of Appearance
Black Women's Fashion

The following discussion briefly highlights our group session based on partici-
pants' personal observations and opinions. In considering the politics of fashion
as it relates to Black women; the issue of white women's position as the estab-
lished standard of female beauty was identified by the group as having a strong

Tat Parker, "To My Vegetarian Friend," Movement in.Black (Oakland, California: Diana
Press, 1978).
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iimpact _on their lives. iOne example of this was seen in the way racism is an _insti7
tutionalized element in Women's mass-_market clothing. Many women noted that
clothes were usually sized for and made to fit white women's figures. Black and
white women differ physiologically in that Black women are generally more
eveloped from the waist down than white women; .who -tend to have flat hipe

use clothing manufacturers make garments using European physiology as
the n BlaCk women often have to buy pants; for example; that are too big, in

order to t a size enoug_h for their hips.
The effe -is of this racist sizing can also be seen in the_design_of dress-6S. One

woman offered the- observation that she frequently Sees Black women, especially
older ones: in dresses that have uneven hems; which_ hang_rinUch lbiAter in the
front than in the back. This phenomenon was regarded as having resulted from
the institutionalization of white_women's physiques as the norm fde designing
and manUfactUring clothing. Willi Smith, a Black designer, comments on this:

We're different. Black skin is not white skin: Black _hair is generally different
from white,. and our bodies are different too. Many of us haVe short waists and
Wide hips, hips with that extra cushioning in the back. Other people are rarely
focusing in on our bodies when they design. They fociig in on other shapes;
and that's fine too: it's their artistic visual trip. I can remember hearing my
grandmother_and mother talking about not being able to find trousers that fit.

My trousers have always had an extra fullness to themextra ease. The easy
looseness you see in trousers now has always been my way long before they
were what's happening.1

A recurring element of this discussion_was the women's sense of relief at being
able to haVe their individual experiences with institutionalized racism shared in -a

group context and thereby to have those experiences validated and legitimated,
Some women talked about the self-hatred they felt as young girls -when store-
bought clothes would not fit properly. They assumed there was something wrong
With th6M, individually and had no way of knowing the problem was a common
one for most Black women. The entire session had a very positive function in
allowing participants not to feel "crazy" because they varied frorn the white
female norm.

Identifying and understanding this norm_allow women to stop blaming them-
selves for things that are controlled by forces outside their domain. This process
is comparable to what many women experience as part of a feminist conscious-
neSS=raising group: the "click" of being able to identify and understand, through
the process of discussion with other women, in this case Black women, like them-
selveS, that part of their experiences as women that is hidden and/or denied by
the larger society.

B. Suggested ActiVitiet
1: Although your discussion of the racial/sexual politics in faShibri and appear-

ancemay vary somewhat from this example, depending on participants' expe7
riences, you should attempt to_create an atmosphere in which Black women
can uncover and make sense out of their personal encounters with thewhite
female mystique in American culture. The participants need to understand the

political dynamics of their own Black female experiences. A simple
exercise for stimulating discussion is to bring in copies of popular fashion
Magazines (Vogue. Glamour Worth) and to ask participant§ to consider what
kinds of beauty and aesthetics are being defined and promoted by the fashion
industry Are they in any way affirmative of Black women's liVes?

1"Essence Salutes Willie Smith;" Essence; vol. 9, No. 7 (November 1978).
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To move the discussion to a positive note; make sure you set aside a portion
of class time for participants to consider the positive ways that Black women
deviate from the white cultural norm when they impose African aesthetics and
principles onto Western fashion. This is the subject of a prose poem by Linda
Brown; a Black lesbian feminist writer:

We wear the secret garments and trinkets of the past.
Still wear the traditional garb of the motherlands.] sit with many earrings
in my two ears... Some of us today wear the braids, the rings; the trinkets
and talismans in the old traditions. We are also boated, covered by hats,
belts, pants that show the form. Ties, silk shirts, soft cashmere sweaters:
We are sweltering; cool-colored; with no undergarments, sandaled feet, in
summer. We carry large pouches on our shoulders: Perfect for open-air
markets. Peach and corn pouches, with still enough space for thread and
small cast-iron pots; the book that can't be left behind; tomorrow's -

socks.1

Brown's poem is a literary examination of Black female aesthetics: the Afri-
can traditions and sensibilities that African-American women incorporate into
our personal artour day-to-day lives and personal appearance. The exam-
ples she refers to are important indications of African elements in contempo-
rary Black female fashion. Many Black women today wear multiple earrings
(three or more; or two in one ear) and large or small pouches slung across their
shoulders or hanging down on their chests. Both of these practices are rooted
in African culture, where a woman's jewelry is often her personal fortune. The
amount and type of jewelry worn are often symbols of social ranking and/or
marital status. Similarly, pouches in African aesthetics are not only decorative,
but functional as wellthey are used to conceal talismans and spiritual para-
phernalia.

Therefore, African-American women; by adopting these elements into their
dress, align themselves with an ancient Black cultural and spiritual heritage:
You might wish to have participants discuss the trivialization and misinterpre-
tation of African aesthetics when they are co-opted by white commercialism:
For instance, many white women now wear multiple earrings as a fashion or
fad but have little or no recognition of its Black cultural/spiritual origins. Simk
larly, pouches are also a part of mainstream contemporary fashion. However, it
was Black women who were in the vanguard in incorporating these elements
into mass fashion.

2. Participants should be invited to discuss their personal style of dress and the
political/aesthetic sensibilities behind it. If they incorporate African elements;
like those mentioned; into _their appearance, ask them to share the motivation
and reasoning behind doing so. Quoting Linda Brown's work might be an
effective way of prompting discussion about Black female aesthetics in fash-
ion as personal art. A related exercise involves distributing copies of Essence,
a fashion magazine for Black women, and asking participants to look tfor
examples of African aesthetics combined with Western dress.

In considering the issue of Black women's fashion, attention to the following
issues is vital:

How do stereotypes of Black women as prostitutes and/or "loose women"
affect Black female dress? Do Black women dress in an upwardly mobile
fashion to counter our image as sexual objects, while middle,. and upper-
class white women dress in a downwardly mobile manner (such as wearing

1Linda Brown, Untitled Poem, 314 East 91st Street, #5e, New York, New York, 10028,
1979.



jeans and workshirts) because they have the security and protection of class
and White-skin privilege?
How do traditional stereotypes about Black aesthetics affect Black women's
dress (for example; the idea that Black people love the color red, or gravitate
toward loud, Raudyfashions)? Consider these attitudes in the context of tra-
ditional African aesthetics. Bold, colorful prints and primary coldr§ are basic
to the African sensibility and can have a specific; spiritualsignificance in
African societies. Discuss the ways that_these_sterecitype8 of Afritan-Ameri-
tan dreSS are bated on Black people transferring essentially African values
to those materials available to us in_Western society A friend once remarked
that it made sense for Black people to like red because primary colors look
so good on dark skin.
What will it is hoped; emerge from this session is a chance_for participant§

to consider the ways that Black women use fashion as a personal/political art
form in our day-to-day lives, despite our exclusion from the dominant beauty
standards of the ruling class. I am continually impressed by the Black women I

see in the streets every day; their originality- taste, and creativity in dress are
striking. It is this appreciation for and affirmation of participant own routine
artistic achievements, as well as those of other Black women, that you should
try to instill in the women throughout the sessions.

Session Four: The Politics of Black Women's Hair

The subject of hair is related to the general racial/sexual politicsof appearance
for Black Women. It is a separate topic because the state of our hairis the area of
Black women's lives in which most of us have been made to feel inadequate and
inferior in a deeply destructive way, by the prevailing white standards of beauty

The topic drew intense responses from our group. It was the feeling of most
group members that there had been a resurgence of straightened hair among
Black women and men. Many women observed that it no longer seemed to be
fashionable for Black women to wear their hair in a natural, i.e., unstraightened;
style. ThiS led to sharing experiences about Black hair and the role it has played
in shaping feelings about being_ Black and female. If participants express ar,
interest in pursuing the subject of Black hair at the beginning of the course, at
least one complete session should be set aside for the topic.

B. Suggested Activities
1. An effective way to begin this session is to ask each participant to recall her

childhood experiences abdut hair If women have elected to keep journals dur7
ing the course; you could ask them to record such information during the week
prior to the session and to bring their journals to share with the group the fol-,
Lowing week. However you approach it, this session will raise many issues and
feelings concerning the racial/sexual politics of hair.

All the women recalled having had their hair' straightened when they were
Children and adolescents; It was most often done with a straightening, or
"hot," comba metal comb heated on the stove or by some other source
although chemical straighteners made with lye were alSe used Both pro-
cesses were very painful. Participants remembered having had their faces and
necks burned while their mothers attempted to straighten the edges of their
hair. A major focus in discuSsing these experiences was to understand the col;
lective indoctrination participants received as Black girls regarding the superi-
ority of straight hair; it was considered the best a i only respnctable style for
them to wear_A significant issue for us as a group was the assessment of the
psychic damage inflicted on us by having been forced to use such painful
methods in order to alter such a basic part of ourselves. The message con-
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veyed on many levels was that, as Black women, we were_not acceptable, not
adequate, and certainly not attractive in our natural state. This feeling of being
"wrong" and never good enough extended to other areas of our lives as Black
females, but had a basic and_primaly grounding in the negative attitudes we
perceived toward our skin color and the texture of our hair.

Even during the times that their hair had been left unstraightened, partici-
pants recalled that the way their hair looked was often a source of conflict and/
or tension between themselves and their mothers. Some women talked about
negative incidents having occurred when their mothers were rough in combing
or braiding their hair in an attempt to make it more "presentable." Other partic-
ipants remembered having had headaches because their hair was braided too
tightly and pulled at their scalp.

In light of these experiences, most women expressed an enormous sense of
relief end liberation when the Black power _movement popularized natur,a1_,
unstraightened hair for Blacks in the late 1960's and early 1970's. The style
focused attention on the connection between public racial politics and per-
sonal appearance. It Wi.IS within this framework that the group was able to
examine the current popularity of straightened hair as part of a larger reaction-
ary mood among Black people, instead of as personal and isolated
phenomena.

2. Ask participants to recall any folklore or mythology specifically concerning hair
in Black female culture as recounted by fetnale relatives or acquaintances.

In our group,'many women recalled that part of their childhood experiences
with hair had centered on various remedips and cures for making hair grow,
becaLoe the desi' e had not been simply for straight hair but for long straight
hair. The most unpleasant but popular of these treatments was a preparation
called "Glover's Mange," which was actually a treatment tor animal fur, but
was adopted by many Black women for personal use. This solution was
applied to the scalp and left for a period of time It had a strong, friul odor,
which made it dreaded by most of the women who were treated with it. Other
prescriptions were less drastic: One woman mentioned that her grandmother
had recommended flax tea, applied externally, as a natural straightener for
hair. Another area of folklore and mythic beliefs was instructions participants
had been _given concerning what was safe and unsafe to do with their hair
once it was no longer attached to the scalp. A common theme for many partci-
pants was warnings about how to dispose of their hair if it were cut or shed.
They had received strong warnings about throwing their hair away in the trash
and had been advised to flush it down the toilet, burn it, or otherwise destroy it
so that it would not be accessible to others.

Various reasons had been given for such warnings, ranging from tales that
"the birds" would use the hair for a nest and come back for more from the
same head; or that the hair would never grow back if thrown away. Through
our discussion, it became clear that a traditional basis' for these beliefs was
present in the African concept of not allowing other people access to parts of
the body, which might then be used to perform evil magic. By considering the
African mythology and folklore handed down to us as Black women by our
Black female relatives, we were able to see instances when coded information
had been passed on to us as aprotective measure for our physical well-being,
even though we had not been given the true explanations of the African spirit-
ual principles behind this information.

Throughout our discussion of the raciaVsexual politics of hair for Black
women, apositive theme emerged, despite the negative and traumatic experi-
ences participants associated with this topic. As we talked about these expen-.
ences, many women felt that going to beauty parlors and hair grooming were
activities that allowed for an important cultural/emotional sharing among Black
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womena place in which women came together and exchanged important
information and energy. Some participants viewed the contact between them-
selves and their mothers when their hair was being done as- having been a
time of closeness and warmth or as having been one of the few times when
they experienced prolonged physical contact between Black women.

3. Ask participants to consider the following poem, as they rethink their experi-
ences in beauty parlors and their contact with Black women in hairdressing
environments, concentrating on rediscovering places that functioned as out-
lets for a positive Black female culture.

Use to be

Ya could learn
a whole lot of stuff
sitting in them
beauty shop chairs

Use to be

Ya could meet
a whole lot of other women
sittin there
along with hair frying

spit flying
and babies crying

Use to be

you could learn
a whole lot about
how to catch up

with yourself
and some other folks

in your household.
Lots more got taken care of

than hair.

Cause in our mutual obvious dislike
for nappiness

we came together
under the hot comb

to share
and share

and share

But now we walk
heads high

naps full of pride
with not a backward glance
at some oiVehe beauty in

that which

use to be

Cause with a natural
there is no natural place
for us to congregate
to mull over
our mutual discontent
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Beauty shops
could have been
a hell-of-a-place

to ferment
a revolution:1

C. Resources
There are no general resources available on these topics. The best way to
approach these sessions is through using literature and current periodicals to
stimulate discussion among participants of their own relationship to these
issues.
Black Women's Fashion
Brown, untitled poem; Essence (all issues).
Black Women's Hair
Campbell, "Color Struck"; Coleman, "Among the Things that Used,to Be";
Morrison, The Bluest Eye; Washington (ed.), Black-eyed Susans: Classic Sto-
ries by and about Black Women.

Session Five: Black Women's Visual and Decorative Arts

A. Goal
To examine Black women's creativity as visual artists and as craftspersons
and to appreciate the arts and crafts of Black women.

B. Suggested Activity
Ask women to come prepared to share exporiences of Black women's art
among their friends-and family and, itpossible, to bring samples of such work.
Remind participants as well to think about the ways in which they have been
influenced by the creative work of Black female friends/relatives. Invite
craftswomen in the group to bring their art to share during the session. Using
Alice Walker's definition of art in her essay "In Search of Our Mothers' Gar-
dens,"2 consider the range of ways Black women have traditionally created
outlets for artistic expressiongardening, sewing, interior decoration; etc:

Useful ideas to consider in discussing Black female visual/decorative arts
are:

R lew the kinds of arts and crafts participants have observed in the lives of
their Black female relatives and friends. Are there common features in these
crafts? One important quality of domestic arts traditionally performed by
womensewing, needlework, etc.is the fact that they are activities that
can be _performed while other tasks such as cooking and parenting are
being done. _

Discuss the functional nature of Black women's arts and crafts: Much of
Black women's art consists of activities that contribute to.the comfort, well-
being, and survival of others.-Especially important is needlework, which has
traditionally been used in a variety of ways: to supplement the family ward-
robe; to create necessary bedding, and to make domestic surroundings
attractive as well as more livable.
Help participants to recognize the sexual/racial politics of Black female cul-
ture in this area, too. To place contemporary Black female crafts in perspec-

Coleman; "Among the_Things that Used to Be,' Conditions: Five, The Black Worn -
en's Issue, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Fall 1979):

2Alice Walker, "In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens," Ms., Vol. 2 (May 1974):
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tive, it is useful to review their socioeconomic development. Many Black
craftswomen performed their art as unpaid slave labor, creating clothes and
household goods for their owners: Consider the damaging effects of per-
forming art, ideally used as a creative, expressive medium for personal ful-
fillment; as forced; wageless labor.
Dialogue on this topic proved to be very rewarding and affirmative for our..

group: Many women could identity personal examples of a Black female deco-
rative-arts tradition in their own families and shared their experiences with the
group.. Participants told stories about quilts and needlework created by their
Black foremothers and handed down for generations. One participant experi-
enced a change of consciousness as she went from viewing her grandmoth-
er's seamstress work as purely functional to recognizing the artistry in the
older woman's ability to sew all the drapes and bedspreads for he daughter's
home: Another woman remembered that her grandmother's craft was design-
ing and creating corsages for church functions. Other participants recalled
Black women they knew who made dolls and grew flowers, particularly rose
gardens. Examples came to mind of Black women who created despite mate-
rial obstacles. One woman described a Black female relative who crocheted
intricate designs even though she was unable to read patterns.

One participant, a craftswoman_ brought examples of her leatherwork to -

share with the group: It was possible to see in her wail.; an African sensibility/
aesthetic, and the group discussed the ways this manifested itself in her craft:
This topic was one that women appeared to feel very comfortable with. There
was a strong sense of joy and pride in the creative tradition Black women have
handed down to their daughters as an inspirational legacy.

C. Resources
Chase, Afro-Arnerican Art; Draden; "Harlem's Fashion Museum"_;_Driskell.
"Black Artists and Craftsmen in the Formative Years, 1750=1920"; Ertel,
"Quilting: A Heritage"; Freeman and Bray "Keepsakes"; Newton, "Slave
Artisans and Craftsmen"; Teilhet, "The Equivocal Role of Women Artists In
Non-Literate Cultures"; Thompson, !.'Conversations and Reminiscences"; A.
Walker, "In Search of Our Mbthers' Gardens"; and R. Walker, African Women/
African Art:

Session Six: Black Women's Music

But above everything else tower black women's own voices,
raised in resistance to death and slaveryof the body
and spirit.,It is, an old song with many verses, but just
one refrain: freedom.

Michele Russell1

Black women's musical expression in song has always been at the center of
Black women's culture. There is an inherent Black-woman identification in the
Black female musical tradition, in the concept of a Black woman singing anything
positive about herself and her experiences as a Black woman: Such songs are
typical of Black women's music because Black women have used singing as a
way of capturing and praising the Black female experience in the face of an
almost total neglect of the sexual/racial politics and realities of this experience on
the part of white and Black male and white female musicians. The task of reveal-

(Michele Russell; -Slave Codes and Liner Notes," The Radical Teacher, No. 4 (1977).
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ing these realities in the face of centuries of such neglect is what Black lesbian
feminist musicians Linda Tillery and Mary Watkins speak of in their lyrics: If I

could just tell you what it's really like/to live this life of triple jeopardy."1
The Black female musical tradition is one of Black women singing arid writing

in affirming ways about their ex_perience as Blaci women, and examining care-
fully and consciously the political dynamics of th:s experience. There is a strong .

critique and understanding of sexual/racial politics in Black women's songs, and
participants should be encouraged to keep this in mind while exploring the aes-
thetics and sensibilities of music as 2 Black female cultural expression.

A. Goals
1. To introduce participants to both the Black female musical tradition and the

work of individual Black women musicians, in order to provide an opportunity
for group members to experience various forms of Black women's music.

2: To identify the racial/sexual politics of Black women's music:

B. Suggested Activities
1. Read and discuss backg_round material about Black women's music. A good

survey is "An Introduction to Black Music of Amecica" in Scholastic's Black
Culture Program. 2 Participants can read the text in Scholastic's teaching guide
or_view the filmstrips accompanying the guide.

Primary concepts to emphasize in this first discussion are as follows:
African-American music is a product of the slaves' adapting a rich and highly
developed African musical tradition to their American Black experience.
As Scholastic states,

Black music is distinct: It is unique. It is a music unto intself. It should
not be compared_ to traditional Western music nor, as musicologists
often compare it; to the Greek modes of early Western music. Its roots
are not in the Western world; it springs from African soil; it is the direct
fruit of the African experience and culture which it bears ... Black
music is the only indigenous American music which still remains as a
definitive influence on American culture.3

Have participants identify their own experiences with the various forms of
Black music they were exposed to g_rowing up. Specifically, ask them to
focus on the relationship of Black women they knew to this rnla ic. Did their
mothers or grandmothers sing hymns or other music as the performed
domestic chores? Categories of music to consider during this iscussion
are: Jr

Hollers
Work songs
Field and rural blues
Spirituals
The sermonette (an exchange between the congregation and the minis-

ter during a sermon; often taking an improvisational musical form)
Linin' hymns (adding words to existing melodies)
Convict songs
Urban blues
Dance songs .

Children's play songs

'Linda Tillery and Mary Watkins, Something Moving (California: Tuizer Music ASCAP;
1977).

2Scholasties, "An Introduction to Black Music of America." Teaching Guide, Black Cul-
ture Program. (New York: Scholastic Magazine, Inc.)

3Ibid.
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Legendary folk tales and songs Imusic sung about the experiences of a
folk hero, e.g., "John Henry")

Street cries (songs to sell goods)
. Gospel music
Rhythm and blues
Chairs
Jazz

In our group, most women had originally been exposed to Black music
through the church, a predominantly Black female institution. We talked at

-length about the artistry involved in Black women's oral poetry at church,serv-
ices, as demonstrated by im_provised songs and prayers. Similar impressions
will probably emerge from your group;

The following statements are meant to help participants understand the reli-
gious foundation of all Black music, including Black women's music. VVemen
can discuss these issues with respect to their own experiences and observa-
tions about the spiritual foundation of Black women's music.

As Africans, our music is sacred because it is spiritual. It has remained our
common ground through 300 years of struggle and survival in this country"'
"Dollar Brand does not consider himself a musician. 'Those of us who are
endowed with_ these gifts in traditional society are medicine men,' he says.
'My father and grandfather were medicine men. The medicine man is not
just a healer. That is a Western concept,' he says. We do not differentiate
between this is food and this is music and this is medicine. The_ thing that
keeps it all together is sound. Our concept of sound is not something that's
apart, that you have to listen to on records. It's all around you. It is a part of
everything.' "2
"Jazz is your heritagebornof the suffering_ of the early American Black
peoplethe only true American art formit is spiritual and healing to the
Soullisten with the ears of your heart and go home healedkeep jazz
alive."3
Throughout the sug_gened activities in this session, keep trying to relate the-

ories of the aesthetics and politics of Black women's music directly,to partici-
pnts' lives. Spend time with the group exploring the role Blacklwomen's
music plays in the lives of women. What function does it serve? Are the obser-
vations set forth in the quotes above and other assigned reading materials true
to their own experiences?

2. Provide written material on individual Black_women artists, both vocalists and
instrumentalists. Two general works on the Black female musical tradition that
should be made available to each woman are Michele Russell's "Slave Codes
and Liner Notes" and Daphne Duval Harrison's "Black Women in the Blues
Tradition."4 Russell's piece provides an excellent overview of the_politics, aes-
thetics, and sensibilities behind Black women's music; by examining perform,.
ers such as Bessie Smith and Gertrude "Ma" Fiainey. Harilson provides bio-
graphical information on the major Black female blues singers, many of whom
are unknown today, in the context of analyzing the aesthetics and material

1Woody Simmons, "Searching for the Brother Kindred: Rhythm and Blues of the Fif-
ties," Black Creation, Vol. 6 (1974).

?Bonnie Allen, "Dollar Brand,'' Essence, Vol. 9, No 7 (Novernber 1978).
3David_Jackson; "Jazz Is Her Religion: Mary Lou Williams" Black Creation, Vol. 6 (1974).
4Midhele Rus-sell; "Slave Codes and Liner Notes," The Radical Teacher, No 4 (1977);_and

Daphne Duval Harrison, "Black Women in the Blues Tradition," in The Afro-American
Women: Struggles and Images, edited by Sharon Harley and Rosalyn Terborg-Penn (Port
Washington, New York: Kennikat Press, 1978).
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conditions underlying the Black female vocal tradition. Harrison defines the
concerns of her essay as follows:

What circumstances influenced Black women to pursue the itinerant life of a
tent-show and theatrical performer?
How were Black women blues performers perceived by other segments of
the Black population?

c How did their music reflect their lives?
How did their music shape the blues in general?

Such questions can be applied to all forms of Black women's music consid-
ered by participants. Encourage women to make note of the material condi-
tions under which most Black women musicians operated, which were usually
those of extreme poverty, to assist participants in understanding the restric-
tions imposed on the creative freedom of these performers.

Discussion should be directed toward racism in the music industry and the
cumulative effects of racism and sexism on Black female artists. The segrega-
tion of record labels, the financial exploitation of Black performers, and the
general oppression of Black artists have allhad a severe impact on Black
women musicians. This issue can also be relitted to contemporary music by
having participants consider the racial politics of disco music and the ways
that it represents a popular co-opting or exploitation of traditional Black cul-
ture, most notably in the fact that white businessmen are once again making
huge financial profits from the talents of Black performers.

One major area of sexism in music that can be observed in Black culture is
the sex-role stereoty_pin_gthat defines instrumental music as male territory and
restricts women to the position of "girl singer" with a male band. The system-
atic enforcement of these sex roles is largely responsible for the high concen-
tration of Black female musicians in the vocal arts. One way of documenting
this would be to have participants list Black women instrumentalists they are
familiar with. This list should be restricted to those women who are known
exclusively for playing an instrument, instead of artists who sing and accom-
pany themselves. The sex-role stereotyping in Black music can be related to
the racial politics that are responsible for music being one of few public arts
that Black people have gained access to in significant numbers. Just as the
racial status quo is less_ hreatened by Black performing artists than by Black
participation in areas defined as the fine arts (painting, architecture, literature,
etc.), so tho are racism and sexism both served by the creation of a hierarchy
of Black entertainers that places Black male musicians at the top and Black
female vocalists at the bottom.

As Barbara and Beverly Smith state, "Because of our Black female oppress
sion, so much of our artistic and cultural energy was concentrated in music,
particularly singing, it both appeared and was in fact the form in which we
excelled."1 It is important to help women gain an appreciation for the aesthet-
ics of the Black female vocal tradition; for the heights that Black women have
reached in what might have been a stifling category of art. Black female sing-
ers have perfected the use of the voice as an instrument. We shared the fol,
lowing statement by Billie Holiday with our group: "I don't think I'm singing. I
feel like I am playing a horn, I try to improvise like Lester Young, like Louis
Armstrong, or someone else I admire. "2 Denied the privilegeof recognition as
instrumentalists, Black women nave made an instrument out of the medium
we have been allowed access toour own voices.

tBarbara Smith artd_Beverly Smith, "The Varied Voices of Black Women," Sojourner, Vol.
4, No. 2 (October 1978).

2Arnold Shaw, The World of Soul (New York: Cowles Book Company Inc., 1970).
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3. Focus the group's attention specifically on Black women's music. Bring exam-
ples of Black fer ale musicians' work for participants to listen to on records or
tapes. We rriz: a tape demonstrating classic types of Black women's musical
expression, boll' vocal and instrumental, Our recording included the work of
Bernice Reagon (feminist folk singer); Abbey Lincoln; Sarah Vaughan; Billie
Holiday, Bessie Smith and Betty Carter (jazz and blues singers); Mahalia Jack-
son (gospel singer); Marian Anderson (operatic singer); Alice Coltrane and
Mary Lou Williams (jazz instrumentalists); and Linda Tillery and Mary Watkins
(lesbian feminist instrumentalists).

You might explore the possibilities of allowing the group to experience Black
women's music in performance. Classic artists such as Sarah Vaughan, "Brick-
top," and Carmen MacCrae periodically tour major cities, and sessions on
Black women's music could be planned to coincidewith a time when one of
these musicians is scheduled to appear in town. Group members who are
musicians or who know of local amateur Black women performers should be
encouraged to share their art with the group. Observing Black women's music
in performance is the ideal way of appreciating the beauty, skill, and complex-
ity of the Black female musical tradition.

C. Resources
Allen, "Dollar Brand"; Hartsbn, "Black Women in the Blues Tradition"; Jack-
son, "Jazz Is Her Religion: Mary Lou Williams"; Russell, "Slave Codes and
Liner Notes"; Scholastic's, An Introduction to Black Music of America";
Shaw; The World of Soul; Simmons, "Searching for Brothers Kindred"; Smith
and Smith, "The Varied Voices of Black Women."

CONCLUSION

We felt that "Black Women's Culture" was a positive, enriching experience for
participants at both sites and for us as facilitators. Throughout the workshop
series, we were most impressed with how willing the women were to share per-
sonal and painful Black female life experiences with one another and with us.
Our sessions often took on the qualities of a Black social gathering, full of laugh-
ter, fun, and good times. In this sense we were actually able to experience many
of the basic elements of Black and/or women's culture in the way we related to
one another as a groupspeaking Black female language, "testifying" in the tra-
dition of the Black church, and nurturing one another in keeping with the African-
American concept of the extended family.

One area of the workshops that we felt was unsuccessful for participants and
ourselves was the absence of a detailed examination of Black feminist politics
and ideas. We tried to expose participants to the basic elements of Black feminist
analysis in our treatment of Black women's culture, and there was a strong
underlying feminism among many of the women at both sites. However; it
became clear at the last session of the community center workshop that at least a
few of the participants were still struggling with classic anti-feminist myths and
attitudes specific to the Black community (e.g., feminism -is a white middle-class
women's ideology feminism is a divisive element in the Black community, all fem-
inists are lesbians and homosexuality means the extinction of the Black race)
End had not shared these feelings earlier. It was very frustrating to bagin the dia-
logue about these issues only at the very end of the workshop. We recommend
that other Black women facilitating this course (a) introduce Black feminism as
specific topic early in the workshop and (b) offer basic resources and background
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material on the topic so that participants can clarify their feelings on these issues
and be aware of how other omen in the group define themselves politically.

We faced another proble in attempting to motivateparticipants at both sites
to keep journals about the workshop: On the whole; the request proved highly
unsuccessful. If you include journal writing course, be prepared to do con-
siderable groundwork in order to help women feel comfortable keeping a written
record to share with others.

Participants_ oral and written evaluations were strongly supportive of the style
and content of our workshops. We felt it was ironic that we should have been
facilitating these workshop series during a period of intense violence and hostility
against Black women in Boston. It added a special dimension to know that we
were able to create a place for the celebration and validation of Black female
lives at a time when such experiences were desperately needed as an antidote to
the terror and horror surrounding us. Mass murders of Black women like those
that occurred in Boston are rare, but the racism and sexism underlying this vio-
lence are common attitudes that affect all Black women's lives and deaths,
although on a less dramatic scale; every day. As long as race; class; and gender
are upheld as categories of discrimination by a white male ruling class, Black
women will continue to lead tortured-and suppressed lives. We will also continue
to need an affirmative, supportive Black female culture/community in order to
acknowledge the true value; beauty, and meaning of our lives and to help us keep
living and struggling in the face of incredible odds. A workshop series like this
one allows us to come together as Black women in celebration of ourselves, to
exchange important survival information with one another, and to take concrete
actions to improve the quality of our lives together. Each group of Black women
that comes together to examine our culture and lives not only changes the lives
of its participants, but also contributes immensely to the continuing task of creat-
ing wider possibilities for all Black women and men, and for all people, present
and future. We found it to be joyous and fulfilling work and hope that you will too.

RESOURCES

READINGS USED

Black Women's Culture

Diop; Cheikh Ant& The Cultural Unity of Black Africa: The Domains of Patriarchy
and Matriarchy in Classical Antiquity. Chicago, Illinois: Third World Press; 1978:
Hodge, John L.; Donald K. Strickman; and Lynn Dorland Trost: Cultural Bases of
Racism and Group Oppression: An Examination of Traditional "Western" Con-
cepts, Values and institutional Structures which Support Racism; Sexism; and Elit-
ism. Berkeley California: Two Riders Press, 1975.
Mertzer, Deena. In Her Image: Women's Culture." Heresies: Patterns of Com-
munication and Space among Women; Vol. 1, No: 2 (May 1977).
Toure; Sekou: "A Dialectical Approach to Culture;" Black Scholar
1969).
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Black Women's Culinary Arts

Burgess, Mary Soul to Soul: A Soulful Vegetarian Cookbook. Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia: Woodbridge Press Publishing Co., 1976.
Callahan, Ed, and Jim Harwood. Soul Food Cook Book. San Francisco: Nitty
Gritty Productions, 1969:
Darden, Norma Jean; and Carole Darden. Spoonbread and Strawberry Wine:
Recipes and Reminiscences of a Family Garden City New York: Doubleday and
Co., Inc., 1978:
Gaskins, Ruth L A Good Heart and a Light Hand. New York: Simon and Schuster,
1968.
Grosvenor, Verta Mae. Vibration Cooking or The Travel Notes of a Geeche Girl.
Garden City New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1970.
Lewis, Edna. The Taste of Country Cooking. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976.
Parker, Pat,. "To My Vegetarian Friend." In Movement in Black. Oakland, Califor-
nia: Diana Press, 1978.

Black Women's Fashion/Hair

Brown, Linda. Untitled poem. 314 East 91st Street/5e, New York 10028,1979.
Campbell, Bebe Moore. "Color Struck." Essence, Vol. 9, No 4 (August 1978).
Raises issues about Black hair as it relates to color prejudice.
Coleman, Willie. "Among the Things that Used to Be." Conditions: Five, The
Black Women's Issue, Vol. 2, No 2 (Fall 1979).
Essence. Available from Essence Communications, 1500 Broadway New York,
New Yqrk 10036. Back issues indexed in Index to Periodical Articles by and about
Brooke'
Morrison, Toni. The Bluest Eye. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970.
Smith, Willie. "Essence Salutes Willie Smith." Essence, Vol. 9, No. 7 (November
1978).

Black Women's Visual/Decorative Arts
Chase, Judith. Afro-American Art. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971.
Darden, Norma Jean. "Harlem's Fashion Museum.
(November 1979).
Driskell, "Black Artists and Craftsmen
1750-1920." in Two Centuries of Black American Art.
1976. Exhibition catalog with bibliography.

Essence, Vol. 10, No. 7

in the Formative Ye-ars,
New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

Ertel; Grace. "Quilting: A Heritage." Essence, Vol. 9, No. 7 (November 1978).
Freeman, Roland, and Rosemary L. Bray. "Keepsakes." Essence, Vol. 9, No. 7
(November 1978).
Newton, Jan,es E. "Slave Artisans and Craftsmen: The Roots of Afro-American
Art." The Black Scholar: Plastic Arts and Crafts, Vol. 9, No. 3 (November 1977).
Teilhet, Jehanne. "The Equivocal Role of Women Artists in Non-Literate Cul-
tures." Heresies: Women's Traditional ArtsThe Politics of Aesthetics, Vol. 1, No.
4 (Winter 1977=78).
Thompson, Phyllis. "Conversations and Reminiscences." Heresies, Vol. 1, No. 4
(Winter 1977-78).
Walker, Alice. "In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens." Ms., Vot. 2 (May 1974).
Walker, Roslyn A. African Women/African Art New York: African-American Insti-
tute, 1976. Exhibition catalog with bibliography.
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Black Women's Music

Articles/Books
Allen; Bonnie.. "Dollar Brand." Essence; Vol. 9; No. 7 (November 1978).
Baxter; Derrick_Stewart. Ma. Rainey and the Classic Blues Singers. New York:
Stein and Day Publishers, 1970.
Darden, Norma Jean. "Hazel Scott:" Essence, Vol. 9, No. 7 (November 1978).
Harrison, Daphne Duval. "Black Women in the Blues Tradition." In The Afro-
Ameriban Women: Struggles and Images. Edited by Sharon Harley and Rosalyn
Terborg-Penn. Port Washington, New York: Kennikat Press; 1978:
Jackson; David. ''.Jazz Is Her Religion: Mary Lou Williams. Btack Creation; Vol:: 6
(1974).
Noble, Jeanne. "When Malindy Sings." In Beautiful Also Are the Souls of My
Black Sisters. Englewood Cliffs; New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.; 1978:
Russell; Michele. "Black -eyed Blues Connection:" Women's Studies Newsletter,
VOL 4, No.'4 (Fall 1976); Vol. 5, Nos. 1 and 2 (Winter/Spring 1977).

"Slave Codes and Liner Notes." The Radical Teacher, No. 4
(March 1977).
Scholastic's. "An Introduction to Black Music of America." Teaching Guide: Black
Culture Program: New York: Scholastic Magazine; Inc:
Shaw; Arnold: The World of Soul: New York: Cowles Book Company, Inc.; 1970:
Simmons; Woody. "Searching for the Brothers Kindred: Rhythm and Blues of the
Fifties." Black Creation, Vol. 6 (1974).
Smith, Barbara, and Beverly Smith. "The Varied Voices of Black Women."
Sojourner, Vol. 4, Na: 2 (October 1978)._ Available from Sojourner, 143 Albany
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
Smith, Eleanor. "And Black Women Made Music." Heresies: Eight, Vol. 2, No: 4
(Winter 1979).
Tillery_ Linda, and Mary Watkins. Something Moving. California: Tuizer Music
ASCAP, 1977:

Autobiographies of Black Women Singers

Anderson; Marlon. My Lord; What a Morning. New York: Viking Press, 1969.
Bailey, Pearl. The Raw Pearl. New York: Harcourt; Brace and World; 1968.

Talking to Myself. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971.
Holiday, Billie; and William Dufty. Lady Sings the Blues. New York: Lancer Books,
1969.
Home; Lena: Lena. New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc.; 1965.
Waters; Ethel; and Charles Samuels: His Eye Is on the Sparrow. New York: Dou-
bleday and co., Inc., 1950.

SUGGESTED BACKGROUND READING

This is a list of basic general resources about Black women and Black wom-
en's culture. It includes background reading in topics not stressed in our work-
shop series, as well as works on Black feminism.

Black Feminism

The Black Scholar "The Black Sexism Debate," Vol. 10, Nos. 8, 9 (May/June
1979).
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Combahee River Collective, "A Black-Feminist Statement." In Capitalist Patriar-
chi, and the ca-o for Socialist Feminism, Edited by Zillah Eisenstein. New York
and London: Monthly Review Press, 1978.
Lorde, Audre. "Scratching the Surface: Some Notes on Barriers to Women and
Loving." The Black Scholar, Vol; 9; No. 7 (April 1978).
Smith, Barbara: "Notes for Yet Another Paper on slack Feminism, or Will the
Real Enemy Plea Se Stand Up?" Conditions: Five, The Black Women's Issue, Vol.

2; No: 2 (Fall 1979).
Wallace, Michelle. Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman. New York: The
Dial Press, 1979.

Bladk Women's History
Bert, James Lowenberg, and Ruth Bogin. Black Women in Nineteenth-Century
American Life. University Park: Pennsylvania State University PreSS, 1976.
Cade, Toni (ed.). The Black Woman: An Anthology. New York: Signet, 1970.

Harley Sharon, and Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, eds. The Afro=American Woman:
StruggleS and Images. Port Washington; New York: Kennikat Press, 1978.

Lerner, Gerda, ed. Black Women in White America: A Documentary Histroy. New
York: Random House, 1973.
Noble, Jeanne. Beautiful, Also Are the SoulS of My Black Sisters: A History of the
Black Woman in America. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1978.
Williams, Ora. American Black Women in the Arts and Social Sciences: A Biblio=
graphic Survey. Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press; 1979. Revised and
expanded edition.

ti

Black Women's Literature

Anthorogies

Bell, Roseann R; Betty J._ Parker; and Beverly Guy_-_Sheftall, eds. Sturdy Black
Bridges: Visions of Black Women in Literature. Garden City New York: Doubleday
Anchor, 1979:
Holl_Gloria T.; Patricia Bell Scott; and Barbara Smith, edS. Black Women's Stud-

Old WeStbury, NeW York: Feminist Press, 1981:
Wathington, Mary Helen, ed. Black eyed Susans: Classic Stories by and about
Black Women. New York: Anchor, 1975.

.

Articles

Bethel, Lorraine, and Barbara Smith, eds. Conditions: Five:-The Black Women's
issue, Vol. 2; No: 2 (Fall 1979). Available from ConditionS, P.O. Box 56, Van Brunt
Station, Brooklyn, NeW York 11215.
Hull, Gloria T "Afro- American Women Poets: A Bio-Critical Survey." In Shake:
speare's Sisters: Feminist Essays on Women Poets. Edited by Sandra Gilbert and
SuSan Gubar. Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1979.

Smith, Barbara. "Toward a Black Feminist Criticism." Conditions: Two Vol. 1, No

2 (October 1977).
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African-American Culture

Emery Lynne F. Black Dance in _the United States from 1619 to 1970: Los
Angeles: National Press Books, 1972.
Garland, Phyl. The Sound of Soul. Chicago: Henry Regency Co., 1969.
Harris, Middleton. The Black Book. New York: Random House, 1974.
Hughes, Langston, and Milton Meltzer. Black Magic: A Pictorial History of Black
Entertainers in America. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1970.
Southern, Eileen. The Music of Black Americans: A History. New York: W.W. Nor-
ton and Co:; Inc:; 1971.

Other Articles/Books

Maquet; JacqueS: Africanity: The Cultural Unity of Black Africa: New York: Oxford
University Press, 1972.
Mbiti, John S. African Religions and Philosophy. New York: Doubleday and Co.,
Inc., 1969.
Osei, G. K. African Contribution to Civilization. London: The African Publication
Society, 1973.

The African Philosophy of Life. London: The African Publication
Society, 1970.
Smith, A. Adeyemi. "African Religion in the Americas." African Mirror, Vol. 2
(June/July 1979):
Williams; Chancellor. The Destruction cfBlacic Civilization: Great Issues of a Race
from 4500 B.C. to 2000 A.D. Chicago: Third World Pitt& 1974.
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6. WOIMEN'S HISTORY, ORAL TRADITION,
AND CULTURE

INTRODUCTION

Chris Czernik

This course guide is designed to serve as a reference and resource tool. It

grew out of two workshop series entitled "Women's History, Oral Tradition and
Culture." One was a twelve-week series; two-and-one-half to three hours per ses-
sion; the ,,ther consisted of two single-event community outreach workshops.
This guide speaks exclusively about women in the United States, but many of the
concepts and theories can be applied to, or modified for, women's historical
experiences in other countries. Similarly, many of the ideas, activities, and
resources can be used to tailor-make a workshop for a specific group. For exam-
ple; a cross-cultural balance should always be maintained, but emphasis will
Change depending on the racial, ethnic, age, class, and emotional or sexual pref-
erences of the women you are working with.

Fundamental and introductory in its approach; this course guide is especially
intended for women who are unfamiliar with women's history and who are com-
munity workers and organizers in various settingscommunity centers; YWCAs,
settlement houses, and women's shelters, centers and schools. By sharing this
guide with community workers; it is hoped that many more workshop series
about women will be made available to community women who lack such learn-
ing opportunities because of economic, racial, age, and sexual discrimination.
Although you need not be trained or experienced in women's history to lead such
workshops, having some background knowledge is crucial. The descriptive
materials, plus references listed in the Resources section; will be helpful in this
process. This, guide can also be useful to women who teach in feminist or wom-
en's studies programs in educational institutions. None of what follows should be
viewed as dogmatic or as a static lessonplan. Instead, it should be seen as an
incentive to stimulate your own creative ideas for designing workshops on wom-
en's history.

Women's history, quite simply, is information about women's lives; it is
extremely rich, exciting, complex, and challenging. It speaks of women's experi-
ences within the realm of a diverse female culture, but also in relation to a male
culture, society at large, and a world context. Active rather than passive, both

Chris Czernik, raised Polish-Catholic, was born in Chicago's "Back of the Yards'i
neighborhood. During the 1960's she worked as a community organizer and
group worker in 1970 she became active in the women's movoment which helped
stimulate her interest in women's history Since 1973 she has been an active femi-
nist historian, advocating the need to explore the diversity of women's history and
encouraging all women to reclaim their heritage and culture.
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blatant and subtle, it tells us what has happened and what we have done, what is
happening and whaLwe are doing. Women's history swells with the oral tradition;

-music; poetry; literature, sculpture and painting, needlework and other
harititraftedartS,--cociking recipes, and herbal/medicinal remedies we have
created and are creating. Likewise, our contributions as ohotographers, archi-
tects,:doctors, nurses, spies, teachers, workers (unpaid and paid); friends, lov-
ers, mothers, daughters, sisters, and wives have left their historical imprint. Our
active participation in various social and collective movements has been major.
So has our relationship to the economic, social, and political structures of our
country. Learning about women's history enables us to understand more keenly
the process of historythe relationship of events, conditions, and human inter-
actions from one time period to another. Thus, we realize that current situations
are rooted in the historical forces of earlier decades and centuries; and simulta-
neouslY, understand that our present lives and day-to-day circumstances are the
process of making history.

Oral tradition and "oral history" play a significant part in women's history. Ver-
bal sharingstorytelling and music makingdates back to the beginning of civi-
lization. It is the primary form for communicating our feelings, thoughts, and life
experiences to children, peers, young adults; and elders; In our storytelling we
pass on cooking recipes and healin_g_ remedies, we tell secrets and we gossip. It

is not unusual for us to talk about what happened before we were born, about our
childhood and adolescent experiences, about close relationships, perhaps about
giving birth; about chit; : rearing, and about our responses to death. We share
information about our work experiehtes, about the hard and easY, times; and
about our survival.

Our music making also reflects much information about our lives: For example;
African-American slave songs ax filled with powerful thoughts, feelings, and
actions about enslaved conditions. Often they illustrate discontent; anger, and
resistance to appalling injustices; other times they function as codes for escapes
to the North. Many religious songs reflect concerns and_hopes about the prom-
ised landwhere it was and when it would be reached. The more recent histori-
cal songs of immigrant, Appalachian; and other women are further illustrations of
how music provides insight into our history. Lullabies, protest songs, labor union
organizing songs; and love songs constitute a large part of our musically made
heritage. This heritage adds an important dimension to our history and is a
source that should not be overlooked.

Oral history is the existence of, and active collection of, people's stories and
music. Women's oral history foCuses exclusively on information about woman's
lives and about society, as told by wonien: It is more than personal history; it is
women's view of the world beyond ourselves: the family', the home, the work-
place, politics, race relations; class conflicts; and education. Oral history is also a
recounting of stories, songs, and historical information passed on to us by our
mothers and grandmothers: Its value becomes obvious when we realize the pre-
dominant role oral tradition and music making play in female culture. As a pri-
mary source; it takes on even greater significance when we realize how little
women's history, as well as the history of other neglected groups; is actually
recorded. This is especially true for "common" women whose life experiences
are seldom recorded anywhere. Consequently, women's oral -history, which is
perhaps our most abundant source of historical information, is vital to the crea-
tion and preservation of an accurately written women's history.

The collection of these primary materials can be for the sole purpose of preser-
vation, or for use in creating other documents. This verbal historical information
can be gathered either by note taking or tape recording; interviews can be con-
ducted either with an individual or with a group. A variety of purposes for,
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approaches to, and methods of collecting oral histories exist, with much room for
creativity.

Whenever and for whatever reason we consider women's history, we must not
think solely white and middle class. Our history, our culture, is multiracial and
multi-ethnic, and it reflects various economic backgrounds: The Native American
woman waa in what is now considered the United States long before the colonial
white woman; the African-American woman slave was-involuntarily brought to
this land shortly after the settling of the colonies; the Chicane was in the West
long before that territory was invaded. During the early and mid-1800's, German
women fled the religious persecution of their country, Irish women escaped a
famine in search of food, and Chinese women were brought to the West Coast as
"picture brides" and menial workers; all were lui.ed to this country on the pre-
tense that the United States was a land where people had their freec:.,,o, a land
of plenty. More honestly, they were deliberately lured here to be exploited as
cheap labor. Thousands of other white Eastern European immigrants set foot on
our shores later in the nineteenth century, as did Japanese women. Twentieth-
century immigration further expanded our racial, ethnic, and economic diversity
in this country; it continues to do so today.

There are so many facets of women's culture to unearth and reclaim as wom-
en's history: our involvement in collective struggles and social and political
movements, our achievements as individual women, and our contributions to
society at large. What is most important when we study, research, teach, and
share information about our history is that we be sensitive to and openly aware of
the differences and similarities among_ women, and that we make connections -

with larger social; political; and economic systems;
The_gpals that follow are intended to provide a practical set of guidelines for

applying a feminist sensibility to the teaching and study of women's history. The
list summarized at the conclusion of the next section can be referred to through-
out the various stages of your workshop series. The goals themselves can be
used as criteria for making decisions about the content, activities, readings;
resources; and methods of your workshop series, as well as for measuring its
effectiveness.

GOALS

The broad goal of "Women's History, Orai Tradition. and Culture"making
women's history available to community women, as a concrete body of knowl-
edge and as a potential tool for social changeis intricately connected to yet
another goal: the conscious use of feminist values: A feminist perspective
requires a serious commitment to actively challenge sexist attitudes and behav-
iors and to work toward the elimination of sexism. Further, it does notview sexual
discrimination as the only concern of a feminist politic., Prejudices toward people
of different ages,' economic backgrounds, emotions sexual preferences, and
races are opposed: Feminist energy is channeled into confronting and eliminat-
ing_these injustices, as well as the injustices of child abuse, wife battering, rape,
and violence against women in general. The task is endless and difficult. Often
internalized as a way of life, feminism permeates our minute-to-minute, day-to-
day behavior.

The relationship that a feminist perspective has to women's history is special.
Women's history has been, and to a significant extent, still is overlooked and
withheld. As women, we, too, have contributed to this situation by passively
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. accepting teachings that belittle and ignore our history. The pervasive neglect is
.not accidental; it has been a conscious development The main reason for our
"conspicuous invisibility" despite our fifty-percent-plus membership in Sbeiety, is
that recorded history has usually been written by men and thus has been gov-
erned by men's ideologies, interpretations, and value systems. Men in power
Write about great white men; their military strategies; their wartime victories; their
presidential campaigns, and their adventures. They do not include the histories
of non-powerful; unnotable people in any of the rigid historical categories they
have invented, categories such as social, economic, political; and institutional
history.

When women's history has been included it has been horribly distorted: Indi-
vidual; famous, white; upper-class women predominate in the little women's his-
tory that exists. Their lives and contributions are regarded as "successful" in
relation to a man's world; they are_ measured by and,in accordance with male
values and norms. This is not "bad" history in and of itself, but it is extremely
limited.

In these and other instances women are depicted: as :appendages; objects,
inferiors, subhumans. Our_participation in shaping and leading various social;
political; and collectively organized movementssuch as the abolition of slavery
early women's rights, health care and reform, child care, housing; sanitation;
women's suffrage; labor reform; and union organizing7-are rarely_rrientioned.
With few exceptions, male-recorded history is seen through a patriarchal, white;
middle- and upper-middle-class lens. The_extent to which sexism and other forrhs
Of discriminatiom are exercised is frightful and painful: Sharing knowledge about
these oppressive biases is an excellent example of when and how a feMiniSt per-
spective can critique and challenge the way our history is viewed; and what
needs to be changed.

N'Ou might now ask; why is it so important to know about women's history?
What sigficant effect could it possibly have on women's lives? Why should we
share this information with other women? Women's history provides us with infor-
mation and identification points both in a historical process and in our current
lives: It serves as a bonding force between women _of the -past and the_preteritlt
demystifies our female ancestorstheir roles, actions; contributions, and collec-
tive efforts: It also enables us to recognize and evaluate the interchange of wom-
en's relatitinship with society, society's relationship with women; and all the
forces that help mold contemporary situations. Knowledge of both the strengths
and weaknesses of our past is inspirational and strategic.

By unearthing and reclaiming our past, we can break through the negative
images imposed on us by sexist history and by present-day society, esoecially
the historically sexist images that often socialize us into feeling that we have to
be subservient; dependent; and subhuman; that we don't have any rightt, indi:
viduality, and culture; and that we have not been present and7active in main-
stream history. This could have a significant effect _on_ women's lives. -Being
informed is not Only a refusal to be kept passive; but also empowers us to change
internalized images and myths, to change our lives, and to work toward social
and political change in an oppressive; sexist society. Being informed also helps
us look at events and conditions in our current world with more depth.

There are many reasons for sharing information about women's history with
women, beyond the excitement and satisfaction. First, knowledge about wom-
en's history shatters the historical silence of our lives and culture. It gives women
an opportunity to claim and investigatean enormous heritage; both individually
and as a group. This helps to dismantle the existing pockets of indivithial isOla-
lion that have been created by a patriarchal System which has kept us ignorant
and separated from each other. Second, as women come together to learn, to
Share information; to give; and to receive, incredible individual change and col-
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laborative bonding occur. The more frequently such bonding happens, the
greater is our strength to act collectively in making major change.

All of theconcerns that have just been discussed reflect an explicitly feminist
point of view. If another perspective had been-used we might not have asked:
What value does women's history have? Why is it so important to know about it?
What significant effect could it possibly have on women's lives? And why should
we share information about women's history with women?

The following goals summarize this section and are the basis of the two wom-
en's history workshop series (Workshop A and Workshop B):

To introduce and acquaint women who are not in traditional educational set-
tings with women's history, oral tradition, and culture
To put our history in a context that helps participants understand why it has
been neglected and what values there are in knowing about it
To demystify women's history and to illustrate the important role it plays in soci-
ety's history
To help women learn about the importance of history in general and how much
has been left out about the vast majority of _humanity
To help women think more perceptively and critically about the present
To encourage women to trust and talk with each other about their heritage;.to
illustrate the value of oral history by doing oral history; and to help validate parr
ticipants' experiences through historical identification
To help develop critical skills for examining women's history and to provide
concrete resources for continuing to learn about women's hiStory beyond the
workshops
To be sensitive and attentive to the learning needs and wants of the partici-
pants and to make the historical context relevent to their lives
To create a supportive, non-intimidating, challenging arena in which women
can learn about their history and practice oral history
To work toward creating a strong and growing consciousness about the impor-
tance of women's lives and history
To break through the silence and isolation that have kept women separated,
thus enabling us to make changes whenever and however necessary

The remaining sections describe in greater 'depth how I concretely achieved
these goals.

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANTS

The women who participated the first workshop series (Workshop A) were
elderly, white, and from poor or working-class backgrounds: They or their parents
had immigrated from Nova Scotia, Ireland, Scotland, Sweden, and Italy. All were
widows, most were mothers, and they ranged in age from in their mid-sixties to
eighty -six. One woman had gone to college; a few others had completed high
school. Each woman was a wonderful, strong, loving person; collectively, the.
group was quite talkative, assertive, and dynamic.

Most of them were involved with the elderly day-care program where the work-
shop series was held. As a grass-roots community agency, the program provided
bat lunches; housing, transportation, and health care services; and educational/
recreational activities for elderly residents. It is important to note here that tnis
community site was not a residential or nursing home, in which case the work-
shop content, process, and dynamics would have unfolded differently.
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Women must cope with so many difficult issues during the latter life'stages:
Their concerns include financial survival; declining health, isolation, widowhood,
abandonment, loneliriess; and death. Physical mobility simply as-affected by rain
Or snow, can also take on major significance. In addition to all of these concerns,
elderly women can also experience an ever-present, agonizing worry about their
productivity and worth, as viewed by the larger society.

A twelve-week workshop series emphasizing women's oral tradition and his-
tory was seen as one way of enabling these elderly women to cope with; or to
change, some of their circumstances. Because most of these women lived alone,
the process, of meeting new friends and establishing new relationships was
important Verbally sharing their experiences and exploring their own and other
women's histories in a personal, subjective way were as significant as making
new friends. The sharing of their experiences brought about an awareness of
their individual and collective histories and; beyond that; the impact that worn-
eris history has on society.

The second workshop (Workshop B) was quite different from the first. It was
held in a predominantly white and_poor or working-class neighborhood. Most res-
idents were second- or third-generation descendants of European immigrants.
Expectations were that young mothers twenty to thirty-five years old, living alone
or with a partner, would participate in a twelve-week workshop series. The
emphasis for learning women's history would be instructive and experiential; and

` -very few sessions would be devoted to oral history.
By-and large, the women whb live in this community are fairly isolated, and

.alone in facing those issues typical of their living environment. They are condi-
tioned to feel powerless and helpless in relation to social; economic, and political
systems; yet they are strong, lively women who are survival-oriented and who
don't mince words. Child care is a constant_worry for those women who have
young children and work outside the home. For those who do not work outside
the home, very little time is spent away from their children. In most cases, individ-
ual autonomous space is not even considered a possibility, or &se women are
made to feel guilty for taking some space of their own. Information about health
care, birth control, abortion, and welfare rights is hard to come by; taking control
of these issues is even more difficult, Oftentimes the women who are married are
locked into a dependency relationship with their husbands; this; coupled with
isolation; helps create the secrecy and helplessness around alcoholism, wife
beating, and child abuse. Providing workshops on women's history that wouldbe
both educational and recreational was seen as one way to encourage these
women to break out of their condition:

One of the main reasons for approaching this neighborhood was that very few
educational services that deal specifically with women's lives and issues were
available to these community women. Moreover, I personally felt comfortable
aging into _this community because it was similar to the neighborhood in which I

grew up. Contact for entry into this community was made with a newly estab7
lished; community-based women's center. The staff was very enthusiastic and
supportive of the project.

The original workshop plans to implement a twelve-session series on women's
history for the young mothers of this community did not, however, materialize.
Miscommunications and insufficient outreach were the major causes for this fail-
ure. Instead, two independent workshop events were presented as part of the
center's overall outreach program. The women who attended these sessions
were community residents; but their roots were not in this community and they
did not have child-care responsibilities. Nonetheless, the two-event community
outreach series successfully introduced women's history to these women.
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ORGANIZING THE GROUPS

This section is intentionally written for women who are doing outreach work as
outsiders to a community or group, but many of the issues discussed are also
applicable tocommunity-established workers. The issues include:_decidingupon
the groups of women you want to work with finding agencies that may want to
co-sponsor a workshop series; locating a meeting space; making_ initial contacts
and final site selections; enlisting the support of agency staff; and generating
publicity and outreach activities to attract community women. My feeling;is that
triese community outreach organizing issues are as important as the workshops.
themselveS. A description of how they evolved_ in the communities I worked in
follows. You should speculate on how these issues might unfold in your
community.

Contacts for the elderly women's group came about very easily. A community
staff member learned abcitit the WorkShbp series throtIgh an informal discussion
with our project coordinator. When I expressed interest in_ conducting workshops
for elderly women at this site arrangements were made for me to meet with the
other agency staff members. They were enthusiastic, but needede few days to
Make a final decision. Obviously I got the go-ahead. Later I learned the agency
was in a dilemma about this,,being a "women's" workshop and about having an
offer from another organization to conduct individual interviews with its mem!
bers. This dilemma 'is an interesting dynamic to review in relation to our initial
interview. Both of these issues were briefly mentioned during the interview, but
never to the point where they affected a decisibn. Since the staff did not clearly
voice its concerns, I was not able to make any response Not only was this disad-
vanta_geous for me, but we were both risking losses. Although I conducted the
workshop series at this community site J did not realize the controversial nature
of the staff's decition=thaking process. To my mind, this Incident is a good illus,
tration of ,how an outsider and an agency staff begin to struggle with the issue of
trust from 'the very first meeting. Also remember that it is not only agency staff
that makes a decision from this interview process; you, too, have choices to
shake.

The decision to work with young, working-class mothers for the second work-
shop series seemed simple enough to carry out I knew the women's center staff
would probably be enthusiastic and Supportive of the project. I did not realize;
however, that outreach work in this particular community would_prove to be as
diffiCult as it was Many serious miscommunications and unexpected problems
kept delaying and redefining the workshop series.

FOr example, the Center's decision-making body made a misinformed decision
to include the workshops in its fall educational program. Because of the time
restrictions of our project I had to withdraw the workshop proposal._ Five weeks
later a center staff member and I had the opportunity to talk about our mutual
disappointment in not being able to offer the workshops at the center, During this
discussion we realized that the staff representative who presented the women's
history workPhop proposal had not given the decision!making group all the
needed information. It was clear I shbuld have been present at that meeting to
clarify points of confusion and to answer questions._Thecenter's group had not
realized` my time restrictions, and was under the impression that the center would
have had to do all the publicity and outreach work, for which it had neither the
Money nor the time. When I explained that there would be no financial expenses
for the center and that I intended to do a good part of the outreach work, the staff
member offered to have the proposal reviewed. The workshop proposal_was
accepted for immediate iMpleinentation a few weeks later; this was almost eight
weeks from the original contact date.
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The lessons to be learned from this incident are quite striking: do not treat your
agency contacts too casually, or handle your proposal too informally. Also, be
physically present at a meeting to answer questions and respond to any con-
cernsdo not rely on the telephone. Eight weeks' time could have been saved if
the proposal had been formally presented at the center's biweekly decision-mak-
ing meeting.

Once a decision has been made about where the workshop series will be held,
develop a closer working relationship with the agency staff. Especially enlist its
support and cooperation for publicity and recruitment; and perhaps do some
direct recruitment yourself. Your visibility and availability should deepsn, if hot
establish; trust between you and the agency staff and potential workshop
participants.

Working with the program staff coordinator at the center for the elderly was not
only enjoyable, but invaluable and crucial to setting 6p the workshop series. She
made phone calls to various community agencies and individuals and offered to
distribute the flyers that I had printed: During this stage we maintained close con-
tact with each other, both inperson and over the phone.

tittle time was actually spent in direct recruitment. tt did not seem necessary in
this case, but your situation may be quite different. Nonetheless; always check
the progress of recruitment with the staff person. She may want you to do more of
the recruiting work, or she may not be making enough contacts for your
satisfaction.

There is a noteworthy incident; however, that occurred during the recruitment
stage at the center for the elderly. Although the agency appeared to have a pre-
dominantly white membership I hoped the participants would represent different
racial backgrounds. Through inquiries I learned that a Puerto Rican and Cuban
women's group participated in the center's program. When I approached the
leader of this group about the possibility of having some of the women attend the
workshops; she informed me that they all spoke their native language exclu-
sively. Because I and many other potential participants did not speak their lan-
guage, there was no practical way for us to meet together.

This language barrier was an unexpected; painful and awkward issue to sort
out. The incident reminded me of how language can be used discriminatorily. It
also made me keenly aware of how language may not be considered when we
are determining_ whom we want to work with, or in a general outreach program.
Be sensitive to the issue of language and keep in mind that you might want to
have a workshop series exclusively for, or that includes, women Co not
speak English as their first language.

The publicity and recruitment process with the women's center was somewhat
different. A flyer was mailed to a substantial list of people whose names were
supplied by the center, and was posted in laundromats and supermarkets. (You
might also consider posting a flyer in churches, bowling alleys, and hairdressing
shops, as well as making community newspaper and radio spot announce-
ments.) There was good communication between the staff and me, but no time at
all was spent intermingling with people at the center.

It was obvious from the first session at the women's center that the series
would not get off the ground: four women attended. None represented the antici-
pated grass-roots, indigenous population; none were mothers; and only one
woman would have been able to attend the workshop series to its end. To my
mind, there are two main reasons for the failure of these workshops: First; I did
not accurately assess the situation of the women's center outreach program. The
center was recently founded and had not yet established a strong, visible identity
in the community. Most of the community women had little or no interaction with
the center and were probably ambivalent about its relevancy to them. Second,'
did not realistically determine to what extent I should do outreach work. More-
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over, by this time I was so eager for the workshop series to begin that I lost sight
of summer being just around the cornerand summer is certainly not a usual
time for mothers; or for anyone; to become-involved in a twelve-week workshop
series.

Rather than pull out of the community altogether; the staff and I agreed to
present two single-event sessions in the fall. This decision was made to maintain
continuity and perseverance in outreach efforts to this neighborhood; to tailor the
workshops more closely to the center's overall educational outreach program;
and to offer, as minimal as it might be, some exposure and introduction to wom-
en's history and women's oral history

LEADING THE GROUPS

There are some_general concerns about leading_groups that can be most help-
ful if considered early on when planning for your workshops. These concerns pri-
manly fall into three categories: your educational philosophy; your teaching
approaches and methods; and your abilities as a facilitator to provide leadership
for and to be sensitive to and aware of many group issues.

The decade of the 1970's has blossomed with what has come to be known as
women's studies. But to a large degree; women's studies has been controlled by
and confined within the walls of academic institutions. This situation is not only
unfortunate, but quite alarming; given that women's studies has its origin in the
grassroots women's movement. When academic institutions validate and seize
hold of a subject matter, too often such actions are coupled with a sense of-elit-
ism and restriction, to the exclusion of community people. One group of commu-
nity people who are discriminatorily excluded is women. Because knowledge is
systematically withheld, women are kept powerless. This situation is something
we cannot allow to happen over and over again. We must maintain and nourish
that knowledge which originates from women's lives within grass-roots communi-
ties. Reclaiming knowledge about women for community women has been the
major philosophic premise for this women's studies project

My main thoughts about the educational process are that it should be available
to everyone; it should not be adull, boring learning situation, and it should enable
peo_ple to make changes. If information is relevant to what people want and need
to learn; if it has real connection to their lives and to society; if it does not perpetu7
ate unjust, repressive systems and attitudes, then it is wortMsMileit becomes
active and challenging.

The teaching approaches employed for the women's history workshop series
are concerned wail both experiential and instructive/expository learnin_g. By
incorporating historical information about women's lives with contemporary
women's issues, these approaches create a learning situation that is immediately
relevant and empowering. When discussion-oriented sessions utilize both per-
sonal sharing_ and outside resources, a stimulating education model is devel-
oped. This type of a learning situation can move us toward personal and social
change_ My opinion is that this model is feminist in nature. Examples of how the
experiential and instructive/expository approaches were used in the workshops

In the elderly women's workshops we went from an emphatically personal
sharing phase, in which we verbally exchanged historical information about our
lives, to a more instructive/expository phase, in which audiovisual and written
materials were used Of course, a balance of both personal and external
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resources was achieved during each Session, but throughout the workshop
series emphasis was consciously placed on one or the other. At the_women't
center each session maintained a balance of both aspects: outside resources
were used initially and prepared us for the discussion and _personal-sharing -

period that immediately followed. It is important to note here that while drawing
from the self; we also went beyond the selfto social, economic, and political
systems of society.

Be sure to work toward creating a supportive, non-intimidating and challenging
atmosphere: Be attentive to the learning needs and wants of the participants;
and make the sessions eeleVaht. Oftentimes group leaders can become so
immersed in the content that they lose sight of these aspects of the educational
process. Search for that balance, Which will differ from group to group; and main-
tain it: Remember that community women may be coming to a learning situation
for the first time ih a Ibrig while and may feel anxious about the new experience;
do_not alienate them by creating a typical classroom setting.

Both the twelve -week workshop series and the series of two single-event work-
shops were designed as self-contained, independent units. They are interrelated
as a whole, but the self-containment is an important feature. It allows participants
to miss a session, if necessary, and helps to iriblude newcomers more easily

Use simple; concise resources that will carry an impact and create engaging
and manageable activities. Films, slide shows, photographs, artifacts; music;
and short; readable written materials can be powerful. However, such materialS
should be Selected carefully in relation to their appropriateness -for your group
and in relation to a participatory activity For example, in one instance I used a
written hiStOriCal account of women's work: The information could have been dis-
tributed as a take-home handout or women could have read it individually in
Silente during the session: Instead; we read it aloud to one another, with_ the
accepting option that women did not have to read if they did not want to. As it
happened; all of the women wanted to read; and the content became actively
engaging.

Consider as well the inappropriateness or feasibility of outside assignments,
Community women Often haVe pressures such as paid work, child care; house,
work; and poor health that prevent them from being able to undertake even shOrt
reading assignments. Do not overwhelm your participants: It may be that women
will want and need some outside assignments, but this desire may occur only
toward the middle or near the end of the series: Then again; the workshops may
be part of an educational institution, in Which case outside assignments would be
appropriate:

The men were at first disgruntled by our request, but did grant us temporary
and then permanent use of the room. The dynamics that occurred in the process
of getting this space are important. First, the female members of the elderly com-
munity site did not have a room of their own to -meet in, whereas the men did.
Second, altheligh the men grew to understand our need for a meeting space of
our own, they did so in response to the tactful, assertive requests of the group
participants. Third, my speculation is that these requests were no coincidence
and that they were directly related to the workshop experiences. By the third ses-
sion group members were keenly in touch with their rotes and rights as women
and as human beings, and were net abbUt to be passive victims. Consequently
as a group we grew to realize our right to a comfortable, quiet meeting space.

Membership, another important group issue; does not form instantly if it is
based on volunteer participation. Transiency and fluctuation are_not uncommon,
and merribership Stabilization will probably not occur until the third; fourth; or fifth
meeting. Being in a calm, accepting place and working with this dynamic is one
of the most crucial points to understand in working with groups. Remaining open
and flexible about membership is important in forming any group. Some of the
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repetitive process necessary to introduce new women to the group may be
extremely frustrating; however, the end results will'be gratifying.

Membership in the_ elderly women's group did not stabilize until the fifth ses-
sion. From then on it fluctuated between six and nine participants; but most often
had eight in attendance. Approximately twenty women responded with interest to
the workshop flyer; eight women; along with the agency staff person with whom;
was working, attended the first session, held during the dead but stormy stage of
winter. The §mall turnout of four women who attended the second meeting was
quite alarming_ to me. Rather than panic about this small turnout, and despite my
disappointment, I recalled that attendance tends to fluctuate for the first few
meetings of anygroup. Attendance increased at subsequent meetings and, as
previously mentioned, membership stabilized around the fifth session. It takes a
few meetings for a group to establish its identity and solidify; thereafter little tran-
siency will occur.

I want to stress that for this group-formation stage, keep in touch with every
woman who attends a session. Do not badger women to attend, but try to dis-
cover why they are or are not coming to the meetings, Such follow-up provides
personal contact, helps establish trust, and might aid in modifying the content of
the workshop series:

You will nee to be responsible for_proViding a certain amount of leadership,
especially duri g _the beginning of the series. For example; your initial role will
probably be to offer a sense of purpose and direction, to help the women feel
comfortable; to encourage them to talk and participate; and to monitor how long
the women talk, whether or not others are being cut off, and if they are sticking to
the topic. That degree of involvement should decrease after a few sessions,
when exciting leadership will be provided by the participants themselves:

Termination is\ another given feature of a group's process. It essentially calls a
halt to an ongoing experience that many people share together. Whether it has
been a_good or tied experience you should give yourself enough time to satisfac-
torily process and end your relationship with the participants; do not terminate
abruptly. I was sensitized to the issue of termination during the very first session
of the elderly women's workshop. One woman simply said that she was sad the
workshops would only be twelve weeks. Ending or drawing closure to a situation
is not an uncommon concern for elderly people. They must cope with death, loss,
and subsequent loneliness more frequently now than in any other stage of life:
Consequently, how the series elded was of utmost concern for me. Because we
had all grown so close; established a lot of trust,caring, and respect; the end of
the workshop series could have been traumatic. Perhaps precisely for these rea-
sons and because the women wanted to continue; we never did end. Instead, we
shifted to monthly ',meetings. We did, however, deal with the termination of our
weekly sessions. By having a social potluck and evaluating the workshops, we
were able to draw some closure to our experiences. This also helped free us to
embark on the newly scheduled monthly meetings.

Beginnings, endS, membership, participation patterns; leadership; and meet-
ing space concerns ail occurred in the women's center series, but in a much dif-
ferent way. They emerged in a microcosmic form; contained within each of the
two events in the series. It was an immediate, spontaneous process rather than a

-Igrowing one: In cases where you are conducting one workshop only, you will
need to deal quickly :with these group issues as they arise..

Maintain contact with both staff and participants outside of the workshop
series themselves and make yourself available beyond the workshop time; but be,
sure to draw boundaries. For example, in one instance a woman who never fully
participated in the workshops had been mourning her husband's death for over a
year. She very seldorrit left her house, had grown to be somewhat antisocial, and
in the group often talked only about her husband: A few members suggested she
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go to a widow-support group. Knowing she was fairly shy, I offered to take her to
that agehby for the firSt time. I telephoned her a few times after that to see how
she was doing; but drew a boundary beyond that point. Here I might note that
With the consent Of Lie group members you could create a participant address
and phone list early in the series. This way all group mernbers Will be able to call
each other if they want or need to:

Get to your sessions early, and check with the Staff-persbh to find out what the
women's reactions were to the last Session; or if there is something you should
know about any of the participants. Frit example, during one of these check-in
times; I learned that one of the participants had had to drop from the workshops
because she was forded to move to another community Check with the staff per
son after each session to let her know how the meeting went, what has been
planned for the f011bWing week, and whether or not an agency staff person should
do some follow-up services with a participant.

In conclusion, be open and flexible about your workshop plans and process.
Provide content modifications for your sessions when necessary, always be pre-
pared with alternative suggestions and resources, and be accessible to your par-
ticipants and agency staff.

GROUP PROCESS AND DYNAMICS

Some faCtora boilimon to the life process of every group include its beginning,
end; and membership, leadership, and participation patterns. The members'
ages, racial, ethnic and class backgrounds; and emotional/sexual preferences
will contribute significantly to the_group'S dynamics, as will the meeting space: In

the early life of a group; confidentiality and trust will be the most pressing con
cerns;_ later, membership stability, leadership, and termination will take on
emphasis: How these and other group issues unfold differs from one group to
another, as many of them occur Simultaneously. You; as the facilitator, need to be
attentive and sensitive to them all; and often _provide leadership in dealing with
them. Following is a discussion and description of some of these issues as they
occurred in the series I conducted.

Begin working to establish trust immediately. The best way to do this is to be
honest about who you are and what you are doing. Make the objectives or purr
pose of your project clear. If you are an outsider to the group you might find
points of identification that Will help break through group resistance or individual
apprehensions: For example, when we shared our personal histOnes with each
other during the first session With the elderly women-,_it became obvious that my
class background was similar to the participants'. Because of this similarity I
could sense greater acceptance and trust of me. The commonality of our back-
grounds enabled us to quickly understand each other without explanation; and
aided us in establishing an early rapport.

Confidentiality was also overtly diScUased during this first session: The timing
of this discussion was very important because we were to beciime intensely
involved in a great deal of personal storytelling. Women were encouraged to dis-
cuss how they felt about confidentiality, and to make decisions about the bounda-
ries they wanted to draW around personal informatiort Everyone agreed that per-
mission should be sought for any use of information that went beyond the group:
YoUr situation may differ, but it is an issue for early resolution.

Both confidentiality and trust were further tested during the second session
When I raised the possibility of tape-recording Pie remaining sessions. The
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women were understandably apprehensive, yet enthusiastic about the idea. We
talked about tho importance of recording their personal histories; if only for pres-
ervation's sake; that is, we had no intention of doing anything whatsoever with
the material; but were content in knowing that it was recorded. A verbal contract
was made by all of us, stating that the tapes were the property of all participants
and that if any member or non-member wanted to use the tapes; she or he would
have to be granted permission by all the participants.

In addition to confidentiality and trust, meeting space will also affect the
group's process early in its life: If possible; determine the meeting space before
the workshop series begins. Although I had assumed we would have our own
quiet; little room, the first; second; and third sessions_ of the elderly women's
workshops were held in a large, noisy common room. This space created many
disruptions during these_ first few sessions: people came and went, popping in
and out of the circle to find out what was going on; a television blared in one
corner of the room; men played pool in another corner; and three women who
were ambivalent about joining us behaved in a rowdy manner nearby. It took a
great deal of effort to concentrate amidst these permanent distractions. So, we
made arrangements to hold our fourth session in the only meeting room in the
entire buildinginterestingly, it was called the men's room.

The characteristics of the women you are working withtheir ages; their
racial, ethnic, and class backgrounds, and emotional/sexual preferenceswill
also strongly influence the group's dynamics and workshop's content. For exam-
ple, both of the groups I worked with were white; one working-class and the other
a mixture of working- and middle-class. The isolation of this race and economic,
class composition, however, did not mean that the historical experiences and
current realities of women from different backgrounds were avoided. Quite the
contrary. In each workshop series the women were exposed to and discussed
Third World women's histories, racial attitudes and relations, and economic-
class issues:

Given our similar racial and clats identities, we were not able together, fro-in
women of different backgrounds, direct information about their rich histories and
lives. A sense of immediate diversity was lost in this respect. Another group
dynamic that surfaced from this situation is that our personal individual feelings;
attitudes, and biases about women who are different from us did create some
tensions. But; I would like to stress that experiencing and dealing with this kind of
tension or conflict, although we may wish not to, is healthy and constructive: It
moves us closer to dealing with differences in an open manner, and allows us to
begin to change those attitudes that often create hostile polarizations.

Emotional/sexual preferenceslesbian, bisexual, and heterosexual life
stylesdid not surface directly in the elderly women's workshops. They did; how-
ever, in the younger women's group where one participant was inquisitive about
the history of lesbians. Her sense was that this information was too often hidden
or withheld, and it was a subject she wanted to know more about. Because a
single comprehensive resource on lesbian history does not exist, she was
referred to a number of recently published materials that would be helpful for
gaining insight on the historical experience of lesbians.

The age range of the groups differed drastically, and_some interesting dynam-
ics occurred because of our ages. For example, each of the groups responded to
oral history differently. The elderly women very much focused on their personal
histories, whereas the younger women were more interested in the histories of
their grandmothers and mothers. And the difference between my age and that of
the elderly women was much more obvious than it was in the younger women's
group. One elderly woman made note of this in her written evaluation of my role:
"At first I thought she was too young. She 'really drew us all out and was a very
interesting person to participate with." Although age may not appear to be a cru=
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cial concern, many attitudes about how we view, treat, and feel about younger
women, older women, and peers can surface. Age is another area in which we
must consider both our differences and our similarities in an open, non-oppres-
sive manner.

EVALUATING THE WORKSHOPS

An evaluation process will not only help check your perceptions about a work-
shop series, but you can benefit from the information by using it when you plan
future workshops. The evaluation should attempt to include critical feedback
from all persons involvedparticipants, agency staff, and yourselfin order to
discover the successes and failures of the series. Evaluation topics might include
what content and resources were useful what worked, what did not, and why.
Through the process many participants can acknowledge unsaid thoughts, feel-
ings, and reactions, and can begin to develop skills for critically evaluating what
they have learned and what they may want to learn in the future. Similarly,
agency staff can determine the overall effectiveness of the workshop series
within the framework of their program. Of course, no evaluation can discount or
replace session-by-session and midpoint critiques. In and of itself, however, a
final evaluation may have a greater impact because it provides a more compre-
hensive, hindsight response to the total workshop.

There are many ways to complete an evaluation. You could do it verbally, either
as a group or individually, or you could develop a written questionnaire that would
function as an evaluation form. I used both approaches, and much of the ration-
ale for how I used these approaches had to do with the quality of my relationship
with each group.

My relationship with the elderly women's group had more continuity and depth,
and their experiences covered much more content over a longer period of time.
Following is a sample of the questions I asked the participants in this group:

What did you enjoy the most? What was the highlight of the workshop? Why?
What did you like least in the workshop? Why?
Rate the following things we have done in the workshop according to your pref-
erence what you liked best, beginning with #1. Then describe why #1 was the
most important for you (A list describing each session and someactivities was
provided.)_
If there were readings/handouts, were they useful? Why or why not?
What parts of the workshop were unsatisfactory? Why?
What would you like to see changed? added? taken out?
What have you learned from the workshop that you didn't know before?
Would you participate in another workshop of thiS kind? Why or why not?
Were you satisfied with your facilitator? Why or why not? What did-you like/
dislike about _her?
Other comments; please.
The women's center series was based on two independent events Where I had

no ongoing relationship with the participants. It made most sense, therefore, to
critique each session by itself and to do this verbally so as not to put the partici-
pants on the spot by asking them to complete a written questionnaire.

The staff at both community sites critiqued the workshop series. Following is a
Sample of the questions presented to the elderly center staff:
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Describe the relationship that was established between the workshop facilitator
and yourself. Were the communication and contact satisfactory?
Did the workshop fulfill your expectations? Why or why not?
How did the workshop fit into your overall program?
What impact did the workshop have on your community organization?
What impact did you feel the workshop had on the women who participated in
it?
Would you be interested in having the workshop repeated? Why or why not?
Do you have any suggestions for changes in the community outreach or work-
shop model?
Additional comments and/or suggestions.
I cannot stress enough how important these participant and staff evaluations

were to my overall assessment of the two workshop series. They helped me con-
sider areas that I would probably have overlooked, and reconsider issues that I
misperceived: For these reasons I strongly recommend that you complete a well
thought out evaluation of your workshop series.

CONTENT

Workshop A

We never get to sit down and talk with
each other like this. We don't take the
time.

The following workshop series was conducted with the elderly women's group
over a twelve -week period; sessions averaged from two and one-half to three
hours each. The workshop emphasizes personal, oral history. Women's history,
as an inseparable facet of oral history, is consistently interwoven, but received
less direct attention. Topics are explored in this workshop series prirnarily
through storytellingstorytelling about how participants came to live in their
community; about their grandmothers, mothers; and selves; about their paid and
unpaid work experiences; and about their photographs and artifacts. Other
activities include presentation of a slide show on women's history in the United
States,group reading of a twelve-page historical account of women's work, view-
ing a documentary film about three women's lives during the 1930's, and writing
a three- to eigh'-page family history that focuses on women. These family histo-
ries were read aloud and critiqued, end each woman's writing experience was
discussed during two of the sessions, one of which was videotaped.

Session One: Women's Oral Traditions and Personal History

A. Goats
The goal's of the first session were twofold:

1. For group members to become acquainted
a For participants to be introduced to women's oral tradition/history

Some croups become more "rap"-oriented; others tend to avoid the personal
and become more "study"-oriented. The first meeting is crucial for striking a
healthy balance between the two and helps set the tone and direction for future
sessions. Participants should connect equally with each other, with who they are,
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and with what they are about to learn. Some of the more specific objectives for
this session are making hiStbey exciting and alive; helping the women become
more comfortable with each other; beginning to establish a sense of openness
and trust; hel_ping_partibiparitS recognize their similarities and difierences; and
dispelling myths about the nature of the workshops.

B. Suggested Activities
1. Introduce yourself; and describe the purpose and goals of the workshop series

and how and whyydU came to be there: Then ask participants to introduce
themselves; talk about why they are there, and discuss what they expect from

the workshOps.
Although the introductory activity ap_pears simple, it is in fact complex: It

demand§ your utmost attention: Always_ go first in this, process, ParticipantS,
who are more vulnerable than you,_ should not immediately be put on the spot;
they should have time to learn about you and what_you _are_ planning. You
should also clarify any misconceptions about the series: For example, many of
the women in my group imagined I was there to conduct individual interviews;
it took time to convey a group approach to doing oral histories. This explana-
tion may have been more threateningbecause of the vagueness about how we
would proceed and the responsibility that each participant would have to
assume, but it was worth it Be_honest and sincere about who you are and why
you are there. I told participants about my learning and teaching involvertierit
with women's history and oral history; about why I chose to do a workshop
series emphasizing oral history with elder women; that I was being paid to do
this_work; and what our larger project was all about;

MOSt of the participants were enthusiastic and friendly about meeting one
another They were visibly uncomfortable, however, when they described why
they had attended the meeting. Specifics were difficult to come by they
wanted to know what the sessions were all about; were curious and interested,
and did not have any expectations. To help the women feel less anxious, I
moved on to an easier, more concrete activity that introduced women's oral
history

2. ASk participants to describe when and how_they came to liVe in their commu-
nity. This exercise will introduce them to personal; oral history and will -begin to
establish a historical sense of their lives. Participate equally in this activity but
do not_go first thiS time Give group members the opportunity to take their time
because you have already taken quite a bit in the first activity This exercise
works well It is general, yet connected to an immediate experience that is
engaging and informative. Participants can also easily determine just how
much they want to say

One reason for the success of this activity is that its purpose was immediate,
tangible, and concrete: Although I was not a resident of the participants' com-
munity, my story proved to be significant for gaining their trust. Recollections
of my immigrant grandparents, poverty-stricken parents, and other life experi!
ences identified my class background as similar to theirs. This_was_a powerful
bonding force and made their acceptance of me easier In many instances we
were able to understand one another without explanation, in silence, because
of our similarities.

A wealth of historical information emerged_during the second activity
Women who had immigrated to this ^country described their lives in Ireland and
Nova Scotia; they talked -about poor buthappy living close to the soil
and breathing freSh air. Some women repeated stories told to them_by their
Swedish and Scottish immigrant parents or grandparents. All expressed vivid
memories of the firSt years in their community. Rooming houses were abun-
dant; many of the women or their Mothers worked as "kitchen canaries"
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(domestic helpers); funerals were held in the living room of their residences;
and there were always extended-family dela events on Saturday nights: Yes;
indeed; they were poor, but ". . back then you didn:t realize how_poor_you
were . .. we thought most people-were in the same situ'ation:" Although they ,

were happy alongside their hardships, they also rebognized in retrospect that
they unknowingly liVed in an isolated world. "I didn't know until later that peo-
ple saw us as the poor and Were prejudiced against us."

Other concrete issues arose for discussion during this activity. For example,
when reference was made to living-in an isolated neighborhood and about the
prejudices toward poor, Catholic; and certain white ethnic groups, we talked
about how the system creates ghettoes fOr keeping people separated; about
the women's_ experiences, and about the current economic/racialdiscrimina-
tion tciWhed Third Meld people. We also worked at defining what Third World
meant. This was an exciting learning experience ttit also demonstrated the.
participants' sense of freedom and 'willingness to ask questions: Some of the
discussion was difficult and tense because of differing attitudes toward non-_
White people. But it also seemed to be a very positive; constructive beginning
for breaking through racial prejudices:

This session made me sharply aware of what my leadership role 'would be
for this group. Little energy would have to be directed to keeping the women
talking; they really enjoyed. wanted, and needed this special time to be with
one another. InStead, I would have to keep the discussions focused ,and be
conscious of time limitations. Even tho'ugh we went beyond the allotted two
hbUtS, concluding was difficult. This session also helped me realize to what
extent I needed to be flexible and open to revising the original workshop plans.
Learning aboUt the women's backgrounds helped focus the content and 'the
resources I would use.

Alternative Activities. If you're already familiar with the group members, or have
done enough preparatory work to learn about them, you can ask more spe-
ific questions or create more spedific topics for the women to discuss._ For

example, yoQcan ask if they know how their particular ethnic or racial group
came to live in the area. Or you can ask if they want to discuss any_particular
biStorical period or topic, such as life during the Depression or their work
experiences. You ,can also ask them to recount stories or songs fhat have
been passed on to them by their mothers andgrandmothers. Be sure to have
enough historical information yourself to elaborate On whatever iS. being dis-

. cussed, and keep the discussion as woman-oriented as you can.

Sssion Two; Three and Four: Creating °fat Historied
Our Grandmothers; Mothers; and Selves

The following_ three sessions were approach )d thematically. Women created
essentially female family histories by storytelling. Each woman spoke about her
grandrricitherS, ,her mother, and her ro;e as mother, aunt, and/or non-blood-
related nurturfir in relation to children. This was an exciting and remarkably
intense phase of the series in which we drew upon our own private, personal life
experiences without using outside resource materials.

A. Goats
There were several goers for the three sessions:

1. To learn, experientially what Oral tradition /history is all about by doing it
2. To grasp and internalize a firm understanding of the important role oral history

has in people'sJives
3: To realize the unfortunate neglect of this'primary source material by historians,

and to analyze why and how it is neglected, especially with a concern for the
unrecorded histories-of common people
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with
s

its4. To _get in touch with our female heritageto consciously appreciate ts signifi-
_ cant value in relation to women's culture arid history

r 5. To develop openheas anct trust Among the grouRrhembers

B. Suggested Activities
Session Two. 'Discuss memories of grandmothers, and recount stories, anec-

dotes; and songs that were passed on by grandmothers._ff is important-to
begih thiS storytelling by going as far back as is comfortable: an historical
sense or framework will be established; being slightly remote in personal
immediacy will diminish fears of vulnerability; yet persbnal histories will be
shared. These first stories begin to establish trust loward more intimate shar-
ing in future sessions and begin to develop "recollecting" skills, which often
He dormant or are kept secretly within the confines of our own heads. As a few
women remarked; "you can't imagine how much more I'm able to remember
abciut my earlier life becaUSe of the thinking and talking this workshop has,
caused. There's so much information that has come to life that I'd forgotten .

abbirt."
This session seemed a bit strenuous because the women were not in the

habit 'of thinking and talking about their grandmothers: However_they were
eager to share, to listen, and to learn from others. The real difficultylay in how
much information they were able to; recall: One woman remembered having
had very little interaction with her grandmother, because she spoke only Eng-
lish and her grandmother spoke only Polish. Nonetheless; she recalled the
excitement in preparing_ fort the many journeys to visit her grandmother.
Another woman described incidents from the-years she had Wed with her
grandmother clueing her late adolescence. She had felt very close to her and
often thought her grandmother was more like a mother to her than her_own
rnOther had been. Not having known either of her grandmothers; another..
woman recollected the tragic story of her maternal grandmother's death. This
story had been passed on to her during her childhood; !'

One way we expanded on the grandmother stories was by reflecting upon
that particular historical period in which our grandmothers, had lived. For
example, when one woman talked about the memoned of her grandmother
tiding a bicycle during the early part of this century, we were able to discuss
the issues of women's health, exercise, and restrictive clothing during that
time: In another instance we were able to discuss the experimental medical
abuse of an immigrant grandmother, which had resulZed in her death: This
development of a historic& context suggests_ how easily oral tradition and
women's histbry work hand in hand. It also illustrates the necessity for you to
be knowledgeable about women's history-so that additional information can
be supplied. This is a dynamic that will occur in each session:

SeSSion Thtee. DiScuSS memories of participants' mothers and stories and anec-
dotes passed on by their mothers. The topic is more immediate and contem-
porary in the minds of the women and may be more emotional. This progres-
sion is fine, since participants will have grown closer to one another, become
more open; and established higher trust levels. They aisa will be developing
their skills for both conscious historical fact finding and personal sharing that
should result in a comfortable, yet powerful, historical framework.

Thd most predominant issues that emerged during this activity were the
relationships that each of us had with our mother_ ourrnothers influence on
our life; our feelings toward our mother; and roles that we played within the
family in relation to our mother. For exampl_e,_ one wbman had had an
extremely good, open relationship with her mother and adored her; another
had felt abandoned; another had felt restricted because she had constantly
bedn reminded to behave as a "proper lady"; and another had acted as a
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mother in the place of her own ill mother. What this activity brought to the
forefront was an,openness to share differing experiences about our relation-
ships with our mothers,. It was so.moving to participate in a situation where
people'appreciated and valued each others' experiences; where judgments
were avoided, and where everyone was involved in drawing 'out historical

,data by asking direct questions.
To expand upon the personal "mother" theme and to make direct connec-

tions with women's history, you can talk about the condition of women ,during
a particular time period; historical events that may have influenced a moth-
er's behavior; and the dual or triple roles that a woman was often forced to
take on as child bearer,,mother,and worker inside and outside the home. You
can also discuss the effect different movements; such as women's suffrage;
racial equality, or labor organization,' have had on women's lives.

Session Four. Have women_ describe and discuss their experiences as a mother,
as an aunt, or in Some other nurturing role in relation to children. Bear in mind
that not all women are biological mothers or aunts, but that most do have -a
nurturing role or relationship with childrenas a friend, acquaintance;
teacher, nurse, and soon.

This was an appropriate subject for the elder women's group because all of
the women were mothers or stepmothers. It was a natural progression for
drawing closure to discussing very personal themes: woman's role as nur-
tureras grandmother and as mother. Had we not discussed the partici-
pants' experiences as nurturers, they probably would have felt excluded or
separated from the female heritage they had created thus far. This discussion
was also an excellent opportunity for the women to recognize the oral tradi-
tions they themselves have created and how they have made and are making
women's history.

Women talked about the number of children and grandchildren they had;
what it was'' ^ birth at home, what raising or having relationships with
childrei. , the effect of working outside the home while having
young cl Thoices they did or did not have about bearing chil-
dren. It ,A . .::ed discussion in which history was immediate and
aliVe.

Alternate 41.1,: :.ji,j Two, Three and Four. You could use a chronologi-
Cai J,.. . r information about the women's lives during childhood;
adoie,cerc adulthood. and adulthood. Or you could ask women to
discuss her v".ck experience:, as women, during,..these four life stages;
Whatever you ch )ese to do should be well thought out, and the emphasis
should be on personal history-sharing;

Session Five: The 7-listorical Significance of Photographs

A. Goals
The goals of this session were twofold:

1. To disengage participants from an emphasis on their personal histories
2. To learn concrete facts about women's history with the aid of outside

materials
It was a good time for this transition, because we were all exhausted from the

unexpected intensity of the first four sessions. Nevertheless, the experiential
exposure to oral tradition and history had made us eager to learn more about
women's history.

B. Suggested Activity
Have women bring significant old and contemporary photographs they want
to show others and talk about. This activity is a wonderful combination of
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using external resources, while maintaining contact with personal histories."It
proved to be an excellent transitional tool.

There were few but poignant tintype photos dating back to the 1890's and
early 1900's. These treasures portrayed a mother working in a hat factory a
bicyclist, and many female and Jamily-type portraits. Many other _photos
dated to the 1920'e, 1930'e, and 1940's, when the participants were children;
adolescents; young adults; and adults. The more contemporary_ photos were
of children and grandchildren. Again, this activity was interlaced with com-
ments and speculations about women's history_during these decadee.

It is diffibUlt to describe accurately the excitement and joy with which we
shared these photographs. It was very personal and real, and the amount of
historical information that flourished during this session was amazing. This
activity certainly is evocative and should be included in any workshop on
women's oral historyiwomen's history.

Alternate Activities. Many,Sources are not used to their full potential for document-
ing women's history. In addition to photographs, music,_ art,__ poetry artifatte,
and ether cUltural items can be included. Any one of these cultural aspects can
initiate an engaging activity that would combine both personal experiences and
Outside resources. This combination can enable you to make an easier transi-
tion to using predominantly resources that are not based on personal experi-
ence.

For example, women are often engaged in needlework arts, such as cro-
cheting, quilting; embroidery, and petit point. Have the womer, bring in items
that have been made bYfernale friende or relatives or by themedIves. Discuss
what they know about these art works, their experiences in creating them, or
the role such workplays in women's lives. This type of exercise will illustrate
the significant effect cultural items have in making women's history.

AnOther option would be to complement the photographs by bringing in
photographic essay books that deal with a specific time_or a specific subject
Matter such as needlework arts; women's history, or women's work.

Sessions Six; Seven, Eight and Nine: A Look at Women's History
An Overview, Women's Work, and Oral
History in Documentary Film

A. Goals
This section places more emphasis on gaining a historical overview of wom-

en's history. The general goals are:
1. To provide women with instructive situations in which they can learn facts

about women's history
2. To make this history come alive
3; To establish connections between personal histories and concrete historical

information
4. To analyze women's history in relation to society-at large
5. To make connections between the past and the present

I used audiovisual and written materials to stimulate this learning process:
Over the next four sessions we saw a slide show on women's history in the
United State% read a hietbrical account of women's work; discussed our paid
and unpaid work experiences; and saw a documentary film about three women's
lives in the 1930'S.

B. Suggested Activities
Session Six. The purpose of this meeting was to familiarize women with an over-

view of Women's history: This overview should especially illustrate the diver-
sity within women's culture: our various roles; age, race, class, and emo-
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tional/sexual backgrounds; and the many movements in which we have
participated. Because history can often be dry, it was crucial for me to find a
resource and to create an exercise that would actively draw women into a
lively body of knowledge.

Show the slide show on women's history in the United States.1 It dates
from colonial times to the present, reflects the diversity of women, includes a
narrative script and can be practically used within a one- to three-hour work-
shop. Encourage responses and comments while viewing the show, instead
of waiting until the end; Spontaneous _responses are a much better way_ of
getting women involved in the content. Be sure you preview the show for your
own familiarity and to get a sense of where and how you can interject addi-
tional information.

The slide show elicited more_ response and interest than expected; the
activity took a full three hours. Sometimes the women asked specific ques-
tions or were given specific information about historical events or periods. At
other times, the content stimulated participants to comment about what they
saw on the screen.

For example, slides of Native American women and life prompted a few of
the women to talk about the mistreatment and killing of Native Americans by
white settlers: In a brief section dealing with_the birth control movement and a
pioneer birth control advocate, Margaret Sanger, the women talked about
their vague remembrances of that movement. The existence of birth control
clinics and the inaccessibility or accessibility of such vital information was dis-
cussed: We next_explored a controversial issue about women's reproductive
rights: abOrtion. Some women recounted the hush-hushness and inaccessi,
bility of information about abortion, told how acquaintances or friends went
about getting an abortion; and speculated about which women did and did
not get an abortion during the 1920's and 1930't.

Some of the slides depict the enslavement of African-American women.
The connections between slavery and sexual controls raised the issue of sex,
ual violence against Afro,Ameeican women by white plantation owners and
the current sterilization abuse of Third World women in this and other
countries:

The slides of the 1920's and 1930's evoked tremendous comment because
these years were a particularly significant time in the women's lives. Many
were newly married and raising children during the Depression. They
described giving birth to children at home; the positive, helpful role of the vis-
iting nurses; and the health care services provided by well -baby clinics.
Apparently these clinics not only provided health care; but served as an infor-
mal social center where women visited with each otherproviding a much-
needed outlet for women who had recently become mothers:

The slide show also depicted the various roles women have played
throughout historyinterpreters; colonial homemakers, spies, nurses; mili-
tary strategists and commanders,pioneers, skilled and unskilled paid work-
ers, and activists/leaders in various movements. It was especially inspiring to
recognize unusual roles, to acknowledge that women do make choices to do
non-traditional work and do make choices to not marry. The latter choice was
particularly important fOr me, as I was the only unmarried woman in the
group; it prompted women to acknowledge and appreciate my choice, and it
encouraged one woman to talk enthusiastically abOut an unmarried daughter.

lAnd Ain't I A Woman? A History of Women in the United States from 1600 1.0 the Present;
produced by Deirdre Delaney, Mary Fastaband, and Leona Pollack. See theFiesources sec-
tion, pp. 159-169, for ordering information.
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The slide show was effective, women were eager to learn more about wom-
en's history, and at this point the trust level made it easy to comment and ask
questions. I do not thin'; the slide show would have been as effective if it had
been presented earlier in the series.

Alternate Activity for Session Six. Although I strongly recommend using this slide
show, you might want to emphasize a particular aspect or theme in women's
history: for example_ women's work, labbr organizing, union organizing; inde-

. pendence; aging; regional history; or ethnic/racial history, In addition to the
resources listed at the end of this chapter, your local libraries, women's

- organizations;_or women's resource lists might provide further suggestions.
Sessions Seven, Eight, and Nine. One of the goals for these sessions is to have

the women more-closely explore one aspect of women's history. Other goals
are to introduce participants to written materials on women's history; to help
them realize the amount of information that does exist on any one area in
women's history; and to integrate life experience with learning women's his-
tory. This last objective is valuable, if only to demonstrate the possibilities for
delving into a specific topic or time period: We chose to concentrate on wom-
en's work.

Session Seven: Rotate reading aloud to one another the brief; but dramatic his-
torical account of women's work) Having everyone read a paragraph or
excerpt involves all participants equally in contributing to the learning proc-
ess. Interject comments and responses during, rather than after, the reading:
Be sure to take enough time for completing this activity. Not only is there a
tremendous amount of historical information to digest and discuss, but every-
one's- reading pace and ability vary.

Within the realm of women's work, you may decide to explore only one
aspect: women's housework, motherhooda or needlework arts. Or you may
choose to focus on the paid work the women have performer 3 written
materials that are fairly short, readable, and understandable.

Session Eight: Have women discuss their paid and unpaid work experiences. Let
them know about this activity at the end of the preceding session so they will
have time to think about the topic. The objectives of this exerrke are to define
what women's work is to validate all women's work experiences; and to ana-
lyze women's work contributions to society. The discussion will take on
greater significance when the group begins considering women's unpaid
work in the homean instance in which women's work is often taken for
granted or viewed not as work, but as women's inherent role. in discussing
the paid labor force, you should car rider the use of women as cheap laborers
or as fill-ins during worker shortages

We decided to devote this session entirely to our paid and unpaid work
experiences; because we,clid not feel we had satisfactorily completed the dis-
cussion in the preceding session. More than three hours were spent describ-
ing housework; child rearing, and various paid work situations. Women were
able to recognize ways in which their work had been undervalued or taken for
granted. Some of the women's Oaid work experiences included gas station
attendant, hair dresser, laundry worker, machinist; nurse; registered optician,
factory card sorter, and parish church helper. Because women do take on or
are forced into non-traditional work roles, you might want to interject that dur-
ing colonial times women were printers, tavernkeepers, and so on and that in
wartime women do many male-identified jobs.

Many women remembered having been frustrated about their paid work sit-
uation because their husbands had not wanted them out working"woman's

'Anne Froines, Women's Work Is Never Done (Somerville, Massachusetts: New England
Free Press, 1972).
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place is in the home:" One womamvividly recalled the obsessive jealousy and
control shown by her husband. The couple eventually divorced; and she
described her divorce as the beginning of a time when she "could breathe
again." The women also identified their experiences in the paid labor force as
having provided some independence (financial and otherwise), regardless of
the triple work roles they may have had to play as homemaker, child rearer,
and paid worker,

This session helped shed a new light on women's paid and unpaid work
experiences, particularly as women's work contributes to society as a whole:

Session Nine. This session provides a transition to shift the emphasis of the
workshop series back to personal histories: The presentation of a film was
used to accomplish this transition.

Show Union Maids;1 a documentary film about women's union organizing
in the 1930's. tie interviews with and commentary by three remarkable
women drew participants into the joys and realities of their work and life strug-
gles. For this session, the film provided continuity with the theme of women's
work; it was about women's lives and illustrated how women's oral histories
could be used to create tangible projects. What became relevant and striking
to the participants was the film's portrayal of three ordinary women corninum-
cating their experiences through storytelling: These women were doirg oral
history on film, and that was an exciting visual reality.

The various themes in this documentary film make it appropriate for many
purposes. Ycy, can use it to emphasize women's work; labor and union orga-
nizing (for example; the development of the CIO union in the 1930's); work
conditions, pay, and roles the relationship women have had with male-domi-
nated unions; women's history in general; and other issues. Labor and union
organizing was not a point of identification for participants in these work-
5.;lops. That women received unepual pay for their work, and were treated as
secondary citizens by men, did become a common ground for identification.

When making connections- about the filmed oral histories and those which
evolved in the workshop series, one woman commented; This workshop is
so great. We never get to sit down and talk with each other like this. We don't
take the time." The importance of creating and preserving oral history was
not immediate in the minds of everyone. I then suggested that the group write
a thtee- to eight-page female-focused family history over the next two of three
weeks which ultimately turned into a booklet. As a group, we could pat in writ-
ing what, we had discussed in earlier sessions; create something for our-
selves; and have something that could be passed on to others.. My sugges-
tions included plans to read the histories to one another, to critique them, to
revise them if necessary, and to discuss the writing experience. The histories
would then be typed and put togeth in booklet formall within the next sev-
eral sessions.

Everyone was excited about doing the project, but also apprehensive about
Ine actual writing: After spending some time discussing the anxieties and
insecurities that often accompany the writing experience; we decided to go
ahead with the protect: Two articles were then distributed to encourage and
guide the women. One article was a short, stimulating newspaper account of
family history; the other was a brief local community newspaper account of a
" common" woman's memories of her grandmother.

lUnion Maids: A Documentary about Women Organizing in the 19302 producPrt byJalia
Reichert; James Klein, and Miles Mogulescu. See the Resources section, pp. 159-163, for

ordering information:



The film Union Maids proved to be invaluable in getting us back to oral his-
tory. Other resources can be oral history booklets that are part of a community
project or excerpts from oral history anthologies that have been published for
the general public. Personally, I think films are a stronger, more moving force.
Perhaps you could complement a film with examples of written works.

Sessions, Ten, Eleven, and Twelve: The Creation of an
Oral History Booklet

A. Goals
Refer to the general goals for this chapter (pp: 133-135):

B. Suggested Activities
Sessions Ten and Eleven.-Have the women write and read aloud their histories;

comment on one another's work, and discuss the writing experience.
Because one of our sessions was postponed, we had two weeks to write the
three- to eight-page history. Keep_the writing assignment manageable so it
does not become overwhelming. Consider, too, that this is not a writing-skills
workshop; and, in our case, the work was not beingpublished. Consequently,
we were happy with and quite accepting toward each written contribution as it
was submitted. I am sure the project would have been difficult if we had
intended to publish the oral histories.

During these sessions, each participant read her history aloud and
recAived immediate feedback from other members about the content, specifi-
cally aboti,i information that seemed missing or repeated: One woman; who
did :iot feel comfortable about her English-language writing skills, wrote her
hsiory in Italian. Her granddaughc then translated the work into_English:
The women found it refreshing to r:- .rapture the information shared in earlier
sessions. And they were genuinely thrilled by their success in writing the sto7
ries. This entire activity took one and a half sessions. During the last half of
the eleventh meeting; we discussed our writing experiences as a group. This
session was videotaped, which added still another dimension to the project.
The women had never been videotaped; some had never seen videotape
equipment, and chances were that this tape might be used to illustrate the
creativity behind women's writing and/or the creation of women's oral history.

The oral histories were typed and put together in inexpensive but attractive
folders (81/2 by 11 inches; colored cardboards hole-punched). Each woman
received the original copy of her hiStory plus a collection of everyone else's.
Having the original typed copy enabled each woman to photocopy her history
it she wanted to pass it on to her children; grandchildren; other relatives, and
friends.

Alternate Activity. What alternatives could you plan? This type of project.depend-
ing on its objective, can take as long as twelve to twenty-four weeks to com-
plete; or even longer. Remember, we had a few postponements, which_gave
us an additional two weeks to complete a limited product outside of c r meet-
ing times. If your workshops are entirely devoted to oral histories, such a
Short time may be of little concern: You may also decide that you would like
the histories published. If so, check with local community organizations and
funding sources for financial assistance: Or you may want to create a slide
show or a film, depending on the resources, skills, and time available: There
are many exciting and worthwhile possibilities for developing oral history_proj7
ects. The crucial point is to act upon the urgency for preserving women's

- histories:
Session Twelve. The purpose of the final meeting is to celebrate the work accom-

plished together; to evaluate the workshop content and process; and to sJnsi-
tively draw an end to the weekly meetings.



Plan a comfortable; low-key party so women can socialize with each other,
yet continue to do some work: Have women bring in artifacts they would like
to talk about and show others; distribute the oral history booklets as a con-
crete product and 'remembrance of tne workshops; create sufficient time_to
evaluate the workshop series; and have everyone talk about what it means for
the workshops to be ending:

This last session was very well attended. There were many loose ends to
tie; and it was clear thatwe really did not want to leave each other. Much pride
and many good feelings were in the air when the booklets were distributed;
We talked about what it meant for us to have such a visible product in our
hands. Afterward, we ate sumptuous desserts that the women had made;
toasted each other with champagne or_soft drinks, and talked about the arti-
fatts that were brought in. Hand-laced items; a family-tree painting, an old
table crumber; a door stop, and photographs were among the treasures.

The ending or a group's life is very significant to each individual member,
and termination can be a very disturbing issue to resolve during this last
meeting, There are may ways in which closure can be handled, but in any
event, be sure the issul is not avoided.

A description of the workshop series for the younger group, 4.;Z :vrTren's
center, follows. Given that it was designed as two indepencont I: . ,ach
events, it is much shorter in length; it would be especially arnrnp, i-te to ;
review if you have a very limited amount of time to conduct .1161) dr if

you w, esent a single event as part of a general outreach px,y; am. You
can .or to the activities described in Workshop A for expanding the
series to match whatever time frame you are working in.

Workshop B

Session One: An Overview of Women's History

A. Goals
The goals of this session are:

1. To introduce participants to women's history in the United States
2: To discuss What women's history is
3. To critique its status from a feminist perspective
4. To encourage women to learn more about their history

B. Suggested Activity
Show the women's history slide show And Ain't I A Wornan,1 en, :uraging
comments and questions during the viewing. Afterward discuss and critique'
women's history with participants. Finally, distribute a short take-home article
on women's hittbry and one on women's oral history, as well as a one -page
bibliography on each of these subjects, so that the women can easily explore
futher resources if they choose:

This slide show is an effective means of providing concrete facts about
women's history in a simple, non-intimidating manner.. This particular slide
-show can easily capture the interest of the participants: about an ,overwhelm-
ing subject that covers a span of over 350 years; in fact, using any audiOvisual
medium is the -quickest, easiest, and most effective way of providing an over-
vieW of women's history to a grc.. D. If And Ain't I A Woman is not accessible,

'And Ain't IA Woman? A tfistory of Women in the United States from 1600 to the Present,
produced by Deirdre Delaney, Mary Fastaband, and Leona IJollack See the Resources sec-
tion, pp. 159-169, for ordering information.
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you may want to create your own resources. For example. there are a number
of phonograph records and photographic= essays on women's history that
might be as functional; you could combine them or use them independently.
Or if an_opaqUe projector is available, you might select specific photographs
forprojection onto a wall and provide commentary or music.

TO ensure a more involved discussion and critique of women's history you
could make written materials available to participants before the session: I

fOUnd that trying to define women's history and cdtique its statuscalled for
more leadership on my part than I had expected. This is not an unusual cir-
cumstance when you are working with a group that has not _had previous
exposure to women's history Nbr is it uncommon to experience difficulty
when you are trying to avoid rhetoric while doing this Mention in yourpublicity
that handouts are available at a particular place. Be aware; though, that writ-
ten materials can symbolize a kind of involvement that potential participants
do not want; consequently, handouts could discourage them from attending
the session:

Session Two: Women's Oral History

A. GoalS
The goals of this session are

1. To introduce women's history
2. To underscore and discuss its Value
3. To encourage participants to collect and create oral histories

B. Suggested Activity
Show the film Union MaidS' and regueSt that participants pay particular atten-
tion to what the women are doing: that is, the women in the film are storytelling
about their liVeS and are thereby creating an oral history documentary film.
This film will undoubtedlystimulate participants to consider the significance of
women's oral traditions and history. Follow the film with a discussion_ about
women's oral history Then distribute the articles on women -s history and
Wcimen's oral history and a bibliographic sheet on each of these subjects,

participants can easily betorne engaged in any number of issues that pro-
vokingly emerge from viewing this film. An oral history methoc, tit used to
produce the docurrientary, bUt it is not highlighted as a theme. C-.nsequently.
you will have to stress your themewomen's oral historyto the women.

The nine women who attended this session thoroughly enjoyed the film.
which was followed by a lively discuSSibri of Worrier's oral history Most c.f the
women felt that they were able to understand women's lives and cal traditions
in a new light. The value of collecting women's oral histories had quite an
impact. Women expressed an eagerness to learn more about their grand-
mothers, mother, great:aUnts, and aunts. One woman was already involved in
collecting the histories of many female 'relatives. She was not recording the
historie§ in any form, however, but now thought she would begin to. Another
woman was very interested in specific topics, likf control, but felt the
Subject was taboo to her grandmother. This led brief discussion of_ the
interview process itselfhow it is planned and conducted and in this case;
hoW one might indirectly get to a particular issue. . .npression was that
these women were genuinely interested in conducting interviews and collect-

1Union Maids: A Dociirrientary eb001 Wornen_Organizing in the 1990's,_produced by Julia
Reichert, James Klein, and Miles Mogulescu. See the Resources section, pp 159-169, for
ordering information.
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ing oral histories and that they would probably follow up this session by read-
ing the handouts.

Besides Union Maids, there are a few other films listed in the Resources
section that emphasize the importance of women's oral traditions and history
You could also play tape-recorded excerpts of interviews that have already
been completed and could even conduct some interviews yourself in prepara-
tion for this workshop.

The two sessions described, individually and combined, raise a number of
concerns for presenting independent workshops: On the one hand, present-
ing a single, workshop does not provide enough -time for depth and for
response to written materials. Nor does it establish content and group continu-
ity that would enableparticipants to grasp a firmer hold and understanding of
women's history. On the other hand, there may not be enough time or partici-
pant interest to develop a longer series. Certainly, the advantage to a neces-

. sarily short workshop is that any exposure to women's history is more valu-
able than none at all.

CONCLUSION

Each of the workshop series in their unique content; structure; and process;
successfully introduced women's history to community women. The workshops
were well-received and well-evaluated by participants and agency staff; and had
noticeable impact on the participants' lives.

'The women who participated in the women's center workshop series
responded favorably to ;he content and format. Their overall evaluations were
brief and low key, but positive. Most women said they learned agreat deal from
the women's history slide-show session. The film and subsequent discussion of
the second session carried much more depth and interest. Participants appeared
to be excited about oral history, its value, the role it plays in women's lives, and the
need to gather oral histories. One woman remarked:

My grandfather always tells stories;
with my grandmother quietly sitting in
the background. This [session] has
helped me realize the importance of
her life . . the need I have to (earn
more about her and draw her out:

The elderly center workshop series was much more substantive and dynamic,
and the women responded positively to their experiences. One woman wrote that
"getting to khow each other and having all our memories come forth" was what
she enjoyed the most: Another woman said:

. . all of the program was interesting,
entertaining, and later very thrilling. [It
helped me] to realize that events,
which were common to your life,
became real; and had volume to them

. that the stories told to you were a
real life for your Mother, and you could
almoSt feel ... how Mama was feeling
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when she told us the things she
remembered. It made me realize more
strongly the solid sense of that far-off
time: Talking of 'Those Days' became
so real that automatically you
searched your memory for other bits
Of lore.

Everyone said she would participate in another workshop series of this kind.
One woman indicated that:

111_ was beginning to reel a loss of Sin -
cere attention paid to [my] former
years, [I] allowed the "life of the min-
ute" to take too strong a hold on Trnyl
"life appreciation as it was," which [i
am] now beginning to be sorry not to
know more deeply.

Needic-i4s to say, the workshops conducted with the elderly women were an
enormously wonderful experience for everyone: The vitality and information that
these women brought to the sessions were beautiful and rich. And yet, it is amaz-
ing that these women are often ignored in our society simply because they are
elderly and women.

A staff person at that community site_was very aware of the importance of
these workshops for the elderly women. As she said:

In my opinion, the workshop suc-
ceeded in making each of them feel
that they really have lived worthwhile
livesthat each one in her own way
contributed to society, and was active
in her community and civic organiza-
tions. They had negative views pre-
vious to the workshop. They all now
feel very positive about their life styles
and themselves. They feel their fami-
lies show even more respect toward
them.
I really cannot say enough about the
workshop and do it justice. (She)
helped, each senior to feel proud of
her life and to no longer have negative
attitudes-aboUt her former. years:

both of_these workshop experiences were very important to me: Finally, I felt
like I was in a teaching situation I wanted to be-in: I was able to share my_passion
for women s history with women whom I ::-:specially wanted to share it with com-
munity women. I strongly urge you to foicw your interest if you are inclined to -do

. a similar workshop series. AS you knOW options for workshop content and struc-
ture are endless: By trusting yourself, by being imaginative, assertive, an sensi-
tive, you will undoubtqlly be successful in your endeavors:

I especially want to thank all ofhe community women I have come to knoW thiS
past year--for beingopen about sharing and learning women's history. You have
giVen so much to me; we have given so much : to each other.
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RESOURCES

The following resources only begin to scratch the surface of women's history
materials that are available. Although some of the sources are contemporary in
their historical relevance, the majority offer greater historical distance; Nine cate-
gories are used to enable more practical use-of-this Resource section. They
include:

Resources used in these workshops
Women's history: general (this is subdivided into two categories: One category
contains overview works: the other, works of neglected groups of woi,,an)
Bibliographic resources
Oral history
Films and slide shows

. Photographic essays
Music: books and records
Poetry
Art
Most of the works are not cross - referenced; and tremendous categorical over-

laps exist. For example, some of the oral history and materials of neglected
groups ofwomen could easily be included under Women's History: General, but
are not. Consequently, if you are looking for 'a specific reference you should
review all (elated categories. Another point of consideration is that many of the
listed books are expensive. What you might do in this instance is request that
your local library order the book or audiovisual material for you.

RESOURCES USED IN THESE WORKSHOPS

.4nd Ain't 1 A Woman? A History of Women in the United States from 1600 to the
Present. Slide show, 15 minutes, narrative scr dt and teacher's guide included.
Produced by Deirdre Delaney, Mary Fastaband, and Leona Pollack._Available
for rental or purchase from the producers at P.O. Box 730, Boston, Massachu-
setts 02102; 1979.

Bloom; Lynn Z "Listen! Women Speaking." Frontiers: A Journal of Women'sStud
ies. Women's Oral History Issue. Vol: II, No 2 (Summer 1977); pp. 1-2._ Avail:-
able from Women's Studies Program, HillSide Cburt 104, University of Colo-
rado, Boulder, Colorado 80309:

Carpinelli; Elaine: "My Italian Grandmother, Theresa:: Neighborhood Woman;
VOL 1, NO. 3 (November/December 1977), pp. 4-5. Newspaper published by
the National Congress_ of Neighborhood Women, 11-29 Catherine Street,

. Brooklyn, New York 11211.
Fine Marcy "Women in History Books: The Case of the Missing ex:" High

School Women's Liberation Pamphlet, 1976, pp. 22-25. Mailable from Youth
Liberation, 2007 Washtenaw Avenue; Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
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FroineS, Anne. WOMen'S Work is Never Done: A Dramatic Reading on the History
of Working Women in America. Somerville, Massachiisetts: New England Free
PreSS, 1972. Available from New England Free Press; 60 Union Square;
Somerville, Massachusetts 02143.

Gluck, Sherna. "What's So Special about Millen? Women's Oral History" Fron-
tiers: A Journal of Women's Studies: Women's Oral History Issue. Vol. II,No,2
(Slimmer 1977), pp. 3-5. Available froth Women's Studies Program, Hillside
Court 104; University of Colorado; Boulder, Colorado 80309.

McCain; Nina: "Family Histories Are Her Passion: Tamara Hargyen Bridges the
Gap betWeeri sodiology and History as Very Few Do :" Boston Sunday Globe,
April 15; 1979:

Union Maids: A Documentary about Women Organizing in the 1930's. 16 mm,
blabk=andWhite, 48 minutes. _Prodbced by Julia Reichert, JaImesXleirt and
Miles Mogulescu.:Rental and purchase'avallable from New Day, Films, P.O.
Bbx 315, Franklin.Lakes, New Jersey 07417:

WOMEN'S HISTORY: GENERAL

TY4b SubcategbrieS have been created in an attempt to make this section man-
ageable and practical. One subcategory includes WorkS that present a historical
overview of some groups of women since colonial times to the present, or; works
that exert-line a specific topic or time period. The greatest concern about these
works that they are primarily about white women; often in the middle or_upper-_
middle class. This is not "bad-history, in and of itself, but its limitations must be
kept-in perspective:_The_second subcategory includes works about neglected
groups of women-AftbArrieritati§, Appalachians; Asian -Americans; European
immigrants; Latin Americans; lesbians; and Native ArriericariS.

Maity, many-other works that fall into these two subcategories are not included
because of time and space limitations. The resources that have been selected,
hbWeVer, can be supplemented by reviewing the bibliographic source books
listed in the next section. Most of the resources are general in nature, and more
bbbkS than articles are listed: The introductions to many of the books can be
used as excellent, shorter overviews of women's history,' either-for your own
explorations or as workshop resources and handouts.

Overviews
Banner, Lois: Women in _Modem America. A Brief History New York: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, 1976.
Baxardall, RoSalyn, et al., eds. America's Working Women: A Documentary His-

tory from 1600 to the Present. New York: RandoM HoUSe, 1976.
Beard; Mary R: Women as a Force in History. New York: Collier Books, 1973

(1946).
, ed. America through Women's Eye& New York: Greenwood

Press, 1976 (1933).
Brown; Charlotte; Paula Hyman; and sohya Midhel. The J6Pish Woman in

America. New York: New American Library, 1977.
Cott; Nancy, ed: Root of Bitterness. New York: Dutton and Company, 1972.

The Bonds of Womanhood: Woman's Sphere in New England,
1780=1835. New Haven: Yale University Press; 1977;
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,
Fink, Marcy. "Women in History Books: The Case of the Missing Sex." High

School Women's Liberation Pamphlet (1976), pp. 22-25. AvailaBle from Youth
Liberation; 2007 Washtenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.

Flexner, Eleanor. _Century of Struggle: The Wonien's.'Rights Movement in the
United States. Revised edition. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 1975.

Froines, Anne, Women's _Work. is Never Done: A Dramatic Reading on the History
Of Working Women in AmeriCa. Somerville, Massachusetts: New England Free
Press; 1972. Available from New England Free Press, 60 Union Square;
Somerville, Massachusetts 02143.

Gurko, Miriam. The Ladies of Seneca Falls: The Birth of the Women's Rights
MovementNew York: Schocken Books, 1976. includes 34 illustrations.

James, Edward T., and Janet WilSon James, eds. Notable American Women: A
Biographical Dictionary. _Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Har-
vard University Press, 1971.

Kraditor, Aileen,--ed. up frOrkthe Pedestal. New York: Quadrangle Wks, 1970:
Lerner, Gerda. The Female Experience: An Ainerican Documentary. Indianapolis:

The Bobbs-Merrill Co.; Inc., 1977._
. The Woman in American History Lexington, Massachusetts:

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co:, 1971.
Rossi, Alice S:, ed. The Feminist Papers: from Adams to De Beauvoir. New York:

Columbia University Press, 1973. Also Bantam Books', 1974.
Sochen, June._Herstory: A Woman's View of American History. New York: Alfred

Publishing Company, 1974.
Wertheimer,, BarbaraNayer. Were e There: The. Story of Working Women in

America. New York: Pantheon Books, 1977.

Neglected Women's Groups

Afro-Americans
Bert, James Loewenberg, abd Ruin Bogin. Stack Women in Nineteenth-Century

American Life. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1976.
Browne; Martha (Griffith'. AUtobiography of a Female Slave. Westport, Connecti-

; cut: Greenwood Press, Inc., 1979 (New York; 1857).
Cade; Toni; ed: The Black Woman: An Anthology. New York: Signet, 1970.
Escott, Paul D. Slavery Remembered: A.Record of Twentieth-Century Slave Narra-

tiVeS. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press; 1978: A selection of
slave narratives collected by the Federal Writers' Project in the 1930'S.

Harley, Sharon; and Rosalyn Terborgg3enn, _eds._ The Afro-American Woman:
Struggte8 and images: Port Washington; New York: Kennikat Press, 1978.

Jones; Bessie; Step It Down: New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1976. About
slave songs and_games learned from the author's grandparents.

Lorna, Gerda, ed. Black WoMen in White America. New York: Randm House;
1973:

Russell, Michele. "Black-eyed Blues Connection" Women's Studies Newsletter,
VOI. 4, NO 4 (Fall 1976); Vol. 5, Nos. 1 and 2 Winter/Spring 1977).

Smith, Barbara. "Doing Research on Black American Women." The Radical
Teacher (November 1976).

, and Beverly_Smith. "I Am Not Meant to Be Alone and without
You Who Understand: Letters -from Black Feminists; 1972-78." Conditions:
Four, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Winter 1979). Mailable from Conditions, P.O. Box 56; Van
Brunt Station; Brooklyn; New York 11215:
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Appalachians
Hagood; Margaret Jarman. Portraiture of the White Tenant Farm Woman: Mothers

Of the South. New York: WW: Norton and Co., Inc., 1977 (1939).
Kahn, tlitibilly Women. New York: Avon; 1974.
Southern E. oosure; Special Issue: _Generations, Women-in theSouth, Vol. 4, NO. 4

(Winter 1977). Available from P.O. BoX 230, Chapel Hill; North Carolina 27514.
These Are Our Lives. As told by the people and written by members of the Federal

Writers' Pr ))ects of the Works Progress Administration in Wirth Carolina, Ten-

nessee, and Georgia. NOW York: Norton and Co:, 1939:

Asian-Americans
Kingston; Maxine Hong. The Woman Warrior: MemoirS of a Girlhood among

GhOstt. NeW York: Vintage Books; 1977.

European immigrants
Brown, Charlotte; Paula Hyman; and Sonya Michel. The Jewish Woman In

America. New York: New American Library, 1977.
Seller, Maxine. :"Beyoncithe Stereotype: A New Look at theImmigrantWomaii,

1800-1924." The Journal of Ethnic Studies, Vol. 3; No: 1 (Spring 1975).

Latin Americans
Lewin; Asuncion Latin American Women: Historical Perspectives. WeStport,

ConnectitUt: Greenwood Press; 1978:
Lohotio y Vasquez, Enriqueta. The Mexican American Woman," In Sister-

hood Is Powerful. Edited by Robin Morgan. New York: Vintage, 1970:

Lorenzana, Noemi. "La Chicane: Transcending the Old and Carving Out a New
Life and Self-Image:" De Colores: A Journal of Emerging Raza PhilosophieS,
Vol. 2, No. 3 (1975).

Sanchez, Rosaura, andRosa Martinez Cruz, eds. Essays oni La Mujen Los
Angeles: Chicano Studies Center Publications, University of California PresS,
1977.

Sutherland, Elizabeth. "Colonized Women: The Chicana An Introduction," In

Sisterhood Is Powerful. Edited by Robin Morgan. NeW York: Vintage, 1970:
Zino; Maxine Baca, "Chicanas: Power and Control in the Domestic Sphere." De

acitoreS: Journal of Emerging Raza PhilosophieS, Vol. 2, No. 3 (1975).

Lesbians
Cook, Blanche W. "Female Support Networks and Political Activism: Lillian

Wald; Crystal Eastmen, Emma Goldman." Chrysalis, NO. 3 (1977).
Foster, Jeannette. Sex. Variant Women in Literature. Oakland, California: Diana

Press, 1975.
KatZ, Jonathan. Gay American History: Lesbians and Gay Men in the U.S.A. New

York: Macmillan-Crowell, 1976.
Klaich, Dolores. Woman plus Woman. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976.

Martin, Del, and Phyllis Lyon. Lesbian/Woman. New York: Bantam Books, Inc.,
1972.

Miller, Isabelle. Patience and Sarah. New York: 'Fawcett Publications, 1973.
Smith-Rosenberg; Carroll. "The Female World of Love and Ritual: Relations

behueeti Women in Nineteehth-Century America." Signs: Journal of Women in
Culture and Society, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Autumn 1975).

Native Americans
Katz, Jane. ad. f am the_Fire of Time: The Voices of Native American Women. New

York: E. P. Dutton, 1977.
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Lades; Ruth. The- Ojibwa Woman. New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1971.
Lurie; Nancy ed. Mountain Wolf=Woman, Sister of Crashing Thunder: The Autobi-

, ography of a Winnebago Indian: Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press;
1'961.

Niethammer, Carolyn. Daughters of the Earth: The Lives and Legends of Amen-
can Indian Women. New York: Macmi!,','.- Publishing Co.; 1977.

Pearce, Roy "A Melancholy Fact: Tho American Life." In The Indian in .

American Life. 5(!,d,1 by Francis ( /a. :2) .Icha: New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston; ; 971.
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Bibliography on Women's History (1976-1079). Published by the Conference
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Hispanic Women and Education: An Annotated Bibliography. Available from
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Biographical Dictionary Cambridge, 'Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Har-
vard University Press; 1971.
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ORAL HISTORY

Although oral 'tradition dates back to the storytelling of ancient times,,and
although some stories (Afrc-American narratives) were recorded by the innova-
tive oral interview technique early in this cenfury, it was not until the mid-1960's
that oral history became popularly known and used. Consequently; the field of
oral history is still a young one. So much more can be explored about how to
gather, oral histories, how to conduct oral interviews; with whom, and for what
purpose.
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There is a wide variety of approaches for gathering oral histories, and lots of
room for creativity. Approaches can range from more formal tape-recorded inter-
views; to high school students cc nducting note-taking interviews with older pea:
pie, to groups meeting together to share stories about their live's: The purpose of
the group approach may simply be to reclaim and validate the significance of
each individual's life history.

In any of these situations, concerns about the method of gathering histories/
conducting inte-iiews remain the same. While the use of a tape recorder has
almost become requisite for doing interviews, this tool is not a must. Many people
do not own one and cannot afford to purchase one. Inaccessibility to a technolog-
ical tool should not prevent anyone froM gathering inforritation Note taking may
not capture every uttered word and soynd, but is another valuable tool.

Preparation is necessary foconducling an individual interview or facilitating a
group meeting. You should determine the purpose, focus on a time period,
theme, or topic, and develop relevant questions to spark dialogue; The questions
should not be sp narrow that.they inhibit or cramp the interviewee's storytelling,
but should be specific enough so that they keep the interview focused. Sensitivity
to the person(s) and situation(s) should be exercised before, during, and after the
interview process; establishing trust is crucial: __
_ The following resources are subdivided into five categories to enable practical
use of this section; Theyinclude: Background/Guide Materials; Articles; Books
about and Based on the Oral History Method; Bibliographies; and A Few NovelS
that Use the Oral History Method.

Background/Guide Materials -

Baum, Willa. Oral History for the Local Historical Society. Nashville: American
Association for State and Local History, 1974.

Feichtinger, Kristine. "You. Never Hear about Any 'Struggles." In .Oral History in
the Classroom: A Guidebook. Chicago: Illinois Labor Society, 1976.

Frontiers: A Journal of Women.S Studies. Women's Oral History Issue. Vol. II, No.
2 (Summer 1977). Available from Women's Studies Program, Hillside Court
104; Universioy of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309.

Garner, Van Hastings. OraLHistory: A New Experience in Learning. Dayton, Ohio:
Pflaum Publishing, 1975.

Grele, Ronald, ed. Envelopes of Sound: Six Practitioners Discuss the Method,
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1975.

Hoopes, James. Oral History: AnIntroduction for Students. Chapel Hill: University
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Studies.li Women's Oral History Issue. Vol. II, No. 2 (Summer 1977), _pp.1-2.
Available from Women's Studies Program, Hillside Court 104, University of
Colorado; Boulder; Colorado 80309.

Carpinelli, Elaine. "My Italian Grandmother, Theresa." Neighborhood Woman,
Vol. 1, No. 3 (November /December 1977), pp: 4-5. Newspaper published by
the National Congress of Neighborhood Women, 11=29"Catherine Street,
(3rooklyn, New York 11211.
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David Weitzmann. New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 1976:
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April 15, 1979:
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May 22; 1977.
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ography of a Winnebago Indian: Ann Arbor University of Michigan Press,
1961.
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Mender; Anica_Vesel, with Sarika Finci Hofbauer. Blood Ties: A Woman's History.
New York: Random House, Inc., 1976.
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Women. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976.

Shackelford, Laurel, and Bill Weinberg, eds. Our Appalachia. New York: Hill and
Wang; 1977:

Southern Exposure. No More Moanin', Voices:Of Southern Struggle, Vol. 1, No. 3/4
(Winter 1974). Available from P.O. Box 230, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

, Special Issue: Generations. Women in the South; Vol. 4; No. 4
(Winter 1977). Available from P.O. Box 230, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

Terkel; Studs. Hard Times. New Pantheon Rooks, 1970.
. Working. New York: Pantheon BookS, 1974.
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Federal Writers' Project of the Works_Progress AdriliniStratien in North Caro-
line, Tenn-.8860, and Georgia. New York: Norton and Co., 1939.

Thompson, Paul. The Voice of the Past: Oral History. New York: Oxford University
Press; 1978.

Walkar. Margaret. /-1, .
I Wrote Jubilee. Chicago: Third World Press; 1372:

Wigginton,_ Eliot. ed. Foxfire. Seven volumes. Garden City, New York:_Anchor
Press/Doubleday Vol: l:;- 1972; Vol. II, 1973; Vol. Ifl, 1975; Vol. IV, 1977; Vol. V,

1979; Vol_ VI, 1980; Vol. VII, 1982.
_Wilson. Gilbert L. "Waheenee: An Indian Girl's Story Told by Herself." North

Dakota History: Journal of the Northern Plains, Vol. 38, Nes. 1 and 2 (Winter/
sbeihg 1971).

Bibliographies
Baum, Willa.,_ "Oral History." Histroy News, Vol. 31, No. 6 (June 1976):
Frontiers: A Journal of Women's Studies. Women's Oral History Issue; Vol. II

(Summer 1977): Available from _Women's Studies Program, Hillside Court
104. University of COloradoBOulder, Colorado 80309;

Meckler, Alan. and Ruth McMullin (compilers): Oral History Collections. New York:

R: R: Bowker Co.; 1975.
Southern Exposure. No More Moanin', Voices of Southern Straggle, Vol. 1, No: 4

(Winter 1974). Available from P.O: Box 230, Chapel Hill; North Carolina 27514.

WaSertilan. Manfred (compiler): Bibliography on Oral History. Revised Edition.
New York: Oral History Association, 1975.

A Few Novels that Use the Oral History MethOd
Cernelisen, Ann: Women of the Shadows. Boston: Little, BroWn'andCe., 1976.

Haley, Alex: Roots: Garden City, New York: D.:)ubleday and Co., 1976.
Walker, Margaret: Jubilee. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966.

FILMS AND SLIDE SHOWS

And Ain't / A Woman? A History of Women in the United States from 1600 to the
Present. Slide-show; 16 minutes,_narrative script and teacher'S guide included:
Produced by Deirdre Delaney, Mary Fastaband; and Leona_Pollack._Available
for rental or purchase from the producers at P.O. BoX 730, Boston, Massachu-
setts 02102.

New Day Films, P.O. Box 315; Franklin Lakes; New Jersey 07417, Write for cata-
log. The following films on women in history are available for rental or
purchase:
The Other Half of the Sky: A China Memoir. 16 mm, coler, 74 minutes. Directed
by Claudia Weill and Shirley Maclaine; produced by Shirley MacLaine.
Great Grandmother. A History and Celebration of Prairie Women. 16 mm, color,
29 minutes. By Anne Wheeler and Lorna Rasmu8Sen.
Union Maids: A Documentary about Women Organizing in the 1930!s. 16 mm,
black- and - white; 48 minutes: Produced by Julia Reichert,_James_Klein, and
Miles Mogulescu. A documentary about three women union organizers during
the 1930's.
With Babies and Banners_ 16 mm, color, 45 _minutet. Directed by Lorraine
Gray; produced by Anne Bohlen, Lyn Goldfarb; and Lorraine Gray. Story of
the Women's Emergency Brigade.
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Yudio. 16 mm, black -and- white; 20 minutes: A film about independence,
aging, and the immigrant experience.

Star Film Library. An excellent catalog. For a listing of their film holdings; and
other distributors; film libraries; _slide shows and videotapes, write to 25 West
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111.

We Will Not Be Beaten. Black-and-White, 35 minutes, 1979: Available from- Transi-
tion House Films; 120 Boylston Street, Floom 708, Boston, Massachusetts
02116. A documentary film about battered women:

PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAYS

Baxter, Annette K, with Constance Jacobs. To Be a Woman in America:
1850-1930: New York: Times Books; 1978.

Carawan; Guy_ and Candle (recolAers); and Robert Yellin (photographer), Ain't
You Got a Right to the Tree of Lite: The Peoples of Johns island; South_Caro-
lina,-_Their Faces; Their Words and Their Songs. New York: Simon and Schus-
ter, 1966.

Harley, F. Jack. Portrait of a Decade: Roy. Stryker and_the Development of Docu-
mentary Photography in the Thirties. New York: DaCap Press, Inc., 1977.

Jensen; Oliver. The Revolt of American Womer New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1971:

San Francisco Women's History Group. What Have Women Done? A Photo Essay
on Working Women in the United States. San Francisco: United Front Press;
1976:

Ullman;_ Doris: The Appalachian Photographs of Doris Ullman. Penland, Wirth
Carolina: The Jargon Society, 1971.

. The Darkness and the Light. Available from Aperture, Inc., Elm
Street; Millerton; New York 12546. 1974.

MUSIC: BOOKS AND RECORDS

Alloy; Evelyn: Working Women's Music: The Z.b, j:; and Struggles of Women in the
Cotton Mills, Textile Plants and Needle Thades. Available from New England
Free Press; 60 Union Square; Somerville; Massachusetts 02143:1976.

Carawan; Guy_and Candie (recorders), and Robert Yellin :otographer). Ain't,
You Got a Right to the Tree of Life: The People of John sland, South Caro-
lina-_Thefr Faces; Their Words and Their Songs. New Yor Simon and Schus-
ter, 1966.

Dowda, Rus. "He Took Her by Her Golden Curls and Throwed Her Round and
Round: Appalachian Women in the Nineteenth Century and Their Images in
the Mi2,;:ler Ballads of the Time:" Berea, Kentucky: Berea College, 1978.

Russell; Michele; "Slave Codes and Liner Notes." The Radical Teacher, No. 4
(March 1977).

Sing -Out! Songs of American Women, Vol. 25; No: 2 (1976); Women's voices:
Bernice Reagon; Alice_ Gerrard; Suni Paz, Deborah Silverstein, Lily May
Ledford, Ethel Raim. Songs of Black Women: Sarah Ogan Gunning ("Her
Story," "Women and the Dulcimer").
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Stanley, LT' i 'I razor ?-id- Alice: Custom Made Women Blues Pothern Expo-
sure: Issue:_ Generations, Vol. 4; No. 4 (Winter 1977;..

: :And Ain't I A Woman_7 New Harmony Sisterhood Band. Brooklyn, New York:
Paredon Records.1977._

. . But the Women Rose. Vols. 1 and 2. New York :--olkway Records (FD5535);
1971.

Give Your Hands to Struggle. Bernice Reagon. Brooklyn, New York: Pared-Oh
Records, 1975: _

Side by Side. Re-Enactments of Scdnes from Women's HiStory, 1848-1920.
Woburn; Massachusetts: Galaxia Enterprses. 1978,

So Glad Here. Bessie Jones. Cambridge, MassachusettS: Rounder Records,
- 1974
Son_gS of the Suffragettes. NeW York: Folkway Records (FH5281), 1958:
Step Down: Bessie Jones. Cambridge,"MaSSachuseas: Rounder Records,

POETRY

Bulkin, Elly 'Kissing/Against the Light: A Look at Lesbian Poetry." The Radical
Teacher ;December 1978).

_ _ _ _

Gratin, Judy. Edward the Dyke, and Other Poems: Oakland; California: The Worn-
en'_s_ Press_ Collective, )971. Available from the Women's Press Collective,
5251 Broadway OaklaA; California 946187 Includes the poems "A History of
Lesbianism", and "The Common Woman."

Hoffman, Nancy, cad Florence Howe, eds. Women Working: Stories and Poems:
New York: The Feminist Press, '977.

Larcom, Lucy: An Idyl_ of Work, Boston: James _R. Osgood and -Co., _1975 (1876).
AbeUt fattory mill life; she herself wrz.L7. a mill .,vcrker in the mid-18CO's,

Ler-de, AU-dre. The Black Unicorn. New York: W. W. Norton a:id Co:, Inc:, 1978.
She ai::e has published many other poetry books..

Parker; Pat. "Movement in Black." In Meverrwit in !Rack. Oakland, California:
Diana Press, 1978: A pcx.-. concerning the history of Black women.

Renfro; G: Herbert Life ana Works of Phillis Wheatley. Miami: Mnemos_gne Pub-
lishers, 1969 (1916). Phillis Wheatley was a EllaCk poet in the 1700's i,i the
United States:

Rosetti, William Michael, The Poetical Works of Christina Georgina Rosetti. Led-
den: MacMillan and Co Ltd., 1904.

Shange, Ntozake. Fer Cdlored Girls Who Have _Considered Suicide _When_t_he
Rainbow Is Enuf: A Choreopoern. New York: Macmillan PUbliShing CO., 1977:

ART

Painting, Sculpture, Drawing
Fine; Elas_Henig. The Afro-American Artist. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wiri-

gIbti, 1973.
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Harris, Ann Sutherland, and Linda NOchlin. Women Artists, 1550-1950: New
York: Alfred A. Knopf; 1978.

"Leonora Carrington's Visionary Art for the New Age." Chrysalis, No. 3 (1,977).
"Lesbian Art and Artists." Heresies; No. 31Fall 1977), p. 1. Miss Willson and MiSS

Brundidge.
Lippard, Lucy From the Center: Feminist Essays on Women's Art: New York: Dut-

ton, 1977.
"Surprises: Some Women Artists' Books." See also Judith

Hoffbero; "Bibliography of Women Artists' Books." Chrysalis; No. 511977).
Peterson; Karen; arid_ J. J. Wilson._ Women Artists: Recognition and Reappraisal

from the Early Middle Ages to the Twentieth Century. New York: Harper and
Row. 1976.

Winter; Nina; ed. Interview with rfie Muse: Remarkable Women Speak on Creativ-
ity and Power. Berkeley; California: Moon Books; 1978:

Quilting; Basketmaking; Needlework (general)
Dewhurst, C. K; Betty McDowell; and Marsha MacDonald. 4r:fats in, Aprons: Folk

Art by American Women: New York: E. P Dutton; 1979.
E iton,_Allen H. Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands. New York: Dover, 1973

(1937).
EISie, Allen. Porno Basketmaking. Healdsburg, California: Naturegraph Publish-

ers; 1972
Little Nina Fletcher. Country Arts in Early American Homes. New York: Dutton,

1975.
Vlach, John Michael fi Afro-American 7?adition Decorative Arts. Cleveland:

Department of III :..,story and Education of the Cleveland Museum of Art,
1977:

Quilting
Chase, Pattie, with 'irni Tr Contemporary Quilt. New York: Dutton;

1971
Cooper, _Patricia. a; &driley. The Quilters: Women and Domestic Art.

New York: Doubleday, 1977.
Hedges, Elaine. "Quilts and Women's Culture:" The Re.- Teacher, No. 4

(March 1977).
Ickis, Marguerite The Standard Book of QUiltmaking and Collecting. New York:

Dover Publications; nc:; 1949. Includes 4E2 illustrations,
Mainardi; Patricia. "Quilts: The Great A, erican Art." Radical America, Vol. 7,

NO. 1 (197:?). Republished as a namphliat in 1978 by the author; expanded and
revised:

Miller; Jennifer; "Quilting Women: Rather 0,J'tt than Eat, ..most." Southern Expo-
sure. Special Issue: Generations: Women Li the South; Vol. 4; No. 4 (Winter
1977).
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7. WOMEN AND HEALTH CARE:
ISqUES AND. ALTERNATIVES

Madge Kaplan

INTRODUCTION

As I cornpiled resources for the women and health curriculum, I was struck by
the amount of literature that perceptively and sensitively discussed the- relation-
ship of women to health care in the United States: Why has so much attention
been focused on health care? Certainly, health care is a necessity for all_people;
yet that necessity has been denied each day in the practices of health care deliv-
ery in the United States. The work of transforming the knowledge and practice
of health care to better serve the needs of all people has, to a _great extent,
been generated by those outside established medical institutions. The particular
ways in which medicine fails people have been articulated by various social
movements.

Social movements like the civil rights and women's liberation movements have-,
told us much about the character of medicine today especially the racial and sex-'
ua-1 dimensions of both medical research and practices. The civil rights move-
ment highlighted the fact that Black people and other people of color were denied
access to hospitals and specia:.Lts. These people made the connection between
the abject conditions of their communities and the inadequate medical attention
they received. In fact they asserted that the deteriorating health of so many Third
World people was an effect of the conditions in which they lived, conditions that
denied them both civil rights and the general possibility of changing the enforced
poverty, including poor nutrition.

The women's liberation movement; in trying to account for the oppression of
women. looked at the basic institutions affecting women's lives. Movement activ-
ists found that medicine and the modern medical industry played a significant
role in shaping the inferior status of women.'

Madg:: Kaplan has .n active in the women's movement for several years. She
has both taught and develppd curricula for high whoa/ students and comr,7,
women; combining her inte asts in women's health and women's history.
currently active in the struggle to reta71, abortion rights, is coauthor of the paw 41: ,

More than a Choicet_Women talk about Abortion, and is a contributor to an educa-
tional slide show in English and Spanish on str:rilization abuse,

'By medical industry, mean medicine as business,including drug manufacturing, the
development di medical technology, a system of training doctors; and a defined set of work
relations within health care institutions.
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The perception from the civil rights movement that health and sickrissi are
social products that is, the products of conditions in whiCh we livehas aided
women in explaining why women are so dependent on doctors (especially in light
of the studies that show women are not taken seriously by dcctors). In the _nine-

teenth century medical views defined woman as inherently sick: her complaints
were simply traced to her uterus or ovaries; her energies were to concentrate on
those organs lest they dry up: and het functions as wile and motner were seen as
the sum of woman's place in society. Today although women may no longer be
classified as inherently physically sick, the change has not been from "sick" to

well Rather. it has "shifted from 'physically sick' to 'mentally From _men._

struation to pregnancy from birth control to abortion, women are constantly
reminded of their ignorance and powerlessness in-relation to- their bodies. When
issues such as pregnancy become the domain of doctors and the medical indus-
trythat is when these people control the technology, distribution, and -laws
regulating birth control and abOrtiOnwomen become vulnerable to abuse;
guinea pigs for experimentation; _and generally exempt from having any power to
make decisions aftetting their bodies: This is not the "natural" situation for
women: it is _a historical development. As Enrenreich and English state in Com-
plaints and Disorders:

For a ho of reasons connected with reoroductivity women continue to visit
doctors aria enter hospitals far more frequently. than men do. Pregnancy if_na
longer described explicitly as a disease, is still treated like a medical p;o-,ern,
in exactly the same setting_and_by exactly the same personnel used for a treat=
merit of actual diSbrderS. Childbirth is no longer a cause for lengthy confine-
ment: but it is more so than ever; an alienating_surgical_event. MencipaUse
while no longer an inditatitin for terminal bed rest; is describ.:!d to medical
students_es_ "the most serious endocrinological_diso..: next to diabetes,"
"curable" of course, with expensive estrogen therapy2
Medicine and healing were once the domain of womenhealth information

made known through community networks and passed on from generation tb
generation. Women created birth control technology, did abortions fcr one
another, and developed remedies for all kinds of ailments._Conversely,_the Medi-
cal industry rests on the e>. vision-of women_from_precisely_the kinds of health
information women once offered to one another_Today because of the Worrier;
movement, there haS been a rediscovery of this history Women's historical prac-
tices are once again supporting women in generating new technolOgy, in operat-
ing woman -ttiri heaith clinics; and in organizing communication networks for
passing on new information to other women.

The frequency with which women's health concerns have been_ignorec, trivial=
ized, or "efficiently" remedied by surgery c- some new pill on the market is now
cause for c:eat concern and has been well documanted.3 Increasingly,hOWeVer,
more and --,.tore Worheri are demanding access to information _concerning their
health, seeki,:c )ear explanations of "rocedurestheyare_asked to undergo, and
refUsing to accept the iriadequnt.' ac:ices that so frequently pass as health care
delivery.

1Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre Englith, Complaints and Disorders The Sexual Politics
of Sickness (Old Westbury. New York: The Feminist Press, 1973) o: 79:

2tOid : pp: 75-76._
3Fb r some general resources on these issues; see: Gene Corea, The Hidden Malpractice:

How American Medidine mistreats Women (New York: Jove Publications,_ 1979); and
Claudia Dreifus ed., Seizing Our Bodies: The Politics of Women's Health (New York: Vintage

Books; 1978).
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Benefiting from campaigns led by Black, Latin, and Native American women,
more women have become aware of the way_ hospitals use them as "teaching
material" for the training of residents (e,g.. steriliz.ation abuse))

Learning new information about ow bodies, discussing how our bodies_work;
understanding why certain methodsof oirth control may be damaging to our
health._ and visiting a woman-run health clinic can all be important new experi-
ences for us as women and can be tools for gaining some measure of control
over our lives.

it is within this larger framework that '-Women and _Health Care: Issues_and
Alternatives" was developed and taught. Each session in the course guide offers
women valuable information about their health and promotes discussions of how
women can wetter assert their needs, individually and collectively. Each session
is part of a _process of reconnecting women to_knowledge and skills that were
once a familiar part of women's culture and folklore.

GOALS

"WOrnen and Health Care: Issues and Alternatives" is a twelve-ti.eek workshop
series designed for adolescent and adult women in 'a nontraditional educational
setting. The setting could be a community center, a drug or alcohol treatment
program, an alternative school, an adult education program, a prison, or a similar
place. Each session offers ways to make sense of concrete informationleg.;
women's anatomy) and the nature of health care in American society as shaped
by structures of race; sex; and class:

It. is primary to the goals of the course that we women need time and space
with other women to figure out common issues and concerns and to develop
more positive images of ourselves and our capabilities: Obviously, no twelve-
iveek workshop can effectively present these issues in great depth. What the
workshop series can do, though, is lay the groundwork for future discussions and
begin to expose women to the information, skills, and resources that are availa-
ble. As one woman described her experience; "I feel like__I'm going to school for
freea school where I'm learning things I want to learn."

The following are the overall goals of "Women and Health Care: Issues and
Alternatives":

To provide space for women to determine the health issues that are of concern
to their;
To work toward ending the isolation that often exists between women, espe-
cially as it concerns the very individual and separate way in which most women
seek and receive health care
To demystify medicine. To breakdown the notion that only a doctor is capable
of understanding medical knowledge. To translate medical language into lay
language and to encourage women to feel entitled to the same "translation" in
conventional health care facilities
To _acquaint women--through discussion; written materials, and audiovisual
aidswith much - needed information about how their bodies work; about preg-
nancy, childbirth; birth control, nutrition, etc.

'See Claudia Dreifus, "Sterilizing the Poor," in Sbizing Our Etodies (New Ycirk: Vintage
Books; 1978).
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To provide resources and skill sharing for finding specific information when
needed
TO examine ways Of coping with and challenging the intimidation and vulncra7
bility most womenof all agesexperience in many health and medical care
settings
To acttuaint women with existing health services and resources; including alter-
native health facilities; and to share the experiences of activist_organizationS thit
educate and organize around specific issues such as reproductive freedom;
occupational health and safely, sexual harassment, and violenbe ag :;list
women-
To build mare awareness of he_ importance of preventive health care and the
value of SeiRiefp, especially in the areas of gynecology and nutrition, butappli-
cable as well to other areas of women's lives
TO amuairit women with the role nutrition plays in relation to lealt and illness
To acquaint women with_the_role advertising plays in preparing women to con-
form . the selling needs of large industries _

it is important to not that the goals of the workshop series are broad and'far
reaching: However, as illustrated in individual session descriptionS, very Spe-
cific and Manageable goals are needed fer any given session:

ORGANIZING THE GROUPS

The course guide was developed from the experien,:e_of working With two dif-
ferent groups of women: White working-class mothers in an alcoholism treatment
program (Workshop A) and primarily Third World, adolescent women in a GED
(high SchbOl ebUivalency) program (Workshop B) Although each group had very
different sets of concerns, both had a tremendous curiosity for clear, factual
knOWledge tb bodies; and both needed space for sharing_and analyzing
their experiences in seeking health care services. As one participant said '"Now
I know that a woman can examine you rather than a man in a gynecological exam
and I know how they do abcirtiOnS."

Workshop A
Women and Health Care: Issues and Alternatives" was taught in a new day-

treatment prooram for alcoholic women and:their children. It is one of several
services to women who are recovering alcoholics;_as part of a larger and

innovati% alcoholism treatment and education program. Day treatment includes
intensive; i and group counseling; discussion groups on women's
issues; ec'..Lic J.; ,1 about alcohol and drug abuse, exercise; and day care _and
counseling ,ot .iildren of alcoholic _mothers. The program serves women feorti
primarily two neigl,boring communities.

"Women and Health Care" was integrated into_ the treatment program on a
weekly basis for 11/2-hour sessions. The workshop series was given over a three-
month period. Seven women participated in some or all of the sessions. There
was quite an age range: women were in their early twenties to their mid-fifties. At
the time of the workshops, -there were one Black woman and several white
WOMeri in the group. All participants came from low-income backgrounds, and
most were single heads of households. At least one of the women was a lesbian
mother.

The day-treatment_program offered an important environment for a workshop
on health issues: There is a great deal of need among women recovering frOM

t o'
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alcoholism to have health information and discussion. Getting the women in
touch with how their pathos are feeling and with general health_ needs is_part of
the treatment process. The workshops contributed to an overall goal of the pro-
gram: helping women to take better care of themselves and their children and to
gain some confidence in dealing with the health cafe system and society as a
whole. _This particular workshop series emphasized food and nutrition; aware-
ness of women's own bOdies, self-help, and mental health issues. Not surpris-
ingly. mental health issues, such as poor treatment in mental hospitals, the
threat of institutionalization, and overmedication; were crucial to these women:
All were faced with the struggle to overcome a dependence upon alcohol, the
stigma of society's view of the alcoholic (which is harsher for_women); and the
effects of traditional treatment for anyone labeled "in-trouble," "out of control,"
or "crazy" The program staff share a perspective that includes building a_sup-
portive, alternative-treatment environment for womenan environment that can
be therapeutic by empowering women to take more control over their lives and
their sobriety.

Workshop B

The course was taught in a new alternative school for young women in a major
urban area. The school offers GED (high school diploma equivalency) prepara-
tion, in conjunction with work experience based on a paid-job program; In addi-
tion to basic reading, writing, and math skills, the school emphasizes the impor-
tance of developing survival skills among the women and an awareness of_ways
they can act on the conflicts and decisions they confront in their daily lives. Rang-
ing in age from sixteen to twenty-one; most of the women were Black or Latin and
had been in public schools for the greater part of their education. At the time this
workshop was taught; three women in the school were mothers of small children;
at least three more women were pregnant and expected to give birth over the
next several months:

The health workshop took place once a week for about an hour An average
ten women participated from an.enrollment of twenty -five women in the school.
Attendance varied greatly from week to week, partially because of the school's
newness and the continual new-student enrollments each week.

At least one and often two staff members were present at all workshop ses-
sions. This was especially important in the beginning when the facilitator was
establishing her role; During both health series the facilitator checked in with the
site staff at least once between sessions to follow up on the previous workshop
session. The site E.- tiff's ongoing relationship with the women and sensitivity to
the impact of certain topics were crucial to the success of the sessions. The facili-
tator raised such concerns as "Were there any comments made after a ses-
sion?" Was anyone disturbed by a discussion?" This gave site staff an opportu-
nity to shape what was happening at the site, to identify women who were
perhaps experiencing difficulties; and to help recommend and shape an empha-
sis for the next session. These workshop series have been highly effective in
helping community-based staff become involve_d in the steps in organizing a
course on health, and in being committed to facilitating their own workshop
series for women involved in their programs in the future.

THE GROUP PROCESS

There are numerous issues to be aware of in facilitating group discussions in a
health workshop like this. I would like to highlight sexuality homosexuality race,
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and culture as issues central to the goals,of the course as presented here and as
examples of the kind of sensitivity and consciousness needed tc an a workshop
for women frcim diverse backgrounds.

Sexuality Isgues: Homosexuality
The emphasis_ in'this_particular course quidais on health information and tak-

ing better care of ourselves: Neither workshop series presented here adequately .;

addresses issues of sexuality.! Some liStings in the Resources section take up
particular approaches for discussing sexuality with teenagers._

Whatever ernphasisyou _give your workshop series, do not ignore questions
about sexual iriPitity in general and homosexuality in particular. -A certain per.-
centac:- of i1 : ':..Lilation is gay, and you 'Id assume you will have lesbians in

.,.!:,;;I_cris lb avoid homosexual issue' i:: to make someone's life experience .
Inv-6101e. One way to ensure a space for -'..ians is to invite a guest from a gay
speakers'_ bureau, a lesbian:sorganizaticoi a women's organization that has
addreSsed the issue. Invite someone - mfortable dealing with the con!
fusion and prejudice likely to be evicl, --someone who is sensitive to the fact
that many homosexual people do r.:-)t want their identity known.

You shou;::: also be prepared to deal in a variety of contexts with the issue of
homosexuzilityas_it arises.- For example: a: the alternative school, in discussin_g
violence against Third World women, there was reaction to the idea that lesbian
women, along with single women; widowed women; and divorced women, can-
not rely on men for protection. At least one participant at the school took excep-
tion to the reference to lesbian women and suggested that "a man wouldn't want
to rape a lesbian anyw6y. He'd be wasting his time!" An attempt was made to
discuss with the group whether or not they thought a man could tell if a woman
was a lesbian (indeed, could participants tell ?) whether; if his motive was rape
and not a mutually consenting sexual relationship, it mattered to him in the
slightest.

Issues like these are fundamenial to a discussion of violence against women
and to dealing with homophobia. It is important for you not only-to 'espond to
these kinds-of problematic comments,' but also to try to encourage o .ier partici-
pants to share their own views. Most likely there will not be un-:mous support
for one woman's view, and it is educational for the group to realize this._

Race and Culture
There is obvious value in having a Third World woman lead a workshop pre-

dominantly of Black and Latin women. Issues of identity culture, and the strug-
gles a woman faces every day because she is not while and not male; are just a
few of the bonds that many women of color share and that often provide a corn-
mon basIS from whic to act politically /7 a facilitator who is white, I had to deter-
mine wav- to conne oarticipants to r, lnt resources and to other Third World

aouve in e of women's th care. If you arc involved in a similar
situation, I would criL.t.i. your bringic;, ,.-!her women of color into your work-
shops to CD-facilita,e_ it_ discussions and to act the capacity of guest
seakers. For example ;,5 e,..r fide trip to a women's health clinic; a Latin somari
employed at the clinic played a valuable role. Similarly a Black woman active in
the area of occupational health and safety came to visit-the group; along with two
other white women. This allowed participants another level of connection to the
discussions, which might not have been evident if the same discussion were con-
ducted by only white women.

-See Conclusion.
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It is crucial in a heaith workshop series to recognize that Black women have
special health concern' that might be important to discuss (e.g., hypertension
and sickle -cell anemia). Likewise; it is important to_be conscious of the particular
ways in which the health care system is racist, sexist, and classist. Doctors often
single out _wom_en of colcr in promoting_ sterilization; for _example over other
methods of birth control. Ind,-46d, many Puerto Rican, Native American, Black,
and poor white women in the United States have been sterilized either unknow-
ingly or against theft will: In a similar manner; doctors often encourage Third
World patients 'to use birth control pills or the IUD over other methods of birth
control. often despite contraindications -.and in a woman's medical history.

These are issues white women need to be aware of or to better understand.
Issues relevant to the lives of women of color should not_be confined to discus-
sions only among women of color. They : re fuhdamental issues to raise in any
workshop series on women's health.2

LEADING THE GROUPS

For a workshop series_that has fluctuating attendance; create a flexible"struc-
ture which encourages the participation of both new and returning members.
Although problems with group continuity may exist, the workshop series must be
accessible; open, and sensitive to the many demands on women's lives.

An hour is a short period of time in which to share information and still allow
adequate time for discussion; however, it does not exceed the attention span of
most younger women. If you as the leader set realisticgoals for a_particular ses-
sion; the_hour can be very productive. Given such time limitations; it could be
valuable for you to be accessible before andlor after sessions for interaction with
participants on a one-to-one basis. Although some women may be reluctant to
raise their concerns in front of the group, their issues are so often those of the
entire group that the individual contact can help define a direction for the work-
shop series.

It is crucial for you as the facilitator to be flexible with the goals, nature, and
content of each session: Any subject might spark some pressing issue for some-
onean issue that might not appear related, but often, as it turns out is interest-
ing and useful for everyone to hear about and may be very important to one par-
ticular woman.

Throughout the workshop series; participants 3h uld also have time to deter-
mine which emphasis makes most sense to them. For example, the workshop
series for adolescent women emphasized gyricc,..slogical health issues and sexu-
ality because both issues are often the basis of a young wi an's con-
tact with the health care system. An infections , r f! need for 1.-,:rth control
might be the impetus for a young woman's first t-q cA,'th a gy,-er.ologist,
a hospital, or a neighborhood clinic.

Approaches to sharing information and initiating disc: will vary with the
sifbject matter, interests of the women, and pF:rticular circumstances of the day It
is helpful to have a few alternative plans at hand; because one approach may
elicit little response while another arouses.everyone's interest. Different ways of
presenting factual material at these sites included films, other audiovisual media,

'See Angela Wilson, "Black Women's Health," HealthRight, Vol. 3, No. 1, p. 1.
2See the health curriculum for Latin women in Chapter 8 of this course guide.
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discussions, reading, questionnaires, field trips, and guest speakers/fa_cilitators.
The intent M using if variety of approaches_is to present issues and information
that help women view their own experience, with the tare of '.ach session still
being discussion and sharing.

Usually at the alternative school, the mere announcement that the health
workshop was beginning started a flood of questions from t ..teral women at
once. "Hey. how come I got this itch?" Can you get pregnant you have your
Period when you do it?" "Why dOeS the pill make you feel sick?" Too often
answers were attempted amidst simultaneous, compet1ng conversations and
questions. Although the many -duagtidi-ig and the high level of enthusiasm were
very positive signs, it is more helpful to the participants if you organize the ques-
tions and answers. One approach I suggest is to leave a certain amount of time at

beginning or end of each session for questions and answers (you might give
this time-a creative name) so that everyone is assured of time for her questions
and concerns. Another suggestion is to have everyone write a question on a
card, and then discuss the questions over a period_ of weeks. This metribd
ensures that individual_needs are met, while it encourages the group to consider
questions instead of viewing you as the sole source of information. Furthermore,
the act of writing a concern elititS participation from _women who might _be
Uncomfortable speaking aloud. The intent is not to eliminate spontaneity in the
sessions, -but to ensure that information is shared and everyone is included

Group discussion of a film or readin_g_ can be very useful. However, it can also
become the eXCILigiVe province of those women_who feel most comfortable talk-
ing about either the material or their own liVeg. Try to involve everyone; with one
another and With the subject, in ways that do not rely entirely on speaking. Read-
ing or- having another _participant read a group member's poem or thoughts can
be helpfiii and Supportive: Having women work in_smallgroups either to develop
or to enact a role-play situation algb encourages everyone's participation and
Often leads to new insights when the exercise is re-created for the group as a
whole.

One caution about the use of film: althcitigh tarns are a wonderful vehicle for
stimulating diSCLiggitin (and at these sites proved largely successful:), often they
are not the best approach for involving everyone with the topic and the group.
Even the best of films can _ induce_ passivity among oartidipants, especially
younger women, Be sure to -cribbSe Meng Whith leave ample time for discussion.

Field trips and guest speakers were an integral part of_both workshop series.
Guest speakers _provided a welcome change of -pace and focused attention on
another person(s)_besides_ me. Having_ women from other health groups share
skills and inforriatibh also helped expose women to the resous;es in their own or
a nearby community, _Field trips can be positive for these same reasons; Visiting
a woman -owned and operated health facility allowed the younger women to
experience a very different cit-e setting.

Readingg kir sessions at both sites were short and simple. Because reading
levels vary, it is usually more effectiVe to read aloud within the workshop setting.
ThiS supports women working on reading skills in general and may encourage
some women to read riibre on their own: It may be unrealistic_ to assign readings
for between-class sessions; because reading a story is something many mothers
rarely have the luxury or the time for in their day-to-day lives. In addition toread-
ing; role plays; small-group discussiens, and various games are alt valuable
approaches to try.

Using_a variety of resources and approaches helps women rely less on you;
the facilitetbr, as a source of knowledge and _confirmation,_and more on one
another, This can be difficult to aChieVe in an introductory workshop; but women
need to see that they can offer one another support ant: :hat you do not duplicate
(however unintentionally) the role of another expert

I
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CONTENT

The following is an outline of discussions and resources for this workshop
series on women's health: The section is divided into two parts to highlight the
two teaching- experiencesadolescent and adultfrom which the workShOp
series evolved. You-will find that often the 7esources and content relate generally
to any age grcu,..). The second section, fOr adolescents (Workshop B); occasion-
ally directs the_tecilitator to loo_k_at the activities anddiscussions developed with
adult Women (Workshop A). Although sessions are roughly designed for 11/2
hours. certain discussions and issues may necessitate more than one session.
Be flexible, and do not be too ambitious in your expectations for any one session.

In reviewing these materials, do not feel confined to the topics mentioned here..
There are numerous health_ issues that are not specifically developed here; but
that could be addressed in-future workshop seriesthe subjects of menopause,
herbal medicine; alternatives to Western methods of :healing; lesbian health con-
cerns, women as health care workers, and sexuality. The feminist process on
which the materials a y based, that is; valuing women's own' knowledge_and
everyday experiences, is intended to apply to any topic a group might choose to
emphasize.

Resources listed under each session are explained in greater detail in the
Resources section at the end of this chapter.

Workshop A: Alternative Alcoholism-Treatment Program

Session One: Introduction to "Women and Health Care:
Issues and Alternatives"

A. Goals
1. To introduce women to the workshop series
2. To find out what issiz and concerns women have -
3. To introduce women to a., important resource, Our Bodies, Ourselves
4 To explore together what affects our daily health

B. Suggested Activity
1: Have everyone fill out the "How I Rate My Health" questionnaiTe, below. Take

turns going around the room and sharing with the group what is been written:

HOW:I RATE MY HEALTH
1. Today I feel I am in health (circle at least one):

Good So-so Poor Terrific
If you can; explain why:

2. Finish these sentences in whatever way you want to:
When I feel good, it is usually because

When I feel lousy or not SO good, it is usually because

3: Fill in the blank; and list az many things as you can think of (think about
what you or your children need every day):
I think a person needs to stay well and healthy
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4. Check all the things you feel are true for you:
When I do not feel well in either my body or my mind, I usually:
_______ deal with it myself go to a nearby clinic or

tell a friend or friends hospital
seek support from a lover, take aspirin
boyfriend, or husband go to sleep
seek support from a relative take something else
call my doctor

5. i_or obably see a doctor (check one): once twice
three _times four times or more during the
year. Fill in the blank: My children/child see/sees a doctor or a clinic at least

times a year.
6. The things I most love to eat are (list as many things as you can think of): _

7. The health issues that most interest me are:

8: The part/parts of my body that I like the best is/are:

This questionnaire is a non-threatening exercise that helps loosen everyone
up and allows women to participate on the level they feel comfortable with
Question 4, for example, tries to get at issues of whom we trust. The point is
that healing involves more than taking aspirin -fora headache or hav'ng a doc-
tor write out a prescription. Healing should also include care, personal atten-
tion, and nurturance from other people. Question 5 can raise issues of how
often or under what circumstances we relate to doctors. Often women stay
away from dtictors,_ hospitals, and clinics for understandable reasons. Try to
discover what these reasons are What kinds of experiences do women have
when they do seek health care?
_ Once the 4uestionnaire is completed; give every woman her own copy of
Our Bodies, Ourselves1 by the Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Take
time to go through the different sections of the book. Emphasize that partici-
pants can read short excerpts or just look up a particular topic.

The general widespread use of OBOS by women of diverse class, racial and
ethnic backgrounds, does indicate that the experience of being a woman in
today's society and in dealing with the health care system is a shared reality,
However, differences among women in age; sexual identity class, race; and
culture demand more serious attention than the book provides and affect the
meaning a health issue will have on any one individual woman's life: Differ-
ences among women also often lead to very different treatment by health pro-
fessions. In using OBOS it is very important to consider that women in your
workshop series will probably have experiences and perceptions to add to
those raised in the book. Hopefully, future resources on women's health can
better document and discuss differences among women and how those shape
each of our relationships with the health care system. Supplement OBOS with
other fact sheets and materials that are easier to read and more specifically
geared to adolescent women. The feminist perspective of OBOS is largely

lOur Bodies; Ourselves will be denoted from Here on as OBOS: The Boston Women's
Health Bodk Collective, Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book by and for Women, Sedond Edition
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976).
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abSeht from most current health materials for teenagers, so it remains an
important framework for the facilitator.

C. Resourcest
Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book by and for Women.

Session Two: Food and Nutrition I

A. Goals
1. To document and discuss what we eat in the course of a day
2. To determine what we wart to change about our eating habits
3. To discuss the things that influence what we eat and what we buy
4. To emphasize the relationship between nutrition and physical exercise

B: Suggested Activities
1. Have everyone (including the leader) record what she has eaten, the approxi-

mate time of day and the quantity of food consumed over at least twenty-four
hours, preferably over two or three days. Ask everyone to share the informa-
tion and briefly state her evaluation of her diet and what changes she would
like to make.

Ask everyone to think about what influences her eating and food-purchasing
habits and to share this information with the group. Questions you might ask
are:
How do advertisements influence your eating? influence what your children
want to eat?
How does your economic situation affect your eating?
What role does your cultural h ?.ritage play in what you like to eat?
What influences what you cook? convenience? your family's desires?
what you want?
Do you and your family sit down to a meal together most nights?
Do you eat in front of the TV?
Do you eat alone?
Does anyone else cook at home besides/instead of you
Is meal time a relaxing time for you? Is it a tense time? Why or why not?.

Too often, teaching about foOd and nutrition is done in a moralistic and judg-
mental way: "This is bad for you to eat. This is good for you to eat. Choose
wisely from the four or five or six basic food groups." This teaching approach is
without consideration of race, culture, class, age, or the events in our lives
which influence our choices and decisions about food: It is important to begin
with women evaluating for themselves the strengths and weaknesses of their
diet with knowledge they already possess: It is sometimes interesting-to find
foods common to everyone's diet: Is there protein in everyone's diet? What

- kind? Are there carbohydrates?" - - - - -

2. Consider building physical exercise into your workshop series. You might want
to invite someone who teaches basic fitness for women, yoga or dance; to pro-
vide the group with simple exercises, stretches and relaxation techniques.

Dieting and exercise are essential topics for discussion. Most women either
are on diets or feel they should be and women often get too little exercise in
their lives. You might want to initiate a discussion that deals with these issues
in the context of our socialization as women (e:g:, to be thin; to eat according
to calories rather than nutrition, to be conscious always of what sort of appear-
ance men_ like) and of beauty standards set b!, advertising and the media in
general. The issue of not being able to get out for exercise is linked to how

tFor bibliographic information about resources listed in these outlines, see the Resources
section (pp. 203-210).
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unsafe women feel in the city, and in their neighborhoods. When offering sup-
port to your group to become more active, be sensitive to these_ccncerns and
help your group make connections with community organizations involved
with safety issues for women.

C: Resources
Berkeley Women's Health Collective, Feeding Ourselves (pamphlet': OBOS;
Ellis; Nutrition for Women (pamphlet); and Katz and Goodwin, Food: Where
Nutrition, Politics and Culture Meet.

Session Three: Food and Nutrition II

A. Goals
1:To expose women to complementary proteins in the context of discussing the

politics of food production and consumption in the United States
2.To acquaint women with the role of nutrition in health and illness
B. Suggested ActiVitieS
1. Show the film Diet for a Small Planet (approximately one half-hour in length)

Emphasize that the point of the film is to show alternatives, not to tell everyone
to give up all meat and become a vegetarian.

2: Bring in a dish made from a recipe from Diet for a Small Planet (the book) or
from another cookbook that has nutritious recipes. If there is a kitchen ai the
workshop facility, you might decide to cook something as a group.

You might also talk about how the combining of complementary proteins can
be found in a number of foods basic to Latin and Black cultures. It is interest-
ing to discuss the pressures various ethnic groups are under in the United
States to assimilate into "American" culture and to buy processed foods,
which often means giving up a more nutritious:traditional diet.

Look at food charts that show the relationship between calories and basic
vitamins and minerals in commonly eaten foods. Examine calories in terms of
nutritional value, not as an isolated measure. Familiarize the_grou_p with com-
mon food-label terms for artificial ingredients: You might -bring in a jar of may-
onnaise or a cake mix and examine the labels together. Share whatyou know
to be potentially carcinogenic ingredients, such as food colorings or sodium
nitrate.

C. Resources
Food charts in OBOS; Lappe, Diet for a Small Planet; Jacobson and Wilson,
Nutrition Scorecard poster (pamphlet); the film Diet for a Small Planet. Other
films you might show include The Big Dinner Table and Eat, Drink and Be
Wary.

Session Four: Common Health Issues for Women

A. Goats
1. To provide a general overview of some reproductive and gynecological health

concerns for women
2. To explore the connections between different women's experiences in dealing

with the health care system
B. Suggested Activity

Show the film Taking Our Bodies Back. Women in the film describe their expe-
riences with breast cancer, hysterectomy, menopause, abortion, and home
birth. Black women in a neighborhood clinic talk about beillg hassled by doc-
tors who assume they are prostitutes whenever the women go or gynecologi-
cal care. Those who were poor or on welfare also speak about the pressure
from doctors to have their tubes tied.
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Because the opening scene in the film shows a self-examination, make sure
that the women in_your group know beforehand what is meant by self-help and
self-examination. Although this will be a foreign idea to many women; it need
not cause anyone to be uncomfortable. After the film, encourage women to
describe how they did or did not identify with the women's experiences: Possi-
ble discussion topics include:

The pros and cons of women taking estrogen during menopause
The nature of the sterilization procedure and what is meant by sterilization
abuse
The problems of unnecessary surgery, especially hysterectomy, for women
Recent information on treatment for breast cancer
What is meant by informed consent; why patients need to know the risks
and benefits of procedures
What the particular health problems are that Third World women lace
The question of whether women doctors are necessarily better for women
than men doctors are

This last point raises interesting issues. Because having more women doctors
does not automatically lead to improved health care; discussion of this topic
can lead to talking about the nature of medical training in our Society. It is a
significant breakthrough that there are more women doctors today and that
women can even trust women doctors with their health care (although it
should be noted that this is still not widely accepted). But the point to raise
among participants is that an increase in the number of women doctors will
not in itself change the nature of medicine and the health care system in our
society. Although it is potentially a step in the right direction; it will mean little
unless more women begin to question the fundamentally sexist and racist.
nature of most forms of medical training and practice in our society.

Encourage each woman to take a friend or close relative along on her medi-
cal visits: Maybe the next time a Latin woman goes to a clinic, she will refuse
to accept medical information being conveyed to her in poorly spoken
Spanish.

C. Resources
080S; Taking Our Bodie's Back (film).

Session Five: Birth Control and Abortion

ALficais
1. To discuss birth ccntrOl and abortion in the context of women's self-image and
_ life options
2.To look at various issues that shape how women and society relate to abortion
3.To discuss the role birth control and abortion have played historically in wom-

en's attempts to control the number of children they have

B. Suggested Activities
1. Read; individually or together_ as a group, the short story "The Lonesomes

Ain't No Sprang Picnic," from the journal Southern Exposure
This is a compelling story for a-group of women of any age. It is an account

of the struggle between women and men in a small southern town over the
respect due a young; woman (Sue - Ellen)- after it is discovered that her death
was caused by a self-induced abortion: While the plot is developing; the author
weaves together the community's dealings with sex, guilt, religion, childhood
socialization; relationships between husbands and wives, and the role of

*See the Resources section, at the end of this chapter, for information on these concepts
and practices within the women's health movement
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women within the community and within marriage. Questions you might dis-
cuss include:

Did you identify with any of the characters in the story? Did any remind you
of members of your own family?
Can anyone remember how or if birth control, sex, or abortion was dis-
cussed when you were growing uo; by family; relatives, or friends?
Can you remember what birth control methods were available to your
mother? your grandmother?
Did anyone identify with the young child in the story (the author speaks a lot
through her eyes and feelings) vino has a great fear that sexual pleasures
recently experienced with her b,:st friend will according to her preacher-
grandfather; lead her "straight to Hell"?

2. Read together the excerpt One Woman's Story" from Getting Stronger. The
excerpt is a personal account of the effect of Medicaid abortion cutoffs on the
life of a white working-class woman. Her account raises some important
issues for discussion:

Her search for quality, safe birth control
How birth control pills were harmful to her health and why other birth control
methods failed
The economic strains she, her husband, and their two children were living
under when she discovered that she was pregnant again
Her desire to finish high school and get a job
Her attempt to make a moral decision; define what a "moral" decision is and
can be
Most women can identify with at least some, if not all, aspects of this wom-

an's dilemma. Her story is a good illustration of the current struggle to retain
women's control over abortion and the decision of when and if to have

- children:
3. Read from America's Working Women on birth control. The excerpts are

taken from letters written_to Margaret Sanger, an early advocate for birth con-
trol and women's rights. The letters illustrate that women have always sought
to limit the number of children they have.

4. Using OBOS or other available resources, examine and discuss available
methods of birth control. If women are interested, you may want to discuss
how and why new birth control methods get testedand often on women in
Latin American countries, frequently without their knowledge. (This is espe-
cially true of birth control pills; the IUD; and various new synthetic hormones.)

5. Have someone who does abortion and birth control counseling come in and
talk to the group about her experiences. Invite someone who is involved in pro-
abortion organizing from a multi-issue perspective..

C. Resources
080S; Erlien et al., More than a Choice (pamphlet); Red Sun Press and Pre-
term Writing Collective; eds., Getting Stronger (pamphlet); Ehrenreich and
English, Fot Her Own Good; Baxardall, Gordon, and Reverby, eds., America's
Working Women; back issues of HealthRight (see the Organizations category
of the Resources section); Dreifus, ed:, Seizing Our Bodies; and Miller, The
Lonesomes Ain't No Spring Picnic."

Session Six: raking Care o4 Our Bodies

A. Goals
1. To share information on what women should expect of a good gynecological

exam
2, To review basic female reproductive and sexual anatomy
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3. To discuss the role and meaning of self-help in the context of helping women
be less dependent on doctors

4. To share with the group the experiences, skills, and knowledge of a woman-
run feminist health center in the community

B. Suggested Activities
1. It is extremely worthwhile to invite a health care provider who shares a feminist

perspective on women's health to visit your group and share resources and
answer questions: If a demonstration of a breast and cervical self-eiamination
is an option, be sure to discuss such plans in advance and to let the group

- members know it is not mandatory that they participate.
, 2. Talk about the differences between money-making clinics and methods of

health care that place priority on women's needs. Examine together the ads in
your local newspaper that describe birth control, abortion, and pregnancy'
services. What's being offered at what cost? Does the ad appear legitimate?
What information is missing? What should you check out first before using a
particular service?

C. Resources
OBOS: fact sheets from a local feminist health center; Cherniak and Feinaold,
Birth Control Handbook (pamphlet).

Session Seven: Mental Health

A: Goals
1. To look at a ran_g_e of conditions and problems that all women share and which
- Lead some women to be institutionalized
2. To look at how mental institutions reinforce the status quo and power relations
_ in our society
3. To assert what we want as an alternative to the institutional experience
B. Suggested Activities
1. Show the videotape Stress or Symptoms This recently completed videotape

consists of interviews with six low-income women, white and Third World. The
women's collective experiences include alcohol abuse; domestic violence
institutionalization, and overcoming the loss of control from being pieced in an
unhealthy 'environment: Most of the women interviewed eventually find sup-
port through women's shelters, women's groups, and community treatment
pro_grams.

Topics that might come up are:
Isolationthe fear of telling anyone
What happens when a mother finally cannot cope
The pressures to "keep it together"
Guilt
Asking for help
Getting help from other women who are in the same situation

2. Examine advertisements for medications for women; look at ads in major med-
ical journals; professional magazines, and women's magazines. You might
ask women to write down the messages that they receive from the images:
What _do the -ads say about how the medical world views women? about the
use of drugs? Ads for tranquilizers, hormone replacements; diet pills; and anti-
depressants portray women (and older people) as being weak, dependent,
and totally at the mercy of their emotions or bodies: The solution offered to
women and the aged is to be wholly dependent on drugs and doctors.

3. Spend time discussing Third World women and mental health. What problems
are simf:ar to those of white women? What problems are different? Alice
Walker's collection of short stories points vividly to the connections between
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powerlessness and Black women's oppression, so-called "sickness," and the
mental health problems Black women face. The two stories "Really, Doesn't
Crime Pay?" and "Her Sweet Jerome" are especially recommended:

C. Resources
Bloomat al:; Off the Couch (pamphlet); Chamberlain, On Our Own; Walker, in
Love and Trouble; and StreSs or Symptoms videotape

Workshop B: Alternative School

Session One: Introduction to "Women and Health Care:
Issues and Alternatives"

A. Goals
Please refer to Workshop A, Session One (p. 179).

B. Suggested Activities
1: Describe the workshop series to participants. Spend time discovering partici-

pants' concerns and needs. Talk about their past experiences in a health
class:
Ouestionsyou might ask include:

Did anyone in school or anywhere else ever talk to you about health?
about menstruation? about sex?
What was that like? Who ran the group? the teacher? gym teacher? nurse?
counselor?
Did you trust that person? Why or why not? Was the group interesting?
boring?
Did you get to talk aboutfeelings or just facts?
Did your class/group include both men and women or were you separated?
If you did not all meet together,didyou know what the boys were learning?

I Was it similar to or different from what you were learning?
Tapping earlier experiences can help participants see that you are sensitive to
likes and dislikes in the group and that you do not intend to shape the work-
shop series according to an abstract notion of what people should know about
their health. Most o the women at the school had some preconceived and usu-
ally negative image.-.in their minds of a "health teacher." Among young women
in particular there will be a certain amount of initial mistrust and testing.

Give all participgnts a chance to assert what they already know about
health, especially because some participants might be struggling with self-
confidence and a belief in their ability to learn anything: Upon hearing a list of

, .

suggested topics for the workshop series,younger women may claim that they
already know about "that stuff:'! While the selection of topics is indeed partly
based on what women feel they know and have learned, choices may be made
for other reasons: fear of something too hard to understand; or a topic that
raises difficult issues for a particular person.

Be sensitive to everyone'sneeds but do be assertive about those areas you
feel are really basic to the workshop series. Sometimes calling a topic "A
Review of Basic Female Anatomy" can give credit to participants who feel they
have knowledge in that area At the school; we tacked up a large sheet of
paper on the wall and kept a running list of topics as they came up. Often top- ,

ics were added on the days I was not there: The list kept-growing in size and
scope and helped participants see that their own sense of women's health

_

issues was growing as Well.
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2. Have everyone fill out the "How I Rate My Health" questionnaire. Refer to
Workshop A, Session One for further description,

3. Introduce participants to a women's health resource, such Our Bodies, Our-
selves (OBOS), described in Workshop A, Session One.

C. Resources
OBOS: Gates, Klaw, and Steinberg, Changing Learning, Changing Lives.

Session Two: The Politics of Sexual Anatomy or, What's in a Name,
Anyway?

A. Goals
1. To provide an introduction to discussing female reproductive and sexual anat-

omy by looking at common slang references (and their variations in different
ethnic and Third World communities)

2; To consider how slang reflects and perpetuates negative, sexist views of
women

B. Suggested Activities
1. "The Dirty Word Game": On a large sheet of paper, encourage participants to

write as many slang words as they can think of having to do with sex/sexual
. anatomy. While they are making their lists, you should write on the sheet words

such as "breast," "vagina," and "penis"; then, add the words "elbow" and
"knee." After everyone has had a chance to comment on the total compilation,
corisid&r:

Why do we not hear words like "breast" and "vagina" as often as we hear
words like "beaver," "snatch." "tit"?
Why are there so many slang words for anything having to do with sex and
women's bodies?
Why are. women often referred to by their sexual anatomy? Does this happen
as often for men? Why or why not?
How come you know only one word for either elbow or knee?

As a group, check off all the words on the page referring to women, then the
words referring to men. Discuss how sexist and negative language regarding
female sexuality refiects male prerogative and power to control women's sex-
uai behavior. Adolescents may need some prompting to see the implications
behind this language; "The Dirty Word Game" can be a very provocative activ-
ity and needs adequate time to be understood

2. Read the poem "The City to a Young Girl," written by Jody Caravaglia at the
age of 15, from the book Male and Female under 18:

The city is
one million horny lip-smacking men
Screaming for my body.
The streets are long conveyor belts
Loaded with these suckling pigs.
All begging for
a lay
a little pussy
a bit of tit
a leg to rub against
a handful of ass
the connoisseurs of cunt: ..
I swat them off like flies
but they keep coming back
I'm a good piece of meat.1

'Jody Cara% agile, "The City to a Young Girl," in Male and Female under 18, ed. by
Nancy Larrick and Eve Merriam (New York: Avon Books, 1973), p. 95.
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Questions you might ask are: What are Jody's feelings about herself? Through
WheSe eyes does she see herself? Can you identify with her?

At the school, most participants identified with Jody's anger and frustrations
With men's behavior. Relate the poem to The Dirty Word Game" so that
women can make the connection between language and feeling, and so they
can see that their anger is legitimate when a woman is called "a handful of
ass."

C. Resources
080S; LarriCk and Merriam, eds.; Male and Female under 18; and Gates,
Klaw.' and Steinberg; Changing Learning; Changing Lives.

Session Three: A Review of Basic Female Reproductive and Sexual
Anatomy

A. Goals
1: To provide basic nect-..ssary information on femaleanatomy
2. To Make the connection between; being better aware of our bodies and being

more assertive when we are dealing with the health care system

B. Suggested Activities
1. Begin a discussion and presentation of female anatomy by asking participants

what they feel is important to know in order to understand their bodies better.
Responses may range from "I know what is happening when I go for a gyneco-
logical exam" to accounts of women having been treated for- health problems
which were never explained. Take the time to discuss the parts-of the body that
are unknown, couched in myths and confusion, or relate to larger issues_ of
sexual definition, such as the Clitoris, the uterus,. the hymen; Review basic
mate sexual anatomy Participants at the school felt mystified by "what goes
on in a Man's body." This discussion is often one part of the process for
women who are having sex with men to take a more active role in reproductive
and sexual matters.

2. It may be a little embarrassing but it is important for younger women to real-
ize that they can see their outer genitals and feel the insides of their vagina if
they want to Your message is not that everyone should do this but that it is
okay for participants to touch, feel, and explore their own bodies. In this so-
ciety, most women, partitUrarly adolescents, need encouragement to think of
their reproductive and sexual anatomy as _a _health_y, natural part of theM-
selVeS. For example, many teenage women are convinced of the need for
regular douching, which in itself is not_ har_rn:.ul, but too often this douching
is a response to a feeling of uncleanliness or shame about one's body, espe-
cially after having sex.

C. Resources
OBOS: Carney, Fleming, and Lynch, A Part of Our Lives (pamphlet); Wom-
en's Educational Project, High School Sexuality (pamphlet); Gardner-
Loulan, Lopez , and Quackenbush, Period; r.latesc Klaw, and Steinberg;
Changing Learning, Changing Lives; HealthRight, Women and Health
Packet (pamphlets).

Session Four: Our Cycles -- Ovulation and Menstruation

A. Goals
1. TO provide clear information on the ovulatory and menstrual cycles, especially

as they relate to preg_nancy
2: To give women information they need to make more informed choices about

pregnancy
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3. To look at some of the negative messages our culture perpetuates about wom-
en's bodies

B. Suggested Activities
1: Ovulation and menstruation are covered clearly and simply in most of the

resources listed for this session. Use the information creatively.
It is worth taking the time to explain a usual cycle for a woman, beginning

with day one. Most likely, participants will appreciate a thorough explanation of
how and when a sperm can fertilize an egg in a woman's body, what a "Safe"
time of the month means, and how each woman's cycle is unique.

Discuss how women felt about having their first periods and the circum-
stances surrounding that event. Most participants can share a story about the
first time; which is usually dramatic. Two pamphlets; A Part of Our Lives and
What Now? have good, short statements, written by young women from a vari=
ety of backgrounds:

My mother told me when I was about twelve years old
and I didn't understand at all. I was so embarrassed.
I found out off the streets,
I stayed out of school for a whole week, I was so scared
the first time it happened:'

It is interesting to contrast these women's feelings with those of Anne Frank in
A Diary of a Young Girl:

Each time I have a periodand that has only been
three times--I have the feeling that in spite of
all the pain, I have a sweet secret.. .2

Encourage participants to compare these thoughts with their own first-time
experiences and circumstances:

Try to confront the fact that ayounger woman is likely to feel that her period
is a "nasty thing:" One way to do this is by discussing some of'the myths that
have been associated with menstruation and how women were (and stilt are, in
certain cultures) considered "unclean," untouchable; or evil while they were
menstruating. Participants may not be ready or willing to shed their own nega-
tive or ambivalent feelings; but almost everyone seems relieved to hear some-
one else say that we should not have to feel "dirty" and inferior.

2. Describe the different natural remedies available to women to alleviate cramps
in addition to or in place of aspiriftherbal teas, calcium, warm baths, mas-
sages, etc. Many women do not associate their eating habits with cramps.
Counter the myth that women cannot be active during their periods:

C. Resources
Delaney, Lipton;_artd Tott , The Curse; Gardner-Loulan, Lopez, and Quacken-
bush, Period; OBOS; Gates, Klaw, and Steinberg, Changing Learning, Chang-
ing Lives; Carney Fleming; and Lynch; A Part of Our Lives (pamphlet);
Cherrilak and Feirigold, Birth Control Handbook (pamphlet); Carroll et al,;
What Now? (pamphlet); and Menstruation.

Session Five: Birth Control

A. Goals
1. To provide clear information on available methods of birth control; including

up-to-date information on the risks and benefits of each ..

'Caroline Carney, Kathy Fleming, and Mary Beth Lynch; A Part of Our Lives (Salem,
Massachusetts: Origins, Inc_ 1977)_p: 6:

2Excerpted in Barbara Gates, Susan Klaw, and Adria Steinberg, Changing Learning,
Changing Lives (Old Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press, 1979), p. 65.
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2. To encourage women to demand similarly clear and straightforward informa--
tion and discussion when they seek birth control on their own

As a facilitator among young mothers who had small children (and several
young women who were about to become mothers), I often had to struggle to
understand why 8 woman would want to have a child in her adolescence. Yet,
there could be no disputing the fact that these women felt quite certain and
confident of what they were doingcharacteristics society often does_not
associate withyoungwomen of fifteen or sixteen, or even seventeen: I would
not suggest that all young mothers or young pregnant women are prepared foe
the obligations of parenting; nor is it always clear what other options exist (or
women think exist). Nevertheless, in order to have even_ediscussion ofwhat
the issues are for a younger woman, you must start with a basic respect for her
decision. It is simplistic to asraime_that you are merely dealing_ with the conse-
quences of lack of birth control or an unplanned pregnancy Additionally, many
younger women are pressured by men into having sexual intercourse. A
young woman may not feel in control of such decisions, Most women are
caught between wanting intimacy, on the one hand, and the particular ways in
which women are subsumed by male sexuality, on the other hand. Given this
situation, it is Understandable that younger women are very ambivalent about
using birth control. indeed, a young woman may not really feel she's made a
decision for Which she shOuld be responsible.

B. Suggested Activities
1. There are several Ways to pesent the basic methods of birtn control available

to women today. For adolescent women in particular, films are helpful, as are
samples of birth control devices the women can see and examine. Since most
films on birth control offer little analysis of the risks and benefits, you will have
to augment the information with more critical, up-to -date facts on such meth-
ods as the birth control pill, the IUD, and Encare Oval (this last one in particu-
larJs heavily promoted today by the drug industry).

Ehcourage women who may know a little more to share their knowledge
with others in the group. Discuss the less reliable_methods of birth control:
deUchirig, Withdrawal, and the rhythm method Stress that not every woman
should take birth control pills or have an IUD inserted. The point is not to scare
young women with the somber facts; but to give participants vital information
and to respect their abilities to make informed decisions. Emphasize that a
complete medical history must be taken and is a critical part of any visit to a
clinic to receive a birth control deVice.

2: Birth control is not a new invention! Distribute examples of some recipes from
the 1800.S.1

ifannay's Preventive Lotion
Take pearlash, 1 part; water 6_parts. Mix and filter. Keep it in close bot-

tles; and use it; with or without soap, immediately after connexion [sexual
intercourse].

Aberhmathy's Preventive Lotion
Take bichloride of mercury, 25 parts; milk of almonds, 400 partS; alco-

hol, 100 parts; rose-water, 1000 parts: Immerse the glands in a little of the
mixture, as before, and be particular to open the orifice of the urethra so
as to admit the contact of the fluid. This may be used as often as you want,
until the urethra feels tender on voiding the urine. This method won't fail if
used in proper time:

'Rosalyn Baxardall, Linda Gordon, and Susan Reverby, eds., America's Working Women
(New York: Random, 1976), p. 17.
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Encourage participants to share their knowledge of earlier methOds of birth
control used by their mothers or grandmothers (see Workshop A, Session
Five). For more information and background reading on birth control and abor-
tion as century-old practices i see Resources at the end of this chapter.

3. A discussion of birth control belongs in the context of sex, sexuality, and rela-
tionships. You might ask women to consider what they feel affects their beliefs
and feelings about sex and birth control: Religion? Parents? Movies_and tele-
vision? Most young women still feel birth control is their burden. Changing
these dynamics in personal relationships does not occur without a great deal
cf struggle. You might also ask: How can men be encouraged to take on equal
responsibility for birth control?

C. Resources
OBOS; Cherniak and Feingold, The Birth Control Handbook (pamphlet); Wom-
en's Educational Project, High School Sexuality: A Teaching Guide (pamphlet);
Dreifus, ed., Seizing Our Bodies: Baxardall, Gordon, and Reverby, eds.,
America's Working Women; and Hope Is Not a Method (film):

Session Six; AbortionThe Factors We Weigh

A: Goals
1. To support younger women in their efforts to make choices and decisions

about abortion and motherhood
2. To point out common themes all women face with the abortion decision
3. To discuss popular myths and misinformation concerning abortion
4. To offer a historical context for understanding the lecalization of abortion and

the recent anti-abortion backlash
B. Suggested Activities
1. Read the story "The Lonesomes AM't No Spring Picnic"' by Birthalene Milk;

Some questions which might be asked include:
Why did the grandmother feel empathy for Sue-Ellen?
Why did the grandfather believe Sue-Ellen should be punished?
How did Sue-Ellen's death affect Mary Anne?
What does the grandmother mean when she says "women always get
blamed"?

The particular setting for the storya rural, southern town, where tne church
is the strongest institutional and value setting forcemay be very different
from the world experienced by urban women. You may need to help par-
ticipants recognize the many similarities between their and Sue-Ellen's
experiences.

You might use Sue-Ellen's situation to dis:uso the shame and guilt women
continue to feel, or are made to feel, about abortion and why desperate acts
are often seen as the only "out" to a woman who cannot emotionally or finan-
cially afford another child.

2. Show the film Abortion by Jane Pincus. Remind participants that this film was
made in 1971, when abortion was legal in only a few places, such_as New York
and Washington, Q.C. Point out the courage required for women to make an
abortion film at that Urn?.

The film details the lives of different women and the experiences of each in
obtaining an abortion in 1971: the expense; the use of underground networks,
finding_a sympathetic doctoror a doctor interested in the money, and the risks
of unsafe methods; The film helps stimulate discussions of the changes that

*See Workshop ;k Session Five (p: 184 for a description of the story:



have occurred since abortion was legalized and the reasons that women con-
tinue to seek abortion.

Teenagers will probably want to talk a great deal about parents and abortion:
the controversy over parental consent; and other ways a young woman can
receive needed emotional support if she cannot tell her parent(s). You might
follow court cases involving minors' rights in birth control, sexuality, and
abortion.

3: Encourage women to share their knowledge of abortion, abortion clinics, and
abOrtion counseling. Many times participants may -be "holding on" to some-
thing frightening they have heard about abortion. Comments such as "I hear
you could bleed to death" or ''My friend saw the nurse put the baby in the
garbage" are not infrequent. Although not trying to disprove every horror story
or deny the risks involved in abortion; the class can provide invaluable
perspective.

It is probably most helpful to have someone who has had an abortion talk
realistically_ and honestly about her experience. This wil; probably be more
convincing than a mere straightforward presentation of the facts. Nonetheless,
facts should be shared. It is valuable to talk about the dramatic decrease
nationwide in complications and mortality among women since the legalization
of abortion. If abortion becomes illegal, we will lose the leverage women have
gained to ensure good health care and accountability from doctors and clinics.
Thus, fighting for the legalization of abortion is fighting for quality health care
for women.

C. Resources
OBOS; Carroll et al., What Now? (pamphlet); Erlien et al., More than a Choice
(pamphlet); Gates; Klaw; and Steinberg Changing Learning, Changing Lives;
Miller, "The Lonesomes Ain't No Spring Picnic"; and the film Abortiott

Session Seven: So, Now You Are a Mother. What Is It Like?

A. Goals
1. To determine some of the issues and concerns mothers might have in our

society
2: To encourage women to think about what is involved in having a child/children

of their own

6; Suggested Activity
Develop an interview questionnaire for mothers: The following is an example
created by participants.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR MOTHERS
1. Do you like being a mother? Why or why not?
2. Are you plannin_g to have any more children? Why or why not?
3: Are you a single parent? Yes No

If yes, do you like being a single parent?
4: How many kids do you have? HoW old are they?
5. Do you like the responsibilities of being a mother?
6. If you got tired of having the responsibilities of a mother, would you ever

give your kids up?
7. When you were first _pregnant, were you scared?
8. What were you feeling when you had a baby?
9. Where did you have your kidsat home or in the hospital?

10. Did you have a cesarean section?
11. Didyou use natural Childbirth?
12; When you first told your man you were pregnant, what did he say?
13. Were you awake when your baby was born?
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Additional comments, if any, can go here:

Encourage everyone to interview at least two mothers she knows. Spend
time as a group helping each participant find mothers to interview.

Discussing motherhood/parenting may not be simple for adolescents, even
if there are young mothers in the group. Do not assume that a young woman
who has a small child necessarily thinks of herself as a "mother" Depending
upon the age and circumstances in a young mother's life (such as living at
home with parents or living on her ownLthe label of "mother" mig_ht be rather
overwhelming; something a young woman might find more appropriate as a
description of her own mother. In addition, the issue of being a mother is espe-
cially complex when each group member is struggling with her options con-
cerning motherhood and children. The facilitator should encourage partici-
pants to consider the kinds of support, material and otherwise, women need
whether or not they choose to have children. If your sessions can accommodate
having_participants :break into smaller groups, it would be useful for young or
expectant mothers to have a specific time to express more immediate health
concerns and other child-related issues, e.g., as housing, child care and
employment:

C. Resources
Lerner Black Women in White America; OBOS; _Gutty, The Autobiography of a
Brack Woman; Gates, Klaw, and Steinberg, Changing Learning, Changing
Lives; and Angelou, / Know Why the Caged Bird Sings.

Session Eight: Childbirth /Childbearing

A. Goals
1.To explore the politics in the struggles for more community control over health
- dare, especially women's health care
2.To discuss women's control over birthing via home birth and natural childbirth

B. Suggested Activities
1. Show the film The Chicago Maternity Story The Center began in the 1930's: It

has continually provided low-income women with low-cost, high-quality pre-
and post-natal health care; using home birth as an alternative to the castly_and
often unsafe obstetrical practices of big hospitals. The film records the Cen-
ter's history, Its goals; its struggles to remain open in the early 1970's after
seventy-five years of service to a largely Third World community, and the even-
tual closing of the center because of pressures from doctors and powerful
hospitals.

Because the film is in two parts, you will probably need more than one ses-
sion to allow for both viewing and discussion. Before watching the film, ask
participants to consider the following questions: Why do so many women want
the Center to remain open? What do they feel are the advantages of having a
home birth as opposed to a hospital birth? What does a midwife do?

Most adolescent women are fascinated by watching a live birth on film.
Because the woman in the film gives birth at home, is under no anesthesia,
and uses breathing exercises, participants can actually see and hear the phys-
ical and emotional process a woman goes through in the last stages of labor
and delivery. The woman's delight in being awake and conscious during child-
birth can present a very exciting possibility to participants who had not consid-
ered natural childbirth before.

Discuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of home birth, natural
childbirth, and hospital birth that uses drugs and anesthesia. It is important to
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show that- ,there are alternatives to the medical institutions, hospitals, medica-
tions, and doctors we are all brought up to believe in.

Some participants told stories of their mother or grandmother having given
birth at home,-while another woman acted as the midwife; These examples led
to discussion'S of the medical/healing skills women have historically pos-
sessed and pased on from one generation to the nextmany of which sur-
vived the rise of 'medical schools and training exclusively for white men.in the
United States andBurope.

2. Invite a woman who, is a health care provider specializing in childbirth to talk
with the group, answer_questions, and demystify the practice of home birth
and childbirth in general. You might also invite someone who has experienced
a home birth and/or natural childbirth.

C. Resources
OBOS: Ehrenreich and English, Witches, Midwives and Nurses; Ehrenreich
and English; For Her Own Good; Corea, The Hidden Malpractice; and the film
The Chicago Maternity Story, :-

Session Nine: A Visit to a Feminist Health Center*

A. Goals
1. To expose participants to the existence and practices of an alternative health

care facility, owned and operated by women committed to changing health
care for all women

2. To provide participants with the opportunity to ask questions of health care
workers

3. To learn firsthand the principles of a good gynecological exam
4. To give women confidence to seek high quality treatment in other health care

facilities
B. Suggested Activity

Visit a feminist health clinic. Spend time beforehand clarifying the interests
and concerns of the participants and of the health.workers who will be respon-
sible for your group;

A visit to a feminist health center is likely to be a first for many of the partici-
pants: It can be an extremely positive and reinforcing experience if you
arrange for sufficient time to be given to participants' questions and concerns.
It is a good idea to ensure that the clinic's spokeswoman shares your goals and
a sense of flexibility concerning what she hopes to cover In the session.

In my group, participants were given the choice of viewing a slide show on
self-help or watching an actual self-help gynecological exam demonstrated by
two women. Most of the women chose"to watch the gynecological exam. ThiS
was a significant indication that it was gradually becoming less strange and
embarrassing for participants to better know and understand their bodies.

Although most participants felt some nervousness during the demonstra-
tion, it was established by the facilitator and clinic workers as an understand-
able reaction. This was the first time these adolescents had ever observed a
gynecological exam and one in which the patient actively participated in all of
the procedures. Everyone was able to understand further why certain proce-
dures are done in a gynecological exam; what infections should be tested lor,
and how a gynecological exam can be made more comfortable for a woman:

If the feminist health center is not readily accessible to the women in yotir
group, it may be unlikely that they will return to that particular clinic. Thus, you
should be able to extrapolate from the visit those values and practices that

'The goals of this activity can also be achieved by using fijms, slide shows, and literature
available from a feminist health center. See Resources for listings.
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should be generally evident in all health care facilities. A visit to a local health
care facility as well might be a good idea. Encourage women who use other
health facilities to ask that educational resources (side shows, plastic spec-
ula, OBOS), which they know are available at women's health centers, be
made available in neighborhood clinics as well.

C. Resources
OBOS; fact sheets from the women's health clinic you visit; plastic specula;
and Cherniak and Feingold; Birth Control Handbook (pamphlet):

Session Ten: Occupational Health and Safety

A. Goals
1., To explore the effects that different kinds of paid work, especially those jobs

women usually hold, have on our health
2: To introduce participants to women who offer assistance to people concerned

with occupational health and safety
B: Suggested Activities
1. Ask participants to write down as many jobs as they_ can think of, including the

job (if any) they presently hold. Next to each job; ask them to list what they
think are th' health hazards. It is best not to define "health hazard" ahead of
time; later, as a group; write a definition based on the concerns and informa-
tion the participants share.

Most people associate health hazards with those which have gained some
public attention in the last several years, e.g., asbestos poisoning, black lung
disease, brown lung disease, and radiation poisoning from nuclear power
work: It may=not occur to participants to consider that there are also health
hazards involved in robs where most women are found: Clerical work, cleaning,
waitressing; and hospital work:

2. Invite _guests who work with occupational health and safety to discuss their
work and their concerns: Guests should prepare information on any health
hazards likely to be found in the kinds of work participants have done.

It can be reassuring for women to realize that others share their frustrations
and stresses on a particular job. Doing endless errands for a boss, sitting in
one position typing all day, cleaning with strong solvents, being on their feet all
day are examples of experiences many women have had. Include a descrip-
Lon of how chemicals actually enter the body and affect vital organs and sys-
tems: Specific chemicals like lead and rediation are very dangerous to a wom-
an s reproductive system; thus, this discussion is vital. Discuss what it means
for a woman to have her tubes tied (be sterilized) as a condition for being able
to retain work in areas where dan_g_erous chemicals are in use.

3. Take a field-trip to a factory or other work site that employs large numbers of
women. Encourage participants to be on the lookout for health and safety vio-
lations and to make up a report of their findings.

4. Sexual harassment on the job, which may well be a part of the participants'
work histories, is another topic for discussion. Labeling this a "job hazard" can
help participants understand that when a woman .quits ,or loses her job
because of unwanted sexual advances, the blame belon_gs to the employer,
not to the particular woman: It was exciting for my group to hear that more
women are challenging employers for this behavior in an organized way, such
as fighting for anti-sexual-harassment clauses in union contracts.

C. Resources
Fact sheets on health and safety (provided by guest speakers); Alliance
Against Sexual Coercion, Fighting Sexual Harassment (pamphlet); Health Pol-
icy Advisory Center's Health Pac Bulletins (see the Organizations category of
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the Resources section): and Southern Exposure's special issue Sick for
Justice.

Session Eleven: Taking Care of Our Bodies

A: _Goals
1. To give women more knowledge and control when dealing with the health care
_ system for treatment of common gynecological problems
2. To encourage women to see their everyday habits (e.g., eating, sleeping, exer-

cise) as integral to staying healthy and preventing sickness
3. To offer preventive measures against infections and to encourage women to

be generally more aware of their bodies

B. Suggested Activity
Spend some time studying common infectiOns such as yeast infections,
trichomoniasis ("trichT vaginitis, cystitis, herpes, crabs, and scabies. In
addition, explain common symptoms and causes for the more serious gonor-
rhea, syphilis, and pelvic inflammatory disease (P.I.D.). Time limitations may
mean choosing a few infections to discuss in detail; and then reviewing the
preventive measures for several other general infections. It is helpful, how-
ever, for participants to actually see and hear the different names of the
most common infections and to learn the most basic characteristics and
distinctions:

Ask participants to identify infections they might have had or for which they
might have been treated. Ask if they were given any explanation of the nature
of their infection and the medication they were given. If possible, explain some
of the medications frequently prescribed and possible alternative natural rem
edies. Often it has never occurred to a woman that remedies for infections
might exist in anything but a prescription. Additional points that could be cov-
ered include adolescents' feelings of embarrassment which keep them from
going to a doctor or clinic.

C. Resources
Odsess and Hurwitz, Taking ControUpamphlet); ChernicJ: 3c1 Feingold, The
VD Handbook (oomph*); and Women's Educational P'oject, High.iSchool
Sexuality: A Teaching Guide (pamphlet).

Session Twelve: Food and Nutrition

A. Goals
Please refer to Workshop A, Sessions Two and Three (pp. 181-182).

B. Suggested Activities
1. Invite someone who works with food and nutrition to visit the group. Partici-

pants may respond very well to someone who is a positive role model_: At the
school; an older woman in her sew. nties who has been a vegetarian for fifty=
five years and a political activist all her life; co-facilitated this workshop. She
approached the group with a sincere respect for their own food choices and
life circumstances witnout assuming that her own choice of being a vegetarian
made sense or was even feasible for many of the women in the program. She
was sensitive to the class and racial background of the participants and
offered examples familiar to the women.

2. Have everyone list and share what she has eaten in the past twenty-four
hours. Hand out a Food Scorecard to each participant; explain the basic use of
the scorecard, and have everyone work on matching the food she has written
down with a nutrition score in the booklet.

The group members need to be able to recognize their eating habits in a
discussion of nutrition: The Food Scorecard is an extremely creative tool for
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connecting personal habits to healthy eating. It also explains very clearly the
criteria for the content_avitamins, minerals, fat; salt, or sugar by which a food
loses or gains points. Encourage the participants to view thedscores not as a
fixed judgment, but as a measure of the process of becoming more nutrition-
ally aware:

C. Resources
OBOS; Katz and Goodwin, Food; Jacobson and Wilson, Food Scorecard
(pamphlet); and Berkeley Women's Health Collective, Feeding Ourselves
(pamphlet).

Session Thirteen: Violence against Women

A. Goals
1. To understand the connection between any single act of rape, or other vio-

lence, against women of all races and classes in our society
2. To examine the complex psychological and physical consequences of violence

directed against women
3. To assist women in learning where to find help if they become the victims of

violence
4. To break down the sexist and racist mythologYthat deems women responsible

for sexual assault and general violence against them
B. Suggested Activities
1. Show at least one of the many films and videotapes available on the subject of

rape, one of which shares both the personal struggles of women who have
been victims of rape and the organizing being done against rape.

Using a film or videotape in which women "somewhere else" discuss their
experiences is often the least threatening way to begin. The particular video-
tape shown to participants, "Rape: The Reality," covers issues which are cen-
tral to a discussion of rape:

Personal experiences of rape victims
Challenges to men's attitude that women provoke rape
The frequent harassment women experience through involvement with the
police and the courts
Support groups for rape victims
Rape hotlines
Self-defense
Working for better legislation
This particular videotape shows no women of color, although violence

against women of color is discussed: This weakness of the videotape is that it
can create a false picture that only white women are the victims of rape, leav-
ing; understandably, gaps for Third World teenagers: When using such a film;
supplement it with literature that discusses violence against Third World
women. New materials are coming out each year from projects throughout the
country. Look as well for local projects that may be organizing to combat vio-
lence against women.

2. Use educational information that presents basic safety precautions women
can use to better protect themselves from sexual assault and violence. Eleven
Black Women . . . Why Did They Die?a brochure produced by a collective of
Black feminists in 1979is an excellent example.' Published as an organiz-
ing tool to reach more Third World women in the wake of a string of murders of
Black women in Boston, the brochure contains both practical safety informa-
tion and a feminist perspective of the racism and sexism that lead to violence
against women of color in particular.

The brochure is reprinted in this chapter on pages 201-202.
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After reading this brochure, participants in my group affirmed their feelings
of fear and concern as young Black women living in The.same neighborhoods
where.the recent murders had taken place. As Lorraine Bethel points out in
"Black Women's Culture;" Chapter 5 of this book; violence against women,
especially against Black women, constantly undermines the strength to be
active and visible.

In discussing safety issues with participants, begin by asking participants to
share precauVons already exercised in their daily routines. Interestingly
enough, many adolescent women at the school felt that the strongest way for
women to cambat vidence was to learn self-defense, While this certainly
expresses women wanting to feel stronger in general and less afraid of men,
with this particular g_rou_p of women, it also reflected the feeling of you can't
count on 3 nyone except yourselt" Talking about women and people in neigh-
borhoods, watching out for one another, and building neighborhood safety net-
works can seem abstract to women if these activities do not match their own
sense of whether people can be trusted on their block. An example you could
provide of how people in neighborhoods can and should protect their resi-

'dents, especially women and young children, is the growth of the "Safe
House" concept and practice throughout communities in several cities.*

C. Resources
Combahee River Collective, Eleven Black Women . . Why Did They Die? hro-
chure; reprinted in _this chapter); OBOS; literature from a local rape crises
hotline; Heresies, "On Women and Violence"; Shange, "With No Immediate
Cause"; Rape: The Reality (film); and We Will Not Be Beaten (film).

*A Safe House is a home that bears some recognizable insignia in the window, a symbol
visible at night, such as a brightly colored light-bulb. It is a place a woman can go to for help
and refuge if she is in danger.
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CONCLUSION

No one introductory workshop on women's health care could even begin to
respond to all the needs of its participants. However, all of the women whopartic-
ipated in at least a few of the sessions felt they had learned new information that
would be useful to them in dealing with the health care system. Specifically,
knowing how their bodies work; taking better care of themselves; nutrition, birth
control, childbirth, and abortion were all areas participants highlighted.

One of the central goals of the workshop series was to try to break down barri-
ers that keep women apart and isolated. During the health workshops, many
women talked for the first time about what were felt to be very private concerns.
They discovered that many of their concerns are common struggles all women
face. This realization helped women see that they deserve much better quality
treatment from all levels of the health care system: For example; the visit to the'
feminist health center had a lasting effect on the_young women, who saw a health
care institution that could be helpful and accountable and was a place they would
not feel afraid to visit. The visit to the health center, as well as thepresentation by
speakers, gave women exposure to other women working to change the health
care system as it is presently organized and run.

The health workshops were additionally able to combat some of the fragmenta7
tion women experience when dealing with traditional medical care systems. That
is, the workshOp series tried to deal with all levels of how women live and feel,
and challenged the ways in which most doctors treat disease as though it were
independent of the whole.person.

For future workshop series on health; I would recommend that you include ,

some introductory discussions of the stealth care industry and women as health
care workers: Guest speakers who work in health care could be invited to discuss
their experiences. Such information could be especially valuable for participants
who are looking for support in their own job aspirations in the health care field.

I would also recommend that you build into a women's health workshop more
explicit discussion of sexuality, especially among younger women. Sexuality
issues are a dimension of most of the idpIcs; but individual sessions do not
devb!op issues which could arise around relationships with men, sexual pleasure
for women, or homosexuality

In conclusion, women who_participated in the workshbp series are beginning to
take both their health needs and their overall needs as women more seriously At
the school participants received a great deal from the discussions on rape, sex-
ual harassment and motherhood. For women in the alcoholism treatment pro-
gram, even an introductory health workshop gave them more courage to renew
their psyche aild physical strength. For both groups of women_, the workshop
series offered concrete information on how to interact with the health care sys-
tem and how to become involved inpreventive health practices. :t is my hope that
this newly acquired knowledge vill be the basis for the women's long-term, active
participation in determining the kind of health cr.,re they want and in questioning
and challenging the health care systems of the future.





REPRINT OF BROCHURE:
ELEVEN BLACK WOMEN . . . WHY DID THEY DIE?1

Recently eleven young Black women have been murdered in Roxbury, Dor-
chester; and the South End (in Massachusetts). The entire Black community con -.
tinues to Mourn their cruel and brutal deaths. In the face of police indifference
and media lies and despite our grief and anger, we have begun to organize our-
selves in order to figure out ways to protect ourselves and our sisters; to make
the streets safe for women.

We are writing this pamphlet because as Black feminist activists we think it is
essential to understand the social and political causes behind these sisters'
deaths. We also want to share information about safety measures every woman
can take and list groups who are working on the issue of violence against
women.

In the Black community the murders have often been talked about as solely
reel& or racist crimes. It's true that the police and media response has been typi-
cally racist, It's true that the victims were all Black and that Black people have
always been targets of racist violence in this society, but they were also all
women. Our sisters died because they were women just_ as surely as they died
tecause they were Black: If the murders were only racial, young teen-age boys
and older Black men might also have been the unfortunate victims. They might
now be petrified to walk the streets as women have always been.

When we Look at the statistics and hard facts about daily, socially acceptable
violence against women, its clear it's no "bizarre series of coincidences" that all
six victims were female.2 In the U.S.A. 1 out of 3 women will be raped in their
lifetimes or 1/3 of the women in this country; at least 1 woman is beaten by her
husband or boyfriend every 18 seconds; 1 out of every 4 women experiences
some form of sexual abuse before she reaches the age of 18 (child molesting;
rape, and incest) 75% of the time by someone they know and 38% of the time by
a family member, 9 out of 10 women in a recent survey had received unwanted
sexual advances and harassment at their jobs.3 Another way to think about these
figures is that while you have been reading this pamphlet a woman somewhere
in this city, in this state, in this country has been beaten, raped and even mur-
dered.

These statistics apply to all women: Black, white; Hispanic; Asian; Native
American, old, young, rich, poor and in between. We've got to understand that
violence against us as women cuts across all racial, ethnic and class lines. This
doesn't mean that violence against Third World women does not have a racial as
well as sexual cause: Both our race and sex lead to violence against us.

1Combahee River Collective, Eleven Black_ Women . . . Why Did They Die? (Eoston,
Massachuseits: Combahee River Collective, 1979).

?Boston Globe, April 1, 1979, P. ;16.
3Statistics from the paper "prass Roots Services for Battered Women: A Model for Long

Term Change!' by Lisa Leghorn. Available from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
WaShington, D.C.
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One reason that attacks on women are so widespread is that to keep us down,
to keep us oppressed we have to be made afraid. Violence makes us feel power-
less and also like we're second best.

The society also. constantly encourages the violence throd6h the media: mov-
ies, pornography, Playboy, Players, Hustler, JET, record covers, advertisements
and disco songs ("Put Love's Chains Back On Me"): Boys and men get the mes-
sage every day that it's all right jandl even fun to hurt women. What has hap-
pened in Boston's Black community is a thread in the fabric of violence against
women.

Another idea that has been - putout in this crisis is that women should stay in
the house until the mu rderer(s) fisj found. In other words Black women should be
under house arrest. . . Staying in the house punishes the innocent and protects
the guilty. It also doesn't take into account real life, that we must go to work, get
food, pick up the kids at school, do the wash; do errands and visit friends.
Women should be able to walk outside whenever they please, with whoever they
please and for whatever reason.

WE WILL ONLY HAVE THIS RIGHT WHEN WOMEN JOIN TOGETHER_TO
DEMAND OUR RIGHTS AS HUMAN BEINGS. TO BE FREE OF PHYSICAL
ABUSE; TO BE FREE OF FEAR:

The last idea we want to respond to is that it's men's job to protect women. At
first glance this may seem to make sense; but look at the assumptions behind it.
Needing to be' protected assumes that we are weak, helpless and dependent,
that we are victims who need men to protect us from other men. As women in this
society we are definitely at risk as far as violence is concerned but WE HAVE TO
LEARN TO PROTECT OURSELVES. There are many ways to do this: learning
and following common sense safety Measures; learning sel.-defense. setting up
phone chains and neighborhood safe-houses, joining and working in groups that
are organizing against violence against women are all ways to do this:

The idea of men protecting 1.1'3 isn't very realistic because many of us don't
have a man to depend upon for this--young girls; teen-agers; single women, sep,
arated and divorced women, lesbians, widowed women and elderly women. And
even if we do have a man he cannot be our shadow 24 hours a day,

What men can do to "protect" us is to check out the ways in which they put
down and intimidate women in the streets and at home; to stop being verbally
and physically abusive to us and to tell men they know who mistreat women to
stop it and stop it quick. Men who are committed to stopping violence against
women should start seriously discussing this issue with other men and organiz-
ing in supportive ways.

We decided to_write this pamphlet because of our outrage at what has hap-
pened to eleven Black women and to 1000s and 1000s of women whose names
we don't even know. As Black women who are feminists we are struggling
against all racist, sexist, heterosexist and class oppression. We know that we
have no hopes of ending this particular crisis and violence against women in our
community until we identify all of its causes; including sexual oppression. ..

2 1 5
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RESOURCES

RESOURCES FOR WORKSHOPS A AND B

Btook

Angelou, Maya, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. New York: Bantam; 1971:
Baxardall; Rosalyn, et al.; eds. America's Working Women, New York: Random

House, 1976.
Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book by and

for Women. Second Edition. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976. Free cop-
ies are available to low-income women. Spanish translation of text is also
available: Nuestros Cuerpos, Nuestras Vidas. Write to the Bostor(Women's
Health Book Collective; Box 192; Somerville; Massachusetts 02144.

Chamberlain; Judi_ On Our Own: Patient Controlled Alternatives to the Mental
Health System. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979.

Corea, Gena. The Hidden Malpractice: How American Medicine Mistreats
WOmen. New York: Jove Publications, 1978.

Delaney, Janice; Mary J. Lipton; and Emily Toth. The Curse: A Cultural History of
Menstruation. New York: New American Library, 1977.

Demarest; Robert J., and John J. Sciarra. Conception, Birth-and Contraception: A
Visual Presentation. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.

Dreifus, Claudia, ed. Seizing Our Bodies: The Politics of Women's Health. New
York: Vintage Books; 978:

Ehrenreich, Barbara, and Deirdre English: For Her Own Good: 150 Years of
Expert's Advice to Women. New York: Doubleday and Co., 1979_

. Complaints and Disorders: The Sexual Politics of Sickness. Old
Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press; 1973.

. Witches, Midwives and Nurses: A History of Women Healers. Old
WeStbury, New York: The Feminist Press; 1973:

Gardner-Loulan, JoAnn; Bonnie Lopez; and Marcia Quackenbush. Period,
Burlingame, California: My Mama's Press, 1979_

Gates, Barbara; Susan Klaw; and Adria Steinberg. Changing Learning, Changing
Lives; A High School Women's Studies Curriculum from the Group School, Old
Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press, 1979.

Gordon; Linda. Woman's Body, Woman's Right: A Social HiStorybf Birth GOntrol in
America. New York: Penguin Books, 1977.

Guffy,_Ossie. The Autobiography of a Black Woman (as told to Caryl Ledner). New
York: Bantam Books; 1976:

Katz, Deborah; and Mary T Goodwin; Food: Where Nutrition; Politics and Culture
Meet Ah Activities Guide for Teachers. Washington, D.C.: Center for Science in
the Public Interest, 1976;

Lappet Francis Moore. Diet for a Small Planet. Revised Edition; New York: Ballan-
tine Books, 1975.

Larrick; Nancy; and Eve Merriam, eds. Male and Female under 18. New York:
Avon Books, 1973.
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Lerner, Gerda, ed. Black Women in White America: A Documentary History New
York: Random House; 1973:

Walker, Alice: In Love and Trouble: Stories of Black Women. New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1973.

Pamphlets

Alliance Against Sexual Coercion. Fighting Sexual Harassment: An Advocac_y
Handbook. Boston: Alliance Against Sexual Coercion, 1979: To order copies,
write to AASC, P.O. Box 1, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Berkeley VVomen's Health Collective. Feeding Ourselves. Somerville, Mass.: New
England Free Press; 1972:

Bloom; Shery etal. Off the Couch: A Woman's Guide to Therapy. Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, 1975.

Carney, Caroline; Kathy Fleming; and Mary Beth Lynch. A Part of Our Lives: A
Discussion of Sexuality and Birth Control by Young Women and for Young
Women. Salem, Massachusetts: Origins, Inc., 1977. Also available in
Spanish.

Carroll, Linda; Diane LaBelle; Valerie Wooldridge; and Laurie Zarkowsky. What
Now? Under 18 and Pregnant A Discussion of Pregnancy and Abortion 'or
Young Women by Youn_g_Women. Salem, Massachusetts: Origins, Inc., 1976.
Also available in Spanish. For copies, write to Origins, Inc., 169 Boston Street,
Salem, Massachusetts 01970.

Cherniak, Donna, and Allan Feingold. Birth Control Handbook. Montreal: Mon-
treal Health Press, 1975.

VD Handbook. Montreal: Montreal Health Press, 1975.
Combahee River Collective. Eleven Black Women . . . Why Did They Die? Boston:

Combahee River Collective, 1979: Also available in Spanish. To order, write
AASC, P.O. Box 1, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Send 500.

Ellis, Judith. Nutrition for Women. Adapted from Nutrition Durin_g Pregnancy San
Francisco: Planned Parenthood; 1976. To order, write Planned Parenthood,
1660 BuSh Street, San Francisco, California 94109.

Erlien Maria; Madge Kaplan; Julie Palmer; and Sandi Stein. More than a Choice:
Women Talk about Abortion. Boston: New England Free Press, 1979. To order,
write to New England Free Press, 60 Union Square; Somerville, Massachu-
setts 02143. More than a Choice offers an interesting and readable discussion
of issues in the wave of- anti - abortion activity. It presents the need for women
to be more public about their support for women to make their own choice.

HealthRig_ht. Women and Health Packet. New York: HealthRighL.Inc., 1975. Con-
tains following pamphlets: Menopause; Infections of the Vagina, What Can
One Woman Do? The Gynecological Check-up, Vacuum Aspiration Abortion,
Saline Abortion, Breast Cancer: Facts a Woman Needs to Know. To order, see
Organization listings in this section,

Jacobson, Michael F., and Wendy Wilson. Food Scorecard. Washington; D.C.:
Center for Science in the Public Interest, 1974.

Nutrition Scorecard (poster). Washington, D.C.: Center for Sci-
ence in the Public Interest, 1978.

Odsess; Carol, and Deena Hurwitz. Taking Control: A Guide of Self-Healing for
Women. Santa Cruz, California: Odsess and Hurwitz, 1978.

Red Sun Press and Preterm Writing Collective, eds. Getting Stronger: Women
Workers Organize the Abortion Clinics. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Red Sun
Press, 1978.
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Women's Educational Project High School Sexuality: A Teaching Guide. Eugene,
Oregon: Amazon Reail?, 1977.

-_

Journals, Articles, Stories, Poems

Brodkey:Amy, Rachel Fruchter, et al. "Women and the Health System." Health
Pac Bulletin #40; April 1972. New York: Health Policy Advisory Center, 1972.

Caress, Barbara_ "Sterilization: Women Fit to-Be Tied." Health Pac Bulletin #62,
Jan./Feb., 1975. New York: Health Policy Advisory Center, 1975,

Eagan, Andrea Boroff. "Breast Cancer: Facts a Woman Needs to Know,"
HealthRight, Vol. 2; No. 3; 1976. New York: HealthPight, Inc., 1976.

Heresies; "On Women and Violence;" Vol. 2, Nu. 2; Issue 6. New York: Heresies
Collective, Inc., 1978:

Lieberman; Sharon: "A Hospital Is Not a Home:" HealthRight; Vol: 3, No: 4 (Fall
1977). New York: HealthRight, Inc.. 1977.

McTigue, Sharon. "Lost and Found: The Ovulation Method of Natural Birth Con-
trol." HealthRight, Vol, 4, No: 2 (Spring 1978); New York: HealthRight, Inc.;
1978.

"Taking Our Bodies Back." HealthRight, Vol. 3., Nb. 4 (Fall
- 1977). New York: HealthRigt,t; Inc.; 1977.

Miller, Birthalene. Lonesomes Ain't No Spring Picnic." Southern Exposure,
Special Issue: Generations. Women in the South, Vol. 4, No. 4 (Winter 1977);
pp. 86-91. Available from PO. Box 230, Chapel Hill; North Carolina 27514.

Morgan, Susanne. "War on the Womb." HealthRight, Vol. 4, No 3 (Summer
1978). New York: HealthRight, inc.; 1978:

Piercy, Marge: "The Barbie Doll:" To Be of Use: New York: Doubleday and Co.,
1973.

Shan_ge, Ntozake. With No Immediate Cause." Nappy Edges. NeW York: St.
Martin's Press; 1978:

Southern_Exposure,Sp_ecial Issue: Sick for_Justice, V_o1,4; No. 2 (1977). Available
from P.O. Box 230, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

Williamson, Suzanne. "Anti-Abortion Storm Troopers Strike:" HealthRight; Vol: 4;
No. 3 (Summer 1978). New York: HealthRight, Inc., 1978.

, and Belinda Sifford. "Crimes against Women: Healtticare in
Prisons." HealthRight, Vol. 4; No: 3 (Summer 1978); New York: HealthRight
Inc., 1978.

Wilson, Angela. "Black Women's Health." HealthRight, Vol. 3, No 1 (Winter
1976-77); New York: HealthRight, Inc., 1976-77.

Nonprint Media

Abortion. Film available from Jane Pincus, P.O. Sox 72; Roxbury Vermont 05669.
All in a Day's Work: Its a Dirty Story. Slide show available from the Health and

Safety Group, Urban Planning Aid, 120 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachu-
setts 02116.

The Big Dinner Table. Film available from New England Food and Dairy Couril.
1034 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215: Check also for
local distribution.

The Chicago Maternity Story._Eilrn_available from Star Films, 120 Boylston Street,
Boston, Massachusetts 02116. Also available from Kartemquin/Haymarket
Films, 1901 West Wellington Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60657.
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Diet tor a Small Planet. Film available from American Friends Service Committee,
2161 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140. Bull Frog
Films, Oley, Pennsylvania 19547.

Eat Drink and Be Wary Film available from Boston University, Educational Film
Library, Boston; Massachusetts 02215.

Hope Is Not a Method. Film available from Planned Parenthood League of Mas,
sachusetts. Check also for local distribution. Available from 99 BiShop Richard
Allen Drive; Cambridge; Massachusetts 02139.

Rape: The_Reality. Videotape available from the Media Group, Urban Planning
Aid, 120 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116.

Stresses or Symptoms: Women and Mental Health. Videotape available from
Urban Planning Aid, 120 Boylstcn Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116.

Taking Our Bodies Back. Film available from Cambridge Documentary Films,
Inc., Box 385; Cambridge, Massachusetts 62139.

We _Will Not Be Beaten: Film availari:e from Transition House Films, 120 Boylston
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116.

Organizations: Educational, Research, and Activist

Boston Women's Health Book Collective. PO. Box 192, Somerville, Massachu-
setts 02144. Write for information on resources and monthly health packets.
Has up-to-date information on women's health issues locally and nationally.

Center for Science in the Public Interest, 1755 S Street NW, Washington, D.C.
20009. Write for their list of publications and resources. Nutrition curricula,
posters, and teaching materials.

Feminist Women's Health Center and Women's Choice Clinic, 1112 South Cren-
shaw Boulevard, Los Angeles; California 90005.

Health Policy P.dvisory Center, 17 Murray Sti.eet, New York, New York 10007.
(San Francisco Office: 558 Capp Street, San Francisco, California 94110.)
Write for list of pamphlets and reprints. Publishes Health Pac Bulletin. Back
issues available.

HealthRightWomen's Health Forum; 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York
10010. Publishes HealthRight, quarterly women's health journal. Back issues
available. Write for complete list of resources.

National Women's Health Network, P.O. Box 24192, Washington, D.C. 20024.
Publishes Wehvork News. National c'cwinghouse on women's health con-
cerns and legislation. Write for list of resources and activities.

Santa Cruz Women's Health Center, 250 Locust Street, Santa Cruz, California
95060. Write for list of publications and resources.

Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants _and Children (WIC).
Check local hospitals and neighborhood clinics for this Federal nutrition pro-
gram for low-income women and their children. Nutrition literature-available in
several languages.

Women's Community Health Center, Inc., 639 Massachusetts Avenue, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139. Write for list of publications and resources.
Reprints available at minimal cost. Offers information on self-help and self-
examination through use of a plastic speculum.
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SUGGESTED BACKGROUND READING

A very selective list of additional materials relevant to a workshop series on
women and health care.

Bibliographies

Boston Women's Health Book Collective._ Women and Health: issues and Alterna-
tivesA Guide to Readings in the Academic, Medical and Lay Literature.
Somerville, Massachusetts: Boston Women's Health Book Collective, 1977.
To order, write to BWHBC at their address listed under Organizations.

Cowan, Belita. Women's Health Care: Resources, Writings, Bibliographies. Ann
Arbor, Michigan: Anshen Publishing, 1978. To order, write to the National
Women's Health Network at their address listed under Organizations.

Frank, K Portland. The Anti-Psychiatry Bibliography and Resource Guide. Van-
couver, British Columbia: Press Gang Publishers, 1979.

National Women's Health Network. Health Resources Guides. Washington, D.C.:
National Women's Health Network, 1979. Nine resource guides _on Meno-
pause, Hysterectomy, Breast Cancer, Childbirth, DES, Self-Help, Birth Con-
trol, Abortion, and Sterilization, all with complete bibliographies. For more
information, write to the Network at their Washington address: 2025 I Street
NW, Suite 105, Washington, D.C. 20006.

Proceedings for the 1975 Conference on Women and Health, Boston, April 4-7,
1975: Reprinted in the Boston Women's Health Book Collective, Our Bodies,
Ourselves (see p. 203).

Rosenberg, Ken and Girdon Schiff. The Politics of Health Care. Boston: Medical
Committee for Human Rights, 1972. To order, write the New England Free
Press, 60 Union Square, Somerville, Massachusetts 02143.

Ruzek, Sheryl K. Women and Health Care: A Bibliography. Evanston, Illinois: Cen-
ter for Study of Women in Society, Scientific Analysis Corporation, 1975. To
order, write the Program on Women, Northwestern University, 619 Emerson
Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201.

Women's History Research Center. Women's Health/Mental Health. Berkeley,
California: Women's History Research Center, 1977_ For more information,
write Women's History Research Center, 2325 Oak Street, Berkeley, Califor-
nia 94708.

Women's Occupational Health Resource Center. Basic Training. New York:
Women's Occupational Health Resource Center. To order, write to WOHRC-
American Health Foundation, 320 East 43rd Street, New.York, New York 10017.

Books, Pamphlets, Journals

Annas; George. The Rights of Hospital Patients. New York: Avon, 1975.
Archiprete, Garbarino Polkin, et al. The Abortion Business: A Report on Free

Standing Clinics. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Women's,Research Action Proj-
ects, 1975.

Armstrong, Louise. Kiss Daddy Goodnight: A Speak-Out on Incest. New York:
Pocket Books, 1979:

Bell; Susan: "Political Gynecology: Gynecological Imperialism and the Politics of
Self-Help." Science for the People, VOL 11, No 5 (September/October 1979).
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Science for the People, 1979.
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Boston Nurses Group: "The False Promise: Professionalism in Nursing." Sci-
ence for the People, Vol. 10, No 3 (May/June 1978). Cambridge, Massachu-
setts: Science for the People, 1978.

Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Ourselves and Our Children: A Book by
and for Parents. New York: Random House, 1978.

Bottled-Up Women. New Britain, Connecticut: Prudence Crandall Center for
Women, 1975, A packet of articles on women and alcoholism including "So
What's So Different about Women Who Drink?" To order, write the Prudence
Crandall Center for Women, P.O. Box 895, New Britain, Connecticut 06050.

Campbell, Margaret A. (pseudonym). Why Would a Girl Go into Medicine? Old
Westbury New York: The Feminist Press, 1973;

Chetin, Helen. Frances Ann Speaks Out: My Father Raped Me. Stanford, Califor-
nia: New Seed Press, 1977.

Clark, Lorenne, and Debra Lewis. Rape: The Price of Coercive Sexuality Toronto:
The Women's Press, 1977.

.Coalition for Abortion Rights and Against Sterilization Abuse (CARASA). Women
under Attack. New York: CARASA, 1979.

Diamond, Liz. The Lesbian Primer. Salem, Massachusetts: Women's Educational
Media, Inc., 1979.

Fat Liberator Publications. New Haven, Connecticut: New Haven Fat Liberation
Front, 1978: To order, write to Fat Liberator Publications; P.O. Box 342; New
Haven, Connecticut 06513.

Hall, Nanc_y Lee. A True Story of a Drunkeo Mother Plainfield, Verriont: Daugh-
ters; Inc.; 1974.

Health Policy AdvisoryCommittee, ed. American Health Empire: Power, Profits,
PoliticS. NeW York: Random House, 1971.

HealthRight. ''A View from the Loop: The Women's Health Movement in Chi-
cago." HealthRight, Fall 1975. New York: HealthRight, Inc., 1975.

Howell, Mary C. Healing at Home: A Guide to Health Care for Children. BoSton:
Beacon Press, 1979:

ISIS: International Bulletin. _Special issue-on "Women and Health." Rome, Italy, and
Geneva, Switzerland: ISIS, Spring 1978.

Jacobson, Michael F. Nutrition Scoreboard: Your Guide to Better Eating. New
York: Avon Books; 1974.

Lesbian Health Information Project. Artificial Insemination: An Alternative Con-
ception. San Francisco: Lesbian Health and Information Project,_1979; To
order, write San Francisco Women's Centers, 3543 18th Street, San Fran-
cisco, California 94110.

MacKeith, Nancy. The New Women's Health Handbook: London: Virago; 1978.
Martin: Del: Battered Wives: New York: Pocket Books, 1977.
O'Donnell; Mary_"Lesbian Health Care:_lss_ues and Literature." Science for the

Peo_ple. Vol_ 10, No 3 (May/June 1978). Cambridge, Massachusetts: Science
for the People; 1978.

et al. Lesbian Health Matters! A Resource Book about Lesbian
Health. Santa Cruz, California: Santa Cruz Women's Health Collective; 1979.
To order, write to Santa Cruz Women's Health Center, address listed under
Organizations:

Project Outsideilnside: A Design for Health. Somerville, Massachusetts: Somer-
ville School Department, 1979. To Order, write ProjeCt Outside /Inside, Somer-
viire Public Schools, 81 Highland Avenue, Somerville, Massachusetts 02143.
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, . Food for the Health of It: A High School Nutrition Curriculum.
Somerville; Massachusetts: Somerville School Department,. 1978. To order,
write to the Project at the address above.

Reitz, Rosetta. Menopause: A Positive Approach. Radnor, Pennsylvania: Chilton
Book Co., 1979.

Ruzek, Sheryl. The Women's Health Movement: Feminist Alternative: to Medical
Control: New York: Praeger Publishers; 1978:

Seaman, Barbara; and-Gideon Seaman: Woman and the Crisis in Sex Hormones:
New York: Bantam Books, 1978.

Seven Days. Special issue: "Women's Health," VOL 2, NO. 4 (May 5, 1978). NeW
York: Institute for New Communications; Inc., 1978.

Smith; Dorothy E., and Sara J. David, eds. Wom_eaLook at Psychiatry. Vancouver;
British Columbia: Press Gang Publishers, 1975.

Vida, Ginny, ed. Our Right to Love: A Lesbian Resource Book. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1978.

Weiss, Kay. "What Medical Students Learn about Women." Off Our Backs, April
May 1975: Washington; D:C:: Off Our Backs, 1975:

Youth Liberation. Growing Up Gay. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Youth Liberation Press;
Inc., 1978. Order this pamphlet from Youth Liberation, 2007 Washtenaw Ave-
nue. Ann Arbor; Michigan 48104.

High School Women's Liberation. Ann Arbor; Michigan: Youth
Liberation Press, Inc., 1976. Order this pamphlet from Youth Liberation at the
address above.

Third World Women and Health Care

Cade, Toni, The Black Woman: An Anthology New York: Signet, 1970.
"Crimes in , Clinic: A Report on Boston City Hospital." The Second WaVe, Vol.

2. No. 3 (1973). Cambridge; Massachusetts: The Second Wave, 1973.
Ferris, Louanne. I'm Done Crying. New York: New American Library, 1970.
Herman, Judith. "Fighting Sterilization Abuse." Science for the People, Vol. 9,

No. 1 (January/February 1977): Cambridge; Massachusetts: Science for the
People, 1977.

Kotelchuck, David. "Work, Race and Health." Hearth Pac Bulletin (reprint), Sep-
tember/October 1977: New York: Health Policy Advisory Center; 1977.

Ladner, Joyce A. Tomorrow's Tomorrow. New York: Doubleday and Co., 1971.
Margulies, Leah. "Exporting Infant Nutrition." HealthRight, Vol. 3, No. 2 (Spring

1977). New York: HealthRight, Inc., 1977.
McKnight, John L. "Organizing for Community Health in Chicago:" Science for

the People, Vol. 10, No 6 (November/December 1978). Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Science for the People; 1978:

Mini - Consultation on the Mental and Physical Health Problems of Black_Women,
March 29-30, 1974. Washington, D.C.: Black Women's Community Develop-
ment Foundation; 1975. Available from Black Women's Community Develop-
ment Foundation, 1028 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 1010, Washington,
D.C. 20036.

Nelson; Jill. "N-E-S-T-L-E-S Makes the Very Best?" Seven Days, Vol. 2, No. 7
(May 5, 1978). New York: Institute for New Communications; Inc:, 1973.
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Nenprint Media

Angry Not Mad. Videotape available from Urban Planning Aid., Media Project,
120 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116: A videotape that dis,
cusses the controversy and politics of establishing separate units for so-called
"violent" women and juveniles in Massachusetts; such units being separate
from existing correctional facilities.

Bottle Babies. Film available from Boston INFACT do Boston Industrial Mission,
56 Boylston Street; Cambridge; Massachusetts 02138. A documentary orithe
epidemic infant deaths caused by faulty marketing of infant formula (primarily
Nestle's products) in Third World countries.

Heallhcaring from Our End of the Speculum. Film available from Women Make
Movies, Inc., 257 West 19th Street; New York; New York 10011. Covers the
politics of the women's health movement and the role of self-help and "well=
woman care" in women's health clinics:

in the Best interests of the Children: Film available from Iris Films, Box 5353;
Berkeley, California 94705. Documentary about lesbian mothers and the
issues and struggles surrounding child custody.

Janie's Janie. Film_ available from Odean Films; Box 315, Franklin Lakes, New
Jersey 07417. Single white mother on welfare discusses raising her children
alone and the value of collective and community action.

Killing Us Softly: Advertising's Image of Women. Recent film available from Cam-
bridge Documentary Films, Inc., P.O. Box 385, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139. Important feminist look at a $40 billion industry.

Nursing: The Politics of Caring. Film available from Ilex Films, Sox 226, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02138.

Self Help. Slide show available from Women's Community-Health Center, 639
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Discusses basic
self-examination and problems with presem health care for women in the
United States.

Song of the Canary: industrial illness in America. A recent film available from New
Day Films, 660 York Street, San Francisco, California 94110. Documentary on
current situation of occupational health hazards in the United States: -

Sterilization Abuse. Slide show on sterilization abuse; available from the Commit-
tee to End Sterilization Abuse ICESA), PO. Box 2727, Boston, MassachusettS
02208. In English and Spanish; a new and revised discussion of the issue of
forded sterilization in the United States, of population-control programs in
India and Latin America; and of the history of women's struggle for birth con-
trol and abortion.

Testimony Film available from Amalgamated and Clothing Textile Workers Union;
160 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111. J. P. Stevens workers
describe their working conditions, especially the problem of brown lung dis-
ease. Explains why the boycott is important to the unionizing effort.

Working for Your Life. A recent film about the often-overlooked hazards faced by
women on the job: For more_information, write to Labor Occupational Health
Program, Center for Labor Research and Education, Institute for Industrial
Relations, 2521 Channing Way, Berkeley, California 94720.
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FL LATIN WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES

Natalia Muitia

INTRODUCTION

The Latin American population in the United States grows larger each day.*
With that growth comes an increase in social, economic; and political problems.
The Latin population in the Northeast is concentrated primarily in large urban
areas. New York, for example, contains fifty-seven percent of all Puerto Ricans in
the United States; Boston and Springfield, Massachusetts; also have sizable
communities.? Life in these large American cities is.difficult for most immigrants,
and it is no less difficult for the Latin immigrant who comes to this country
aspiring-to a better life. Althoug;t technically and legally Puerto Ricans are Ameri-
can citizens and so do not immigrate; t apply the word "immigrant" to Puerto
Ricans, because culturally and ethnologically they are Latin Americans. It is only
United States colonialism that has created the distinction.

17 most Latin countries, children grow up with the idea that America is the rich-
est country in the world. No one starves; life is easy and full of comforts; and
anyone who has a little ambition and intelligence can climb up the social ladder
and may even become rich. The fulfiliment of this dream is true for only a very
small percentage of immigrants. The lucky ones are usually the studentssome
from wealthy families, others wno have scholarships. They come temporarily, to
study in the large academic institutions; and then return to their homelands to
hold good jobs that pay decent salaries.. If they choose to remain in America,
their high level of education helps them become more easily integrated into the
American middle and sometimes upper classes. But children in Latin countries

. grow up amidst_poverty, illiteracy, hunger, disease, political_ oppression, and
unemployment. These realities do not change after immigration. Having little
money, lacking education, and not speaking English, what is the reality they
encounter?

First; housing is available only in the urban ghettos, where families share
their living space with rats and cockroaches: They fear vandals and fires, and
space and basic human :services are sorely lacking., When searching for jobs,

Natalia Muiria was born in Cuba and came to the United States as a child. She
lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts; where she is involved in a growing Latin wom-
en's movement, and where she has an active acupuncture practice.

When I say "Latin American," I am referring to the Latin population in the Northeast pri-
marily composed of Puerto Ricans and other Caribbean Hispanics; plus Central and South
Americans. This chapter does not deal with the experiences of Chicanas IIr women born in
the United States of Latin parents;-for these women, the issues and priorities are different.

1U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Puerto Ricans in the United States: An Uncertain Future
(Washington; D.C.: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978).



Latins discover that, having few job or craft skills; they can find work only in fac-
tories and sweatshops or as domestics, where they struggle against poor pay
and empty futures. Their children are enrolled in overcro)Kled\schools in which
drugs are abundant. Little effort is made to integrate the children into the learn-
ing process: Most often, the child who_ does not gain fluency in English skills is
left back or placed in "slow" classes. The school environment creates emotional
and psychological traumas that aggravate those already caused by changes in
the cultural environment.

Culturally, the immigrant family feels severely deprived. American culture
seems strange and difficult to understand. Morals appear lax (e.g., sexual prom-
iscuity, disregard for elders), and the family structure does not seem so impor-
tant. These attitudes serve greatlylo isolate the Latin woman, for whom tradition-
ally the family means everything. Despite the oppressive role that the traditional
nuclear family structure sets up for women, it is within the_family that the Latin
woman feels at least a small sense of power and security. The family is the only
place where she is allowed to make small decisions that may affect others' lives
especially her Children's lives. Only in the role of family caretaker is she made to
feel somewhat important and can she exercise some of her skills. Thus, she is
lost, beyond the periphery of her neighborhood; in a world that is foreign geo-
graphically, culturally, and linguistically, in a world where she is considered a non-
person by virtue of being both Latin and female: Of course, the Latin woman's sta-
tus is riot entirely unpleasant to her man, who indirectly benefits from her predica-
ment: By seemingly placing her on a pedestal as a saintly creature whose morals
are irreproachable, he is securing for himself free, permanent maid service and is
perpetuating the double standards so prevalent in Latin culture. A man's extramari-
tal affairs, gambling excursions, or bouts of drunkenness are considered all right
porgue el es macho! (because he is a manjyet similar behavior is inexcusable as
indecent and not to be tolerated in a woman.

After awhile; the family begins to undergo a transformation. The children who
grow up in America, understanding, if sometimes poorly, the English language;
begin to relate to and identify more with different aspects of American culture,
such as consumerism, individualism, and lack of family closeness: Yet this same
culture discriminates against their parents.

Little by little, a great vacuum begins to form between parents and children.
The impact on the Latin woman can be devastating, and she may even lose the
security of her traditional role within the family. And what of the children? Some
become "Americanized." They forget their roots, forget their language, and lose
their cultural traits: Through acculturation; such things get lost in the great
human sea that is America, a country which equates being American with having
material affluence and job stability. There are those who hold on to their tradi-
tionS, their cultUral characteristics. They have a harder time; they do not really
belong to either an American or a Latin culture. Then there are those who, having
lost their roots and culture; strive to find theril again; to learn and live their heri-
tage. For them the road is long and_painful, as they realize how much their Ameri-
canization has taken away from them: ,

I have designed this workshop series from the perspective of a Latin feminist
woman: The process of my politicaliiation is the process of an immigrant Latin
woman's reaction to the conditions and images described aboye, which; I feel;
have meaning to the women who daily face many problems because they are
LatinS in the United States.

Throughout this chapter, make some general statements and references that
I do not explain. It is my assumption that Latin women, for whom this was written,
will clearly know what I mean by these terms.



GOALS

The main goal of "Latin Women in the United States" is to bring Latin women
together to discuss their experiences with immigration and to seek solutions to
some of the.basic problems of their particular condition: being women of_color in
a country that discriminates agairist both theit culture and'their sex. The follow-
ing questions form the basis for carrying out the dialogue.arr

What happens to Latin women when they first come to the United States?
HOW, dOeS the language barrier Affect ther
Do the economic realities of this country match their,aspirations?
What happens when they confront the shocking reality of being a minority dis-
crimifiated against in the United States?
HOW ciO they deal with the changes in morals, values, and culture?
How cid these changeS affect the traditionally close-knit family structure?

ORGANIZING THE GROUPS

. In Boston, a large concentration of_Latin people live in the inner-city neighbor-
hood of the South_End. The South End has the most community organizations
and human service agencies of the three local areas that, contain_large dispianic
populations. There is_greater availability of information and services to the com-
munity at large; more leadership, and more involvement in grog-rani§ such as
EngliSh as a Second Language courses and cultural programs such as Teatro
Virazon, a Latin theatre troupe that validates and affirms our bultUre. Yet the idea
Of deVeloping a series of workshops for Latin women was not initially designed as
part of our grant. This points to the_neglect_and lack of services suffered by the
Latiri community and by Latin women in particular. Even this program, designed
by politically conscious feminists to reach low-income and minority women in a
city that has a substantial number of Spanish-speaking residents,did ribthaVe a
component geared specifically to Spanish-speaking women: Only after I was
hired to carry out a.more administrative kind of job was the idea of a workshop
series for Latin women conceived.

The first workshop series was to focus on health, drawing on the experiences
Of my present profession as an acupuncture practitioner. The other series was to
focus on Latin women's experiences in the United States. It drew on my deeper
and more personal experience of having emigrated from Cuba at the age of
eight."

At the time I was developing the workshop series I met my_co-leader, a Latih
won-an who has a long histbry of organizing and community work; I found it good
to work with a co-leader; besides doubling the resources and areas of expertise,
the team approach provided support to keep us going when we felt demoralized
or confused about what direction to take-next,

Our goal was to reach the most isolated strata of the Latin women's commu-
nitythe mothers receiving_welfare, the ones who did not speak English; the low-
intlime, poorly educated women who would not ordinarily have access to a work-
shop series taught in Spanish *Hispanic women, from a feminist perspective.
We believed the woman most in need of information drobably_had little contact
with any_ agency and -spent most of her time at nome or in the factory. Such
women are so isolated from the mainstream of American cUltUre that they have
no khoWledge of what agencies exist or,how they can receive help.
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One of the first decisions we made was not to hold the workshop series in any
established agency in the South End. Instead we chose to use a lot of publicity to
recruit women to a local center. Given the fact that workshops for Latin women
seemed to be unprecedented in this area; we wanted a large cross section of
women, not just those already using Hispanic agencies, to benefit from our work-
shop series.

We felt we did an excellent job of announcing our workshop series We printed
and distributed leaflets, put ads in community newspapers, advertised through
local Hispanic radio stations; and even got an interview on a Spanish-speaking
television show. We waited for results, convinced that such a broad publicity
campaign just needed time to workand ended up wasting precious time and
becoming demoralized. When it became clear that our efforts would not bring
Latin women together, we searched for a Hispanic agency willing to sponsor our
workshop series.

The agency chosen for our workshop series is both geographically and organi-
zationally in the middle of the South End. It has the respect and confidence of the
community and, more important for ourpurposes, was already offering classes. a
an agency site offers classes such as a high school equivalency program; Eng-
lish as a Second Language, or vocational training, you can become part of the
curriculum: Any established agency you use should have strong links with the
community. so that the job of finding participants is relatively simple. Because of
time constraints, we were able to hold only four sessions; each lasting forty-five
minutes. Had we contacted the agency earlier, we would have been incorporated

-into the general curriculum, and our sessions would each have lasted longer and
the entire series continued further.

Why were our outreach efforts so unsuccessful? When working with Latin and
Third World communities; it helps greatly to be known in and familiar with those
communities. If not, then give yourself a lot of time to become visible in and iden-
tified with the particular community. This is the golden rule for any community
organizer.

Neither co-leader lived in or was well known in this particular neighborhpod;
which was to our disadvantage in establishing basic trust issues. Any Third
World, low-income community, used to the lack of services and unfulfilled prom-
ises of bureaucrats and social workers. is naturally going to be distrustful of and
unresponsive to any program being touted by strangers. Being_ the same color or
speaking the same language does not build instant.boncis of trust:

Poor communities, specifically poor women who are 'single heads of house
holds; have a hard enough time dealing with basics food; clothing; sheer,--in
short, staying alive. Programs concerned with educational, intellectual, and to a
certain extent emotional goals are seen as superfluous luxuries, Women might
want to be involved, bUt for the most part they cannot afford the sacrifice of
choosing intellectual pursuits over basic survival activities.

These issues raise all kinds of questions that should be analyzed by anyone
who is undertaking a similar project. For example:

What is the impact on a low-income community when a project is begun and
after a short time (probably just as it is building momentum) is ended?
Does this help foster even more distrust?
Is it realistic to expect significant long-term effects from a one-year community
project?

Even though this project did not consciously address such issues, we were com-
. rnitted to beginning somewhere. This workshop is a contribution toward that
effort. It Provided many valuable lessons, including the realization of the need for
an honest exploration of the situation of Latin and Third World communities:
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A trerrierldbUS iSblatinri exists across the country among Latin women who are
working on women's issues. There is no strong movement of people committed
to struggling for women's issues in the Spanish-speaking communities; either in
this country or abroad. Thus; it is very difficult to organize Latin women. In addi-
tiOri, survival is often an overwhelming issue for Latin people in this country who
daily face discrimination and lack of opportunities.

Finally; organizing Latin women is also difficult because the more politically fib-
eral women in the Latin community are usually directly involved in the various
Latin nationalist movements: Although these women rightly perceive the_ nega-
tive effects imperialism and capitalism have on their countries and peoples; the
nationalist movements tend to sacrifice feminist issues in favor of the "more
important" issue Of rational and political liberation. Unfortunately, many women
unquestioningly follow that line; leaving women's concerns such as child care
and reproductiVe rights to bi dealt with "after the revolution" is achieved.

LEADING THE GROUPS

Site Staff
Once yeti have established where you will conduct your workshop series be

sure to maintain a close communication with the agency, its directors, and its
staff. Since thee people probably already have contact with the women who will
participate in yr.tur workshop series, talking to the Staff betweensessions will help
you better understand individual needs: You-will be better prepared to make any
curricular changes necessary in particular situations, thus ensuring the success
of the sessions. In all fairness; I should say that the need for agency involvement
was something I learned by omission Net until the sessions were over did I

understand how much more dynamic they could have been had I established
closer ties with staff. By intiblVihg Staff and participants in process of personal
sharing; you may foster more trust and better understanding between community
and agency

Site Participants

Our first workshop- dreW nine women from four different Latin American coun-
tries. They had resided in the United States anywhere from one to ten years. The
majority were Single heads of households: They had _from one to four_children
each Most of them_ had only an eighth-grade edUcation, two were high school
graduates, and one had a B.A. The group members ranged in age_ from_twenty to
fifty years of age. Each person began by saying, Siernethirig about who she was and
where she came from then summarized her experience in the United States. We
found that the women were shy and reluctant to speak; until one of the leaders
gave a very frank and personal introduction; offering some examples of_ her immi-

gration-experience. The group then became very animated; as women recollected
and spoke about their particular_ experiences with immigratiOn_

sensitive to the needs of the participants; even if that means relinquishing a
lesson plan, regardless of how exciting and necessary it seems, The role of the
leader is to give guidance and make sure the _discussion does not become an
aimless complaint session. The emphasis in thiS workshop series Is to give par,
ticipants the power and confidence to explore; in_a group setting;_ some painful and
personal incidents in their liveS. The leader should be ready to sacrifice her idea of
curriculum when the needs and uncertainties of the participants require that she
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do so. She should support the ideas that all women have much to say, that their
experiences should be heard, and that sharing can be a learning experience for
other women.

The idea of touching on many points as they came up was graphically illus-
trated in the second session. The discussion turned to reproduction, and one
participant put forth the notion that if a woman was raped, she could not become
pregnant, because pregnancy could result only from orgasm: It was impressive
to see how quickly this myth was laid to rest by the other participants, who, gen-
tly, but knowledgeably, using good examples, cleared up her misconceptions.

FINDING RESOURCES

As anyone who attempts a program such as ours will discover, there is a verita-
ble desert of resources geared specifically to the needs of Latin women (or men
for that matter): It is hard to express the frustration felt after examining catalogue
after catalogue of books, movies, and slides about women's issues, only to come
up with; at best, very little about or for Latin women.

Is it because Latin women are so isolated and demoralized that they are not
writing about their experience? Or is it that racism is so institutionalized that no
one sees the importance of publishing and distributing material for and about us?
The answer probably has shades of both theories. This is why it is imperative that
Latin women begin to organize, do research, write; and distribute our own materi-
als, our own resources. It will be hard. We will not have mg institutions backing
us. Federal agencies will not be beating down our doors to offer financial assis-
tance. But we will have the freedom to do it our way, the way that is most respon-
sive to our needs and concerns.

CONTENT

"Latin Women in the United States" is designed as a ten-week workshop
series, each session lastingfrom one to two hours, once a week. The emphasis is
on discussion: Additional reading and writing of appropriate materials are used
only if participants feel comfortable enough with their literary skills to use those
forms of communication.

Session One: Introduction

The first session is a chance to get acquainted. If the leader is sensitive the
session will begin to establish an environment of trust and openness to form the
basis for the workshop series' success. Even if solutions are not found for prob-
lems raised, expressing frustrations and establishing the similarities and com-
monalities of experienc6 among women are at the core of helping women see
beyond their personal situations, to the political reality of the institutionalized
sexism and racism they must struggle with

Some questions the leader can ask to set the tone and mark the direction of
the session are:

What did you do in your native country? What do you do here?
Has the experience of acculturation been easy or hard for you?

_
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What are some of the factors making your experience easy or hard?
What are some of the things you like the most about the United States? the
least?
What are some of the things you like the most about your native country? the
least?
What were your expectations about this country before you came?
Have those expectations been met?
How have they changed?

Session Two: Cultural Roots

This session concentrates on the past, the women's ancestors and the way
they lived; and how participants lived in their countries of origin. Using photo-
graphs and mementos of family, friends, and themselves, each participant re-cre-
ates a little bit of her past and is encouraged to give a small presentation to
accompany her picture or sets of pictures. This session can generate a lot of
excitement; as everyone is interested in old pictures. If the participants come
from various Latin countries, this is a good chance to compare styles; morals;
values, and customs in each country, thus making this a valuable learning ses-
sion as well:

Discussion can center on which of those values, mores, and traditions have
been retained_by each individual and how they have affected her life in the twen7
tieth century. For example, the leader might begin a discussion on courtship and
marriage in Latin countries. Participants can discuss what that process is like in
their country of origin. They can discuss the expectations and obligations of soci-
ety toward the woman, the role of the church, parental restrictions, and soon.
The leader can then steer the discussion to how emigrating to the United States
has changed those attitudes. It is aiways interesting to discuss whether or not
women see this change as a positive or negative one

Session Three: Economic Realities

The economic realities of being a Latin immigrant in the United States can be
harsh. In 1975, 33 percent, of all the Puerto Rican heads of households were
women, compared with 12 percent of other United States families._By contrast,
only 34 percent of Puerto Rican women were in the labor force in 1975, a consid-
erably lower proportion than that of all Spanish-speaking women and women of
all races (42 percent and 40 percent respectively). Only 7.3 percent of Spanish-
speaking women workers were professional and technical workers, compared
with 16.2 percent of other United States women. Of all Spanish-speaking women
workers, 50,8 percent were clustered in the fields of service workers (including
those who do private housework) and operatives (including transport workers),
as opposed to 33.2percent of all United States women. About 33 percent of per-
sons of Puerto Rican origin had incomes below the poverty level ($2,724 for an
unrelated individual and $5,500 for a family of four).l These percentages form
the basis for discussion of the economic situation for Latin women in the United
States.

Unemployment and powerlessness go hand in hand. Various role plays can
help women to express their anger toward discrimination and exploitative prac-
tices. For example, you could role play a scene between landlord and Latin ten-

?U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Puerto Ricans in the United States: An Uncertain
Future (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978).



ant, where the English-speaking landlord tries to evict the Spanish-speaking ten,
ant: Afterward; discuss the alternatives or different ways to deal with negligent
and discriminatory practices by landlords: a call to the health department, an
organized tenants' strike; _or a complaint to an affirmative action board or the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

Session Four:Moralt and Values
What is it that makes us Latin? Our culture includes how we eat how we treat

guests in our home; our behavior toward people we have just met, our behavior
toward elders, our collective behavior (such as in social gatherings) and the inter-
relationship between men and women (for example, men alWays open doors,
women always offer and prepare coffee for visitors):

This session analyzes the intrinsic ways that people behave and how these
behaviors are tied to culture: The differenCes are part of what makes the experi-
ence of a Latin woman living in alb United States a difficult one: The intrinsic Latin
cultural traits can be discussed and analyzed to see which are worth keeping for
their more human quality and which are worth discarding for their part in th:-)
oppressive system that has kept Latin women "in their place."

Discuss the different ways which young Latin people and youngpaople born
in the United States might behave toward elders. Which system seems more
humane?
What sacrifices does the Latin way of relating to elders require of young peo-
ple? of women?

Session Five: Discrimination
Latin women are in double jeopardy within the context of discrimination (Black

Latin women are in triple jeopardy because of race; class and sex oppression)
We encounter discrimination outside our homes in a culture dominated by white
Anglo-Saxcn males: Discrimination in jobs and housing is blatant. More poign-
antly, discrimination in education has a very direct and damaging effect on Latin
children; who usually receive an incomplete and inferior education, which null
ties their chances to climb out of poverty These children also grow up ashamed
of their cultural differences, viewing them as the cause of their mistreatment and
thus disdaining their Latin roots. Often; the ones who make it out of poverty are
the ones who lose their accents, their Spanish surnames, or their Latin looks.
This session also introduces discussion of the sexual discrimination inflicted on
Latin women by American men and by their own Latin brothers:

Some question you might ask to begin a discussion on discrimination are:
Name ways you feel discriminated against every day for being Latin.
Do you think the men you know enjoy certain privileges that you as a Latin
woman, cannot have?
What are some of those privileges?
Are the men in your life (fathers; lovers; husbands, older brothers) in positions
of authority over you? For example, do they tell you where you can or cannot
go? how late you can stay out?
If you attended school in the United States; what was that experience like?
How did being Latin affect your school experiences?

Session Six: The Double Day
At this point in the workshop series it is important to provide a film, a slide

show, or a speaker By now, participants should have had many frank discus-
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sions, and an outside resource person or film can provide relief, without being
distracting, from the intensity of interpersonal sharing! Further, using a medium
such as a film to reinforce some of the ideas and feelings being expressed will
help build a sense of solidarity beyond the group itself.

The film chosen for this session, The Double Day* portrays women who work
during the day as servants and then go home at night to do housework and take
care of the children. The protagonists talk about their experiences in _several
Latin American countries. It is a very moving documentary, so leave time for
discussion.

Session Seven: The Politics of Health Care

This session covers a wide range of topics dealin_g with physical, mental, emo-
tional, and sexual health. Latin communities in this country, along with other
Third World communities, often receive the worst kind of health care available.
Hampered by poverty and language barriers; Latin people; especially women
and children, are forced to seek medical care at the emergency rooms of large
urban hospitals. Misdiagnosis, overmedication, and unnecessary operations are
common experiences and often prove fatal. Such instances do not even take into
consideration the fact that these are the places where all the new "experimental"
drags are tested on Third World people; who are the guinea pigs for the rest of
society.

The following questions begin discussion on this topic:
How can we learn about the present system of health care?
How does it operate?
Which of our needs does it meet? Which does it not meet?
How can we get the best services when we need them?

Session Eight: Preventive Medicine

This session has four sections, each potentially taking a lot of time to discuss:
How deeply to delve into each is up to the leader and her knowledge of each
topic.
A. How the Body Works

It is helpful to begin with a simple but precise outline of the different parts of
the body, discussing the organs and their function. Make sure you first ask
participants how much they know of bOdily functions and where organs are
located.

B. Nutrition
Eating has always been ar important part of culture. Eating the same foods
reinforces cultural similarities and the ways people think. If, far example, our
ancestors have for generations eaten beans and rice, we w :I probably eat
them too. However, some_ traditions are not necessarily the healthiest.
Although discarding these habits may seem too radical, modifying them to
improve on tradition is worthwhile. Caribbean people tend to use a lot of lard in
their cooking; which accounts for the higher incidence ci arteriosclerosis; high
blood pressure, and heart disease among Latin people. Cooking the same
foods in oil; without significantly altering the taste; can be included in a ses,
sion in which the leader reviews the nutritional cur tent of many traditional
foods. Such a session can be fun; the leader and participants could bring tra-

See ReSbUrdes sectior. of th, 01-apter (p. 226) kir biblibgraphic iriformation about The
Double Day and other materials recommended for the workshop series.
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ditional dishes; and ways of cooking these dishes using unrefined products
can be demonstrated.

C. Exercise
Ask the participants what they consider to be exercise and whetheror not they
feel exercise is necessary for health. Even if participants have no time for for-
mal exercise; the importance of daily walking; to circulate the blood, can be
stressed. Simple stretching exercises can be demonstrated, as can exercises
to strengthen the muscles. If your budget allows, it is a wonderful idea to bring
in a woman instructor who knows self-defense and who can teach participants
techniques that can protect them, and in the practice, be good exercise.

D: Home Remedies and Herbs
Discussion of home healing methods can readily involve Latin women,
because Latin` mericans have a strong tradition of using home remedies and
herbs to cure their ills. In many Latin American coUntries, because of poverty,

_ a doctor is called only as a last resort, so that women have had to rely on their
home brand of healing; as a result, some very practical and effective home
remedies have been handed down from one generation to the next. The same
goes for herbs, which are an integral part of home-remedy lore: As an exam-
ple, I remember that my grgat-grandmother used to give me chamomile tea
whenever I had an upset stomach and linden tea-whenever I was too excited.

Session Nine: Reproductive Health

Identify topics to be discussed: Do a needs ass- essment and write the results
onhewsprint.

Ask questions to stimulate thought; for example: What do we know or want to
know about our reproductive organs? abbut our reproductive health? By doing
this; you will identify areas of interest. Furthermore, discussion of certain topics
(abortion, sexual pleasure) will giye you some information about the hardest
issues to discuss,the issues about which participants are most ignorant or mis-
educated. Next, divide the session into several different parts: For example; start
with a topic to which all women can relate, such as menstruation. You can begin
With the past and ask participants about their experiences with the onset of their
menstrual cycle.

Did you know what was happening when you first got your period?
How did you feel about it?
Whom did you tell? How did they respond to you?
What do we know about our periods? What happens in our bodies?

Questions to stimulate discussion on reproduction are:
As a girl, how did you hear people refer to women's reproductive organs?
How did their comments make you feel?
How do we take care of our genital organs? our breasts?
How do we know our reproductive organs are healthy?
What are infections? What causes them? What are the symptoms?
How can We treat them ourselves?
Give out information about yeast infections, bacterial infections, gonorrhea,

and syphilis; fact sheets are available from neighborhood health clinics providing
family planning.

Part of the session can be devoted to birth control. Discussion of abortion
might be emotionally charged, so you must be very sensitive to ensure that all
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women give their views without hurting_other women's feelings. More thanlikely,
there will be two camps: pro and con. Questions for discussion are:

How do you feel about birth control?
What do you know about it?
Has anyone here been sterilized? If so, what were the circumstances?
How do you feel about abortion? Has anyone here had an abortic..?

Give out information about different methods of birth control. Discuss the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each one. Facts to keep in mind to open up discus-
sion are as follows:

Contraceptive pills were used in Puerto Rico for five years before they were
brought to the United States.
The pill is promoted as a method of birth control for use among Latin women in
the United States. Discuss why.
Summarize topics that were- discussed. Actively support the participants for

having taken risks and given their views on topics which they may have felt
uncomfortable discussing. Acknowledge women's strengths, and acknowledge
the importance and seriousness of what the group is doing.

session Ten: The Future

The future for Latin American people in this country and for women specifically
holds a lot of questions. The best approach I felt this session could have was to
ask a lot of questions about the participants so that together we could come up
with some speculative conclusions.

Questions I asked included the following:
How is growing up, and in some cases being born, in the United States affect-
ing children's relationship to their Latin background? to their families?
Is it important to preserve our culture-
Which aspects of our culture should we keep? which should we throw out?
How are we making sure that our children, even if they are more fluent in Eng-
lish and feel more American than Latin, preserve some of the positive aspects
of Latin tradition and culture?
What would it be like to emigrate back to our countries of origin in our old age?
Would we want to?
What is it like to grow old in the United States?
Are Latin women who emigrate to the States willingto take a more independent
and self-sustaining role than that which they have traditionally been given?
What is the importance of that?
These questions will, I hope, be a good ending point for the participants. By

discussing their collective future and the future of their children, they can gain
more strength and clarity about their condition and their direction.-
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CONCLUSION

Problems facing the Latin woman today are enormous. She must overcome
discrimination on many fronts. She must also overcome her own sense of help-
lessness and lack of worth; In short, she must learn to love herselfnot because
she is someone's woman, not because she is someone's mother, but because
she is a woman: Out of this self-love comes a very necessary strength and clarity
of purpose; however, she has a long way to go to achieve this goal. I hope this
project has added a small grain of sand to that process It has not addressed all
the issues, has not resolved the tensions, has not liberated women from their
oppression. It has started a dialoguea dialogue that will be the catalyst for the
Latin woman's liberation, and a dialogue that must continue and grow until her
voice is heard, her value recognized, her needs met,

Perhaps the most important lesson I have learned from this project is that the
impetus for this dialogue must come from within the Latin women's community
and not from outside it: We have to gain control over our own growing process.
This means that we must research, design, and implement any program geared
toward Latin women's issues in order to gain a response from the Latin women's
community. Well-intentioned, "maternalistic" efforts by the white feminist move;
ment can be helpful but ultimately will not do. Too many times; Latin women have
been used as research material. Tob many times, groups and institutions that
previously had no ties at all to the Latin community have received; through their
privileged position, money to implement programs for Latin women. In reality,
such programs do nothing for Latin women, because ignorance of Latin issues;
needs, and language prevents any real communication betWeen program and
community. The benefits accrue only to the organization or institution in question,
which gains status and reputation as an advocate for Latin people. These
groups, then --et re-funded more easily, making it harder for grass-roots Latin
community organizers to be funded for the same purposes-.

Who can understand the problems of Latin women as well as other Latin
women? Who can be as sensitive to Latin cultural traits and respectful of Latin
traditions as Latin women? In ending, I want to exhort Latin Womenthose with
enough privileges and resources to be reading this chapterto start breaking
the chains of isolation and to cut across the silence and invisibility that we have
endured for so long._ Look around you. There must be other Latin women like
yourself who do not like being oppressed, who do not want to be discriminated
a_g_ainst, and who need to share with other Latin women their struggles, as well as
their histories: We must begin to organize in our communities; to take control
over our destinies. We have to learn to demand what we needdecent housing,
adequate health care; equal education; the preservation of our cultureand to
reject what we know is not good for usforced sterilization, discrimination in any
form, and the deliberate or unconscious erosion of the positive and important
aspects of our culture. Such efforts require a lot of analyzing, defining, listening,
strugglingbut they must be begun.

Finally, I conclude with the hope that racism is not so rampant that funding
sources in the public and private. sectors will not awaken to the fact that the
money and control over projects and programs for Latin people must be placed
with Latins. Latin women are beginning to organize, to work together, and to
develop programs for ourselves; with or without money. We are many; we are
growing in number and in strength, and we will be a force to contend with.
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RESOURCES

Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book by and
for Women. Second Edition. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976. Free cop-
ies are available to low-income women. Write to Boston Women's Health Book
Collective, Box 192, Somerville, Massachusetts 02144. Spanish translation of
text, Nuestros Cuerpos, Nuestras Vides, is also available:

Casals, Lourdes. Cubans in the USA: A Survey of the Literature_Pittsburgh: Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, Center for Latin American Studies, 1975, pp. 25 -51.

Chicana Rights Project. CETA: An Economic Tool for Women. San FranciscO:"Ctii-
oana_Rights Project, t977. Available from Mexican American Legal Defense
and Education Fund, 28 Geary Street, San Francisco, California 94108.

Cohen, Lucy M. "The Female Factor in Resettlement." Society-Social Sciences
and Modern Society (September/October 4977), pp. 27-30. Available from
Transaction Periodical Consortium, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
Jersey 08903.

Cota-Robles Suarez, Cecilia. "Sexual Stereotypes: Psychological and Cultural
Survival;" Regenerazion; Vol. 2, No; 3-(1973); pp 17-21. Available from Worn,
en's Multicultural Resources Project, Information System Development, 1100
East 8th Street, Austin; Texas 78702.

The Double Day (film): 53 minutes. New York: Unifilm, 1975. Available from
Unifilm, 419 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016.

Infante, isa Maria. "Politicization of Immigrant Women from Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic." Thesis, University of California, Riverside, 1977.

La Voz, The Hispanic Woman in America. Denver: La Voz Publications, 1977.
Available by writing to La Voz; P.O. Box 9650; Denver, Colorado 80209.

Saavreda-Vela; Pilar. "Hispanic Women in Double Jeopardy" Agenda (Novem-
ber/December 1977). Available from the National Council on La Raza, 1725
1 Street NW, Washington, D,C. 20006.

Salinas; Judy. The Chicane Image. Reprint, 1975. Available from Popular Culture
Association, Popular Culture Center, University of Bowling Green; Bowling
Green; Ohio 43403.

Sanchez, Rosaura; and Rosa Martinez Cruz, eds. Essays on La Mujer. Los
Angeles: University of California Press; 1977. A Chicano Studies Center Pub,
lication, Anthology #1. Of special note is the chapter by Evelna Marquez and
Margarita Rimirez; "Women's Task Is to Gain Liberation."

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Puerto Ricans in the United States: An Uncer-
tain Future. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978:

. "Sexism and Racism: A Feminist Perspective:" Civil Rights
Digest. Washington, D.C.: Commission on Civil Rights, 1274.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. "Persons of Hispanic Ori-
gin in the United States:" Current Population Report Population Characteris-
tics Series, p-20, No. 328,1978.

U.S. Department of Labbr, Bureau. Women of Puerto Rican Origin in the
United States. Washington; 3.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1977. , -

Varisco de Garcia, Norma. "Education and the Spanish Speaking Woman." Jour-
nal of. the National Association for Bitingual Education (May 1976); pp. 55-60;

Vivo, Paqita. The Puerto Ricans: An Annotated Bibliography. New York: R.R.
Bowker Company, 1973.
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9. WOMEN_ AND WRITING

Fahamisha Shariat

INTRODUCTION

Writing is many things. It is first a means of communication. Additionally, it is a
means of self- expression. But writing can be more than these. Writing can be a
means of self-discovery, a means of empowerment; and a tool for change; The
design for this workshop on women and writing encompassed all of these possi-
bilities: From the beginning; the emphasis was not on a writing class, with its
focus on rules and regulations, nor was it on a literature class, with its focus on
interpreting and evaluating selected "works of literature." Rather, the workshop
series was viewed as a means of exploration into the act and process of writing
by women, particularly Black women. The emphasis was on the discovery of pos-
sibilities and options, as well as the discovery of women's achievements. Read-
ing writings by women provides an exploration into hidden territory: the world of
women, a world that:is often dismissed as trivial; as uninteresting; a world that
women themselves might believe is unimportant.

Many people become turned off by the written word early in their lives: The
attitude is particularlyprevalent among the poor, among_ racial and ethnic minor-
ities; and among women: Too; "great works of literature" seem to be written by
and for white men only. A look at any high schobl or college literature textbook
reveals that most selections are written_ men (American and British or other
Western Europearimale Writers). In addition, the greatness of these works seems
directly related to the need for an instructorfor an "interpreter" who is to make
these writings :understood or appreciated. Because women, racial and ethnic
minorities, and the poor do not find their realities reflected in this "literature,"
often they do not relate writing to themselves or see the act of writing as a possi-
bility in their own lives.

Reading to obtain information; to broaden the base of one's experiences; to
gain insights, to explore the self, to develop opinions, and to obtain pleasure are
not the goals presented in many classes. Writing to communicate ideas and feel-
ings, to share experiences, to validate or express oneself, to enlist support for a
point of view, or to create something beautiful and/or powerful are seldom the
focal points of composition classes. Traditionally structured courses serve to
.remove people from the power and value of reading and writing.

Historically, writing has been a means of maintaining class distinctions: the
elite are literate. Today, literacy for the masses is being redefined as "being able
to read and fill out job and credit applications."

Too often, writing is perceived as something only a chosen few can do; serious
reading is understood as something that requires training. Thus; popular atti-
tudes toward reading and writing reinforce class distinctions and racial stereo-
types. "Where is your Black or female Shakespeare?" asks the racist, sexist
standardbearer of what is and what is not "good "literature and writing. "Let us
do the defining," we reply.

Fahamisha Shariat (born Patricia I. Brown) is a blackwoman/teacher/lecturea
performing artist/writer who lives in Poxbury, Massachusetts.
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Definition, then; is the focus for the workshop series on women and writing.
During the sessions, participants read writings by women that provide another
vision of -the-major- events -and- -issues -confronting human- beings past and
present, and that therefore provide new ways of perceiving the future. TO exam-
ine the linkages between apartheid and violence against women in the United
States, as June Jbrdan doeS in "Pbein about My Rights, "l is to see racial and
sexual oppression in a new way. Through such writings, participants can share
experiences With Other women. and can often transcend barriers of time, dis,
tance, ethnicity, race, and class. In such sharing, women begin to reach out and
exchange ideas which can reinforce, modify, or completely change their beliefs.

During the workshop series, women write on the basis of their own needs and
experiences and discuss their writing and tine uses Of writing in general. They
find that writing forces them to organize their ideas and feelings into a form that
can be understood by others. They find that writing also provides a means of
recording their experiences and existence and thus becomes an effective tool for
defining and controlling their realities.

The workshop series Were cooperatively led by two working writers. At the time
of the workshops one was actively involved in developing scripts for a women's

'theatre company, writing book reviews, and editing a magazine; The other, a for-
mer public relations and advertising writer, was writing the- cripts for a weekly
public affairs radio program. She is also a former instructor of literature and writ-
ing. Both are sporadic journal keepers, and both are Black women interested and
involved in Black women's cultural expression. Their interests and skills helped
shape the group experience.

GOALS

ThiS WiciikShtip series is not designed to teach the basic literacy skills: It is not
concerned, except insofar as they relate to more specific goals, with questions of
usage and syntax. "Women and Writing" seeks to provide women with examples
of other women for whom the act of writing has been a positive and creative, even
liberating, activity that is not only "artistic," but functionalhavino some use or
purpose.

For the group leader who is concerned about raising the reading and writing-
Skills of participants, remembereveryone who wants to read and write can;
Although this is an obvious truism, it is not necessarily believed by all teachers.
The most effectiVe adult literacy program is one that allows a great deal of one-to,
one contact, and a group may not be the best means of furthering reading and
writing skills development. Kowever, offering a workshop series on "Women and
Writing" can be an excellent way to reinforce a skills-development program.

Goals for the particular workshop series described in this chapter fell into two
categories, the general and the specific:

The first general goal was to introduce participants to a wide range of Women
writers, known and unknown, covering a wide variety of styles, approaches,
and purposes. Because so few of the works of women writers are taught in gen-
eral English and literature classes, it is highly unlikely that many people, par-
ticularly if they have been out of school for more than five years, have much fa-
miliarity with women's writings. For many women, just discovering the num-

%lune Jordan, "Poem about My Rights," Essence, Vol. 9, No. 7 (November 1978).
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ber and range of women writers is a self-affirming activity "I did not know_that
. anyone wrote about things like this" was a common response to many of the

readings:
The second general goal was io encourage participants to feel comfortable
about writing. At times, the examples of the women writers whose works were
read in the sessions served as a stimulus for the participants to follow and
begin their own writing. Because :n this setting a participant's writings are
examined a.., closely as published writings are; the workshop writer has an
opportunity to see her ideas, opinions, and experiences, taken seriously by oth-
ers: Because her work is respected as being important, the participant can rec-
ognize the validity of seeing herself as a writer.
The third general goal was to present writing as a purposeful act: expressing
oneself; recording one's experiences; and/or persuading others to one's point
of view.
More specifically, we as Black womenthe co-leaders of these groups
wanted to introduce the participants to a spectrum of-Black women writers as a
means of exploring Black women's experiences. Margaret Walker's itibitee
tells more of the Black woman's experience of slavery than one can hope to
find in Alex Haley's Roots.' Reading writings by Black women, too, provided
an opportunity to explore issues of rapism as well as sexism in American soci-
elk. (Similarly the readings could be selected from another racial or ethnic
group or could possibly be based on a specific issue or range of issues.)
Another specific goal was to provide a supportive environment in which partici-
pants might develop their writing interests and skills in a noncompetitive set-
ting. Without the worry of being graded, the workshop writer was free to_con-
dentrate on communication. It was hoped that participants would find writing
an outlet for their creativity and would share their experiences, feelings, and
ideas with other group members: However, writing is a very personal activity
Sharing a piece of writing_ involves sharing a part of the self. In the beginning
sessions; particularly if the first writings are journal entries; participants may be
unwilling to read their works aloud. In some instances, the distance achieved
between the writer and the work by having the material copied for class distri-
bution is sufficient to make the writer feel comfortable about having her work
discussed. At other times, a writer may ask the leader to read the work aloud. In
any case, all writer participants should be encouraged to present their own
materials.

ORGANIZING-THE GROUPS

"Women and Writing!' was offered at two sites: (a) a residential program for
formerly drug-dependentwomen and their children and (b) itommunitycultural
and educational center. The residential program, having been involved in a simi-
lar workshop series in the past,2 requested inctusion_in_ the current_project. The
community center, on the other hand, was chosen because it provided a setting

'Margaret Walker, Jubilee (New York: Bantam Books 1966); and Alex Haley; Roots (Gar-
den City, New Jersey: Doubleday and Co., 1976).

?See_ Deborah Pearlman et al., Breaking the Silence: Seven Courses in Women's Studies
(Newton, Massachusetts: Women's Educational Equity Act Publishing Center, 1979).



accessible to Black women throughout the Greater Boston area; it was near pub-
lic transportation. offered parking space, and provided. night-time security.

During the workshop series given at the residential center-there were-usually---- -
about nine women residents, all of whom attended the sessions. Two counselors
occasionally attended as well. The group usually comprised_ five or six Black
women and three or four white women. The residents varied in age from twenty
years and older and were all in the beginning stages of-their treatment programs

..at the center.
Approximately nine women participated in the workshop series at tt-e comma,

nity center. They came from all over the Boston area and from a wide variety of
backgrounds. Ranging in age from their early twenties to early thirties; they
included a street youth worker and poet, a leathercraftswoman and office worker,
a newswriter and creative writer, a student and dancer, a court psychologist,.a
court youth worker, and a singer.

At the community center, "Women and Writing" was team-taught simultane-
ously with "Black Women's Culture." Most of the women who participated in both
courses had a primary interest in Black women's culture. Writings by Black
women were thus used both as examples/descriptions of cultural expression and
as materials fdr exploration into women and writing. The discussions of different
aspects of Black women's culture often overlapped a discussion of a particular
writing by a Black woman.

Interest level in the topic of women and writing varied among the residents of
the drug program, but-attendance was com_pulsory Most of the women stated a
lack of interest or enthusiasm for reading and writing, but they had to participate
in the workshop series as part of their treatment plan. This compulsory regula-
tion, coupled with the resulting lack of enthusiairn/interest, remained a problem.
The relationship between the workshop series and the rest of the residents' treat-
ment program generated another problem. The staff seemed to be looking to the
workshop series to provide some definite needs that were never articulated,
except by a call for more "discipline" and more "structure." (The closest thing to
a specific request was the staff's preference for the workshop series to be con-
ducted with the participants seated around a large table in a conference- or meet-
ing-type_space rather than seated around the living room; which had a sofa and
chairs. The staff also requested being given a regular schedule of writing assign-
ments.) Because one of the workshop's emphases was on process/discovery, the
workshop series had a difficult time meshing with the treatment center's more
rigidly structured program.

As a group leader, you should have a very clear understanding with the staff
regarding the nature and goals of the workshop series. Make sure that some con-
sensus is reached. You should also encourage the staff to participate in; not just
observe, the workshop series. They will then have a clearer idea of the group
experience:

Because attendance at the community center was voluntary, it was more
erratic. However, fluctuating attendance was offset by the interest and enthusi-
asm of the particular group of women who came on a given evening. Although no
attempt was made to gat every participant to write, those women who were writ-
ing were encouraged to share their work with the group and usually did so in the
context of a discussion.

There were also great differences in outreach efforts between the residential
center and the community center. No outreach program was necessary at the
residential center. By c_ontrast, a number of recruitment methods were used at
the community center. Flyers were mailed and distributed at sites and at events
frequented by Blackwomen. Public service announcements were sent to Black
and women-oriented radio and television programs. Posters were put up at com-
munity centers and ins'itutions. Group leaders also contacted women they knew
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and asked them to inform other women about the course: It became obvious that
large numbers of women knew about the workshop series when, several months
-later,-women-were-still-asking-about it:

The workshop sessions were held during a period when there had been a
series of murders; rapes; and attacks against women in the Boston area. Con-
cern for community safetywas high. Some women voiced a reluctance to attend
evening courses of any kind, no matter how high their interest in the subject mat-
ter.- The community center provided an escort service to public transportation;
and women with cars provided rides for those withciut. But for women who did not
feel Safe on the particular street where the center was located; there was no
solution.

THE GROUP PROCESS

Although both groups were composed of women of similar ages; there
were significant differences. One of the most important was the difference in
expectations.

The women in the reSidential center were a multi-racial, multi-ethnic group
whose basic shared experience was former dependence on drugs or alcohol.
Because attendance was compulsory, the group had no fixed expectations for
the workshop Series, and at times there was a good deal of _passive resistance to
the sessions. A resident might wander in and out of the session or sit physically
apart from the rest of the group; or she' simply might not participate in, discus-
Slant, perhaps giving the excuse that she had not had time to read; or saying that
none of the selections had interested her. Reactions of this soil made those resi-
dents who were interested hesitant to. express themselves: In addition, the
dynamics were often affected by what had been happening in the center during a
given period: Several times the series was interrupted by sessions cancelled
because of problems at the center. Because the leaders were outside of the situ-
ation; it was often difficult in presenting the course to make the necessary con-
nections betty- en the readings and the events in these women's lives:

By contrast, the community center group was composed of Black women who
had an interest in sharing their experiences and ideas with other Black women.
They expected the course to be a positive experience.
. Nonetheless, most of the women in both groups were challenged at least a few

limes to consider ideas or experiences in new ways. Because the readings cov-
ered a broad spectrum of experiences and pialitical/social viewpoints, partici-
pants were encouraged to voice their own experiences and opinions'. Thecombi-
nation of readings and discussions provided an occasion fOr gaining insights into
other ways of perceiving the world.

LEADING THE GROUPS

The workshop series was designed to begiven in twelve one- to two-hour ses-
sions, to groups meeting once a week: The basic format for eal.:h session was the
same: reading, writing, and discussion. Emphasis was on making connections
between the reading selection and the self, between the reading and the group
experience, betWeen different readings, between the readings and the act of writ-
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ing, between a participant's writing and the group experience. In defining the
relationship between the reading selection and the self, there were no "wrong"
answers. The procedure was-to-ask-questions of the text: What does it say to me
(or-what am I trying to say)? What is my response to the reading? Do others
understand from my writing what I intended to say?

The treatment center residents were assigned weekly writings; the community
center group could write if they wished to do so. Both groups were given at least
one short reading selection per week. Often during sessions very short pieces
were read aloud for discussion. This procedure allowed participants who had lim-
ited reading skills to share more fully in the experience.

Both groups were much more involved 'with the experiences and/or ideas
being discussed in the readings than they were with the written work itself or the
act/process of writing. This the discussions most often were less about writing
as such, than about women's experiences and options. However, a recognition of
the power of writing to engage people in dialogue and/or action developed over
the course of the workshop series,

In both groups, most of the women were introduced to writers whose works
they had not read: (In many instances; participants had never heard of the writ-
ers.) Some participants independently sought additional works by an author they
we're introduced to through the workshop series.

Reading works by women thus became the stimulus for discussion, for discov-
ery and teaming, and for further action: reading more or writing, The workshop
series became a setting in which learning wiz self-motivated on the basis of the
participants' own goals and experiences rather than those of someone else.

THE JOURNAL

Keeping a jburnal Can be a key activity in a workstibp series: on women and
writing, it revives an old literary form once used by most literate people; women
and men, that has been virtually abandoned with the advent of telephones, televi-
sion, and other technological inventions. Historically`, one of the major ,sources of
information for women's perception of reality haS beerfjournals kept bywomen_
both "famous" and "ordinary."

The journal can be many things: a record of a woman's day-to-day activities; a
list of tasks to be done and a record of their completion, a space to copy short
writings which touch her mind or heart in some special way, a space to comment
on what's happeningarbund hei, or a place for a dialogue with herself. If the deci-
sion is made to use journal writing as the primary means of involving participants
in writing, it _goes without saying that you as the leader must also develop the
habit of journal writing.

Encourage women to use their journals for shopping lists; for "things-l-have-to-
do" lists, for telephone messages, and for copying passages. Sometimes impa-
tience with the act of writing is an obstacle to a person newly acquiring the writing
habit. Using the journal for lists of things to do can be a helpful starting point
toward more involved journal writing, A list can be a good clue to unraveling the
mysteries of how a person sets priorities, follows thtough, allots time, and more.

For the woman who has trouble finding a topic, writing under the influence of
strong feelings may be the answer; for example, she-might use the journal as the
place for composing those letters she knows she'll never sendas a way of vent-
ing emotion. Or the journal can be a place for copying writings normally under-
lined in a book or clipped from a magazine or newspaper. Whatever the journal's
use; the goal is to make writing a habitual activity.
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Maintaining a group journal is a good way to interest participants in the journal-
; keeping process. Allot some time at the end of each session to reflect on what
has taken place: Have the group summarize what has happened._ Ask each per-
son to contribute what-she perceives as having been the highlight of the session.
Ask for comments and_evaluations of the session: Each week ask a different per
son to be responsible for making the session's journal entry; let participants add
personal comments to the group entry, if they wish.

In addition to encouraging introspection, the group journal can become a
record of the workshop series. The group journal can also serve to break down
women's inhibitions about sharing their own journal entries. In the process of
group composition. participants share in the creative process and become less
shy with one another.

The group journal can also be used to set an agenda when a session has a
number of activities scheduled: Composing the end-of-session entry then affords
an opportunity for the _group to see how well they have fulfilled their objectives.
Notes for the next session can form the final part of the group entry, which then
becomes especially im_portant if time limitations have forced a discussion to end
in midstream or a topic to be postponed:

The group journal can be the only writing project of the_group," or it can be one
of many projebts, used with the individual journal and other writing assignments.
Keep your options open.

CONTENT

Following is a broad outline of the workshop series, organized by session. With
the exception of the introductofy session, each follows the same discussion
format: The compositilm of the group; as well 'as what is happening in the local
community, will shape the nature of the discussion and influence the choice of .
reading assignments: You as the group leader will have the responsibility of find-
ing readings that are exciting and stimulating to you as well as to the group
members.

Because of the increase in acts of violence against women in the Boston area
during the workshop series, .violence against women, in particular Black women
(twelve Black women had been murdered within a very short time), became a
major topic of discussion'andwriting. This issue led'women to discussions of the
ways women perceive themselves; the ways women sometimes coopbrate in
their oppression because of negative self-images and. underestimated capabili-
ties; the ways in which women 'resist oppression; and the ways women can unite
in struggle. In another place and time, the issues probably would have been
different:

For each session, the goals are the same: reading and writing for the discovery
of self, of other women, and of external conditions affecting women.

Session One

This session is primarily an introductory and get-acquainted session: As the
group leader, you.should try to elicit information on theparticipants' backgrounds
and interests as a guide to possible reading selections: You should be prepared
to introduce yourself in a way that will indicate to participants what you would like
to know about them: You should also explain this workshop series' goals and for-
mat. A possible discussion might include the following: What writers do partici-
pants know and like? How do participants feel about reading and writing? What
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kinds of experiences have shaped their feelings about reading and writing? What
are their expectations? Is there something they want to see happen as aresult of
the session? This session should also introduce the plan for each participant to
keep a journal.

Session TWo

This session establishes the workshop format. You, or a participant, might read
one or two short selections such as a journal entry, a poem; or.an excerpt from a
longer story or essay. The selection should be short enough to be absorbed in
one or two readings: Try to get each participant to respond to the reading: What
does it make her think o f? Now does it make her feel? Can she identify with what
is being discussed? Does she like it? Why.or why not? Encourage everyone to be
specific in her comments and to resporid to one another as well as to the text. If
partici; ants have begun their journals; try to get someone to share something
from her journal., Explore: Why did she write? What conditions prompted the
'writing? What was the effect on her? What is the effect on the group hearing the
selection?

if longer works are going to be read, distribute them before the session in
which they will be discussed. Give people time to read and think about them: If
you are making Writing assignments, you might ask participants to write a
response to the reading selection. Another possible writing assignment is to
respond to the session itself. Still another is to write something that is similar to
the reading selection;

Session Three

This follows the same format as Session Two. Try to ensure that every woman
has an opportunity to ex_press her ideas and feelings about the readings and the
discussion; Encourage exchange and dialogue. By this time; the more articulate
members of the group will have identified themselves. If you have been tape-
recording your sessions, you may want to_transcribe some of the more provoca-
tive or colorful statements for discussion. Check to see what or if people are writ-
ing in their journals If you are keeping a group journal, compose the entry for the
firSt sessions 234). This activity gives you an opportunity to review what
has happened an6 to institute a regular evaluation process. Distribute the read-
ings for the next session..

Sessions Four, Five; and Six

If you are organizing your reading selections and sessions_thematically, a good
starting point is the theme of "Writing for Self-Discovery." The em_phasis is on
writing as a means of exploring the inner and outer self; and readings can be
selected from appropriate journals (published and unpublished), letters, and
autobiographies. Find out if anyone already_keeps a diary or journal or has a
woman friend or relative whb has kept one. Discuss why women keep journals.
From a historical perspective, you might want to introduce the ways in which
easy access to the telephone may have affected the habit of journ-11 keeping;
which was a common practice in earlier centuries, Discussion_might also focus
on how writing can put a person in tune with herself: her own feelings; attitudes;
and reactions. You might want to discuss why a person writes an autobiography
(Try to use some autobiographical selections by lesser-known women. Women
need to understand the ithportance of-all women's experiences, not just these of
the "famous.") This is a good time to introduce the use of a tape recorder for
interviewing oneself and others. Find out if anyone has ever just talkc i into a
tape recorder and played it back. Possible writing assignments during this series
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of sessions might include an autobiographical sketch; an interview with or a
description of another participant or a family member or a narrative about a
memorable personal experience: In each case; the goal is to encourage the
writer to express personal responses and feelings about the situation or person.

Sessions Seven, Eight, and Nine

These sessions move from self-discovery to self-expression and self-revela-
tion. Emphasis is on projecting- the_participant's self and her experiences. In this
case; participants are_reading to find out what happens; how; and_why; they are
writinto tell a Story. Readings Should be selected to illustrate different ways of
telling a story=for example; a straight news article;_a historical narrative; a short
story, a narrative poem, or an incident in a novel. Biography and autobiography
as narratives can also be used during these sessions. Discussion focuses on
such topics as what happens, how we come to know what happens, and how we
are influenced to respond because of the way in which the story is told. Different
ways of organizing detail, different uses of dialogue and dialect,' and different
ways in which characters are presented are other aspects to be examined during
these sessions:

Possible writing assignments might inch:kid recounting- the following: a ty_pical
day, a remembrance of a vivid school or job experience; an incident with a child;
a story told by an older relative, an encounter with a bureaucracy, or an encoun-
ter with racial or sexual bias. Other possible topics are: how I met my best friend
or mate, my first job, or the first time I felt like a grown woman.

The particulars of a reading selection will, obviously. generate most of your dis-
cussion. For example; when one group was reading a selection from Zora Neale
Hurstons Their Eyes Were Watching God,' the discussion focused on the ways in
which mothers and grandmothers attempt to have their daughters and grand,
daucliters live out unfulfilled dreams and aspirations. The group_alSb discussed
the problems of women who try to live out roles defined by others; adolescent
expectations of marriage; wife battering; and more This type of free-association
discussion is common in a course on women and writing.

Sessions Ten, Eleven, and Twelve

The last sessions can be a time to concentrate on writing as an instrument of
change and the effects writings can have on a person's ideas and/or actions.
Readings in analysis and criticismin poetry and essay formmight be used to
illustrate different approaches to persuasive writing.

Try to define the writer's position on a particular issue, and fo'us discussions
on the participants' responses to the writer's position and the resulting group dia-
logue. The use of different forms of writiro provides an opportunity to. examine
the many ways in which a writer can use wcrds to express an opinion or to advo-
cate action.

The formal essay "The Media Image of Black Women"2 and the personal and
humorous approach of "Black Satin Amazon Fire Engine Cry Baby: Meditation
on a Myth''a both deal with the issues of the myths and stereotypes about Black
women. However, the first uses analysis and compilation of data and the second

'Zara Neale Hurston. Their Eyes Were Watching God (Urbana: University of Illinois Press.
1978j.

;Jean Carey Bond; "The Media Image of Black Women." Freedomways; Vol. 15; No. 1
(1975):

3Verta Mae GrOSVentir, "Bladk Satin Arria2bh Fire Engine Cry Baby Meditatibh bri
Myth," Village Voice, May 28, 1979.
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uses personal experience to make their points. Again, the "Poem about My
Rights", addresses some of the same issues of women's safety raised in the
"213lick Satin. . ." article.

Readings for these sessions should be selected oh the basis of their ability to
provoke discussioneven argument You should encourage participants to take
a position on the issue under discussion, which they can then define and defend
in writing.

Writing assignments during the final sessions could include a critical evalua-
tion of a reading; a television program;_or a film; you should streSs the validity of
the writer's response to a given Work. Another writing assignment could be a let-
ter to the editor of the local-newspaper about an issue of concern to the partici-
pant(s). Still another possibility is a position paper on an issue about which a par-
ticipant has strong feelings. It may be necessary to introduce some basic
research techniqueshow to find supporting evidence for a position; use of fac-
tual and statistical datacliiring one or more of these sessions. If you or the par-
ticipants have access to an editorial writer, an investigative reporter, or someone
with a similar writing job, you could invite such a woman to a session.

DISCUSSION

The workshop series' content and session formats as outlined here are deliber-
ately flexible. In effect, the choice of readings and themes will shape the struc-
ture and the number of sessions to be devoted to the different aspects of women
and writing. The interests and skills of the group leader and of the participants
will play an equally important part in shaping sessions,

The selection of workshop readings plays a major part in_presenting_"Women
and Writing:" At first you will have to select the readings alone; later the partici-
pants may have suggestions. It is important that you be prepared to read widely
in current journals; newspapers; and magazines; as well as in bookspoetry, fic-
tion, biography, autobiography, essays--by women. Try to discover what maga-
zines are read regularly by the participants; and ask them to look for readings to
share. You might want to develop a recommended readings list based on partici-
pants' recommendations.

If you have access to the manuscripts of practicing women writers; you may
wish to use these for insight into the writing process. If you can get several ver-
sions of the same piece of writing; they will serve as excellent leads into the craft
of writing. Make sure you have access to copying equipment. Whenever possi-
ble; everyone should have a copy of what is being discussed. If a participant
reads aloud from her writing one week and it receives a good deal of response,
try to.have her selection copied for general distribution.

A list of readings used in our workshop series, along with a resource list; fol-
lows. The order in which these selections are listed is not necessarily order in
which they were used; and not all selections were used in both settings:

In general, book - length readings are not recommended. Differences in reading
speeds; time available for reading; and other variables; create difficulty in work-

eh-a a book into the schedule. If you Want to include a novel among your readings,
assign it early and schedule your discussion for late in the series.

The readings used for these two workshop series were selected on the basis of
(a) their potential for raising issues for discussion and (b) their relevance to top-

'June Jordan; "Poem about My Rights," Essence, Vol. 9, No. 7 (November 1978).
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ics, issues,. or techniques raised in previous sessions, In your selection of read-
ings, you should also consider such things as length (shorter pieces can be read
aloud during a session and squeezed into busy schedules more easily) and read-
ability (steer clear of highly technical or academic writings that reek of jargon). In
addition, give participants a Chance to read over the selections prior to the ses-
sion in Which you will be discussing them. Be prepared .to ask questions about
the readings; to probe for responses, and to point out your own understanding of
and reactions to each readin_g's subject and style, particularly in the early ses-
sions, Once your group has begun to feel comfortable about the discussion for
mat, participants may carry much more of thb weight. However, it is essential that
you have something to say about the readings if you expect the rest of the group
to enter into any kind of discussion.

Do not overlook current periodicals (including mass- market publications) as
sources for thought-provoking women's writings. Several of the pieces listed in
this chapter are from the manuscripts of working writers; selection of such read-
ings gives participants insight into the writing process and can be particularly

, helpful if the writer herself is available for discussion or if several drafts of the
same piece are available for comparison and study
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RESOURCES

READINGS USED

Following are some of the selections read during the two workshop series.

Bond, Jean Carey "The Media Image of Black Women." Freedomways; Vol: 15;
No. 1 (1975).
This essay generated a discussion of myths and stereotypes as propagated on
television and in films:

Dal-Frederic Y. "To Be Black, Poor, Female; and Old." Freedomways; Vol. 6, No.
4 (1976).
This essay is a good example of the use of statistics to support a thesis. It can
generate discussion of the problems of age and poverty among Black women.

Evans, Mari. "The 7:25 Trolley." In 1 Am a Black Woman. Nevi York: Morrow,
1970.
In this poetic monologue; a woman .prepares to go to work. The _reading raised
questions about class attitudes amon_g_women and the history of Black women
working outside the home as domestics.

Grosvenor; Verta Mae. "Black Satin Amazon Fire Engine Cry Baby: Meditation
on a Myth." Village Voice (May 28, 1979).
A personal essay that counters Bend's discussion (see above) of stereotypes:
Demonstrates the use of personal experience to make a point.

Hurston, Zora Neale. "Women Are the Mules of the World." In Their Eyes Were
Watching God: Urbana; III.: University of Illinois Press; 1978:
This dialogue between the novel's _heroine and her grandmother raises the
issues of generational expectations, Black female roles, etc.

Jong, Erica. "Women Enough." Women's Day (April 3, 1979).
A poem abOut writing, contrasting writing as the poet's creative outlet with the
necessity for her mother end grandmother to keep house.

Jordan, June. "From the talking back of Ms. Valentine Jones. poem # one." Ms.
(April 1978):
A good example of a speaking voice in a poem; contrasting dreams with every-
day reality.

"Poem about My Rights." Essence, Vol. 9,-No. 7 (November
1978).
A poem linking violence against women with violence against oppressed
peoples.

Lorde, Audre. "Tar Beach." Conditions: Five; The Black Women's issue; Vol. 2;
No. 2 (Fall 1979)..
?Ids autobiographical story raises issues of eroticism and lesbian literature.
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Metzger, Diane; Holly Prado; and Susan Yankowitz: "Buzzing and Humming:
The New Writing." Chrysalis, No 6 (1978).
Original fiction_pieces by the three writers reflect an intersection of literary forms,
both poetry and prose; which the awakening_of feminist consciousness has
begun to generate. The poem by Yankowitz, On Writing: Her Infinite Variety,"
describes the writing process as seen through this writer's perspective.

Papachistou, Judith. Women Together: A History in Documents of_the Women's
Movement in the United States. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1976.
The book contains short; readable pieces of the earliest militants, the women
who participated in the many campaigns for women's rights before suffrage was
won; and-of contemporary _feminist ideas during the current women's movement
Of the 1960's and 1970's. We used Sojourner TrUth's speech "Ain't I a Woman?"
from the women's rights convention of 1851 a good example of moving from the
spoken word to the written word. If the workshop participants are agreeable, it
may be a good idea to transcribe some of the group's vivid and creative state-
ments so each woman can see, her voice in writing.

Shange; Ntozake: "Three (for International Women's Day)." The Btack Scholar
(June 1975). -

This poem introduces questions of male-female relationships and competition
among women.

Shariat; Fahamisha. "Black Women Vocalists." Unpublished manuscript
A radiOsCript, aired March 8. 1979; an example of writing intended to be spoken..:
Raises questions of research, selection of factual material, and formatting infor-
mation. Contains short biographical essays.

Smith, Beverly. "A Journal Entry." Unpublished manuscript.
A-response to racism and sexism. contained in the author's journal. A good
example of journal writing,

Walker, Alice., "In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens." Ms.; Vol: 2 Way 1974).
This essay, originally an article in Ms.. picks up the theme of how our mothers/
grandmothers expressed their creativity and explores the legacy of Black wom-
en's creativity.

SUGGESTED BACKGROUND READING

The following collections contain usable resources for a workshop sexes on
women and writin_g. I have tried to give some indication of the contents of each. I
have not provided a bibliography of women writers; however, several of the col-
lections listed contain useful bibliographies. These collections do offer a good
starting point

Bell; Roseann P., et al., eds. Sturdy Black Bridges: Visions of Black Women in
Literature. Garden City New York: Doubleday/Anchor, 1979.
A collection of essays, interviews; stories, and poems, with photographs and
drawings on various aspects of Black womanhood. Interviews with writers may
be of special value:
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Cade; Toni; ed. The Black Woman: An Anthology. New York: Signet; 1970.
Stories; poems; and essays by and about Black women;

Chin, Frank; et al., eds. Aiiieeeee! An Anthology of Asian American Writers. Gar-
den City New York: Doubleday/Anchor. 1975.
Four of the fourteen writers represented are women, including playwright
Momoko Iko. Excellent introduction to Asian writers. Biographical notes
included.

Gross, Theodore L:, ed: A Nation of Nations: Ethnic Literature Writers: New York:
Free Press, 1971.
Various aspects of ethnic identity in the United States in poems, autobiography
essays fiction; and song lyrics; Includes work by Asian American, Native Ameri-
can, Black, and European American writers.

Howe, Florence, and Ellen Bass, eds. No More Masks! An Anthology of Poems by
Women. Introduction Dy Florence Howe. Garden City, New York: Doubleday/
Anchor, 1973.

The poem.- are organized thematically, with biographical sketches of the poets.

Juhasz; Suzanne: Naked and Fiery Forms: Modem American Poetry by Women: A
tNiew Tradition. New York: Harper and Row, 1976.
An academic study of the woman poet, with essays on Emily Dickinson,
Marianne Moore, Denise Levertov, Sylvia Platt), Anne Sexton, Gwendolyn
Brooks, Nikki Giovanni, Alta, and Adrienne Rich. Selected bibliography.

Lerner, Gerda, ed. Black Women in White America: A Documentary History. New
York: Random House, 1973.
Primary source materials, oral transcriptions, and formal writings on various
aspects of Black women's experiences: Bibliography.

Niethammer, Carolyn. Daughters of the Earth -The Lives and Legends of Ameri-
can Indian Women. New York: Macmillan, 1977.
Cultural and anthropological study of Native American women. Includes inter-
views; oral poetry and stories.

Selections from the Black. Providence, Rhode Island: James-
town Publishers, 1971.
A reading-skills series: Each volume contains thirty reading selections (some by
women) followed by exercises to develop comprehension, vocabulary, word
meaning; phonics, and study skills. Three Volumes: olive, for_ reading levels 6
through 8; brown, for reading levels 9 through 11; and.purple, for reading levels
12 through college.

. Voices from the Bottom. Providence, Rhode Island: Jamestown
Publishers, 1974.
Follows same format as Selections from the Black: Writings by Native Americans ;'
Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans. (In English.)

Webber, Jeannette L. and Joan Grumman, eds. Woman as Writer Boston:
Houghton Mifflin; 1978.
Women in the process of writing. Part One presents statements about the writing
process in journals, essays, interviews, poems, and stories. Part Two contains
longer examples- of writings by the same women presented in Part One. Includes
Maya Angelou, Gweridolyn Brooks, Nikki Giovanni, and Alice Walker Bibliogra-
phy.
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COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS.

We would appreciate your response to the following questionnaire. If you wouldlike to have more information about our project or the participating sites; let usknow. Please tear out this self-addressed page and mail it back to us.
1. What is the name of your group? What kind of program is it?

2: HOW did you learn about our course materials?

3. Were our courses incorporated into other activities carried out by your pro-gram? Were they presented as a separate project?

4. Which courses did you use?

5. Was this a limited workshop series or an ongoing WOM9ri'S studies program?

6. Did the courses provide enough material for the group's interests and needs?Are there other kinds of resources that you would have found useful? What arethey?

7: How many participants were involved in the courses? Number of women
. Number of MOO . Age range

Ethnic background Income range

8: HoW did the participants feel about the content of the courses (e.g., activities,
readings)? Which of the materials did you find most useful? Least useful?

9. Other comments:

Please fold and mail
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